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This thesis presents several complete and partial models for the homotopy theory of monoids and
the derived functor of group completion. We show that there is a simplicial model structure on
the category of reduced simplicial sets that is Quillen equivalent to the Quillen model structure
of simplicial monoids. Using this Quillen equivalence we recover the fact that the derived functor
of group completion is isomorphic to the homotopy type of loops on the classifying space of a
monoid. We use the Street nerve to show that the derived functor of group completion of monoids
in the category of ω-groupoids for the Gray tensor product is isomorphic to group completion for
simplicial monoids in low degrees. Finally we exploit the connection of ω-groupoids with the theory
of rewriting for presentations of monoids to calculate the second homotopy group of the classifying
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1 Introduction
The inspiration for the research in this thesis came from the fact proved by Barr and Beck in §1.2 of
[BB69] that for a group G the derived functors of the abelianization functor ab : sGp→ sAb from
simplicial groups to simplicial abelian groups correspond up to a shift of degree with the group
homology of G
L abn(G) ∼= Hn+1(BG,Z)
Around the same time I learned this I also learned about the group completion functor L : Mon→
Gp. Like the abelianization functor the group completion functor is a left adjoint to the inclusion
of a reflective subcategory, namely monoids within the category of groups. Using the standard
model structures on the categories of simplicial monoids and groups we can calculate the derived
functors of group completion. This led me to ask whether there is an alternate interpretation
of these derived functors of group completion in terms of another construction as is the case for
abelianization of groups. The answer to this question was given by Dwyer and Kan in their paper
[DK80] studying localization of categories. They showed that for a monoid M the derived functors
of group completion correspond up to a degree shift with the homotopy groups of the classifying
space of M
LLn(M) ∼= πn+1(BM) (1)
This led me to ask the question:
Q1: Can this identification of homotopy groups as derived functors of group completion be used
to do calculations of the homotopy groups of classifying spaces of discrete monoids?
This question is an ambitious one as by Theorem 1 of [McD79] all connected spaces have the
homotopy type of the classifying space of a discrete monoid. My goal was to try to connect the
data of a presentation of a monoid by generators and relations to its derived functor of group
completion and so to the calculation of the homotopy groups of its classifying space. Some progress
on this goal is realized in Section 5.4.3 with a formula for the second homotopy group π2(BM) of
the classifying space based on the data of a presentation of a monoid.
In the course of investigating the homotopy theory of monoids and their group completions I
found a lack of literature on models of ∞-monoids. Much work has been done in formalizing the
notion of an (∞, 1)-category, which is, as Riehl and Verity say in their lecture notes [RV19], a
schematic notion for which many suitably equivalent models, in the form of model categories, exist.
Some examples of these models are: categories enriched in simplicial sets, the Joyal model structure
on the category of simplicial sets [Joy08], and the model structure for Segal categories on simplicial
spaces [DKS89]. These all formalize the notion as defined in [RV19] of an (∞, 1)-category as a
category weakly enriched in ∞-groupoids, which are themselves models of spaces. My schematic
approach to the question of models of ∞-monoids was to say that an ∞-monoid should be an
(∞, 1)-category with a single object. This led me to the second question:
Q2: Can models of ∞-monoids be made from models of (∞, 1)-categories by restricting them to
a single object?
In the case of categories enriched in simplicial sets it is simple to see that this works. The restriction
to a single object is just the category of simplicial monoids, which has a well-known model structure
transferred from the Kan model structure on sSet. The only publication I found taking this
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approach to defining a model of ∞-monoids derived from another model of (∞, 1)-categories was
[Ber07]. In this paper Bergner shows that there is a model structure on reduced simplicial spaces
that is the restriction of the model structure for Segal categories on simplicial spaces. As Bergner
shows, for models of (∞, 1)-categories not based on strict enrichment in spaces the restriction to
the single object case is more difficult to construct. This is because for a given model category
modelling (∞, 1)-categories we are seeking the reflective subcategory not just of the category with
the model structure but also of its homotopy category. Therefore, we need to show that restricting
to the case of a single object interacts well with the model structure for (∞, 1)-categories. This
leads to the question of transfer of model structure along an adjunction, for which some general
tools exist (see for example [Hes+17]) but a bespoke argument is almost always needed for the
question of acyclicity as described in §2 of [Hes+17].
These are the two motivating questions that drove the research in this thesis. They are examined
in reverse order, however, in the four chapters of this thesis. The first two chapters are devoted to
constructing and comparing models of ∞-monoids via the approach of Q2. The final two chapters
show how the data of a presentation of a monoid can be used to calculate the first derived functor of
its group completion, giving a part of an answer to Q1. These two halves of the thesis are relatively
independent, however the second half, dealing with Q1, benefits a little from having some of the
models of ∞-monoids and their group completions defined and explored in the first half.
In Chapter 2, following the approach discussed above and inspired by Bergner, we prove the
existence of a simplicial model structure on the category sSet0 of reduced simplicial sets, that is
simplicial sets with a unique 0-simplex. This model structure is transferred from the Joyal model
structure on simplicial sets of [Joy08]. The fibrant objects of this model structure are the quasi-
monoids, which are reduced simplicial sets that have the right lifting property against all inner
horn inclusions Λnk ↪→ ∆n for 0 < k < n and n ≥ 2. These are the quasi-categories of [Joy08] that
have a single object, which fits with the schematic approach to defining ∞-monoids given above.
The model structure we prove is the following (see Theorem 2.37 below)
Theorem. There exists a model structure on the category of reduced simplicial sets sSet0 such
that
• the weak equivalences are the maps f : A → B such that (Xf )∗ : (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan
weak equivalence for all quasi-monoids X
• the cofibrations are inclusions of reduced simplicial sets
• the fibrations are the maps with the right lifting property against all cofibrations that are weak
equivalences
This model structure is cofibrantly generated and the fibrant objects are the quasi-monoids.
The functor
(−−)∗ : sSetop0 × sSet0 → sSet
is the restriction to sSet0 of the pointed simplical mapping space functor for pointed simplicial
sets. In Section 2.1 we describe this functor and show that it defines a simplicial enrichment of the
category sSet0 forming part of the simplicial model structure on sSet0. We call this the quasi-
monoid model structure after the fibrant objects and denote it by (sSet0)J . This model structure
has been proved in Lemma 3.2 of [CHL19], however we present a different proof based on the
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methods of [Joy08] and also show that it is a simplicial model structure. Our method makes use
of a simplicial enrichment, tensoring, and cotensoring of the category sSet0 over simplicial sets,
which we construct in Section 2.1.
The first step on the path to proving the quasi-monoid model structure is to show that (−−)∗
determines a mapping space for quasi-monoids, meaning that when X is a quasi-monoid (XA)∗ is
a Kan complex for any reduced simplicial set A. This mapping space can be used in place of the
mapping space construction from [Joy08] Chapter 5 to apply to sSet0 the same reasoning used by
Joyal to construct the quasi-category model structure on sSet. This is the approach we take in
Section 2.4 to prove several of the conditions for the quasi-monoid model structure. We deviate
from Joyal at the end of this section to complete the proof, however. We will use the mapping
space for sSet0 and the small object argument to construct a functor from sSet0 to the category
graded groups that commutes with filtered colimits and detects whether a map in sSet0 belongs to
the class of proposed weak equivalences of the quasi-monoid model structure. This functor then fits
in to the context of [Bou75], where Bousfield showed that there is a model structure on sSet that
has as its weak equivalences maps that induce isomorphisms on integer homology. Replacing the
homology functor with the functor we have defined for sSet0 allows us to apply Bousfield’s methods
and show that the proposed quasi-monoid model structure exists and is cofibrantly generated.
We also show that the Kan model structure on sSet0, as described in [GJ99] §IV,is a left
Bousfield localization of this model structure, recovering the reduced version of the corresponding
fact for the Kan and Joyal model structures on sSet. The localization of (sSet0)J is taken at a
single map. This map adds the condition that 1-simplices of a quasi-monoid must be invertible,
in a way that we will describe in Definition 2.9 and discuss in detail in Section 2.5. The Kan
model structure on reduced simplicial sets is known (see for example [GJ99] §IV) to be Quillen
equivalent to the model category of simplicial groups via the Kan loop group adjunction. Hence
this localization of the model of ∞-monoids provided by (sSet0)J is a model for the (∞-)group
completion of∞-monoids. We will make this statement more precise in Chapter 3 when we compare
the quasi-monoid model structure with that of simplicial monoids and show that they are Quillen
equivalent.
The quasi-monoid model structure satisfies our definition as a model for ∞-monoids by being a
model of the reflective subcategory of single object (∞, 1)-categories in the homotopy category of a
model of (∞, 1)-categories, namely the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets. However, to show
that this is a sensible way of modelling ∞-monoids we must show that it is equivalent to other
models of ∞-monoids that are obtained through the same process. The only other such model I
know of is that of Bergner in [Ber07]. The fibrant objects of Bergner’s model structure are the
Segal categories of the model structure from [JT07] that have a single object. Section 2.6 is devoted
to showing that the quasi-monoid model structure is equivalent to the Bergner model structure on
the category sSet∆
op
0 of reduced simplicial spaces. This is done in Proposition 2.67 below, which
is based on similar results for the Joyal model structure on sSet and the Segal category model
structure on bisimplicial sets in [JT07]. This result shows that the diagonal functor
d : (sSet∆
op
0 )B → (sSet0)J
forms the left and the right adjoint of two Quillen equivalences between the quasi-monoid model
structure on reduced simplicial sets and the Bergner model structure on reduced simplicial spaces.
In the first chapter we followed our general scheme of constructing∞-monoid models by restrict-
ing (∞, 1)-category models to the single object case. We also showed that the quasi-monoid model
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structure we obtained from this approach was Quillen equivalent to the Bergner model structure for
Segal monoids that motivated this approach. In this chapter we further support the identification
of these model categories as models of ∞-monoids by showing that both are Quillen equivalent
to the model structure for simplicial monoids. We also use this Quillen equivalence to show that
the localization described in the previous chapter of (sSet0)J to obtain the Kan model structure
on reduced simplicial sets is equivalent to the group completion functor for simplicial monoids on
homotopy categories.
As we do for the Quillen equivalence between the quasi-monoid model structure and the Bergner
model structure in Chapter 2 we will construct the Quillen equivalence with simplicial monoids by
restricting a Quillen equivalence of the corresponding models for (∞, 1)-categories. In this case we
will use the homotopy coherent nerve and realization adjunction between categories enriched in
simplicial sets and simplicial sets. This is a Quillen equivalence when sSet has the Joyal model
structure by Theorem 2.2.5.1 of [Lur09]. In this chapter we show that this Quillen equivalence
restricts to a Quillen equivalence between sMon, the category of simplicial monoids, and the
quasi-monoid model structure.
We start by defining the cosimplicial simplicial monoid C• : ∆ → sMon that we call the ho-
motopy coherent simplices. This cosimplicial simplicial monoid determines the homotopy coherent
nerve-realization adjunction in the usual way. Rather than collapsing the corresponding notions for
categories enriched in simplicial sets we construct these simplicial monoids as nerves of partially or-
dered monoids with respect to the partial order. To describe the realization of a reduced simplicial
set by this cosimplicial simplicial monoid we make use of the terminology of beads and necklaces
from [DS11a] and [DS11b]. This allows us to show that realization produces cofibrant simplicial








determined by C• is a Quillen adjunction.
Sections 3.3 to 3.6 contain the proof that the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction
is a Quillen equivalence. The method we use for this proof is the main new contribution of this
chapter. We start from the same position as [Lur09]. We apply the arguments of §2.2 of [Lur09]
for the proof of the (∞, 1)-category Quillen equivalence to reduce the proof in the ∞-monoid case
to:
1. constructing maps of simplicial sets rX : H(X) → UC(X) for X a reduced simplicial set, H
a functor defined by Lurie that has the homotopy type of the mapping space (XS
1
)∗ when X
is a quasi-monoid, and U : sMon→ sSet the forgetful functor
2. proving that rX is a Kan weak equivalence when X is a quasi-monoid





is a Kan weak equivalence
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The construction of the map for step 1 follows from Lurie by restricting to the single object or
reduced simplicial set case. Step 2 is where we introduce new methods to this proof. Specifically,
we define the map rX by identifying the simplicial set H(X) as the first stage of a filtration of the
simplicial set UC(X) by simplicial subsets indexed by the natural numbers. This filtration is by
a quantity we call the spine length, which is defined in Section 3.3. Spine length is a combined
measure of the length of words in the free monoids of simplices of C(X) and the degeneracy of
simplices that label the terms in these words. We show that the inclusions of each stage of this
filtration in the next can be realized as pushouts of Kan acyclic cofibrations in sSet when X is a
quasi-monoid and so rX is a Kan weak equivalence in this case. Our construction of these colimits
makes use of more of the technology of necklaces and beads from [DS11a] and [DS11b]. These
papers offer an alternative proof of the Quillen equivalence of categories enriched in simplicial sets
with the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets so the results in this chapter can be seen as a
hybrid, connecting Lurie’s approach with that of Dugger and Spivak.
In Section 3.7 we use the Quillen equivalence proved in the previous sections to show that the
localization from Chapter 2 of (sSet)J that gives the Kan model structure on reduced simplicial
sets is Quillen equivalent to the group completion adjunction for sSet. The results of the previous
sections and Chapter 2 can be summarized in the following diagram where the Kan model structure













The question mark in this diagram indicates our natural curiosity about what the localization
adjunction for (sSet0)J on the right corresponds to for simplicial monoids under the horizontal
Quillen equivalence. We answer this question by localizing sMon at the image under C of the
localizing map of sSet0 for the vertical adjunction. This gives a model structure on sMon that
is Quillen equivalent to the Kan model structure on sSet0. We show that this model structure
has fibrant objects the Kan fibrant simplicial monoids whose monoid of connected components is
a group. We also show that the group completion functor determines a Quillen equivalence of this
model structure with the model structure on simplicial groups. Hence we obtain another Quillen
equivalence between (sSet0)K and sGp by composing group completion with homotopy coherent
realization LC a NI. We can compare this Quillen equivalence to the Kan loop group adjunction
to recover the result, which was mentioned above, of Dwyer and Kan in [DK80] that the derived
functor of group completion of a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid is isomorphic to the homotopy type
of the loop space of N(M).
The next chapter marks the beginning of our investigations of Q1. Our goal in these chapters
is to calculate homotopy groups of the classifying space of a monoid M using the first non-trivial
case of the identification (1) of homotopy groups of N(M) = BM with derived functors of group
completion for a monoid M . This is the case n = 1 and it allows us to calculate π2(BM) as the
first derived functor of group completion of M . We will calculate the first derived functor not in
sMon but in another model category that captures the homotopy theory of 2-types of simplicial
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monoids. This is nevertheless sufficient for our purposes of calculating the first derived functor of a
monoid The partial model of the homotopy theory of simplicial monoids we use is that of monoids
in the category of strict ω-groupoids. This category was chosen because of the strong connection of
the homotopy theory of monoids in this category to the theory of term rewriting for monoids. We
will exploit this connection to show that data from a presentation of a monoid by term rewriting
determines a resolution of the monoid and hence, by the definitions and identifications above, the
second homotopy group of BM .
Chapter 4 is a recollection of the theory of strict ω-groupoids, which are the basis of the homo-
topy theory we will use to calculate the first derived functor of group completion. We define strict
ω-groupoids, which are globular models of higher categories and record the folk model structure
for the category ωGpd of strict ω-groupoids from [AM11]. This model structure, like many other
results about strict ω-groupoids, was originally constructed for the category of crossed complexes
in [BG89], which was shown to be equivalent to the category of strict ω-groupoids in [BH81b].
Some of the results of this chapter exist in the literature for crossed complexes but not for strict
ω-groupoids, so in this chapter we gather these results and translate them where needed. Similarly,
there exist results for strict ω-categories that we will specialize to strict ω-groupoids where needed.
One example of this is the Gray tensor product for strict ω-groupoids, which we describe in Section
4.3. The construction we use was developed for strict ω-categories by Steiner in [Ste04] using the
theory of augmented directed complexes, which are chain complexes of abelian groups with some
additional structure. One key objective of this chapter is to recall the results of [AL20] which show
that the folk model structure for strict ω-groupoids is monoidal with respect to the Gray tensor
product. This opens the way to the study of Gray monoids, that is monoids for the Gray tensor
product in ωGpd, in the final chapter. The other key objective of Chapter 4 is to introduce the
Street nerve of strict ω-groupoids. This is the construction that allows us to identify how the model
structure for strict ω-groupoids models homotopy 2-types. This was shown in [MS93] for the case
of 2-groupoids, but it is straightforward to apply their results to the case of strict ω-groupoids by
localizing the model structure to ignore all homotopy information above degree 2.
In Chapter 5 we use the partial model of homotopy types given by strict ω-groupoids to obtain
a partial model of homotopy types of monoids and their group completions. In the previous section
we cited the results of [AL20] that show that ωGpd with the folk model structure is a monoidal
model category with the Gray tensor product. It also satisfies the other technical lemmas that
allow the transfer of the folk model structure on ωGpd to give a model structure on the category
of monoids in strict ω-groupoids with the Gray tensor product. We call this the category Gray
of Gray monoids. These Gray monoids are our partial model of the homotopy types of simplicial
monoids, which we will use to calculate the first derived functor of group completion of a monoid
M . To do this, we must translate the notion of group completion from simplicial monoids to Gray
monoids and also show that Gray monoids do provide a partial model for the homotopy types of
simplicial monoids as we have claimed. A key tool for both of these goals is the Street nerve that
was defined in the previous chapter. We address both of these goals in the first two sections of this
chapter.
In Section 5.2 we show that the Street nerve is lax monoidal for the Gray tensor product
on ωGpd and the cartesian product on sSet. The proof of this fact follows immediately from
the Alexander-Whitney map for chain complexes, which is in fact a map of Steiner’s augmented
directed complexes as defined in the previous chapter. Hence the theory of Steiner from [Ste04]
as described in Chapter 4 immediately gives a corresponding Alexander-Whitney map of strict
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ω-groupoids. This map was described for strict ω-categories in [Ver08], however the identification
with the Alexander-Whitney map was not explicitly made there. This allows us to extend the
Street nerve to an adjunction between categories of monoids in ωGpd for the Gray tensor product













As in Section 3.7 we are in a situation where we want to extend an adjunction along another
adjunction, in this case we want to understand group completion for Gray monoids. The notion
that fills in the lower left corner of this diagram is that of a Gray group, which we define in Section
5.1. A Gray group is a Gray monoid whose monoid of 0-cells is a group. We show in Section 5.2
that Gray groups are characterized by the condition that their Street nerve is a simplicial group.
Hence we take the group completion of Gray monoids by adding inverses for the 0-cells.
To calculate derived functors of group completion we must first give a model structure on the
category GrayGp of Gray groups. We show that there is a model structure on GrayGp that
is transferred by the group completion adjunction from the Gray monoid model structure. Our
method of proof involves construction a path Gray monoid for Gray monoids, which turns out to
be a Gray group when the original Gray monoid is a Gray group. This approach is an adaptation of
the arguments of §5 of [SS00] where a path space is constructed for monoids for the chain complex
tensor product. This establishes the basic needs we outlined above to be able to speak about
derived functors of group completion for Gray monoids. It remains to show that these derived
functors of group completion agree with those for sMon in low degrees.








induces an equivalence when restricted to homotopy 2-types. In particular, we localize both sMon
and Gray at maps that make the homotopy categories ignore all homotopy information above
degree 2. It then follows by the results of the previous chapter and those of [SS03] on Quillen
equivalences of categories of monoids that the Street nerve adjunction induces a Quillen equivalence
between the localized model categories of monoids. We then show that this 2-types localization
extends to the category of Gray groups and the Street nerve-realization adjunction is also a Quillen
equivalence between the localized model categories of Gray groups and simplicial groups. Our
method of proof here is the same as in Section 3.7. We localize the model category for 2-types of
Gray monoids at a single map the gives a model structure for group-like 2-types of Gray monoids,
which we can then show is Quillen equivalent to the model structure of 2-types of Gray groups.
To complete this proof we us the results of [SS03] again, while making some slight modifications.
This shows that, for calculating derived functors of group completion LLn(M) of a monoid M if
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n ≤ 2 we can make the calculation in sMon or Gray and obtain the same result. We note that
for Gray groups, this Quillen equivalence combined with the homotopy coherent nerve-realization
from Chapter 3 recovers the result from [Ber99] that shows that groupoids enriched in the category
of 2-groupoids with the Gray tensor product model all homotopy 3-types.
Although we have shown that we can calculate in Gray some low degree derived functors
of group completion, and so low degree homotopy groups of monoid classifying spaces, we are not
really any closer to an actual concrete calculation of these groups. Taking cofibrant replacements in
Gray is not any easier than in sMon and the Gray tensor product introduces increased complexity
in working with the cells of a Gray monoid. Our motivation for looking at strict ω-groupoids was
their connection with the theory of term rewriting for monoids. This connection, however, is
through strict monoids in ωGpd, that is monoids with respect to the cartesian product of strict
ω-groupoids rather than the Gray tensor product. In the last section of this chapter we show that
there is a model structure on the category Mon(ωGpd) of strict monoids in ωGpd and recall how
the data of presentation of a monoid by generators and relations can be used to construct a cofibrant
replacement of a monoid in this model structure. Finally we show how this cofibrant replacement
can be used to calculate the first derived functor of group completion for Gray monoids.
We show in Section 5.4.2 that the category Mon(ωGpd) of strict monoids in ωGpd is simul-
taneously
1. a reflective subcategory of Gray
2. isomorphic to the category ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 of strict (ω, 1)-categories that have a unique 0-cell
The category Gp(ωGpd) of strict groups in ωGpd has similar interpretations and allows us to
define a group completion functor for strict monoids in ωGpd that is the restriction of the Gray
monoid group completion functor to strict monoids. The second perspective on these categories
allows us to define model structures on Mon(ωGpd) and Gp(ωGpd) transferred from the corre-
sponding folk model structures on (ω, 1)Cat and ωGpd. These model structures are also trans-
ferred from the model structures on Gray and GrayGp via their respective reflective subcategory
inclusions and so make the group completion functor of strict monoids in ωGpd a Quillen adjunc-
tion. Our final goal in this section is to show that the first derived functor of this group completion
is isomorphic to that of group completion for Gray monoids, and so to that of simplicial monoids
by the previous sections. We show that this holds at the end of Section 5.4.2 by showing that the
calculation of the first derived functor collapses all differences between Gray monoids and strict
monoids in ωGpd, so we can make the calculation before or after reflection to the subcategory of
strict monoids in ωGpd and obtain the same result.
Finally it is in this context of strict monoids in ωGpd (or equivalently strict (ω, 1)-categories
with a unique 0-cell) where we can apply the theory of term rewriting for monoids to do calculations
of the derived functor of group completion. In term rewriting theory a presentation of a monoid M
by generators and relations consists of an alphabet Σ and a set R of directed pairs of words from
the free monoid Σ∗ on the alphabet. The monoid M presented by this data is isomorphic to the
quotient of Σ∗ that is obtained by identifying words of the free monoid using the relations of R.
This data can also be used to freely generate a (2, 1)-category with a unique object or equivalently a
monoid in the category of groupoids. In Section 5.4 we describe this construction and also show how
it can be extended to construct a cofibrant replacement of M in the model category Mon(ωGpd)
of monoids for the cartesian product in ωGpd. This cofibrant replacement is called a polygraphic
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resolution in the literature on term rewriting (see for example [GM12] §2.3.3). Such a cofibrant
replacement can then be used to calculate the derived functors of the group completion functor
L : Mon(ωGpd)→ Gp(ωGpd)
for strict monoids. By the previous arguments the first derived functor of this group completion
is isomorphic to that for group completion of simplicial monoids. The first derived functor only
depends on the n-cells of a cofibrant replacement of M in Mon(ωGpd) for n ≤ 2 or equivalently
on n-cells for n ≤ 3 for a cofibrant replacement of M in ((ω, 1)Cat)>0. The data required to
produce a 3-truncated cofibrant replacement of M in ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 is called a coherent presentation
in [GMM13]. It adds to the alphabet Σ and relations R a set P called a homotopy basis that
consists of generating 2-cells of the (2, 1)-category generated by Σ and R. From this data and the
coherent presentation of the monoid M we can therefore calculate the first derived functor of group
completion and so the homotopy group π2(BM).
In the final section of this chapter we give a formula for the second homotopy group of the
classifying space of a monoid in terms of a construction that has already been studied in term
rewriting theory and homotopy theory. The construction we employ is the group of identities among
relations defined in [BH82]. This is an abelian group determined by the data of the presentation
of a group by generators and relations. We apply this construction to a presentation (Σ, R) of a
monoid M by considering the group of identities among relations for the group presentation of LM
obtained from the same sets of generators and relations. We denote this group by N(R). Elements
of the homotopy basis of a coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ) of M correspond to elements of the
group of identities among relations, so we can define a subgroup N(P ) E N(R) that is generated
by the elements of P . Given a coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ) of a monoid M the formula in
Theorem 5.26 gives the second homotopy group of BM as the quotient of the group of identities
among relations by the subgroup generated by the homotopy basis.
Theorem. Let M be a discrete monoid with coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ). The second homotopy
group π2(BM) of the classifying space of M is the quotient
π2(BM) = N(R)/N(P )
where N(R) is the group of identities among relations for the presentation (Σ, R) and N(P ) is the
subgroup of identities among relations determined by the set P .
This description follows automatically from the earlier proof that we can calculate the first
derived functor of group completion in Mon(ωGpd). We call this a Hopf formula for the second
homotopy group because of aesthetic similarities to the Hopf formula ([Hop41]) for the second group
homology group. Calculations of coherent presentations and groups of identities among relations
can be difficult, as we would expect, but there exists a large body of research on cases when these
coherent presentations have nice properties that allow calculations. At the end of this thesis we
apply some of these results to calculate π2(BM) in some simple examples. Much more work could
be done to apply this formula to calculate second homotopy groups in cases where the hard work of




In this chapter we will describe and compare two models of ∞-monoids. These are both obtained
using the main strategy of this part of the thesis, that of restricting previously described models of
(∞, 1)-categories to a single object. The first of these models is based on Joyal’s model structure
for sSet as defined in [Joy08]. This model structure is defined so that the fibrant objects are






with 0 < k < n have solutions. These spaces generalize the defining property of nerves of categories
amongst simplicial sets, which is that all such lifting problems have unique solutions. The 0-
simplices of a quasi-monoid represent its objects, so we can restrict to the case of monoids by
restricting the ambient category to the full subcategory of reduced simplicial sets sSet0, which all
have a unique 0-simplex. In this chapter we will show that there is a simplicial model structure on
sSet0 that is the restriction of the Joyal model structure. This model structure on sSet0 has as
its fibrant objects the quasi-monoids, which will be the quasi-categories in sSet0 or equivalently
quasi-categories with a unique object. We will call this the quasi-monoid model structure on sSet0.
Our approach to proving the quasi-monoid model structure will be a hybrid, using results
about mapping spaces derived from Joyal’s work on quasi-categories [Joy08] but applying them in
the framework used by Bousfield in [Bou75] to show the existence of a model structure on sSet
where the weak equivalences are homology equivalences. Using this approach was inspired by the
proof by Goerss and Jardine in [GJ99] that there exists a model structure on reduced simplicial
sets that is Quillen equivalent to the model structure of simplicial groups defined by Quillen in
[Qui67].
Theorem 2.1 ([GJ99] Proposition 6.2). There exists a model structure on sSet0 where a map
f : X → Y is a
• weak equivalence if it is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets
• cofibration if it is a monomorphism
• fibration if it has the right lifting property against all acyclic cofibrations
Furthermore, acyclic fibrations of this model structure are acyclic fibrations of the Kan model struc-
ture on simplicial sets.
We will also show that this Kan model structure on sSet0 is obtained by localizing the quasi-
monoid model structure at a single map. This is similar to the unreduced case, where the Kan
model structure on sSet can be obtained by localizing the Joyal model structure.
The second model of ∞-monoids in this chapter is Bergner’s model structure for reduced Segal
categories from [Ber07]. Bergner’s approach in this paper of restricting an (∞, 1)-category model
structure to the unique object case was what inspired the investigation of the quasi-monoid model
structure in this chapter. We will show that Bergner’s model structure is closely related to the quasi-
monoid model structure for sSet0. In particular, these model structures are Quillen equivalent. We
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will do this by adapting to the unique object case the results of [JT07], which show the equivalence
of the Joyal model structure on sSet and the Segal category model structure on bisimplicial sets.
This chapter could be viewed as a proof of concept for the Bergner method of restricting to a
unique object as a way to generate models of∞-monoids from models of (∞, 1)-categories. It shows
that this approach is feasible in at least one other case than that in [Ber07] and also highlights
some of the difficulties that can arise when making this restriction. The case of the quasi-monoid
model structure is intriguing since the restriction to a unique object enhances the enrichment of
the model structure: while the Joyal model structure on sSet is only enriched in itself, the quasi-
monoid model structure on sSet0 is enriched in sSet with the Kan model structure. It is possible
that this approach could be productively applied to other models of (∞, 1)-categories to produce
new models of ∞-monoids.
We begin in the first section by describing the enrichment of sSet0 in sSet and its powering
and copowering over sSet. These will form part of a simplicial model structure and we will use
their properties in the future to identify weak equivalences and prove the lifting properties needed
for the definition of a quasi-monoid model structure on sSet0.
2.1 Simplicial Enrichment of sSet0
We want to show that the model structure for quasi-monoids we will prove in this chapter is a
simplicial model category. To do this we will first need to show that sSet0 is enriched in simplicial
sets and powered and copowered over sSet. In this section we will construct three functors which
we denote by
(−) ×∗ (−) : sSet0 × sSet→ sSet0
(−−)∗ : sSet0op × sSet0 → sSet
E0(−−) : sSetop × sSet0 → sSet0
for copowering, simplicial enrichment, and powering over sSet respectively. We will show that
these functors form an adjunction of two variables in the sense of Definition 4.1.12 of [Hov99]. This
means that there are natural isomorphisms
HomsSet0(A,E0(B
K)) ∼= HomsSet0(K ×∗ A,B) ∼= HomsSet(K, (AB)∗)
The copowering of sSet0 over sSet is given by what we will call the half reduced product.
Definition 2.2. The half reduced product of a simplicial set K with a reduced simplicial set
A ∈ sSet0 is the simplicial set obtained as the pushout






A×K // A ×∗ K
The simplicial enrichment of sSet0 is given by the standard simplicial enrichment of pointed
simplicial sets. We first observe that a reduced simplicial set is necessarily uniquely pointed, as
there is a unique 0-simplex. Hence for any reduced simplicial sets A and B the simplicial set of
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maps A → B is given by the unpointed simplicial set U(BA)∗ whose set of n-simplices consists of
pointed maps of simplicial sets
∆n+ ∧A→ B
where ∧ is the smash product of pointed simplicial sets and ∆n+ is the standard simplicial n-
simplex with a freely adjoined basepoint. The forgetful functor U indicates that we are forgetting
the pointed structure of (BA)∗ and viewing it only as a simplicial set. Since we will not make any
use of the pointed structure of this simplicial set in future we will suppress the forgetful functor U
and simply refer to (BA)∗ as the simplicial set of maps for reduced simplicial sets A and B.
The powering of sSet0 over sSet is accomplished by the construction of the 0
th Eilenberg
subcomplex (see Definition 8.3 of [May67]) of the function complex AK at the map K → ∗ → A.








where cosk0 is the right adjoint of the 0-skeleton functor.
Proposition 2.3. The following data define an adjunction of two variables
(−) ×∗ (−) : sSet0 × sSet→ sSet0
(−−)∗ : sSet0op × sSet0 → sSet
E0(−−) : sSetop × sSet0 → sSet0
Proof. We will first describe the isomorphism
HomsSet0(K ×∗ A,B) ∼= HomsSet(K, (AB)∗)
A map of simplicial sets
K → (BA)∗








This clearly corresponds to a unique map A ×∗ K → X by Definition 2.2.
We now describe the isomorphism
HomsSet0(A,E0(B
K)) ∼= HomsSet0(K ×∗ A,B)
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A map of reduced simplicial sets B → E0(AK) corresponds to a map of simplicial sets B×K → A
such that the following diagram commutes
sk0(B)×K _

∗ ×K // ∗

B ×K // X
This corresponds to a unique map B ×∗ K → A of reduced simplicial sets by Definition 2.2. 
As mentioned above, we want quasi-monoids to play the role of fibrant objects in our model
structure on sSet0. In the next section we will define these reduced simplicial sets and study the
horn lifting problems that they allow solutions for.
2.2 Horn Lifting Problems in sSet0








for f : A → B a map of reduced simplicial sets. We will define conditions under which solutions
exist for these problems and in later sections we will use these to construct a simplicial model
structure on sSet0.
First we note that this problem (2) is defined in sSet rather than in sSet0, where we are hoping
to define a model structure. We will fix this by defining reduced simplicial sets corresponding to the
standard simplicial simplices. We will do this by making use of the left adjoint κ : sSet→ sSet0 to
the inclusion of reduced simplicial sets into the category of simplicial sets. This functor collapses all
0-simplices of a simplicial set to a single 0-simplex without affecting higher simplices. Composing
this functor with the standard cosimplicial object of simplicial simplices ∆• : ∆ → sSet gives a
reduced cosimplicial object of simplicial simplices which we denote by
S• = κ ◦∆• : ∆→ sSet0
The coface and codegeneracy maps for this cosimplicial object will be denoted by the same notation
as for ∆•, namely di : Sn → Sn+1 and si : Sn → Sn−1, when no confusion can occur.
By the definition of S• using the left adjoint κ there is a bijection for all reduced simplicial sets
A between the set of maps Sn → A in sSet0 and the set of n-simplices of A
HomsSet0(S
n, A) ∼= An
that follows from the corresponding property for ∆n.
The reduced inclusions of the boundaries and the horns for the reduced standard simplicial
simplices will be denoted respectively by
∂Sn ⊆ Sn λnk ⊆ Sn
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for n ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n. These are the inclusions obtained by collapsing to a single 0-simplex all
0-simplices of the maps
∂∆n ⊆ ∆n Λnk ⊆ ∆n








We will divide the horns λnk ⊆ Sn into two types: the inner and outer horns.
Definition 2.4. An inner horn is a horn inclusion λnk ↪→ Sn for n ≥ 2 and 0 < k < n. The
remaining horns λn0 ↪→ Sn and λnn ↪→ Sn for n ≥ 0 are called outer horns.
We can extend the definition of horns to include other subsets of the the standard reduced
simplicial simplex Sn. We will call these generalized horns as in [Joy08] §2.2.1.





Note this definition is quite compatible with our notation for the horns λnk given above before




A map f : A → B between reduced simplicial sets such that all lifting problems (3) have
solutions when λnk ⊆ Sn is an inner horn is called an inner fibration. Any monomorphism of
reduced simplicial sets that has the left lifting property against all inner fibrations is called inner
anodyne. This defines a weakly saturated class of morphisms IA in sSet0.
A map is a right fibration if it is an inner fibration and also has the right lifting property
against all horn inclusions λnn ↪→ Sn for n ≥ 1. A map is right anodyne when it belongs to the
saturated class of maps having the left lifting property against all right fibrations. Dually, there
are also left fibrations and left anodyne maps.
The next Lemma from [Joy08] identifies those generalized horns as defined in Definition 2.5
that are also inner, left, or right anodyne.
Lemma 2.6. A generalized horn λnT ⊆ Sn is inner anodyne if there exist a < b < c ∈ [n] such that
a, c /∈ T and b ∈ T .
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.12 (iv) of [Joy08] can be adapted to the reduced case as follows.
We use induction on the size of the set ∅ 6= T ⊆ [n]. If T = {k} then clearly 0 < k < n so the
horn λn{k} = λ
n
k ⊆ Sn is clearly inner anodyne. For the induction step, let T contain at least two
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elements. There exist a < b < c ∈ [n] such that a, c /∈ T and b ∈ T by assumption. Let i ∈ T be
different from b. In the unreduced case Joyal shows that the square
Λn−1
(di)−1T









is a pushout, where (di)−1T ⊆ [n−1] is the preimage in [n−1] of the subset T ⊆ [n]. The functor κ
is a left adjoint so it preserves this pushout. The preimage of T under di satisfies the property of the
hypothesis for (di)−1(a) < (di)−1(b) < (di)−1(c) so by the induction hypothesis the horn inclusion
λn−1
(di)−1T
⊆ Sn−1 is inner anodyne. Hence its pushout λnT ⊆ λnT\{i} along d
i is inner anodyne. The
horn inclusion λnT\{i} ⊆ S
n is inner anodyne by induction hypothesis, so the result holds. 
We can now state the definition of quasi-monoids in terms of a lifting problem within sSet0.






for 0 < k < n have solutions.
Equivalently, a quasi-monoid is a reduced simplicial set such that the unique map X → ∗ is
an inner fibration. Hence the map X → ∗ has the right lifting property against all inner anodyne
maps, including all generalized horns λnk
A quasi-monoid is sent by the inclusion functor i : sSet0 → sSet to a quasi-category, as defined
by Joyal [Joy08] Definition 1.5, that has only one object. This holds since κ is left adjoint to the
inclusion of sSet0 in sSet, so the lifting property for quasi-monoids in sSet0 corresponds to the
quasi-category lifting property for simplicial sets. As in [Joy08] we will emphasize the connection
of this definition with monoids. This comes from the nerve or classifying space functor
B : Mon→ sSet0
The nerve of a monoid is a quasi-monoid. All nerves are 2-coskeletal, as for n > 2 the face maps
act on an n-simplex (a1, a2, · · · , an) ∈ BM by
di(a1, a2, · · · , an) =

(a2, , · · · , an) i = 0
(a1, a2, · · · , aiai+1, · · · , an) 0 < i < n
(a1, a2, · · · , · · · , an−1) i = n
so an n-simplex is uniquely determined by its faces. For n > 2 the 2-skeletons of λnk and S
n are







can be solved. The top horizontal map identifies a, b ∈M and so a solution to the lifting problem
is given by the 2-simplex (a, b) ∈ BM2.
In fact, as mentioned at the start of this chapter, the nerve functor embeds the category of
monoids as a full subcategory of reduced simplicial sets. Thinking of monoids as their nerves
and reduced simplicial sets as generalized nerves, 1-simplices or edges of a reduced simplicial set
correspond to arrows or elements of the quasi-monoid. This perspective can be formalized by the
left adjoint to the nerve B
τ : sSet0 →Mon
This functor sends a reduced simplicial set A to its homotopy monoid, which is the monoid τ(A)
generated by the 1-simplices of A subject to the relations
[d1(α)] = [d2(α)][d0(α)]
for all 2-simplices α of A. This construction is defined for all reduced simplicial sets, but in the
case A is a quasi-monoid, every word in the monoid τ(A) can be represented by the class of a single
edge. A word [x][y] ∈ τ(A) corresponds to a horn λ21 → A, which has a filler α : S2 → X, so
[x][y] = [d1(α)] in τ(A).






therefore can be seen as identifying a composite 1-simplex for the 1-simplices x, y ∈ X1 determined










In the next section we will examine when certain outer horn lifting problems for a quasi-monoid
can have solutions.
2.2.1 Special Outer Horns
In this section we will describe conditions on outer horn lifting problems for quasi-monoids that
guarantee that these lifting problems have solutions. Recall that the outer horns are those inclusions
λn0 ⊆ Sn λnn ⊆ Sn
for n ≥ 1. We will show that solving lifting problems against outer horns is related to the existence
of inverses in the homotopy monoid. This is most easily seen in the case n = 2. Solving the lifting







corresponds in the homotopy monoid by the discussion above to the existence of z ∈ X1 such that
[x][z] = [y] in τ(X). Hence if X has the right lifting property against all outer horns then τ(X) is
a group. This motivates our investigation in this section of the connection between the existence
of solutions to outer lifting problems against quasi-monoids and invertible 1-simplices of X.
The notion of invertibility we will define for 1-simplices of a quasi-monoid X will be based on
the existence of a solution to an extension problem for the reduced simplicial set map x : S1 → X
corresponding to a 1-simplex x ∈ X1. The extension will be along the inclusion of S1 into the
reduced simplicial set
E1 = κ(cosk0([1]))
For r ≥ 1 the r-simplices of E1 are length r sequences of 0 and 1. These include the non-decreasing
sequences that can be identified with r-simplices of S1, so there is an inclusion
01 : S1 ↪→ E1
determined by the 1-simplex 01 which is common to both reduced simplicial sets.
The extra simplices of the space E1 beyond those of S1 allow us to identify an inverse for an
edge in the homotopy monoid as well as all higher simplices that witness the edge’s invertibility.



















witness that 10 is a left and right inverse respectively for the class of the 1-simplex 01 ∈ E1 in
τ(E1). Hence a map of reduced simplicial sets γ : E1 → X identifies an invertible element of the
homotopy monoid of X.
We will also define subspaces of E1 that witness the existence of a right inverse and a left inverse
respectively of an edge in the homotopy monoid.
Definition 2.8. The subspace R1 ⊆ E1 is the image of the reduced simplicial set map
010 : S2 → E1
Dually, the space L1 ⊆ E1 is the image of the reduced simplicial set map
101 : S2 → E1
The inclusion 01 : S1 ↪→ E1 factors through the inclusions L1 ⊆ E1 and R1 ⊆ E1, so there
are inclusions 01 : S1 ↪→ R1 and 01 : S1 ↪→ L1 that are the identity below degree 2. The simplex
010 is a witness for 10 as the right inverse of 10 in the homotopy monoid. Dually, the simplex 101
witnesses 10 as the left inverse of 10 in the homotopy monoid. Using these spaces we make the
following definitions.
Definition 2.9. An edge S1 → X of a quasi-monoid is right invertible (respectively left in-
vertible) when there exists an extension R1 → X (respectively L1 → X). An edge S1 → X of a
quasi-monoid is invertible when there exists an extension to E1 → X.
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Note that clearly invertible edges are both left and right invertible, but considering R1 and
L1 themselves shows that not all right or left invertible edges are invertible, as in the following
example.
Example 2.10. The map 01 : S1 ↪→ R1 has no extension along the map S1 ↪→ E1. If α : E1 → R1
extends 01 : S1 → R1 then d0(d0(α(0101))) = 01 and d2(d3(α(0101))) = 01 in R1, but this implies
α(0101) = 0101, which is not possible as this simplex does not belong to R1.
We will show in Section 2.5 that these definitions of invertibility behave as we would hope in
a quasi-monoid. In particular in Proposition 2.46 we will show that an edge of a quasi-monoid is
invertible in the sense of Definition 2.9 if and only if its image in the homotopy monoid is invertible
as an element of a monoid. This means, in particular, that in quasi-monoids an edge is invertible
if and only if it is left and right invertible.
Let n ≥ 2 and f : X → Y be an inner fibration between quasi-monoids. We say a lifting












Sn // Y Sn // Y
where the edge 01 of the problem (a) (respectively the edge n− 1 n of the problem (b)) is sent to
a right invertible edge in X (respectively a left invertible edge). The importance of these diagrams
is that these lifting problem can be solved.
Proposition 2.11. Special outer horns have the left lifting property against all inner fibrations
between quasi-monoids.
The corresponding result for quasi-categories, of which this is a special case, has been proved
in [Joy08] Theorem 4.13 using the join and slice of a simplicial set. In the rest of this section we
will present a different proof that avoids introducing these definitions. We will show that solutions
exist for lifting problems of type (a), with the other case following by duality. We will begin by
defining a space that will help us construct solutions in our quasi-monoids.
Definition 2.12. Let n ≥ 1 and let En be the reduced simplicial set obtained by collapsing all
0-simplices of cosk0([n]). The subspace
Qn ⊆ En
consists of all sequences of integers from [n] that are non-decreasing, except that 0 is allowed to
follow 1.
For example, the sequence 0101010123 · · ·n belongs to Qn. The space Qn contains the n-simplex
012 · · ·n so there is an inclusion
012 · · ·n : Sn ↪→ Qn
corresponding to this n-simplex. The maps δn+1 : [n] ↪→ [n+ 1] determine inclusions En ↪→ En+1
that restrict to an inclusion Qn ↪→ Qn+1. This inclusion makes the diagram following diagram
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Finally, we observe that since R1 is generated by the 2-simplex 010, which is a valid 2-simplex of
Qn for all n ≥ 1, we have an inclusion R1 ↪→ Qn.
The role of Qn is to give a factorization of a special outer lifting problem through an inclusion
of a subspace of Qn that we can then show is inner anodyne and so has a solution. To construct
this factorization for a special outer lifting problem of type (a) we start by considering the inclusion















We will show that the map qn arising from the inclusions of Sn and R1 in Qn is an inner anodyne
map.
Lemma 2.13. The comparison map qn is an inner anodyne map.
Proof. The space Sn∨S1R1 consists of the sequences 01, 10, and 010 from R1 and all non-decreasing
sequences from [n]. Let Qnk consist of the subspace of Q
n generated by the non-degenerate simplices
of Qn specified by sequences of length k where every number changes by exactly 1 at each step in
the sequence. For example, 1012 is a generating 3-simplex of Qn4 but its face 102 is not a 2-simplex
of Qn3 . Note that Q
n
2 ⊆ Sn ∨S1 R1 since 01 and 10 belong to R1. Also, Qn is the colimit of
Sn ∨S1 E1 ↪→ (Sn ∨S1 E1) ∨Qn3 ↪→ (Sn ∨S1 E1) ∨Qn4 ↪→ · · ·
where the maps in the colimit are the pushouts
Qnm _

  // (Sn ∨S1 E1) ∨Qnm _

Qnm+1
  // (Sn ∨S1 E1) ∨Qnm+1
We claim that the inclusion Qnm ⊆ Qnm+1 is inner anodyne for m ≥ 2. The generating m-simplices
of Qnm+1 that are not in Q
n
m are the length m + 1 sequences of the form etδ for max{1,m − n} ≤
t ≤ m − 1 where et is the unique length t sequence of alternating 0s and 1s that ends with a
1 and δ = 012 · · ·m − t. The 0 ≤ i < t faces all belong to Qnm, as they delete integers in the
sequence et, producing degeneracies of the generating m − 1-simplices of Qnm. The only face for
t ≤ i ≤ m+ 1 that belongs to Qnm is the m+ 1 face, as all others are length m sequences where a
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number changes by 2 at some step. So this cell is attached as the pushout of a generalized horn
λm+1{t,t+1,··· ,m} ↪→ S
m+1, which is inner anodyne by Lemma 2.6. 
We can now prove Proposition 2.11.
Proof of Prop. 2.11. Given a left special outer horn lifting problem, the the image of the 1-
simplex 01 ∈ λn0 in X extends to a map R1 → X. Consider the extended diagram built around the








made by extending the 1-simplex S1 → X in the image of 01 : S1 ↪→ Sn ↪→ λn0 along the inclusion
















































The dotted arrows in this diagram are the universal maps determined by the pushouts from the
original lifting problem. The map Sn ∨S1 R1 // Y factors through the inner anodyne map
qn : S
n ∨S1 R1 ↪→ Qn via the lowest dashed arrow of (5) because Y → ∗ is an inner fibration, so a
lift exists for the diagram









by Lemma 2.13. The top dashed arrow in (5) is the lift of the following square where the bottom
horizontal arrow is the composite of the inclusion Qn−1 ↪→ Qn with the lift Qn // Y of the
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previous diagram (6) and the top horizontal arrow is the top dotted arrow of (5)









A solution to this lifting problem exists because f is an inner fibration and qn−1 is inner anodyne
by Lemma 2.13.
The middle dashed arrow of (5) is the comparison map for the central pushout square arising
from the dotted and dashed arrows with target X from its three corners. Hence the original lifting











 // Qn // Y
We will solve the lifting problem of the right hand square, which will give a solution to the outer
square lifting problem. We will do this by factoring the inclusion λn0 ∨Sn−1Qn−1 ⊆ Qn as a sequence
of subspaces
λn0 ∨Sn−1 Qn−1 = Vn ⊆ Vn−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ V1 ⊆ Qn
such that the inclusions Vi ⊆ Vi−1 are inner anodyne and the map Sn ↪→ Qn factors through
V1. Vn = λ
n
0 ∨Sn−1 Qn−1 is the subspace of Qn that is generated by λn0 and the non-degenerate
simplices of Qn that are represented by sequences of the form etd
n where et is the unique length
t ≥ 1 sequence of alternating 0s and 1s that ends in 1 and dn = 012 · · ·n− 1 ∈ Snn−1. We construct
Vk for 1 ≤ k < n by attaching the n+ 1 simplex 01dk ∈ Qnn+1 to Vk+1, where
dk = dk(012 · · ·n) ∈ Snn−1




1dk if j = 0
0dk if j = 1
01dj−2(d
k) if 2 ≤ j ≤ n
Note that 0dk = s0(d
k) so this face is present in Vk+1 because it is present in λ
n
0 . The faces
01dj−2(d
k) are non-degenerate sequences of length n. The only such sequences starting 01 in Vk+1
have their remaining part a face of dl for l > k. Since dj−2(d
k) = dj−2dk(01 · · ·n), the only faces
present in Vk+1 are those for k < j ≤ n. Hence the attachment is done by the generalized horn
λn+1{0,2,··· ,k} ⊆ S
n+1, which is inner anodyne by Lemma 2.6. Finally, we have
01d1 = 01023 · · ·n ∈ V1
and so 012 · · ·n = d2(01d1) ∈ V1. 
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2.3 Mapping Spaces for Quasi-Monoids
In this section we will show that when X is a quasi-monoid the space (XA)∗ defined in Section
2.1 is a Kan complex. This is a key step towards constructing a simplicial model structure for
quasi-monoids on sSet0, as the space (X
A)∗ will be a homotopy function complex for sSet0 in the
sense of §17 of [Hir03]. In the next section we will use the homotopy properties of the spaces (XA)∗
to define weak equivalences for this quasi-monoid model structure and show that they are weak
equivalences of a simplicial model structure.
To show that (XA)∗ is a Kan complex when X is a quasi monoid we will make use of the
adjoint structure for the functor of two variables (−−)∗. In particular, by Proposition 2.3 there is













L // (XA)∗ ×(XB)∗ (Y
B)∗ B ×∗ L // Y
(7)
Kan complexes and quasi-monoids are defined by their lifting properties against horn inclusions and
reduced horn inclusions respectively. Hence we can prove that for a map f the map of simplicial
sets
(f j)∗ : (X
B)∗ → (XA)∗ ×(XB)∗ (Y
B)∗
is a Kan fibration for any inclusion of reduced simplicial sets A ↪→ B by showing that for all
m,n ≥ 0 and all 0 ≤ k ≤ n the pushout product map of reduced simplicial sets






has the left lifting property against f .
Our main goal for this section is to show this is the case when f : X → Y is an inner fibration
between quasi-monoids. To do this we will borrow and adapt to the reduced case the terminology
and tools of Appendix H of [Joy08], starting with the notion of prisms.
Definition 2.14. A reduced prism is a reduced simplicial set of the form
Sm ×∗ ∆n
for m,n ≥ 0.
In Appendix H of [Joy08] the spaces ∆m×∆n are called prisms, which motivates our definition
of reduced prisms. Theorem H.0.20 of [Joy08] shows that the inclusion in a prism ∆m ×∆n of the
pushout cartesian product of an inner horn with the inclusion ∂∆n ⊆ ∆n is inner anodyne. We
can use this result to show that when the map (8) arises from an inner horn Λnk ⊆ ∆n it is inner
anodyne.
Proposition 2.15. Let m,n ≥ 0 and 0 < k < n. The map
(Sm ×∗ Λnk) ∪∂Sm ×∗ Λnk (∂S
m ×∗ ∆n) ↪→ Sm ×∗ ∆n (9)
is inner anodyne.
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Proof. For 0 < k < n and 0 < m the map (9) is the pushout of the corresponding unreduced
prism inclusion along the unit of the adjunction κ a i for the inclusion of sSet0 in sSet. That is,
the following square is a pushout in sSet
(∆m × Λnk) ∪ (∂∆m ×∆n) _

// (Sm ×∗ Λnk) ∪ (∂Sm ×∗ ∆n) _

∆m ×∆n // Sm ×∗ ∆n
(10)
By Theorem H.0.20 of [Joy08] the map of simplicial sets
(∆m × Λnk) ∪ (∂∆m ×∆n) ↪→ ∆m ×∆n
is inner anodyne. Any lifting problem against a map (9) can be extended to the left by the pushout
square (10). Hence the maps (9) have the left lifting property against all inner fibrations, so they
are inner anodyne. The case of m = 0 is trivial. 
The only cases for the maps (8) left to consider are the inclusions where the unreduced horn is
an outer horn. As noted above, inner fibrations only have the right lifting property against outer
horns in restricted circumstances, such as that of a special outer horn. In the rest of this section
we will show that the outer horns occurring in the reduced prism inclusions (8) corresponding to
outer horns Λnk ⊆ ∆n are all special outer horns and so the lifting problems can be solved. We will
show this over the next few results, which rely on the following notation and constructions from
[Joy08].
Consider the vertices of the prism ∆m ×∆n, represented as a grid.













m + n-simplices, which correspond to length
m+n paths in this grid. An example of such a path, which Joyal calls a maximal chain, is drawn
with arrows on the grid (11). We identify two types of corners that occur in these chains. A lower





is included in the maximal chain. The lower corners of the maximal chain in the diagram (11) are




is included in the maximal chain. The upper corners of the maximal chain in the diagram (11) are
circled in green.
Joyal defines a new partial order called the transverse order on the vertices by saying (i, j) 4
(k, l) when i ≥ k and j ≤ l. The top element of [m] × [n] for this order is the corner (0, n) in the
top left and the bottom element is the corner (m, 0) in the bottom right. A transverse section of
the lattice [m]× [n] is a subset that is downward closed for this transverse order and contains the
vertices (0, 0) and (m,n). Given a maximal chain A, there is a corresponding transverse section
called the shadow of A, which we denote SA ⊆ [m] × [n]. The shadow of A is the down-closed
subset of [m]× [n] for the transverse order that contains the vertices of A. The shadow of the chain
identified in the diagram (11) above consists of all vertices touching the blue shaded region. Note
that in the transverse order, for every (i, j) ∈ A there exists an upper corner u of A such that
(i, j) 4 u.
The map that sends a maximal chain A to the transverse section SA is a bijection. This claim
is made in Appendix H of [Joy08], we include a proof here for completeness.
Proposition 2.16. The shadow is a bijection between the set Tr(m,n) of transverse sections of
[m]× [n] and maximal chains of this space.
Proof. Let T be a transverse section and let M = {mx}x∈I ⊆ T be the set of maximal elements
for the transverse order in T . Since T is down-closed, it consists of all elements (i, j) ∈ [m] × [n]
such that (i, j) 4 mx for some maximal element of T . Consider the unique chain AT whose upper
corners are those elements of M that are not (0, 0) and (m,n). There is a unique such chain, as for
a pair of upper corners there is a unique path joining them that doesn’t create any intermediate
upper corners, namely the path between the green circled upper corners below
The shadow of a maximal chain consists of all elements (i, j) such that (i, j) 4 u for some upper
corner of the chain. The upper corners of AT are exactly the maximal elements of T , so SAT = T .

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Finally, we define the simplicial subset of ∆n×∆m that is spanned by the vertices of the shadow
SA. This is denoted C(SA) and it is equal to the union of all m+n-simplices whose maximal chains
are contained in SA.
The role of this partial order is to give a way of systematically extending a map defined on a
subspace of ∆m×∆n to the whole space. This is done by extending it to each m+n-simplex arising
from a maximal chain in a way that agrees with the already established extension on the rest of the
transverse section given by its shadow. The transverse sections form a finite inf-lattice, where the
partial order is by inclusion. The meet is the intersection, which gives a transverse section because
(0, 0) and (m,n) belong to all transverse sections and the intersection of down-closed subsets is
down-closed. Joyal proves the following general result about extending maps that we will use.
Lemma 2.17 ([Joy08] H.0.16 and H.0.17). Let A be a class of morphisms in sSet. Suppose E ⊆ X
is a subspace of a simplicial set X and ε : L → P(X) is an inf-preserving map of posets from a
finite inf-lattice L to the poset of subspaces of X. Suppose for all a ∈ L the inclusion⋃
b<a
ε(b) ∪ E ⊆ ε(a) ∪ E
has the left lifting property against all maps in A. Then E ⊆ X has the left lifting property against
all maps in A.
The simplices of Sn ×∗ ∆m consist of the simplices of ∆m ×∆n except for all the simplices of
∆m × [n] = ∆m × (∆n)0 ⊆ ∆m ×∆n
which are all identified to the degeneracy of the unique basepoint. Therefore we can unambiguously
describe simplices in Sn ×∗ ∆m as ordered sequences of pairs (i, j) ∈ [m] × [n] as long as not all
of the second coordinates are the same. Looking at the grid (11), this means that all horizontal
sequences of arrows are the degeneracy of the unique basepoint, as indicated by the = along the
bottom axis. Hence the projection map to the quotient ρ : ∆m × ∆n → Sn ×∗ ∆m preserves
intersections of subspaces X,Y ⊆ ∆n ×∆m
ρ(X ∩ Y ) = ρ(X) ∩ ρ(Y )
The inclusion of the left in the right always holds. The only way it could be a proper inclusion is
if there were simplices uX ∈ X \ Y and uY ∈ Y \X such that ρ(uX) = ρ(uY ) but ρ(z) 6= ρ(uX) for
all z ∈ X ∩ Y . This is impossible as ρ(uX) = ρ(uY ) implies both are sent to the basepoint and the
basepoint must belong to ρ(X ∩ Y ).
This analysis allows us to adapt the proof of Theorem H.0.20 and Proposition H.0.21 in [Joy08]
to prove the following half of the remaining cases for the lifting properties of maps (8).
Lemma 2.18. The inclusion (Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m) ⊆ Sn ×∗ ∆m has the left lifting property
against all inner fibrations between quasi-monoids.
Proof. Let L = Tr(m,n) be the poset of transverse sections of [m]× [n]. Define a map
c : Tr(m,n)→ P(Sn ×∗ ∆m)
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sending a transverse section T to the image in Sn ×∗ ∆m of the simplicial set in ∆m×∆n spanned
by the vertices. In other words, c(T ) = ρ(C(T )). The infimum of two transverse sections T, T ′ is
their intersection and the discussion above shows that
c(T ∩ T ′) = c(T ) ∩ c(T ′)
so c is an inf-preserving map of posets.
We now apply Lemma 2.17 to the subspace (Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m) ⊆ Sn ×∗ ∆m and the




c(T ) ( c(S)
So to show
(Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m)) ⊆ Sn ×∗ ∆m
has the left lifting property against all inner fibrations between quasi-monoids it is sufficient to
show that the inclusions
((Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m)) ∪ ċ(S) ⊆ ((Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m)) ∪ c(S)
do for all transverse sections S ∈ Tr(m,n).
Every transverse section is the shadow of a unique maximal chain, so S = SA for a maximal
chain A. The only m + n-simplex missing from ċ(SA) is the simplex of S
n ×∗ ∆m corresponding
to the maximal chain A, which we denote Sm+nA . Hence c(SA) = ċ(SA) ∪ S
m+n
A and the following
square is a pushout in sSet0




ċ(SA) ∪ ((Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m)) _

Sm+nA
  // c(SA) ∪ ((Sn ×∗ Λmm) ∪ (∂Sn ×∗ ∆m))
(14)





 ∪ (Λmm ×∆n) ∪ (∆m × ∂∆n)
 = Λm+nlc(A)∪{t} ⊆ ∆n+mA
where ∆m+nA is the n+m-simplex spanned by the maximal chain A, lc(A) is the set of lower corners
of A and t is the least element in the column {m} × [n] with respect to the standard partial order
on [m]× [n]. The image of this inclusion under ρ is the left hand inclusion in (14), since ρ preserves
intersections. Therefore the square (14) is the pushout of a generalized horn λn+mlc(A)∪{t} ⊆ S
n+m for
each choice of maximal chain A in [m] × [n]. We will show that all these inclusions have the left
lifting property against inner fibrations between quasi-monoids.
Consider the two possible cases for the last edge of A terminating at (m,n). We will show that
in each case the lifting problem can be solved.
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1. If the edge is
(m,n-1)
(m,n)
then there exists a lower corner (m, j) for some j < n and the highest
element of A in the column {m} × [n] is not (m,n). In particular, (0, 0), which is never
a lower corner, and (m,n) do not belong to lc(A) ∪ {t} but there exists some lower corner
(0, 0) < (m, j) < (m,n) belonging to this set. Hence λn+mlc(A)∪{t} is inner anodyne.
2. If the edge is (m-1,n) (m,n) then the top element of {m} × [n] is (m,n), but again
(0, 0) /∈ lc(A) ∪ {(m,n)} so lc(A) ∪ {(m,n)} ⊆ [1, · · · ,m + n] in Sm+nA and the inclusion is
right anodyne. But the last edge is (m−1, n) ≤ (m,n) so it is the identity in Sn ×∗ ∆m and so
this inclusion has the left lifting property against all inner fibrations between quasi-monoids
by Proposition 2.11.

The case of Sn ×∗ Λm0 follows from this by duality, so we have shown that all the maps (8) have the
left lifting property against inner fibrations between quasi-monoids. Applying the correspondences
of the adjunction of two variables defined in Proposition 2.3, we have the following two immediate
corollaries that we promised at the start of this section.
Corollary 2.19. The simplicial set (XA)∗ is a Kan complex for every X,A ∈ sSet0 with X a
quasi-monoid.
Corollary 2.20. For any inner fibration between quasi-monoids f : X → Y and any inclusion
A ⊆ B of reduced simplicial sets the map
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗ ×(Y A)∗ (Y
B)∗
is a Kan fibration between Kan complexes.
2.4 The Quasi-Monoid Simplicial Model Structure
We will define a model structure on sSet0 such that the cofibrations are the inclusions and the
fibrant objects are the quasi-monoids. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, our approach is
a hybrid of Joyal’s methods for the mapping spaces (−−)∗ defined in the previous section and the
framework used by Bousfield in [Bou75] for the model structure on sSet for homology equivalences.
In this section we will define the classes of proposed weak equivalences, cofibrations, and fibrations
for the model structure and show that they have the required lifting and factorization properties.
We will follow [Joy08] Chapters 4, 5, and 6 in making heavy use of the adjunction of two variables
and the mapping space (−−)∗ that we described in the previous section. These methods will
give characterizations of the classes of maps for the model structure in terms of lifting properties.
Then we will use the approach of Bousfield by showing that there exists a functor from the arrow
category of sSet0 to the category of graded groups that commutes with filtered colimits and exactly
characterizes when a map belongs to the class of proposed weak equivalences for the quasi-monoid
model structure. This allows us to replace the homology functor in the proofs in [Bou75] and use
the same arguments to show that sSet0 has a cofibrantly generated model structure. Finally, at
the end of this section we will show that this model structure is the transferred model structure
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from the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets (Theorem 6.2 of [Joy08]) via the adjunction κ a i
with the inclusion functor of sSet0 in sSet.
We begin by defining W, the proposed class of weak equivalences. The model structure we
are proposing will be a simplicial model structure, so the mapping spaces (−−)∗ will allow us to
identify weak equivalences using Corollary 9.7.5 of [Hir03]. Anticipating these results we define W
as follows.
Definition 2.21. Let W be the class of maps f : A→ B in sSet0 such that for all quasi-monoids
X the map f∗ : (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan weak equivalence.
It is clear that the 2 out of 3 property holds for maps in W by the corresponding property for
Kan weak equivalences of sSet.
We will now build up the classes of fibrations and cofibrations that will make up the model
structure for quasi-monoids on sSet0. The class of cofibrations C will be the monomorphisms of
reduced simplicial sets, as is the case for the Kan model structure on reduced simplicial sets of
Theorem 2.1. The results of the previous section give the following characterization of maps in
C ∩W.
Proposition 2.22. The class C ∩W consists of the monomorphisms A ↪→ B of reduced simplicial
sets such that (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is an acyclic fibration for all quasi-monoids X.
Proof. By Corollary 2.20 applied to A ⊆ B and X → ∗, an inner fibration between quasi-monoids,
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan fibration. Hence it is a Kan weak equivalence if and only if it is an acyclic
fibration. 
We will want quasi-monoids to be fibrant objects of this model structure, so we will need the
inner horns λnk ↪→ Sn to belong to C∩W. We can show that they do by using the adjoint properties
of the functor (−−)∗ and the results of [Joy08] Appendix H for unreduced prisms.
Proposition 2.23. Inner anodyne maps between reduced simplicial sets belong to C ∩W.
Proof. By Proposition 2.22 we must show that for any inner anodyne map A ↪→ B and for any
quasi-monoid X the map
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗

















∆n // (XA)∗ B ×∗ ∆n // ∗ B // E0(X∂∆
n
)









k ) is an acyclic fibration for all m ≥ 2, 0 < k < m.
To do this, by the adjointness of lifting problems described in (7) we must show that for all
n ≥ 0
(Sm ×∗ ∂∆n) ∪λmk ×∗ ∂∆n (λ
m
k ×∗ ∆n) ↪→ Sm ×∗ ∆n
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is an inner anodyne map. For m,n ≥ 0 and 0 < k < m the following squares are pushouts
(Λmk ×∆n) ∪ (∆m × ∂∆n) // _

(λmk ×∗ ∆n) ∪ (Sm ×∗ ∂∆n) _

∆m ×∆n // Sm ×∗ ∆n
Now by Theorem H.0.20 of [Joy08] for 0 < k < m the map of simplicial sets
(Λmk ×∆n) ∪ (∆m × ∂∆n) ↪→ ∆m ×∆n
is inner anodyne, so we are done.

We now begin to identify some of the fibrations of our proposed model structure. By standard
model structure properties these will be the maps that have the right lifting property against all
maps in C ∩W.
Proposition 2.24. Let f : X → Y be an inner fibration between quasi-monoids. Then f has the
right lifting property against all maps of sSet0 that belong to C ∩W.









(Y B)∗ // (Y
A)∗
The maps (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ and (Y B)∗ → (Y A)∗ are acyclic fibrations by Proposition 2.22, so the
comparison map
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗ ×(Y A)∗ (Y
B)∗ (15)
is a Kan weak equivalence. By Corollary 2.20 it is a Kan fibration, so it is an acyclic fibration. The
left lifting property for (15) implies f has the right lifting property against
(A ×∗ ∆n) ∪A ×∗ ∂∆n (B ×∗ ∂∆
n) ↪→ B ×∗ ∆n
for all n ≥ 0. Taking n = 0 gives the result. 
In the proposed model structure, therefore, inner fibrations between quasi-monoids must be
fibrations. Let F be the class of maps that have the right lifting property against all maps in
W ∩ C, which are the proposed fibrations of this model structure we are constructing. Before
showing that there is a model structure with these classes of maps, we first recognize that the maps
in F ∩ W are acyclic fibrations of the Kan model structure of Theorem 2.1. That is, these are
maps of reduced simplicial sets that are acyclic fibrations in the Kan model structure on sSet, so
they have the right lifting property against all inclusions ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n for n ≥ 0. This will allow us
to refer to acyclic fibrations of reduced simplicial sets without confusion as to which of the model
structures we are referring to.
To do this, we will define the following notion of homotopy equivalence for sSet0.
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Definition 2.25. We say a map of reduced simplicial sets f : X → Y is a reduced homotopy
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We will eventually show that the quasi-monoid model structure on sSet0 is a simplicial model
structure, so that A ×∗ ∆1 is a cylinder object for a reduced simplicial set in this model structure.
This definition, therefore, is describing a left homotopy equivalence, so we expect that such a
structure makes f into a weak equivalence of the quasi-monoid model structure, which it does.
Proposition 2.26. Let f : A → B be a reduced homotopy equivalence in sSet0. Then f belongs
to W.
Proof. By Definition 2.21 we must show that for all quasi-monoids X the map of simplicial sets
(Xf )∗ : (X
B)∗ → (XA)∗
is a Kan weak equivalence. In fact, we will show that this map is a Kan weak equivalence for any
reduced simplicial set, not only for a quasi-monoid X.
Let g : B → A, H : A ×∗ ∆1 → A, and G : B ×∗ ∆1 → B be the required maps as in Definition
2.25. The homotopies H and G are 1-simplices of (AA)∗ and (B
B)∗ respectively. We will define a
map of simplicial sets inspired by the map in Lemma 19.5 of [Rez17]
γ : (BA)∗ → HomsSet∗((X
B)∗, (X
A)∗)
where we are temporarily recalling the pointed structure of the simplicial sets (XA)∗ which we
have been forgetting ever since constructing the mapping space for sSet0 in Section 2.1. The space
HomsSet∗((X
B)∗, (X
A)∗) is the mapping space for the pointed simplicial sets (X
B)∗ and (X
A)∗
where n-simplices are the maps
∆n+ ∧ (XB)∗ → (XA)∗
with ∆n+ the standard simplicial n-simplex with a freely adjoined basepoint.
We define the map γ to take an n-simplex x : A ×∗ ∆n → B of (BA)∗ and send it to the map
γ(x) : ∆n+ ∧ (XB)∗ → (XA)∗
defined on t-simplices by
γ(x)(θ : [t]→ [n] ∈ ∆nt , y : B ×∗ ∆t → X ∈ ((XB)∗)t) = xθ,y : A ×∗ ∆t → X
where xθ,y is defined on s-simplices by
xθ,y(ρ : [s]→ [t] ∈ ∆ts, u ∈ As) = y(ρ : [s]→ [t], x(u ∈ As, θ ◦ ρ : [s]→ [n]))
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This respects simplicial operations and the basepoint.
For any reduced simplicial set X the map γ sends H and G to homotopies between the simplicial
sets (XA)∗ and (X
B)∗. These homotopies show that f
∗ : (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ and g∗ : (XA)∗ → (XB)∗
are homotopy inverses of each other, hence they are weak equivalences of reduced simplicial sets,
and so of simplicial sets in the Kan model structure on sSet. 
We can now show that all Kan acyclic fibrations between reduced simplicial sets belong to
F ∩W.
Corollary 2.27. A Kan acyclic fibration between reduced simplicial sets is in F ∩W.
Proof. First we observe that a Kan acyclic fibration belongs to F because it has the right lifting
property against all maps in C and so in particular against all maps in C ∩W. We will show that
an acyclic fibration belongs to W by showing that it is part of a reduced homotopy equivalence, so
by Proposition 2.26 it belongs to W. This is the standard proof for acyclic fibrations in a model
category of cofibrant objects, see for example Proposition 1.3.2 of [Cis06].
All reduced simplicial sets are cofibrant in the reduced Kan model structure so an acyclic
fibration p : A→ B has a retract j : B ↪→ A. This retract is a reduced homotopy inverse since p is
an acyclic fibration so there exists a lift for the diagram












which determines one homotopy of Definition 2.25 of a reduced homotopy equivalence. The other
homotopy, G : B ×∗ ∆1 → B is trivial as j is a retract for p. 
We have shown that Kan acyclic fibrations all belong to F ∩W. We will now show that F ∩W
is exactly the class of Kan acyclic fibrations of reduced simplicial sets.
Proposition 2.28. Let f : X → Y be a map with the right lifting property against all maps in
W ∩ C. Then f ∈ W if and only if f is a Kan acyclic fibration.
Proof. We showed acyclic fibrations are inW in Corollary 2.27. For the converse, factor f : A→ B
in sSet0 as a cofibration u : A ↪→ E followed by a Kan acyclic fibration p : E → B using the Kan
model structure on sSet0 of Theorem 2.1
A
f 




The Kan acyclic fibration is in W by Corollary 2.27, so by 2 out of 3 for W since f belongs to W
by assumption the cofibration does too. As f belongs to F it has the left lifting property against












This makes f a retract of the acyclic fibration p so it is an acyclic fibration. 
This identification of F ∩ W as the same as the acyclic fibrations of the model structure of
Theorem 2.1 allows us to simply lift the existence of a weak factorization system (C,W∩F) straight
from the reduced Kan model structure on sSet0. We now have to show the weak factorization
system (C ∩W,F). We will start with the following special case for maps between quasi-monoids.
Recall from Proposition 2.24 that inner fibrations between quasi-monoids belong to F , so this is
an instance of this factorization.









where P (f) is a quasi-monoid, iX ∈ W ∩ C and pf is an inner fibration.




















The outer square is defined to to be the pullback of f along E0(Y
d1). The right square is a pullback
because E0(Y
∂∆1) = Y ×Y , so the left square is also a pullback. The composite of the bottom two





) = Y (16)














∆0) ∆1 // (Y ∂S
m
)∗
the lifting problem on the right has a solution by Corollary 2.20 since Y is a quasi-monoid and
d1 : ∆0 ↪→ ∆1 is an anodyne map. Hence the map (16) is an acyclic fibration of reduced simplicial
sets. Since the total square is a pullback the the top map is an acyclic fibration and hence in W
by Corollary 2.27. The left hand map X → E0(Y ∆) is the composite
X





where s0 : ∆1 → ∆0 is the unique map, which is a retract of d1 : ∆0 → ∆1. The comparison map
iX is a retract of a map in W, so it is in W ∩ C.
Now consider the map























The square is a pullback and E0(Y
∆1) → E0(Y ∂∆
1
) = Y × Y is an inner fibration by the corre-














∂∆1) Sm ×∗ ∆1 // ∗
where the right lifting problem can be solved since Y is a quasi-monoid and by the proof of
Proposition 2.23 for all n ≥ 0, m ≥ 2, and 0 < k < m
(Sm ×∗ ∂∆n) ∪λmk ×∗ ∂∆n (λ
m
k ×∗ ∆n) ↪→ Sm ×∗ ∆n
is an inner anodyne map. So the top map of the pullback square in (17) is an inner fibration. The
product projection pr1 is an inner fibration, so pf is an inner fibration. 
This factorization allows us to replace any map between quasi-monoids with an inner fibration
up to a map in W. To replace any map between reduced simplicial sets by a map between quasi-
monoids we will use the small object argument with the set of inner horn inclusions hkn : λ
k
n ↪→ Sn
with 2 ≤ n and 0 < k < n in sSet0.
Proposition 2.30 (Small Object Argument). There exists a functor R : sSet0 → sSet0 and a
natural transformation ρ : Id → R such that for any reduced simplicial set X R(X) is a quasi-
monoid X and the components ρX : X → R(X) are inner anodyne. This functor preserves filtered
colimits.
Corollary 2.31. We can replace any map by a map in F , up to maps in W ∩ C.
Proof. Apply the functor R to the map f : X → Y . Then factor R(f) as a map in W ∩C followed











 ρY // R(Y )
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The maps ρX and ρY are inner anodyne by Proposition 2.30 so by Proposition 2.23 they belong to
W ∩ C. Hence the top row maps are in W ∩ C, so their composition is. The map pR(Y ) is an inner
fibration between quasi-monoids, so it has the right lifting property against all maps in W ∩ C by
Proposition 2.24. 
We will now define a functor that will give us another characterization of maps in W. We will
use this functor and a modified version of the approach in §11 of [Bou75] to complete our proof
of the model structure for quasi-monoids on sSet0. The functor h• we define here will replace the
homology functor used in §11 of [Bou75] to prove the existence of a homology model structure for
sSet. This functor h• acts on objects of the arrow category by





where fib(pR(f)) is the fiber at the basepoint of the map pR(f) obtained in Corollary 2.31. The key
fact needed to adapt the work of Bousfield is that this functor commutes with filtered colimits.
Proposition 2.32. The functor h• : sSet
∆1
0 → Gr(Gp) from the arrow category of reduced sim-
plicial sets to graded groups commutes with filtered colimits.





The functor R commutes
with filtered colimits by Proposition 2.30. The functor E0(−∆
1
) and all the finite limits in the path
space construction commute with filtered colimits. Taking the fiber is a pullback, so it commutes
with filtered colimits. The map pR(f) is an inner fibration, so its fiber is a quasi-monoid. The
functor (−S1)∗ commutes with filtered colimits because S1 is a finite simplicial set. The space
(fib(pR(f))
S1)∗ is a Kan complex by Corollary 2.19, so its n
th homotopy group is the quotient of a
subset of the n-simplices, which commutes with filtered colimits. 
The role of this functor is in identifying maps inW. The following result is based on methods of
§7 of [DS11a]. In this section the authors define maps of simplicial sets called DK-equivalences and
show how these are related to other notions of equivalences for simplicial sets. We observe that the
second condition in the definition of DK-equivalences (Definition 7.1 [DS11a]) is the same as our
condition for maps of sSet0 to belong toW. Furthermore, by Lemma 7.2 an inner fibration between
quasi-monoids is a DK-equivalence exactly when it belongs to W, since all maps between reduced
simplicial sets are surjective on 0-simplices. Therefore, we can adapt the proof of Propositions 7.5
and 7.6 of [DS11a] to show that a map of reduced simplicial sets that is an inner fibration between
quasi-monoids and belongs to W is a Kan acyclic fibration.
Lemma 2.33. Let f : X → Y be an inner fibration between quasi-monoids. Then f is a Kan
acyclic fibration if and only if (fS
1
)∗ : (X
S1)∗ → (Y S
1
)∗ is a Kan acyclic fibration.
Proof. If f is a Kan acyclic fibration then it has the right lifting property against maps
(∗ ×∗ ∆n) ∪ (S1 ×∗ ∂∆n) ↪→ S1 ×∗ ∆n
for all n ≥ 0, so (fS1)∗ is an acyclic fibration.
Suppose (fS
1
)∗ is a Kan acyclic fibration. We must show that f has the right lifting property
against ∂Sn ↪→ Sn for all n ≥ 0. The case of n = 0 follows immediately from the fact that X and
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)∗ → (Y S
n
)∗ ×(Y ∂Sn )∗ (X
∂Sn)∗








(Sn ×∗ ∅) ∪(∂Sn ×∗ ∅) (∂S








)×(Y ∂Sn )∗ (Y
Sn)∗ S
n ×∗ ∆0 // Y







including the reduced 1-simplices along the spine of the reduced n-simplex Sn for all n ≥ 1. We


































the vertical maps are acyclic fibrations by Propositions 2.22 and 2.23. The bottom horizontal map
is the product of Kan weak equivalences between Kan complexes, so it is a Kan weak equivalence.




















the comparison map and the bottom map are Kan fibrations by Corollary 2.20. We have just showed
that the left map (XS
n
)∗ → (Y S
n
)∗ is a Kan weak equivalence, so to show the comparison map is
an acyclic fibration for all n ≥ 1 it is sufficient to show that (X∂Sn)∗ → (Y ∂S
n
)∗ is a Kan weak
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equivalence for all n ≥ 1. Observe for n ≥ 1 ∂Sn is covered by the subspaces Sn−1 ∼= Im(d1) ⊆ Sn
and λn1 , whose intersection is isomorphic to ∂S









  // ∂Sn
that attaches the missing face of λ1n needed to make ∂S
n along its boundary ∂Sn−1. This corre-











1 )∗ // (X
∂Sn−1)∗
where all maps are Kan fibrations. This square is homotopy cartesian, so it is sufficient to show
that all three maps
(X∂S
n−1










)∗ → (Y S
n−1
)∗
are Kan weak equivalences. The last is by earlier, the middle is by the same discussion using the
inner anodyne map ∨n−1i=0 S1 ↪→ λn1 , and the first is by the inductive hypothesis. 





)∗ → (Y ∂S
n
)∗ for all n ≥ 0 are Kan weak equivalences. All simplicial sets are built as
unions of n-simplices attached along their boundaries by pushouts, which correspond to pullbacks
of products of mapping spaces since (X−)∗ is contravariant. When X is a quasi-monoid, this
functor sends inclusions to Kan fibrations. So the limits defining the construction of a mapping
space (XA)∗ by building up mapping spaces of skeleta of A are all homotopy limits. The Kan
weak equivalences above, therefore, are preserved by the limits and we find that for any map in
W between quasi-monoids (XA)∗ → (Y A)∗ is a weak equivalence for any reduced simplicial set A.
This makes sense, since we will define a model structure on sSet0 where quasi-monoids are fibrant
objects and maps inW are weak equivalences, with (−A)∗ a right Quillen functor. This observation
simply shows that (−A)∗ preserves weak equivalences between fibrant objects.
Returning to the model structure, we can conclude the following characterization of maps in
W.
Proposition 2.34. A map f in sSet0 belongs to W if and only if h•(f) = 0.
Proof. We will show that this condition on h• is equivalent to the map (pR(f)
S1)∗ being a Kan
acyclic fibration. By Lemma 2.33 and Proposition 2.28, since pR(f) is an inner fibration between
quasi-monoids this is equivalent to pR(f) belonging to W. By Corollary 2.31 this is equivalent to f
being in W, so this will give the result.
Since pR(f) is an inner fibration between quasi-monoids (pR(f)
S1)∗ is a Kan fibration by Corollary




S1)∗, so by the homotopy long exact sequence of a fibration (pR(f)
S1)∗ is
an acyclic Kan fibration if and only if h•(f) = 0. 
We will adopt the notation of [Bou75] when h• is applied to an inclusion i : A ⊆ B of reduced
simplicial sets, so we will write h•(i) = h•(B,A). The following argument comes straight from
[Bou75] Lemma 11.2.
Proposition 2.35. Let A ⊆ B be an inclusion of reduced simplicial sets that belongs to W. There
exists a subcomplex C ⊆ B with |C| ≤ ω, C 6⊂ A, and such that C ∩A ⊆ C belongs to W.
Proof. Construct C inductively, starting with any space C1 ⊆ B with |C1| ≤ ω and C1 ∩ A 6= ∅.
Since h• commutes with filtered colimits, we have
h•(A,B) = colimi∈P h•(Fi, Fi ∩A)
where P is the poset of finite subspaces Fi ⊆ B. Suppose Ci exists for i ≥ 1 satisfying the same






h•(Fix , Fix ∩A)
λix

h•(Ci, Ci ∩A) // h•(B,A)
where Zn is the graded group with nth group Z and all others trivial and λix is the map to the
colimit. This holds because Zn is a compact object of graded groups and h•(B,A) = 0 so any
element of a graded group h•(Fi, Fi ∩A) is eventually sent to 0 in a large enough finite subspace of
B.
Now let











we have a directed colimit
h(C1, C1 ∩A)
//
// h(C2, C2 ∩A)
..
// · · · // h(Ci, Ci ∩A)
++
// · · ·
h(C,C ∩A)
(18)










h•(Ci, Ci ∩A) // h•(Ci+1, Ci+1 ∩A) // h•(B,A)
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commutes. So the maps in the colimit (18) are all zero and h•(C,C ∩A) = 0. 
This corollary is the adaptation of Lemma 11.3 of [Bou75] to the proposed quasi-monoid model
structure that follows immediately from the adaptation of Lemma 11.2 to this case in the previous
proposition.
Corollary 2.36. A map f : X → Y belongs to F if and only if it has the right lifting property
against all maps A ↪→ B in C ∩W such that |B| ≤ ω.











be a lifting problem in sSet0. We will show that this lifting problem has a solution.
We define the poset P of subspaces lying between C and D. An element of this poset is therefore
a reduced simplicial set Z ⊆ D a monomorphism gZ : C ↪→ Z such that g|Z = gZ . The poset order
is by inclusion of subspaces of D. We take the subposet P ′ ⊆ P consisting of those elements Z ⊆ D
for which the monomorphism gZ : C ↪→ Z belongs to C ∩W and there exists a solution hZ to the



















g // g(C) ⊆ D
of D. It is chain complete, so by Zorn’s lemma there exists a maximal subspace Z0 ⊆ D in P ′. We
will show that this maximal subspace is D, so that the lifting problem (19) has a solution.
If Z0 6= D then by Proposition 2.35 applied to Z0 ( D exists a subspace A ⊆ D with |A| ≤ ω,
A 6⊂ Z0, and such that A ∩ Z0 ⊆ A belongs to W. By the assumption on f , therefore, and the
























This contradicts maximality, however, so Z0 = D and the original lifting problem (19) has a
solution. 
A choice of isomorphism representatives of maps in C ∩W such that the domain has cardinality
at most ω form a set of generating acyclic cofibrations, so we have shown the existence of a model
structure.
Theorem 2.37. There exists a model structure on the category of reduced simplicial sets sSet0
such that
• the weak equivalences are the maps f : A → B such that (Xf )∗ : (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan
weak equivalence for all quasi-monoids X
• the cofibrations are inclusions of reduced simplicial sets
• the fibrations are the maps with the right lifting property against all cofibrations that are weak
equivalences
This model structure is cofibrantly generated and the fibrant objects are the quasi-monoids.
That the fibrant objects are exactly the quasi-monoids follows from Proposition 2.22 and Corol-
lary 2.23. A map is a weak equivalence of the model structure of Theorem 2.37 if and only if
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is an acyclic fibration for all quasi-monoids X, so quasi-monoids are fibrant ob-
jects. Corollary 2.23 gives that inner anodyne maps are weak equivalences of this model structure,
so all fibrant objects are quasi-monoids. From this characterization, we will call the model structure
of Theorem 2.37 the quasi-monoid model structure. To distinguish the two model structures
on the category sSet0 we will denote the Kan model structure of Theorem 2.1 by (sSet0)K and
the quasi-monoid model structure of Theorem 2.37 by (sSet0)J .
The quasi-monoid model structure could equally well be called the reduced Joyal model structure
because of the following result.
Proposition 2.38. A map between reduced simplicial sets is a weak equivalence of the quasi-monoid
model structure if and only if it is a Joyal weak equivalence.
Proof. First observe that inner anodyne maps are Joyal equivalences and weak equivalences of
the quasi-monoid model structure. The proof of Proposition 2.34 shows that a map f is a weak
equivalence of the quasi-monoid model structure if and only if pR(f) is an acyclic fibration, where








∼ // R(Y )
An acyclic fibration is a Joyal equivalence and a weak equivalence of the quasi-monoid model
structure, so by 2 out of 3 for both classes of weak equivalences they are the same. 
Because of this we will refer to weak equivalences of the model structure of Theorem 2.37 as
reduced Joyal equivalences. This also shows that the quasi-monoid model structure on sSet0








with the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets. We have just shown in Proposition 2.38 that the
inclusion functor i creates weak equivalences for the quasi-monoid model structure, so to identify
this as the transferred model structure it remains to show that i creates fibrations of the quasi-
monoid model structure.
Proposition 2.39. A map of reduced simplicial sets belongs to the class F of fibrations for the
quasi-monoid model structure if and only if it is sent to a fibration of the Joyal model structure by
the inclusion functor i : sSet0 → sSet.
Proof. Let f : A→ B be a map of reduced simplicial sets such that i(f) is a fibration of the Joyal









in sSet0 has a solution when g : C ↪→ D is an acyclic cofibration for the quasi-monoid model
structure. To do this we show that the lifting problem in sSet obtained by applying the functor
i to this problem has a solution. Since sSet0 is a reflective subcategory of sSet this then implies
that the original lifting probem has a solution in sSet0.
An acyclic cofibration of the quasi-monoid model structure is an acyclic cofibration of the Joyal
model structure on sSet by Proposition 2.38 so i(g) is an acyclic cofibration in the Joyal model











can be solved since i(f) is a fibration of the Joyal model category on simplicial sets by hypothesis.
It only remains to show that i preserves fibrations. By [JT07] Lemma 7.14 we can show this by
proving that i preserves fibrations between fibrant objects. By Proposition 2.23 a fibration between
fibrant objects in the quasi-monoid model structure is an inner fibration between quasi-monoids.
Hence under i by Definition 4.1 and Theorem 6.12 of [Joy08] a fibration between fibrant objects of
the quasi-monoid model structure is sent to a fibration of the Joyal model structure. 
Finally, as we promised, we can now show that the quasi-monoid model structure is a simplicial
model structure. We proved that sSet0 is enriched in sSet and powered and copowered over sSet
in Section 2.1, so it only remains to show that the adjunction of two variables defined in Proposition
2.3 is a Quillen adjunction.
Proposition 2.40. The quasi-monoid model structure is a simplicial model structure.
Proof. We will show that the functor (−) ×∗ (−) : sSet0 × sSet → sSet0 is a Quillen bifunctor.
Let f : A ↪→ B and g : K ↪→ L be cofibrations in sSet0 and sSet respectively. Then f ×∗ g :
A ×∗ L ∪ B ×∗ K ↪→ B ×∗ L is a cofibration. The maps (8) have the left lifting property against
all fibrations between fibrant objects in the quasi-monoid model structure, so by Lemma 7.14 of
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[JT07] these maps are reduced Joyal equivalences. Hence f ×∗ g is a reduced Joyal equivalence
when K ↪→ L is a Kan weak equivalence. The adjunction and Proposition 2.22 give that f ×∗ g is
a reduced Joyal equivalence when A ↪→ B is. 
2.5 Kan Complexes and Quasi-monoids
In this section we will show that the Kan model structure on reduced simplicial sets (sSet0)K can
be obtained from the quasi-monoid model structure as a consequence of simply requiring that one
more map be a weak equivalence. The framework we will use to describe a new model structure
obtained by adding more weak equivalences to an existing model structure is that of left Bousfield
localization.
We will use the characterization of left Bousfield localizations given in [Hir03] Definition 3.3.1 to
show that (sSet0)K is a left Bousfield localization of (sSet0)J . Since we have shown in Proposition
2.40 that (sSet0)J is a simplicial model category with mapping space functor (−−)∗, to show that
(sSet0)K is the left Bousfield localization of (sSet0)J at a set H of morphisms of sSet0 we must
show
1. the cofibrations of (sSet0)K are the same as the cofibrations of (sSet0)J
2. a reduced simplicial set X is a reduced Kan complex if and only if it is a quasi-monoid and
for all maps f : A→ B in H the map of simplicial sets
(Xf )∗ : (X
B)∗ → (XA)∗
is a Kan weak equivalence
3. a map f : A → B of sSet0 is Kan weak equivalence if and only if for all H-local reduced
simplicial sets X the simplicial set map
(Xf ) : (XB)∗ → (XA)∗
is a Kan weak equivalence
The localizing set that works will be the single map
H = {01 : S1 ↪→ R1}
defined for the purpose of identifying right invertible edges in Definition 2.9. By Theorems 2.1 and
2.37 the cofibrations of (sSet0)K are the same as the cofibrations of (sSet0)J , so the first condition
holds. We will now show that the second of these conditions holds for the set H = {01 : S1 ↪→ R1}





)∗ is an weak equivalence
(2) X → ∗ has the right lifting property against S1 ↪→ R1
(3) X is a Kan complex
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Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) Corollary 2.20 implies that (XR1)∗ → (XS
1
)∗ is a Kan fibration of simplicial
sets for a quasi-monoid X, so if it is a weak equivalence it is an acyclic fibration. An acyclic
fibration is surjective, so the result holds.
(2) =⇒ (3) Suppose X → ∗ has the right lifting property against S1 ↪→ R1. Then every edge
of X is right invertible by Definition 2.9, so in the homotopy monoid τ(X) every class has a right
inverse. This implies τ(X) is a group. If [x] ∈ τ(X) there exists [y] such that [x][y] = e. But [y]
must also have a right inverse in τ(X), say [z]. But then [z] = [x][y][z] = [x], so [y][x] = e. Since
X is a quasi-monoid, this means there exists α ∈ X2 such that d0(α) = x, d1(α) = s0(∗), and
d2(α) = y. Equivalently, x is left invertible. Hence all edges of X are left and right invertible, so
by Proposition 2.11, therefore, X has the right lifting property against all horns and so is a Kan
complex.







is a pushout so S1 ↪→ R1 is a Kan weak equivalence since the horn inclusion is a Kan acyclic
cofibration. Hence the pushout product maps
(S1 ×∗ ∆n) ∪S1 ×∗ ∂∆n (R
1 ×∗ ∂∆n) ↪→ R1 ×∗ ∆n





Now we show the final condition holds and so the model structure of Theorem 2.1 is a left
Bousfield localization of the quasi-monoid model structure.
Proposition 2.42. A map of reduced simplicial sets A→ B is a Kan weak equivalence if and only
if for all reduced Kan complexes X the map (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan weak equivalence.
Proof. Factor A → B as a cofibration i : A ↪→ P followed by an acyclic fibration p : P → B in
the reduced Kan model structure. The proof of Corollary 2.27 shows that p is a reduced homotopy
equivalence in the sense of Definition 2.25. Hence by Proposition 2.26 p induces a homotopy
equivalence (XB)∗ → (XP )∗ for any reduced Kan complex X, so it is a local equivalence. It is
therefore sufficient to show that cofibrations are Kan weak equivalences if and only if they are
local equivalences. Hence we will suppose A ↪→ B is a cofibration. Since a Kan complex is a
quasi-monoid Corollary 2.20 gives that (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is a Kan weak equivalence if and only
if it is a Kan acyclic fibration. Hence a cofibration A ↪→ B is a local equivalence if and only if
(XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is an acyclic fibration.
Let A ↪→ B be a local equivalence. Then for any Kan fibration between Kan complexes f :
X → Y the map (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ ×(Y A)∗ (Y
B)∗ is an acyclic fibration, so A ↪→ B has the left
lifting property against all such maps f . A map with the left lifting property against all fibrations
between fibrant objects is an acyclic cofibration by Lemma 7.14 of [JT07].
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Conversely, if A ↪→ B is a Kan weak equivalence then since sSet with the Kan model structure
is a proper model category, the maps
(A ×∗ ∆n) ∪A ×∗ ∂∆n (B ×∗ ∂∆
n) ↪→ B ×∗ ∆n
are Kan weak equivalences for all n ≥ 0 so (XB)∗ → (XA)∗ is an acyclic fibration. 
Hence the Kan model structure on sSet0 is the left Bousfield localization of the quasi-monoid
model structure on sSet0 by the map S








is a Quillen adjunction. The localization of an object A ∈ (sSet0)J is its Kan fibrant replacement,
so the left derived functor of localization is simply the homotopy type of a reduced simplicial set.
We will finish this section by returning to our definition of invertibility for 1-simplices of reduced
simplicial sets from Definition 2.9. We motivated the definition by showing that invertibility of an
edge implies that the class of the edge in the homotopy monoid is invertible as an element of the
monoid. We will now show that when X is a quasi-monoid, these two notions of invertibility for
1-simplices are the same.
Recall the adjunction τ a B where τ is the homotopy monoid functor and B is the nerve of a
discrete monoid. Using the unit map of this adjunction we can define a functor that select subspaces
of a reduced simplicial set A whose simplices have edges all corresponding to classes of τ(A) that
are invertible.
Definition 2.43. There is a functor k : sSet0 → sSet0 defined by the pullback
k(A)






where gτ(A) ≤ τ(A) is the submonoid of τ(A) consisting of all invertible elements.
Applying the functor k to a quasi-monoid gives a reduced Kan complex.
Proposition 2.44. If X is a quasi-monoid then k(X) is a reduced Kan complex.
Proof. We will show that all edges of k(X) are left and right invertible in the sense of Definition
2.9. Hence all outer horn lifting problems for the map X → ∗ will be special outer horns, so they
can be solved by Proposition 2.11.
Let x ∈ k(X)1. Then there exists a class [y] such that [x][y] = e in g(τ(X)) where y ∈ k(X).
Now X is a quasi-monoid, so there exists a simplex α ∈ X2 such that d2(α) = x, d0(α) = y, and
d1(α) = s0(∗). Hence α : R1 → X defines an extension of x : S1 → X and x is right invertible and
α factors through k(X) ↪→ X because [x], [y], and e all belong to g(τ(X)). The same argument
applied to the identity [y][x] = e in g(τ(X)) gives that x is left invertible. 
Recall that in Definition 2.9 we defined an edge x : S1 → A of a reduced simplicial set A
as invertible if there exists a map α : E1 → A such that α(01) = x. As mentioned in the
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motivating discussion before that definition, if x is invertible in the sense of Definition 2.9 then
the corresponding class in τ(A) is an invertible element of the monoid. For an arbitrary reduced
simplicial set A it is not necessarily the case, however, that all invertible classes of τ(A) arise from
invertible edges.
Example 2.45. Consider the 2-skeleton sk2(E
1) of the reduced simplicial set E1. This space
has non-degenerate edges 01 and 10 and non-degenerate 2-simplices 010 and 101 but all other
simplices degenerate. The homotopy monoid of this reduced simplicial set is Z, the free group
on one generator, so all classes of edges have inverses. However the map 01 : S1 → sk2(E1) has
no extension along the map S1 ↪→ E1. If α : E1 → sk2(E1) extends 01 : S1 → sk2(E1) then
d0(d0(α(0101))) = 01 and d2(d3(α(0101))) = 01 in E
1
2 , but this implies α(0101) = 0101, which is
not possible as this simplex does not belong to sk2(E
1).
We will show that these two conditions on edges of a reduced simplicial set are equivalent when
the reduced simplicial set is a quasi-monoid.
Proposition 2.46. Let X be a quasi-monoid. An edge x ∈ X1 is invertible if and only if its class
[x] ∈ τ(X) is an invertible element of the homotopy monoid.
Proof. We have already shown that invertible elements have invertible classes. Suppose then that
[x] ∈ τ(X) has an inverse in the homotopy monoid. Then the edge x : S1 → X factors through the
inclusion k(X) ↪→ X. Now we observe that S1 ↪→ E1 can be obtained as the colimit of inclusions
S1 
 // Z(1) 
 // Z(2) 
 // · · · 
 // Z(n) 
 // · · ·
where the reduced simplicial sets Z(n) are obtained by attaching the unique n-simplex of zn ∈ (E1)n
that starts with a 0, for example the simplex z2 = 010. All faces of zn simplex belong to Z
(n−1)
except the d0 face, as
djzn = sj−1zn−2 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1zn−1 j = n
and Z(n−1) contains zm for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1. Hence there are pushouts
Λn0






and so S1 ↪→ E1 is a Kan weak equivalence. Since k(X) is Kan by Proposition 2.44 there is an
extension of x along the Kan weak equivalence S1 ↪→ E1, so x is invertible. 
As mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1 after Example 2.10, this also shows that in a quasi-monoid
an edge is invertible if and only if it is left and right invertible in the sense of Definition 2.9.
2.6 Segal Monoids
We now turn to the second model of∞-monoids that was proposed at the start of this chapter, the
Segal monoids. These are the Segal categories with a unique object, just as quasi-monoids were the
quasi-categories with a unique object. Segal categories are bisimplicial sets satisfying certain lifting
properties, defined by Dwyer, Kan, and Smith in [DKS89]. Restricting to a unique object, in this
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case therefore means considering the category sSet∆
op
0 of simplicial objects in sSet0. The model
structure on this category that we study in this section, and indeed our approach of restricting
model structures to the single object case that motivated the results of the previous sections, come
from Bergner in [Ber07].
In this section we will show that we can relate Bergner’s model structure to the quasi-monoid
model structure defined in Section 2.4 by adapting the methods of [JT07] to the single object
case. In this paper Joyal and Tierney constructed a model category whose fibrant objects are Segal
categories and that is Quillen equivalent to the Joyal model structure on sSet. Our goal will be to
show that the Bergner model structure on sSet∆
op
0 has Segal monoids as its fibrant objects and is
Quillen equivalent to the quasi-monoid model structure on sSet0.
2.6.1 Reduced Simplicial Spaces
Our starting point is the category sSet∆
op
0 of simplicial objects in reduced simplicial sets or reduced
simplicial spaces. In this section we will describe this category sSet∆
op
0 and an adjunction of two
variables that allows us to assemble a reduced simplicial space out of a reduced simplicial set and
an ordinary simplicial set. We will also describe how sSet∆
op
0 is enriched, tensored and cotensored
in simplicial sets.
Reduced simplicial spaces are functors X : ∆op → sSet0. These are in particular bisimplicial
sets, but we have to pay careful attention to the roles of rows and columns as the normal symmetry
of bisimplicial sets has been broken. We record the convention for rows and columns we have chosen
in the following definition.
Definition 2.47. A reduced simplicial space X : ∆op → sSet0 is a simplicial object in sSet0.
The rows of X are the reduced simplicial sets
X•,n ∈ sSet0
for n ≥ 0. The columns are the simplicial sets
Xm,• ∈ sSet
for m ≥ 0. In particular X0,• = ∆0.
We will denote the unique 0-simplex of the reduced simplicial sets making up the rows of X as
X0,n = {∗}
for n ≥ 0.
We now describe a construction that allows us to build reduced simplicial spaces out of a reduced
simplicial set and a simplicial set. The half reduced box product for A ∈ sSet0 and K ∈ sSet
is the reduced simplicial space A ∗ K defined by the functor




Equivalently, by the definition of the coproduct in reduced simplicial sets, the square
∗K

  // AK

∗ // A ∗ K
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is a pushout. From this it is clear that the diagonal of the bisimplicial set A ∗ K recovers the
half-reduced product of the previous section
d(A ∗ K) = A ×∗ K
This functor − ∗ − is based on the box product −− : sSet × sSet → sSet∆
op
, which is an
adjunction of two variables (see for example [JT07] §2). The functor
− ∗ − : sSet
op
0 × sSet→ sSet
∆op
0
is also an adjunction of two variables, with right adjoints for A ∗ − and − ∗ K. For A ∈ sSet0
and Z ∈ sSet∆op0 define the simplicial set Z/∗A by
(Z/∗A)n = HomsSet0(A,Z•,n)
Recall that the rows of Z are reduced simplicial sets so this definition makes sense. For K ∈ sSet





Note that zero-simplices of XKn•,n are simplicial maps Kn → X•,n, but Kn is a discrete simplicial set
and X0,n = ∗ so (K\∗Z)0 = ∗.
Bisimplicial maps Sm ∗ ∆




so these right adjoints select columns and rows of Z respectively.
The Segal monoid model structure on sSet∆
op
0 will be simplicial, so we must define an enrichment
of sSet∆
op
0 in simplicial sets that is powered and copowered. For Z ∈ sSet∆
op
0 and K ∈ sSet define




// X × (∗K)

∗ // X ⊗∗ K
The bisimplicial set ∗K has all columns equal to K and all rows constant.
With this operation we can define a simplicial set of maps (ZY )∗ for sSet
∆op
0 as having n-
simplices the maps Y ⊗∗ ∆n → Z. The powering of a reduced bisimplicial set Z with a simplicial
set K is the reduced bisimplicial set E0(Z
K) whose m,n-bisimplices are the maps
Sm ∗ (∆
n ×K)→ Z
This follows from the observation that there is an isomorphism natural in all variables
(A ∗ K) ⊗∗ L ∼= A ∗ (K × L)
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2.6.2 The Segal Monoid Model Structure
In this section we will define Segal monoids in sSet∆
op
0 and recall the model structure on sSet
∆op
0
defined in [Ber07]. We will also show that these Segal monoids are exactly the fibrant objects
of the Bergner model structure and that this model structure can be obtained as a left Bousfield
localization of the Reedy model structure on sSet∆
op
0 when sSet0 has the quasi-monoid model
structure of Theorem 2.37.




Definition 2.48. A Segal monoid is a reduced bisimplicial set Z such that the map Z → ∗ has
the right lifting property for 0 < l < m and 0 ≤ k ≤ n against all maps
(λml ∗ ∆
n) ∪λml ∗ ∂∆n (S
m ∗ ∂∆
n) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n (21)
(∂Sm ∗ ∆
n) ∪∂Sm ∗ Λnk (S
m ∗ Λ
n
k) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n (22)
This definition is based on the results of [JT07], which show that Segal spaces can be character-
ized by their right lifting properties against the unreduced box product versions of the maps (21)
and (22). From this identification it is clear that a Segal monoid is a Segal category with a single
object, which is the same position we started from when we were considering quasi-monoids as a
subset of quasi-categories.
Recall the identification of Z/∗Sm with the mth row of Z and ∆n\∗Z with the nth column of
Z. As was shown in [JT07] for Segal categories the following shows that a Segal monoid has rows
that are quasi-monoids and columns that are Kan complexes.
Proposition 2.49. Let Z be a Segal monoid. For all A ∈ sSet0 and K ∈ sSet Z/∗A is a Kan
complex and K\∗Z is a quasi-monoid.
Proof. By Definition 2.48 and the adjointness of the box product, Z/∗Sm → Z/∗λmk has the right
lifting property against ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n for all m,n ≥ 0. Hence it is an acyclic fibration and has the






So K\∗Z is a quasi-monoid. The same argument starting from ∆m\∗Z → Λmk \∗Z shows that Z/∗A
is a Kan complex. 
We will show that these Segal monoids are the fibrant objects of Bergner’s model structure on
sSet∆
op
0 defined in the discussion following the proof of Theorem 3.9 in [Ber07]. This model struc-
ture is obtained by localizing another model structure on sSet∆
op
0 at the reduced spine inclusions.
Theorem 2.50 ([Ber07] Prop. 3.8, Theorem 3.9, and Prop. 3.10). There exists a model structure
(sSet∆
op
0 )C on reduced simplicial spaces that is cofibrantly generated with
• generating cofibrations the maps (26)
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• generating acyclic cofibrations the maps
(∂Sm ∗ ∆
n) ∪∂Sm ∗ ∂∆n (S
m ∗ Λ
n
k) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n (23)
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n
The weak equivalences of (sSet∆
op
0 )C are the maps between reduced simplicial spaces that are
column-wise Kan weak equivalences.
There is another model structure (sSet∆
op
0 )B on reduced simplicial spaces that is obtained by
localizing (sSet∆
op




S1 ↪→ Sl (24)
viewed as constant reduced simplicial spaces.
The maps (24) are the spine inclusions described in the proof of Lemma 2.33. These maps
include the wedge of circles into Sn as the 1-simplices i → i + 1 along the spine of the maximal
n-simplex of Sn.










Hence, as all objects of (sSet∆
op
0 )C are cofibrant, column-wise Quillen weak equivalences are weak
equivalences in (sSet∆
op
0 )B as well.
As mention above, the model structure (sSet∆
op
0 )B will be our Segal monoid model structure,
so we will show that the fibrant objects of this model structure are the Segal monoids of Definition
2.48. In [Ber07] the fibrant objects of the model structure (sSet∆
op
0 )B are called reduced Segal
categories. These are reduced simplicial spaces X with solutions to all lifting problems for 0 ≤
k ≤ n
(∂Sm ∗ ∆







and such that for all l ≥ 2 X/∗ϕl is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for all maps (24).
We will show that Bergner’s reduced Segal categories are the Segal monoids using the arguments
of Joyal and Tierney in [JT07]. They show exactly this result for unreduced Segal spaces, so we
will adapt their methods, starting with the following lemma on inner anodyne maps. We recall here
the simplicial spine inclusions that were mentioned in their reduced from in the proof of Lemma
2.33 and were used to localize the model structure (sSet∆
op
0 )C in Theorem 2.50.
For n ≥ 2 the spine inclusion of the standard simplicial n-simplex ∆n is the inclusion of the
spine of the n 1-simplices i → i + 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 into ∆n. We denote the space of these























∆1 ∆1 ∆1 ∆1 ∆1
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We denote the inclusion map by
In ↪→ ∆n
Lemma 2.51 ([JT07] Lemma 3.5). Let A ⊆ sSet be a saturated class such that for all composable
u, v if uv ∈ A and v ∈ A then u ∈ A. If A contains all the spine inclusions In ⊆ ∆n for n ≥ 2
then it contains all inner anodyne maps.
Proposition 2.52. X is a Segal monoid if and only if it is a reduced Segal category.
Proof. Let X be a Segal monoid. Then the lifting problems (25) all have solutions by definition,
so we only need to show that X/∗ϕl is a weak equivalence for all l ≥ 2. The lifting property (25)
implies that X/∗u is a Kan fibration of simplicial sets for all inclusions u, so X/∗ϕl is a weak
equivalence if and only if it is a trivial fibration. But ϕl is inner anodyne for all l ≥ 2 so by
Definition 2.48 of Segal monoids X/∗ϕl is an acyclic fibration.
Let X be a reduced Segal category and let A be the class of all inclusions f of simplicial sets
such that X/∗ red(f) is a weak equivalence. By the definition of reduced Segal categories A contains
In ⊆ ∆n for all n ≥ 2. We claim that A is saturated and has the desired cancellation property.
The cancellation property is clear using the two out of three property of weak equivalences. The
first lifting property of (25) is equivalent to requiring X/∗ red(f) be a Kan fibration of simplicial
sets, so for it to be a weak equivalence is equivalent to X/∗ red(f) having the right lifting property
against all maps δn : ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n. Equivalently, red(f) must have the left lifting property against
all maps δn\∗X for n ≥ 0. The class of maps f which have this property is closed under saturation
because red is a left adjoint and preserves pushouts. Hence by Lemma 2.51, X is a Segal monoid.

Hence we can call Bergner’s model structure (sSet∆
op
0 )B of Theorem 2.50 the Segal monoid
model structure on sSet∆
op
0 , since the fibrant objects of this model structure are the Segal
monoids. We will call weak equivalences of this model structure Segal monoid weak equiva-
lences.
With the definition of the tensor product − ⊗∗ − of Subsection 2.6.1 for sSet∆
op
0 , the model
category (sSet∆
op
0 )C is a simplicial model category.
Proposition 2.53. (sSet∆
op
0 )C is a simplicial model category.
Proof. We note that
((∂Sn ∗ ∆
m) ∪ (Sn ∗ ∂∆m)) ⊗∗ K _

(∂Sn ∗ (∆




m) ⊗∗ K Sn ∗ (∆m ×K)
Let − ⊗̂∗ − denote the Leibniz product of maps with the tensor product. Then for a generating
cofibration i of the form (26) and an anodyne map j : K ↪→ L, a map f : Y → Z of reduced
simplicial spaces has a solution to the lifting problem against i ⊗̂∗ j if and only if the problem





∆m × L // X/∗∂Sn ×Y/∗∂Sn Y/∗Sn
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has a solution, which it does for f a fibration in (sSet∆
op
0 )C by the Kan simplicial model structure
on sSet. The case of a generating acyclic cofibration of (sSet∆
op
0 )C and a cofibration of sSet is
the same but with ∂∆m replaced by Λmk . 
This is the source of the simplicial model structure we will prove for the Segal monoid model
structure in Corollary 2.66 in the next subsection. It also allows us to describe Bergner’s model
structure of Theorem 2.50 as follows, since it is the localization of (sSet∆
op
0 )C with local objects
the Segal monoids by Proposition 2.52.
Theorem 2.54 ([Ber07]). There is a simplicial model structure on sSet∆
op
0 with cofibrations the
inclusions and fibrant objects the Segal monoids. Weak equivalences are the maps X → Y such that
for all Segal monoids Z the maps
(ZY )∗ → (ZX)∗
are Quillen weak equivalences of simplicial sets.
From the results of Section 2.4 we can define another model structure on sSet∆
op
0 , namely
the Reedy model structure induced by the quasi-monoid model structure. We will denote this
model structure by (sSet∆
op
0 )R and show that the Segal monoid model structure (sSet
∆op
0 )B can
be obtained by left Bousfield localization of the Reedy model structure as well.
Recall that the box product was defined by the tensoring of sSet0 over sSet by coproducts.
[RV14] show in §6 and 7 that when a model categoryM is cofibrantly generated, the latching maps
defining the Reedy model structure on M∆op are cofibrations or acyclic cofibrations exactly when
they belong to the saturated class generated by tensoring the generating cofibrations or acyclic
cofibrations of M with the inclusion ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n. Hence the Reedy model structure on sSet∆op0
has the following properties.
Proposition 2.55 ([RV14] Proposition 7.7). The Reedy model structure on sSet∆
op
0 induced by the
quasi-monoid model structure is cofibrantly generated, with generating cofibrations the maps
(∂Sm ∗ ∆
n) ∪∂Sm ∗ ∂∆n (S
m ∗ ∂∆
n) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n (26)
for all m,n ≥ 0 and generating acyclic cofibrations the maps
(A ∗ ∆
n) ∪A ∗ ∂∆n (B ∗ ∂∆
n) ↪→ B ∗ ∆n (27)
for generating acyclic cofibrations A ↪→ B of the quasi-monoid model structure.
Fibrant objects in (sSet∆
op
0 )R satisfy one of the conditions of Definition 2.48 for Segal monoids,
namely they have the right lifting property against the maps (21), since the inner horn inclusions
λnk ↪→ Sn are reduced Joyal equivalences by Proposition 2.23.







→ (sSet∆op0 )B is also left Quillen.












Proof. It is sufficient to show that the generating cofibrations (26) and generating acyclic cofi-
brations (27) of the Reedy model structure are cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in (sSet∆
op
0 )B.
The cofibrations of (sSet∆
op
0 )B are inclusions so the maps (26) and (27) remain cofibrations.
It only remains to show that for any reduced Joyal acyclic cofibration A ↪→ B and any inclusion
of simplicial sets K ⊆ L the map
(A ∗ L) ∪A ∗ K (B ∗ K) ↪→ B ∗ L
is an acyclic cofibration in the Segal monoid model structure. We will use [JT07] Lemma 7.14,
which allows us to show that a map is an acyclic cofibration in a model structure by showing that
it has the left lifting property against fibrations between fibrant objects.
Let f : Y → Z be a fibration between Segal monoids in the Segal monoid model structure. By





L // Y/∗B ×Z/∗A Z/∗A
where K ↪→ L is an inclusion of simplicial sets and A ↪→ B is a reduced Joyal acyclic cofibration.
Hence we must show that the map on the right is an acyclic fibration of simplicial sets. Consider












0 )B is defined by localizing (sSet
∆op
0 )C for any inclusion u : A ↪→ B of reduced
simplicial sets and any horn Λnk ↪→ ∆n in sSet the map
u ̂∗ f : (A ∗ ∆
n) ∪A ∗ Λnk (B ∗ Λ
n
k) ↪→ B ∗ ∆n
obtained as the comparison map from the pushout is an acyclic cofibration in the Segal monoid
model structure. Hence by adjointness since Y → Z is a fibration in the Segal monoid model
structure the map
Y/∗B → Y/∗A×Z/∗A Z/∗B
is a Kan fibration of simplicial sets.
Since Y and Z are Segal monoids and A ↪→ B is an inclusion of reduced simplicial sets the
definition of Segal monoids in Definition 2.48 and Proposition 2.49 imply that for any inclusion of
simplicial sets ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n the map
∆n\∗Z → ∂∆n\∗Z
is an inner fibration between quasi-monoids. Hence it is a fibration in the quasi-monoid model
structure on sSet0, so for any reduced Joyal acyclic cofibration A ↪→ B, Z/∗B → Z/∗A has
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the right lifting property against all inclusions ∂∆n ⊆ ∆n of simplicial sets and so is an acyclic
fibration. Hence in (28) the maps Y/∗B → Y/∗A and Z/∗B → Z/∗A are acyclic fibrations, which
are preserved by pullbacks, so the comparison map of (28) is an acyclic fibration of simplicial sets.
The box product adjunction shows that (A ∗ L) ∪ (B ∗ K) ↪→ B ∗ L has the left lifting property
against any fibration between fibrant objects in sSet∆
op
0 . Hence it is an acyclic cofibration in
sSet∆
op
0 by [JT07] Lemma 7.14.

Corollary 2.57. A row-wise reduced Joyal equivalence between reduced simplicial spaces is a weak
equivalence of the Segal monoid model structure.
This identifies the weak equivalences of the Reedy model structure, that is the row-wise reduced
Joyal equivalences of reduced simplicial spaces, as Segal monoid weak equivalences. In particular,
for any map of reduced simplicial spaces f : Y → Z, if for all n ≥ 0 the maps f•,n : Y•,n → Z•,n are
reduced Joyal equivalences then f is a weak equivalence in the Segal monoid model structure. In
fact, for a map between Segal monoids, we only have to check the zeroth row.
Proposition 2.58. Let f : Y → Z be a map between Segal monoids. Then f is a weak equivalence
in the Segal monoid model structure if and only if f•,0 : Y•,0 → Z•,0 is a reduced Joyal equivalence.
Proof. Suppose f is a weak equivalence. Then the right adjoint of the localization preserves weak
equivalences between fibrant objects, so f is a weak equivalence of the Reedy model structure and
so a levelwise equivalence. In particular, f•,0 : Y•,0 → Z•,0 is a reduced Joyal equivalence.
Now suppose f•,0 : Y•,0 → Z•,0 is a reduced Joyal equivalence. Since Y and Z are Segal monoids
they have the right lifting property against maps
(∂Sm ∗ ∆
n) ∪∂Sm ∗ ∂∆n (S
m ∗ ∆
0) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n
for all n,m ≥ 0 Equivalently, ∆n\∗Z → ∆0\∗Z has the right lifting property against ∂Sm ↪→ Sm,
and similarly for Y . But ∆n\∗Z = Z•,n so the unique map ∆n → ∆0 gives a section Z•,0 → Z•,n
for an acyclic fibration, hence is a reduced Joyal equivalence. The vertical maps in the following










The map f is a row-wise equivalence since f•,0 is a reduced Joyal equivalence, hence it is a weak
equivalence in the Segal monoid model structure. 
In the next section we will further analyze the weak equivalences of the Segal monoid model
structure and show that this model structure is Quillen equivalent to the quasi-monoid model
structure of Theorem 2.37.
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2.6.3 Quillen Equivalences of the Segal Monoid and Quasi-Monoid Model Structures
We will show in this section that the Segal monoid model structure is Quillen equivalent to the
quasi-monoid model structure in two different ways. We will follow the approach of §5 of [JT07],
which proves similar results for the case of Segal categories and the Joyal model structure on sSet.
The adjunctions we will show are Quillen equivalences both involve the diagonal functor.
Recall that the diagonal of a bisimplicial set X is the simplicial set with n-simplices Xn,n. The




The diagonal has a left and a right adjoint d∗ a d a d∗. These functors are defined by
d∗(Sn) = Sn ∗ ∆
n
d∗(A)n,m = HomsSet0(S
n ×∗ ∆m, A)
where in the definition of d∗ we are using the fact that all simplicial sets are colimits of their simplices
and the left adjoint d∗ must preserve colimits. We will show that both of these adjunctions are
Quillen equivalences, and furthermore a map of reduced simplicial spaces f : X → Y is a weak
equivalence in the Segal monoid model structure if and only if the diagonal d(f) is a reduced Joyal
equivalence in sSet0.
Our method to prove that d creates weak equivalences is essentially a modification of the proof
method of [Moe89] Proposition 1.2, which was used to show the existence of the diagonal model
structure on simplicial spaces. The proof of this result uses the following Theorem on Reedy model
structures and functor tensor products.
Theorem 2.59 ([Hir03] 18.4.11). The functor tensor product






)∆ → (sSet∆op0 )C








have the Reedy model
structures determined by the Quillen and column-wise structures respectively.
Here we have used that (sSet∆
op
0 )C is a simplicial model category. The role of this theorem










The second of these is just the definition of d∗. The first comes from the observation that there is
an isomorphism of reduced simplicial spaces
(Sn ∗ ∆
0) ⊗∗ An ∼= (Sn ×∗ An) ∗ ∆0
and the fact that (−) ∗ ∆0 is a left adjoint, so it preserves coends.
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We will define a natural transformation γ : d∗ → (−) ∗ ∆0 by taking the realization of the map
of cosimplicial reduced simplicial spaces
S• ∗ ∆
• → S• ∗ ∆0 (29)
All simplicial spaces are cofibrant in the Reedy model structure on sSet∆
op
induced by the Kan
model structure on sSet, so to show that γA : d
∗(A)→ A ∗ ∆0 is a weak equivalence in (sSet∆
op
0 )C ,
and so by the localization of Theorem 2.50 in the Segal monoid model structure it is sufficient
to show that the map (29) is a Reedy weak equivalence of Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial reduced
simplicial spaces.
Proposition 2.60. The map S• ∗ ∆
• → S• ∗ ∆0 is a Reedy weak equivalence between Reedy







Proof. The maps Sn ∗ ∆
n → Sn ∗ ∆0 are column-wise weak equivalences, so the map (29) is a







We calculate the latching map for S• ∗ ∆
0 and show that it is an inclusion, that is a cofibration
in sSet∆
op
0 . For a cosimplicial reduced simplicial space X




Applied to S• ∗ ∆
0 we have
Lt(S• ∗ ∆
0) = ∂St ∗ ∆
0 ↪→ St ∗ ∆0
Hence S• ∗ ∆
0 is Reedy cofibrant.
For S• ∗ ∆
•, following [Moe89], the tth latching space has (l,m)-bisimplices
Lt(S• ∗ ∆
•)l,m = {(θ, ϕ) ∈ Stl ×∗ ∆tm | ∃j ∈ [t] s.t. both θ and ϕ miss j}
So S• ∗ ∆
• is Reedy cofibrant. 
By Theorem 2.59, the coend preserves Reedy weak equivalences between Reedy cofibrant cosim-
plicial reduced simplicial spaces. Hence we can conclude the following.
Corollary 2.61. There is a natural transformation
γ : d∗ → (−) ∗ ∆0
whose components are weak equivalences in the Segal monoid model structure on sSet∆
op
0 .
Proof. The components of the natural transformation for a reduced simplicial set A are the maps
γA : d
∗(A) → A ∗ ∆0 determined by taking the coend with A of the map of cosimplicial reduced
simplicial spaces (29). Naturality of γ in A follows from the construction of the coends. 
The naturality square for γ shows that d∗(f) is a weak equivalence in sSet∆
op












∼ // B ∗ ∆
0
(30)
We can now show that the two adjunctions d∗ a d a d∗ are Quillen adjunctions for the Segal
monoid and quasi-monoid model structures.
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Proposition 2.62. d∗ a d is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. The definition of d∗ as the realization of the Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial reduced simplicial
space S• ∗ ∆
• shows that it preserves inclusions, which are the cofibrations in sSet0. By the square
(30) and Proposition 2.56 d∗ preserves acyclic cofibrations. 
Proposition 2.63. d a d∗ is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. The diagonal preserves cofibrations, it only remains to show it preserves acyclic cofibrations.
We will show it preserves all weak equivalences of the Segal monoid model structure. Let f : Y → Z
be a weak equivalence of the Segal monoid model structure. Let X be a quasi-monoid in sSet0.
The n-simplices of (Xd(Y ))∗ are the maps
d(Y ) ×∗ ∆n → X
Since d(Y ⊗∗ ∆n) = d(Y ) ×∗ ∆n these maps correspond to maps
Y ⊗∗ ∆n → d∗(X)
which are the n-simplices of (d∗(X)














commute. To show d preserves weak equivalences it is sufficient to show d∗(X) is a Segal monoid
when X is a quasi-monoid. d∗(X) is a Segal monoid if and only if it has the right lifting property
for 0 < l < m and 0 ≤ k ≤ n against all maps
(λml ∗ ∆
n) ∪ (Sm ∗ ∂∆n) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n
(∂Sm ∗ ∆
n) ∪ (Sm ∗ Λnk) ↪→ Sm ∗ ∆n
Since d(A ∗ K) = A ×∗ K for all A ∈ sSet0 and K ∈ sSet these lifting problems correspond by
adjunction to








Sm ×∗ ∆n // ∗ Sm ×∗ ∆n // ∗
These have solutions, so d∗(X) is a Segal monoid and the result holds. 
Next we will show that the adjunction unit for d∗ a d is a weak equivalence in the Segal monoid
model structure. This will be important in proving that this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence,
but it also allows us to replace any Segal monoid up to Segal monoid weak equivalence with a
Segal monoid in the image of the functor d∗ : sSet0 → sSet∆
op
0 . To do this we will use the
characterization of weak equivalences between Segal monoids in sSet∆
op
0 given in Proposition 2.58.
We will also find another use for the Reedy acyclic cofibration of cofibrant cosimplicial reduced
simplicial spaces from Proposition 2.60.
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Proposition 2.64. Let Z be a Segal monoid. The unit map Z → d∗d(Z) of the adjunction d a d∗
is a weak equivalence in the Segal monoid model structure between Segal monoids.
Proof. First we will show that d∗d(Z) is a Segal monoid. d and d∗ are a right adjoints of Quillen
adjunctions by Propositions 2.62 and 2.63 so they preserve fibrant objects.
To show that this map is a weak equivalence between Segal monoids it is sufficient to show
Z•,0 → d∗d(Z)•,0 is a reduced Joyal equivalence by Proposition 2.58. By the definition of d∗ we
have
d∗d(Z)•,0 = HomsSet0(S
• ×∗ ∆0, d(Z)) = d(Z)
Consider the map Z•,0 ∗ ∆
0 → Z. This is a row-wise weak equivalence as the maps between
rows are the maps Z•,0 → Z•,n that were found to be reduced Joyal equivalences in the proof of
Proposition 2.58. Hence it is a weak equivalence of the Segal monoid model structure by Corollary
2.57. The diagonal of this map is a reduced Joyal equivalence, since it is a weak equivalence between
cofibrant objects of the Segal monoid model structure and d is a left Quillen functor by Proposition
2.63. But d(Z•,0 ∗ ∆
0) = Z•,0 so the map Z•,0 → d(Z) is a reduced Joyal equivalence. 
We can use this approximation of Segal monoids by quasi-monoids under the functor d∗ to prove
that the diagonal functor creates weak equivalences for the Segal monoid model structure when
sSet0 has the quasi-monoid model structure.
Proposition 2.65. A map f : Y → Z between reduced simplicial spaces is a weak equivalence in
the Segal monoid model structure if and only if d(f) is a reduced Joyal equivalence.
Proof. The only if part is given by Proposition 2.63, which shows that d preserves weak equiva-
lences. To show the other direction, we use Proposition 2.64 to replace up to Segal monoid weak
equivalence any Segal monoid by a Segal monoid obtained by applying d∗ to a quasi-monoid. Let
f : Y → Z be a map of reduced simplicial spaces such that d(f) : d(Y )→ d(Z) is a reduced Joyal
equivalence. Let Γ be a Segal monoid. We must show that the top map of the diagram
(ΓZ)∗












is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets. The lower vertical isomorphisms are the maps described
in the proof of Proposition 2.63. The bottom map d(f)∗ is a weak equivalence because d is a right
adjoint of a Quillen adjunction by Proposition 2.62, so it preserves fibrant objects, so d(Γ) is a
quasi-monoid and by assumption d(f) is a reduced Joyal equivalence. To show that the top map
f∗ is a weak equivalence it is sufficient to show that
(ΓZ)∗ → (d∗d(Γ)Z)∗ (31)




We claim that the cosimplicial reduced simplicial space Z ⊗∗ ∆• is a cofibrant approximation of
Z, the constant diagram, in the Reedy model structure on cosimplicial reduced simplicial spaces
determined by the Segal monoid model structure. This follows because the maps Z ⊗∗ ∆n →
Z ⊗∗ ∆0 = Z are weak equivalences in (sSet∆
op
0 )C by the simplicial model structure, so they are
weak equivalences in the Segal monoid model structure. Hence by [Hir03] Corollary 16.5.5 the map
(31) is a weak equivalence since Γ→ d∗d(Γ) is a weak equivalence of Segal monoids. 
Since d sends the copowering of sSet∆
op
0 over sSet to the copowering of sSet0 over sSet we
can show that the Segal monoid model structure is a simplicial model structure from the fact that
d creates weak equivalences.
Corollary 2.66. The Segal monoid model structure on sSet∆
op
0 is a simplicial model structure.
Proof. Since d(Z ⊗∗ K) = d(Z) ×∗ K and d preserves colimits it is clear the functor − ⊗∗ − :
sSet∆
op
0 × sSet→ sSet∆
op
0 is a Quillen functor. 
Proposition 2.65 reduces the problem of identifying weak equivalences in the Segal monoid
model category to the problem of identifying reduced Joyal equivalences in sSet0. It also allows us
to identify both Quillen adjunctions between sSet∆
op
0 and sSet0 as Quillen equivalences.
Proposition 2.67. Both adjunctions
(sSet∆
op







Proof. Since d creates weak equivalences in sSet∆
op




are reduced Joyal equivalences for all reduced simplicial sets A and all quasi-monoids X. The first
of these has a retract given by d applied to the weak equivalence γA : d
∗(A)→ A ∗ ∆0 of Corollary
2.61, so it is a reduced Joyal equivalence.
For the second map, consider the map of reduced simplicical spaces
HomsSet0(S
n ×∗ ∆0, X) = (X ∗ ∆0)n,m → d∗(X)n,m = HomsSet0(Sn ×∗ ∆m, X) (32)
determined by the unique maps ∆m → ∆0. Row-wise, this map has the components
X = (X ∗ ∆
0)•,m → d∗(X)•,m = HomsSet0(S• ×∗ ∆m, X) = E0(X∆
m
)
which are reduced Joyal equivalences. The diagonal of (32) gives a section for the map dd∗(X)→ X
that is a Segal monoid weak equivalence. 
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3 Realizing ∞-Monoids and Groups
In this section we will show that the models of ∞-monoids we described in the previous chapter
are equivalent to the model given by simplicial monoids. A simplicial monoid is a monoid in the
category of simplicial sets with the cartesian monoidal product. There is a model structure for







from the Kan model structure on sSet as described in §2 of [SS00]. We will show that there is
a Quillen equivalence between sMon and sSet0 with the quasi-monoid model structure which we







This adjunction is determined by a cosimplicial simplicial monoid, which we call the homotopy
coherent simplices and define in Section 3.1. It is the single object restriction of the homotopy
coherent nerve defined in [Cor82] between categories enriched in simplicial sets and simplicial sets.
The first sections of this chapter, from Section 3.1 to Section 3.6 are dedicated to a new proof
of the fact that the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction (33) is a Quillen equivalence.
This new proof is a hybrid of techniques from [Lur09] and [DS11a] and [DS11b] along with some
new constructions that unify the perspectives of these references. The outline of the proof in these
sections is as follows. We use the basic set-up of Lurie, where a core part of the proof reduces to
showing that when X is a quasi-monoid both maps in the span of simplicial sets defined by Lurie
in §2.2 of [Lur09]
(XS
1
)∗ H(X)oo // UC(X)
are Kan weak equivalences. The definitions of the spaces H(X) and the maps of this span are given
below in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. We use Lurie’s results to show that the left map is a weak equivalence
but for the right map we develop our own approach using tools from Dugger and Spivak’s papers
[DS11a] and [DS11b]. In particular, we show that the right hand map can be factored using a
filtration of the simplicial set UC(X) underlying the simplicial monoid C(X). This filtration is by
a quantity called spine length, which we define in Section 3.3. This definition and the next sections
where we show that each stage of the filtration is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets when
X is a quasi-monoid are the new content of this proof.
At the end of this chapter we consider∞-groups among∞-monoids. We show that the localiza-
tion of the quasi-monoid model structure given in Section 2.5 is equivalent on homotopy categories
to the adjunction for the reflective subcategory of simplicial groups within simplicial monoids. This








where I is the inclusion functor and L is the group completion functor. We will show that this
adjunction is equivalent to the localization adjunction (20) by applying the homotopy coherent
nerve-realization adjunction, which is a Quillen equivalence by the first sections of this chapter.
In particular, we will show that localizing sMon at the realization by C of the map S1 ↪→ R1
of reduced simplicial sets from Section 2.5 gives a model structure on the category of simplicial
monoids that has fibrant objects the Kan fibrant simplicial monoids whose monoid of connected
components is a group. We will show that this model structure on simplicial monoids is Quillen
equivalent to the model structure for simplicial groups.
Finally, we use this equivalence of adjunctions on homotopy categories to recover a case of the
result of Dwyer and Kan in [DK80] about localizing simplicial categories. In particular, we show
that the derived functor of group completion for a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid M is isomorphic to
the homotopy type of the loop space on N(M). We will do this by showing that the localization of
the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction described above is equivalent to the Kan loop
group adjunction between sGp and the Kan model structure on reduced simplicial sets (sSet0)K
described in Theorem 2.1.
3.1 Homotopy Coherent Simplices
In this section we will construct a cosimplicial simplicial monoid C• : ∆→ sMon whose components
Cn for n ≥ 0 we will call the homotopy coherent simplices. These cosimplicial simplicial monoids are
the collapse to a single object of the cosimplicial simplicial categories that determine the homotopy
coherent nerve defined in [Cor82]. We will present a new definition of these simplicial monoids,
however, as the nerves of partially ordered monoids, rather than relying on previous constructions
for simplicial categories. Finally we will show that the simplicial monoids that make up C• for
all n ≥ 0 are cofibrant, and furthermore have monoids of m-simplices that are freely generated as
monoids for all m ≥ 0. The constructions and proofs of this section are self-contained but they are
based on the methods of Dugger and Spivak in [DS11a] and [DS11b]. The relation to equivalent
proofs for simplicial categories will be highlighted.
As mentioned we will construct the cosimplicial simplicial monoid for this nerve-realization
adjunction by first constructing a cosimplicial partially ordered monoid and then taking its nerve.
A partially ordered monoid is a 2-category where there is one object, the 1-cells are the elements of
the monoid and there is at most one 2-cell between 1-cells, corresponding to the partial order. The
identities of a 2-category correspond to the requirement that the partial order respects the monoid
multiplication.
To construct our partially ordered monoids we will start with 2-categories and collapse their
2-cells so that there is at most one 2-cell joining any two 1-cells. The 2-categories we collapse
will be freely generated, a construction that we will describe in the particular case of 2-categories
here, but which will be generalized to describe computads, or freely generated n-categories for all
n ≥ 0, in Section 4.5.
Definition 3.1. Let n ≥ 1. The 2-category An has a unique object, 1-cells freely generated by an
alphabet
Σn = {xij | 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
and 2-cells freely generated by the alphabet
Rn = {xik ⇒ xijxjk | 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n}
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with source and target as indicated.
We write 0-composition in An as juxtaposition because it is viewed as multiplication in the free
monoid Σ∗n generated by the set Σn. We write 1-composition of 2-cells in A
n with ∗1. Composition
of all kinds is read from left to right, as for words of a monoid, unlike the usual convention for
composing morphisms of a category.
Such a freely generated 2-category can be constructed for example by following the construction
of §2.4.3 of [GM18]. The 1-cells of An are words in the free monoid Σ∗n on the alphabet Σn. The
2-cells of An are classes of the free category on generators uαv for u and v words in Σ∗n and α ∈ Rn
under the equivalence relation that identifies cells to establish the exchange identity. This relation
identifies the words in the free category
(αwv) ∗1 (u′wβ) ∼ (uwβ) ∗1 (αwv′)
where α : u =⇒ u′ and β : v =⇒ v′ are elements of Rn and w is a word in Σ∗n. The 2-category
An therefore has 2-cells given by 1-composites of the 2-cells




88⇓ α ∗ v // ∗
where u, v ∈ Σ∗n, α ∈ R, and the source of this 2-cell is uxikv and its target is uxikxkjv. A general
2-cell in An is of the form
u1α1u
′
1 ∗1 u2α2u′2 ∗1 · · · ∗1 unαnu′n
where ui, u
′
i ∈ Σ∗n, αi ∈ R. We say a 2-cell in An is atomic if it is of the form
α1 ∗1 u2α2u′2 ∗1 · · · ∗1 unαnu′n
so the source of the 2-cell is a single letter xij of Σ
∗
n. The target of an atomic 2-cell is a word of
the form
xil1xl1l2 · · ·xlmj
where 0 ≤ i < l1 < l2 < · · · < lm < j ≤ n.
We define our partially ordered monoids with reference to 2-cells of An.
Definition 3.2. Let n ≥ 0. The partially ordered monoid Cn has its underlying monoid equal to
Σ∗n and its partial order determined by
u ≤ v ⇐⇒ there exists a 2-cell γ : u⇒ v ∈ (An)2
Note that the source of any non-identity 2-cell of An is necessarily a shorter word in Σ∗n than its
target, so there are no loops of 2-cells in An and this is a well-defined partial order. Since Σ0 = ∅
the partially ordered monoid C0 is the trivial monoid. The partially ordered monoid C1 is the free
monoid on one generator with trivial partial order.
There is a natural 2-functor ϕ : An → Cn that is the identity on 1-cells and sends a 2-cell
γ : u ⇒ v of An to the unique relation u ≤ v it implies. Under this 2-functor an atomic 2-cell of
An determines to an atomic relation
xij ≤ xil1xl1l2 · · ·xlmj
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in the partially ordered monoid Cn. For the purposes of the next result we will include the trivial
relations u ≤ u for words u ∈ Σ∗n as atomic relations for Cn. This result will allow us to show
that the simplicial monoids Cn we obtain from Cn by taking the nerve are cofibrant in the model
structure on sMon.
Proposition 3.3. The relation u ≤ v in Cn for u, v ∈ Σ∗n can be written uniquely as the product
of a sequence of atomic relations xliri ≤ vi, that is




Proof. First we will show that such a decomposition exists by showing that all relations of Cn




1 ∗1 u2α2u′2 ∗1 · · · ∗1 unαnu′n (34)
under the exchange relation. We will prove this result by induction on the length of such a word,
that is the number of 2-indeterminates from R that appear in any composite equivalent to (34)
under the exchange identity.
A single 2-cell uαv is clearly sent by ϕ to a product of atomic 2-cells
ϕ(1u)ϕ(α)ϕ(1v) : uxikv ≤ uxijxjkv
as α : xik ⇒ xijxjk is atomic. Now let m ≥ 1 and consider a 2-cell of An
f ∗1 uαv = u1α1u′1 ∗1 u2α2u′2 ∗1 · · · ∗1 umαmu′m ∗1 uαv





for atomic 2-cells γi of A
n. Let xik be the source of α. By studying the word
d−1 uαv = d
+
1 f
in Σ∗n we can identify the copy of xik occurring in d
+
1 f that is the source of α in the 2-cell uαv.
Let 1 ≤ t ≤ m be the index of the 2-cell γt such that the source xik of α occurs in the target of γt.
If γt is a non-trivial 2-cell then let











γi i 6= t






1 γi for all i so γ
′
i are all atomic 2-cells. If γt is an identity 2-cell then we must take
the atomic decomposition














So we are done by induction.
Now we show that given two decompositions of a relation in Cn as products of atomic arrows,







Considering the sources, which are words in free monoid Σ∗n, we must have n = m and s(γi) = s(δi)
for all i. By induction it is sufficient to consider a product γδ = γ′δ′. We must have
xij
γ // xii1xi1i2 · · ·xirj xij
γ′ // xii′1xi′1i′2 · · ·xi′rj
xkl
δ // xkk1xk1k2 · · ·xktl xkl
δ // xkk′1xk′1k′2 · · ·xk′tl
but unique factorization in Σ∗n and the requirement that in < in+1 and similar for k requires that
in = i
′
n and kn = k
′
n, so the result holds. 
We can now define the simplicial monoids Cn by taking the nerve of these partially ordered
monoids with respect to the partial order. The nerve preserves the monoid structure of the poset
so the simplicial set we obtain from the nerve is a simplicial monoid.
Definition 3.4. Let n ≥ 0. The homotopy coherent n-simplex is the simplicial monoid Cn =
NCn that is the nerve of Cn with respect to the partial order.
An atomic m-simplex of Cn is a simplex of the form
xij ≤ ω1 ≤ · · · ≤ ωm
for words ωi ∈ Σ∗n. Using the characterization of relations in Cn given in Proposition 3.3 we can
now show that the atomic m-simplices freely generate the monoid of m-simplices of Cn.
Proposition 3.5. The monoid of m-simplices of Cn is freely generated by the atomic m-simplices.
In particular, Cn is a cofibrant simplicial monoid.
Proof. For the 0-simplices this is by definition of Cn, for the 1-simplices this follows by Proposition
3.3. Let n ≥ 1 and suppose the result holds for n. Consider an n+ 1-simplex
ω = ω0 ≤ ω1 ≤ · · · ≤ ωn+1
Its n + 1th face dn+1(ω) can be written uniquely as a product of atomic n-simplices by induction
hypothesis. Similarly dn0 (ω) is a 1-simplex so it can be written uniquely as a product of atomic
1-simplices
dn+1(ω) = ω0 ≤ ω1 ≤ · · ·ωn =
t∏
s=1
(xisjs ≤ γs1 ≤ · · · ≤ γsn)
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Define a partition of {1, 2, · · · , u} into t intervals ϕ(s) for 1 ≤ s ≤ t by the identifications
u∏
r=1












gives a unique factorization of ω.
Finally, the degeneracy of an atomic n-simplex is obtained by repeating on of the words, so it
is an atomic n+ 1-simplex and Cn is a cofibrant simplicial monoid. 
The simplicial monoids Cn for n ≥ 0 assemble into a cosimplicial object in sMon. Given an
order preserving map θ : [n] → [m] in ∆ we define a map C(θ) : Cn → Cm of partially ordered
monoids by C(θ)(xij) = xθ(i)θ(j), using the convention that xii = e, the identity of the monoid.
Since θ is order-preserving, it respects the partial order of Cn, so this gives a cosimplicial partially
ordered monoid C•. The cosimplicial simplicial monoid C• is obtained by taking the nerve of C•.
We will refer to simplices of Cn as chains.
In the next section we will describe the nerve-realization adjunction that is determined by the
cosimplicial simplicial monoid C• : ∆→ sMon.
3.2 Homotopy Coherent Nerve and Realization
The nerve-realization adjunction determined by the cosimplicial simplicial monoid of homotopy













with · representing the tensoring of simplicial monoids by sets given by the coproduct of Cn indexed





The nerve N(M) of a simplicial monoid M is a reduced simplicial set since C0 = e, the initial
simplicial monoid, so there is a unique simplicial monoid map e = C0 →M .
We call this the homotopy coherent nerve and realization, directly recalling the construc-
tion of Cordier [Cor82] of which it is only the restriction to reduced simplicial sets. The simplicial
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monoids Cn constructed above are exactly those obtained by collapsing all the objects of the sim-
plicially enriched categories defining Cordier’s nerve.
In this section we will show that this adjunction C a N is a Quillen adjunction when sSet0 has
the quasi-monoid model structure. We will also give the outline of the proof the this adjunction is
in fact a Quillen equivalence and we will complete this proof in the subsequent sections.
That Cordier’s nerve gives a Quillen equivalence between simplicially enriched categories and
simplicial sets with the Joyal model structure has been proved by at least two different methods by
Lurie [Lur09] and Dugger and Spivak [DS11a] [DS11b]. The proof we give for this restricted simpli-
cial monoids result is a hybrid of their ideas. We apply Lurie’s strategy to show that there is a span
of simplicial set weak equivalences relating the simplicial mapping space (AS
1
)∗ of a quasi-monoid
with C(A). We don’t follow Lurie’s method of constructing the straightening-unstraightening ad-
junction ([Lur09] §2.2), however. We will apply the ideas of [DS11a] to construct a filtration by
acyclic cofibrations of C(A) which give the weak equivalence we want. We begin by describing the
realization C(A) of a reduced simplicial set in more detail.




the monoid of r-simplices of C(A) is generated by equivalence classes [a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ] of elements
of Cnr ·An for any value of n with the relations
[a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ] · [a ∈ An, ω ∈ Cnr ] = [a ∈ An, γω ∈ Cnr ]
The equivalence classes are determined by the generating relations
(θ∗(a) ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) ∼ (a ∈ Am, θ(γ) ∈ Cmr )
for any non-decreasing map θ : [n]→ [m] of ∆. By Proposition 3.5 any chain γ ∈ Cnr can be written
uniquely as a product of atomic chains, that is atomic r-simplices of Cn. Hence C(A)r is generated
by the classes [a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ] where γ is an atomic chain.
To simplify the analysis these classes in C(A)r, and anticipating the role of necklaces later based
on those used by [DS11b], we introduce the category of flagged beads over a reduced simplicial set.
We will refer to the category of simplices of a reduced simplicial set A as the category of beads








where θ : [n] → [m] is a non-decreasing map in ∆. The category of flagged beads adds extra data
to each bead.
Definition 3.6. A flagged bead over a simplicial set A of length r is a pair (a : Sn → A, γ ∈ Cnr )
consisting of a bead a : Sn → A and an atomic chain of Cnr . A morphism θ : (a : Sn → A, γ ∈
Cnr )→ (b : Sm → A, δ ∈ Cmr ) is a morphisms of beads such that θ : [n]→ [m] satisfies δ = θ(γ).
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This defines a category BrA of flagged beads of length r over A.
As briefly noted above, this is a modification of the definition in [DS11b] before Proposition 4.5.
Dugger and Spivak were describing the realization of general simplicial sets as categories enriched
in simplicial sets. Their approach use simplicial sets they call necklaces, which are sequences of
standard simplicial simplices ∆n (which they called beads) joined at their initial and final vertices
(see §3 [DS11b]). For now we need only the beads of necklaces, and we don’t have to be careful
about the maps of beads preserving vertices, as there is exactly one vertex.
The role for the categories BrA is to categorify the relations generating the equivalence relation
of the coend defining C(A)r. In particular pairs (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) for γ atomic are exactly objects
of BrA and
(θ∗(a) ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) ∼ (a ∈ Am, θ(γ) ∈ Cmr )
if and only if there exists a morphism θ : (θ∗(a) ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) → (a ∈ Am, θ(γ) ∈ Cmr ) in
BrA. Hence, the classes [a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ] generating C(A)r correspond exactly to the connected
components of BrA.
We say an atomic chain γ ∈ Cnr is flanked when the top vertex is x01x12 · · ·xn−1n. This
terminology comes from the concept of flanked necklaces given by [DS11b] before Proposition 4.5.
The following shows that we can restrict our attention to pairs (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) where γ is flanked.
Proposition 3.7. There is a functor fl : BrA → BrA that sends a flagged bead (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) to a
flagged bead with its atomic chain flanked. This functor acts as the identity on the set of connected
components.
Proof. Let (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) be an object of BrA. The top vertex of the atomic chain γ is of
the form xi0i1xi1i2 · · ·xim−1im for 0 ≤ i0 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ n. This uniquely determines an
embedding δγ : [n
′] ↪→ [n] sending j ∈ [n′] 7→ ij ∈ [n] such that there exists a flanked atomic r-chain
γ′ ∈ Cmr with δγ(γ′) = γ. Hence we have a map in BrA
δγ : (δ
∗
γ(a) ∈ An′ , γ′ ∈ Cn
′
r )→ (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr )
Let fl(a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) = δ∗γ(a) ∈ An′ , γ′ ∈ Cn
′
r ).
We will define how fl acts on maps and show that the maps δγ determine a natural transforma-
tion fl =⇒ IdBrA . Let θ : (θ
∗(a) ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr )→ (a ∈ Am, θ(γ) ∈ Cmr ) be a morphism in BrA. Let
δγ : [n
′]→ [n] be the map determined by γ. Factor the map θ ◦ δγ : [n′]→ [m] uniquely as a surjec-
tion θ′ : [n′] → [m′] followed by an injection δ′γ : [m′] ↪→ [m] in ∆. A surjective map preserves the
property of a chain being flanked, so θ′(γ′) ∈ Cm′r is flanked and δ′γ(θ′(γ′)) = θ(γ). Hence θ′(γ′) =
θ(γ)′, the unique flanked chain determining fl(a ∈ Am, θ(γ) ∈ Cmr ) and δ′γ = δθ(γ) : [m′] ↪→ [m] is
the corresponding unique embedding. By unique factorization this definition respects composition
and identities in BrA so fl is a functor and δ(−) : fl =⇒ IdBrA is a natural transformation.
The functor fl does nothing to flanked objects and the natural transformation means every
connected component contains a flanked object, so fl acts as the identity on connected components.

Finally we have the following description of C(A).
Proposition 3.8. The monoid C(A)r of r-simplices of C(A) is freely generated by the classes
[a ∈ An, x0n ≤ · · · ≤ x01x12 · · ·xn−1n ∈ Cnr ]
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where a is a non-degenerate simplex of A and the chain is flanked and atomic. Furthermore, the
simplicial monoid C(A) is cofibrant.
Proof. Since Cmr is a free monoid on atomic chains, the monoids C
m
r · An are freely generated for
all m,n by pairs (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cmr ) where γ is an atomic r-chain of Cm. The monoid of r-simplices








The maps of this diagram of free monoids sends generators to generators, so its coequalizer is a
free monoid generated by the classes [a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ] with γ atomic under the equivalence relation
generated by
(θ∗(a) ∈ Am, γ ∈ Cmr ) ∼ (a ∈ An, θ(γ) ∈ Cnr )
for all θ : [m]→ [n] in ∆.
By Proposition 3.7 every generator has a representative that is flanked. It only remains to show
that each pair (a ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ) with a non-degenerate and γ flanked and atomic gives a distinct
class. Suppose [x ∈ Xn, γ ∈ Cnt ] = [y ∈ Xm, δ ∈ Cmt ] where x and y are nondegenerate and γ
and δ are flanked and atomic. By the discussion above, this equality of classes implies there exists
a zig-zag of morphisms in BrA connecting the objects (x ∈ Xn, γ ∈ Cnt ) and (y ∈ Xm, δ ∈ Cmt ).
Applying the functor fl, we get a zig-zag of surjections between flanked objects connecting these
two objects. Given a span





(a ∈ An, θ(γ) ∈ Cnr ) (c ∈ Am, ϕ(γ) ∈ Cmr )
it must be the case that θ∗(a) = b = ϕ∗(c). Since θ and ϕ are surjective, if a is non-degenerate
then by [Hir03] Lemma 15.8.4 there exists a unique surjection ψ such that ϕ = ψ ◦θ and ψ∗(a) = c.
Hence there exists a unique map ψ : (a ∈ An, θ(γ) ∈ Cnr ) → (c ∈ Am, ϕ(γ) ∈ Cmr ). A zig-zag of
morphisms between flanked and atomic objects (x ∈ Xn, γ ∈ Cnt ) and (y ∈ Xm, δ ∈ Cmt ) implies
they are isomorphic, hence equal as BrA contains no non-identity isomorphisms.
For the final observation, we see that the face and degeneracy maps of C(A) act on the chain
part of a class representative, and the degeneracy of a flanked atomic r-chain in Cn is a flanked
atomic r + 1-chain of Cn.

We can extend this observation about the structure of C(A) to the following.
Proposition 3.9. C• is a Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial simplicial monoid. Hence, realization pre-
serves cofibrations in sSet0.
Proof. We must show that for all n the latching map
Ln(C•)→ Cn





Since C0 = e, the trivial monoid, and the coface maps d0, d1 : C0 → C1 are equal the latching
simplicial monoid is isomorphic to the realization of the 0-reduced simplicial set ∂Sn obtained
from ∂∆n by collapsing all 0-simplices to a single 0-simplex. Hence we must show that the map
C(∂Sn) → Cn is a cofibration of simplicial monoids. The monoid C(∂Sn)r is generated by classes
[δ ∈ ∂Snt , γ ∈ Ctr] where δ : [t] ↪→ [n] is an injective map in ∆ that factors through a coface
map di : [n − 1] ↪→ [n] for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n and γ is a flanked atomic chain. The above map
sends this class to the chain δ(γ) ∈ Cnr , which is atomic, but not flanked, as δ is not surjective.
For any non-flanked atomic chain γ ∈ Cnr , the top vertex is of the form xi0i1xi1i2 · · ·xim−1im for
0 ≤ i0 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ n. As in the proof of Proposition 3.8, this uniquely determines
an embedding δ : [m] ↪→ [n] that necessarily factors through some coface map di since γ is not
flanked. Hence the map C(∂Sn)→ Cn is an injection on generators, so it is a cofibration of cofibrant
simplicial monoids. 
To show that the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction is a Quillen adjunction it
only remains to show that the realization preserves acyclic cofibrations. Equivalently, we can
show that the nerve preserves fibrations, or thanks to Lemma 7.14 of [JT07], fibrations between
fibrant objects. Fibrations between fibrant objects in sSet0 with the reduced Joyal model structure
are inner fibrations between quasi-monoids, so the following result is sufficient to prove that the
adjunction C a N is Quillen.
Lemma 3.10. C sends inner horns λkn ↪→ Sn of sSet0 to acyclic cofibrations of sMon.
Proof. The monoid C(λkn)r of r-simplices is the submonoid of C(∂S
n)r generated by classes [δ ∈
∂Snt , γ ∈ Ctr] where δ : [t] ↪→ [n] is an injective map in ∆ that factors through a coface map di :
[n− 1] ↪→ [n] for some i 6= k. The map C(λkn) ↪→ Cn factors through the cofibration C(∂Sn) ↪→ Cn,
so it sends this class to the chain δ(γ) ∈ Cnr , which is atomic, but not flanked, as δ is not surjective.
The atomic chains in the image of this inclusion are the non-flanked chains such that the top vertex
either has length strictly less than n− 1 or else has length n− 1 and includes xik or xkj for some
i < k < j in the top vertex.
Consider the simplicial n-cube n modelled as the nerve of the poset of subsets of [n+ 1] that
all contain 0 and n + 1. There is an embedding of simplicial sets α : n ↪→ Cn+1 determined by
taking the nerve of the map of posets sending
A = {0 < a1 < a2 · · · < at < n+ 1} ⊆ [n+ 1] 7→ x0a1xa1a2 · · ·xatn+1 ∈ Cn+1
Following the notation of [RV18], we claim that the pullback of this map along the inclusion
C(λkn) ↪→ Cn is the simplicial subset of n given by
un,kt = {A• ∈ nt | ∃ i 6= k s.t. i /∈ Al ∀ l or ∃ 1 ≤ i ≤ n s.t. i ∈ Al ∀ l}
Let α(A•) be a t-chain in the image of nt in C
n
t . There exists i 6= k ∈ [n] such that i /∈ Al for
all 0 ≤ l ≤ t if and only if there exists an order-preserving map θ : [t] → [n − 1] in ∆ such that
α(A•) = θ
∗(γ) for an atomic n− 1-chain γ ∈ Cnn−1 of the form
γ = x0n ≤ · · · ≤ x01 · · ·xi−2 i−1xi−1 i+1xi+1 i+2 · · ·xn−1 n
All these chains belong to C(λkn). For the other case, there exists i ∈ [n] such that i ∈ Al for all
0 ≤ l ≤ r if and only if there exists an order-preserving map θ : [t] → [n − 1] in ∆ such that
α(A•) = θ
∗(γ) for an atomic n− 1-chain γ ∈ Cnn−1 of the form
γ = x0ixin ≤ · · · ≤ x01 · · ·xn−1 n
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These chains are the product of two atomic chains in C(λkn). Finally, all chains in C(λ
k
n) that are
of the form required to be in the image of α arise in one of these two ways.
The inclusion un,k ↪→ n is a Kan weak equivalence because it is the inclusion of all cube faces







where F× is the free monoid functor on simplicial sets. So the map C(λkn) ↪→ C is a weak equivalence
of simplicial monoids.

Corollary 3.11. C a N is a Quillen adjunction.
A main goal of this chapter is to show that this adjunction is in fact a Quillen equivalence. To
do this we will need the following Lemma, which identifies UC(X), the underlying simplicial set of
the realization of X, as having the same homotopy type as the simplicial mapping space (XS
1
)∗
when X is a quasi-monoid. Recall U : sMon → sSet denotes the forgetful functor for simplicial
monoids.
Lemma 3.12. There exists a functor H : sSet0 → sSet and a span of natural transformations
(−S1)∗ Hloo r // UC
such that lX : HX → (XS
1
)∗ and rX : HX → UC(X) are Kan weak equivalences of simplicial sets
when X is a quasi-monoid. Furthermore, if εM : C(N(M)) → M is the counit of the adjunction
C a N then the map UεM ◦ rN(M) : HN(M) → UM is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets
when M is a fibrant simplicial monoid.
Using this Lemma, we finish this section with a proof that this adjunction is a Quillen equiva-
lence. The sequence of results we use are essentially the same as those used in [Lur09] to prove the
Quillen equivalence between the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets and the Bergner model
structure on simplicial categories. In particular, our Lemma 3.12 is equivalent to the discussion of
§2.2 in [Lur09]. The approach to proving this Lemma here, however, differs significantly from the
approach of [Lur09]. We have not defined reduced Joyal equivalences as the maps that are sent
by C to weak equivalences of sMon, which would be the equivalent approach to the definition of
the Joyal model structure used by Lurie in [Lur09] Theorem 2.2.5.1. Once we have proved Lemma
3.12, however, we can show that this is the case.
Corollary 3.13. A map f : X → Y between reduced simplicial sets is a reduced Joyal equivalence
if and only if C(f) is a weak equivalence of simplicial monoids.
Proof. By Corollary 2.31, we can replace f by an inner fibration between quasi-monoids, that is








 ∼ // R(Y )
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where the top and bottom maps are weak equivalences for the quasi-monoid model structure on
sSet0. Hence f is a weak equivalence in the quasi-monoid model structure if and only if pR(f) is,
which in turn is true if and only if (pR(f)
S1)∗ is by Lemma 2.33. sSet0 is a category of cofibrant
objects, so C preserves weak equivalences and C(f) is a weak equivalence if and only if C(pR(f)) is.






















∼ // UC(R(Y ))
Since P (R(X)) and R(Y ) are quasi-monoids all horizontal maps are Kan weak equivalences, so
C(pR(X)) is a weak equivalence if and only if (pR(f)
S1)∗ is. 
We are finally able to prove that the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction is a Quillen
equivalence using the second part of Lemma 3.12.
Proposition 3.14. C a N is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. Since the left adjoint C creates weak equivalences by Corollary 3.13 it is sufficient to show
that the counit εM : C(N(M)) → M is a weak equivalence of simplicial monoids when M is a










where the top map is a weak equivalence because N(M) is a quasi-monoid when M is a fibrant
simplicial monoid by Corollary 3.11. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of Lemma 3.12. Our approach will be the
following:
1. In Subsection 3.3 we construct a filtration of UC(X) by simplicial subsets Sn for n ≥ 0 such
that the n = 1 stage of the filtration will be the space H(X) and the natural transformation
r will be the inclusion H(X) = S1 ↪→ UC(X)
2. In Subsection 3.4 we define H(X) using results from [Lur09] as a realization of a simplicial
set dependant on X by a cosimplicial simplicial set
Q•L : ∆→ sSet







that is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets when X is a quasi-monoid
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3. In Subsection 3.5 we will show that the definition of H(X) in Subsection 3.4 is isomorphic to
the first stage S1 of the filtration defined in Subsection 3.3. This will be done by generalizing
the diagram Q•L and the simplicial set it realizes to give H by defining categories T
m with
T 0 = ∗ and diagrams
Qm : Tm ×∆→ sSet
Fm : (Tm)op ×∆op → Set
Em : (Tm)op ×∆op → Set
for all m ≥ 0 such that Em is a subdiagram of Fm for all m ≥ 0 and the inclusions Sm ↪→ Sm+1







  // Sm+1
of the coend realization of the inclusion Em ↪→ Fm of diagrams by Qm.
4. Finally in Subsection 3.6 we show that r : H(X) = S1 ↪→ UC(X) is a Kan weak equivalence
when X is a quasi-monoid and complete the final parts of the proof of Lemma 3.12. We will
do this by analyzing the homotopy properties of the realization | − |Qm and the diagrams
Em ⊆ Fm defined in Subsection 3.5.
We will begin this plan by defining the filtration of UC(X) in the next section.
3.3 Spine Length Filtration of C(A)
In this section we will describe a filtration of the underlying simplicial set of C(A) by simplicial
subsets. This is part of our project of showing that C a N is a Quillen equivalence by following
the approach described at the end of the previous section. In particular, once we have defined the
functor H promised in Lemma 3.12 in the next section we will show that the first non-trivial stage
of this filtration is equal to H(A) and the inclusion
H(A) ↪→ UC(A)
determined by the filtration will be the natural transformation r : H → UC described in Lemma
3.12.
This filtration is based on the description of words in the free monoid C(A)r of r-simplices of
C(A) and the simplicial structure of the reduced simplicial set A. In particular, it combines word
length from the free monoid structure with a measure of how far a non-degenerate simplex of A is
from being degenerate. The measure we will use for this property of a simplex will be called the
void degree, which we will now define.
Definition 3.15. Let A be a reduced simplicial set and let x ∈ At be a simplex that is not the
basepoint or a degeneracy of the basepoint. The right void degree is
ν(x) = min{m | dt−m+1 · · · dt−1dt(x) = st−m0 (∗)}
We define the void degree of the basepoint and its degeneracies to be ν(∗) = 0.
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Note that d1 · · · dt(x) = ∗ for all t-simplices of A, so the set in the definition of ν(x) contains t.
Hence 1 ≤ ν(x) ≤ t for a non-basepoint t-simplex of A. The “void” we are measuring is how much
of the simplex is just a degeneracy of the basepoint. Specifically, we are asking how many vertices
of a t-simplex we must delete, starting from t at the right, before we encounter this degeneracy.











The filtration of Definition 3.15 is a right filtration because we have chosen to apply face operators
of the simplicial set A starting from the right. This choice is based on Lurie’s choice in [Lur09].
The same constructions exist for the left case, but we won’t use them, so we will suppress “right”
from definitions after the first mention.
We can give an alternative description of the void degree in terms of the decalage functor
Dec : sSet→ sSet originally defined by Illusie in [Ill72]. The simplicial set Dec(A) has t-simplices








i for 0 ≤ i ≤ t. The remaining face
map determines a map of simplicial sets d•+1 : Dec(A) → A. We can repeatedly apply the Dec









i for 0 ≤ i ≤ t. There is also a map Decn(A)→ A that sends x ∈ Decn(A)t = At+n to
dt+1 · · · dt+n(x) ∈ At. The fiber of this map at the basepoint of A is denoted V n. It has t-simplices
given by
V nt = {x ∈ At+n | dt+1 · · · dt+n(x) = st0(∗)} (35)
Hence we can restate the void degree of a t-simplex of A as
ν(x) = min{m | x ∈ V mt−m} (36)
If we define the simplicial set V 0 by V 0t = {st0(∗)} then this extends to include the basepoint. The
next proposition shows how void degree interacts with the face and degeneracy maps of A.
Proposition 3.16. Let x ∈ At. Then ν(si(x)) ≥ ν(x) and ν(di(x)) ≤ ν(x).
Proof. Let ν(x) = m. We will consider two cases. First suppose 0 ≤ i ≤ t − m. Then si :
V mt−m → V mt−m+1 and di : V mt−m → V mt−m−1 are degeneracy and face maps of V m respectively. So
di(x) ∈ V mt−1−m and si(x) ∈ V mt+1−m. Hence ν(di(x)) ≤ ν(x) and ν(si(x)) ≤ ν(x). This gives what
we wanted for the face map, but for the degeneracy we must now show ν(si(x)) = ν(x).
For l < m
dt+1−l · · · dtdt+1(si(x)) = si(dt−l · · · dt−1dt(x)) 6= st−l0 (∗)
as this would contradict minimality of m for x. So ν(x) = ν(si(x)).
Now let i > t−m. We have
dt+1−m · · · dtdt+1(si(x)) = dt+1−m · · · didi+1sidi+1 · · · dt−1dt(x))
= dt+1−m · · · dt−1dt(x)
6= st−m0 (∗)
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by minimality of m for x, so ν(si(x)) > ν(x). For the faces
dt−m · · · dt−2dt−1(di(x)) = dt−m · · · di−2di−1didi+1 · · · dt−1dt(x))
= st−m0 (∗)
so di(x) ∈ V m−1t−m and hence ν(di(x)) < ν(x).

We can now define the value by which we will be filtering C(A). Recall from Proposition 3.8
that the monoid C(A)t of t-simplices of a realization C(A) is freely generated by terms
[x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]
where x is a non-degenerate n-simplex of A and γ is a flanked atomic chain.
Definition 3.17. Let e 6= ω ∈ C(A)t be a word in the free monoid, written as
ω = [x0 ∈ An0 , γ0 ∈ C
n0
t ][x1 ∈ An1 , γ1 ∈ C
n1
t ] · · · [xl ∈ Anl , γl ∈ C
nl
t ]
where all xi are non-degenerate and all γi are flanked and atomic. The right spine length (just
spine length after this) of the word ω is equal to




The spine length of the identity e ∈ C(A)t is 0.
We can bound the spine length by two more crude measures of the size of a word. Since
[xi ∈ Ani , γi ∈ C
ni
t ] 6= e, xi 6= ∗ for all i, so ni ≥ 1. Hence ls(ω) ≥ l and the length of the word
ω, in the standard sense of a free monoid, gives a lower bound on the spine length. For a word
ω =
∏l
i=1[xi ∈ Ani , γi ∈ C
n1





Since ν(x) ≤ t for a t-simplex, the necklace length of a word is an upper bound for our definition
of spine length ls(ω) ≤ lNec(ω).
Finally, we will show that the spine length of words determines a filtration of C(A).
Proposition 3.18. The sets
(Sn)t = {ω ∈ C(A)t | ls(ω) ≤ n}






Proof. We need to show that if ω ∈ C(A)t such that ls(ω) ≤ n then ls(di(ω)) ≤ n and ls(si(ω)) ≤ n
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t. Now si for all i and di for 0 < i < t send generating simplices to generating
simplices and don’t change the simplex representing the class, so they preserve spine length. It
remains to consider d0 and dt.
Let ω, ω′ ∈ C(A)t. If ω =
∏
0≤i≤n αi and ω
′ =
∏
0≤j≤m βi for generators αi = [xi ∈ Ani , γi ∈ C
ni
t ]
and βj = [x
′
j ∈ Amj , γ′j ∈ C
mj
t ] of C(A)t. Then
ls(ω) + ls(ω
















by unique factorization. So it is sufficient to show for any generator α ∈ C(A)t that ls(dt(α)) ≤ ls(α)
and ls(d0(α)) ≤ ls(α).
Consider [x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ] with x non-degenerate and γ flanked and atomic. In particular let
γ = x0n ≤ · · · ≤ x0a1xa1a2 · · ·xam−2n ≤ x01x12 · · ·xn−1n
The inclusion {0 < a1 < · · · am−2 < n} ⊆ [n] determines a unique embedding δ : [m] ↪→ [n] that
sends 0 to 0 and m to n such that dt(γ) = δ(γ
′) for a unique γ′ ∈ Cmt−1 that is flanked and atomic.
It is clear from the definition of C(A) that
dt([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]) = [δ∗(x) ∈ Am, γ′ ∈ Cmt−1]
The simplex δ∗(x) may be degenerate, so let σ∗(y) = δ∗(x) for some non-degenerate y ∈ Al, where
σ : [m]→ [l] is a codegeneracy in ∆. Hence we have
dt([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]) = [y ∈ Al, σ(γ′) ∈ Clt−1]
where y is non-degenerate and σ(γ′) is flanked and atomic. If the generator is not the first letter
in the word ω then since l ≤ n its contribution to the spine length is not increased by dt. If it is
the first letter, then
ν(x) ≥ ν(δ∗(x)) = ν(σ∗(y)) ≥ ν(y)
by Proposition 3.16. Hence ls(dt([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ])) ≤ ls([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]).
Now consider d0([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]). This is the class of (x ∈ An, d0(γ) ∈ Cnt−1), but d0(γ) is no
longer necessarily atomic. If
γ = x0n ≤ x0b1xb1b2 · · ·xbmn ≤ · · · ≤ x01x12 · · ·xn−1 n
then letting b0 = 0 and bm+1 = n we can write d0(γ) = γ0γ1 · · · γr where each
γi = xbibi+1 ≤ · · · ≤ xbibi+1 · · ·xbi+1−1 bi+1 ∈ C
n
t−1
is atomic. The elements bi ∈ [n] determine a partition of [n] so that [n] = [0, b1]∨[b1, b2]∨· · ·∨[bm, n],
where we are using the wedge operation of Definition 3.27. Let δi : [bi+1−bi] ↪→ [n] be the embedding
sending i ∈ [bi+1− bi] 7→ i+ bi ∈ [n] determined by this partition. Each γi is the image of a flanked
atomic t− 1-chain γ′i ∈ Cni under the embedding δi : [bi+1 − bi] ↪→ [n]. Let ni = bi+1 − bi, then we
can write




1(x) ∈ An1 , γ′1 ∈ C
n1




Now δ∗0(x) = db1+1 · · · dn−1dn(x) so by the definition of void degree ν(δ∗0(x)) ≤ ν(x)− n+ b1.
Let surjections σi : [ni] → [mi] account for any degeneracy of the simplices δ∗i (x), so δ∗i (x) =
σ∗i (yi) for y ∈ Ami nondegenerate. Then
d0([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ]) =
r∏
i=0
[yi ∈ Ami , σi(γ′i) ∈ C
mi
t ]
is the unique factorization in C(A)t−1. It may be the case that y0 = ∗, in which case ls(d0(x)) =
ν(yj) +
∑n
i=j+1 ni where j is the first index such that mj 6= 0. Since ν(yj) ≤ mj we have
















= ν(x) = ls([x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnt ])
since
∑
1≤i≤n ni = n− b1. Finally, for any word ω, if n is the necklace length of ω then ls(ω) ≤ n,
so ω ∈ Sn. 
As described above, this filtration will be a key tool in proving Lemma 3.12. In particular, we
will take H(X) = S1, the m = 1 stage of this filtration. In the next section we relate this simplicial
set S1 to the simplicial mapping space (X
S1)∗.
3.4 The Functor H
In this section we will define the functor H : sSet0 → sSet described in Lemma 3.12 and show
that there is a natural transformation
l : H → (−S1)∗
that is a weak equivalence for quasi-monoids X. This is the functor that will mediate in Lemma 3.12
between the simplicial mapping space (XS
1
)∗ of a quasi-monoid X and the underlying simplicial
set UC(X) of the homotopy coherent realization of X and allow us to prove that these spaces have
the same homotopy type. The material in this section comes from §2 of [Lur09].
We recall the definition of the cosimplicial simplicial set Q• from §2.2.2 of [Lur09], which we
will denote by Q•L to distinguish it from later definitions. The simplicial sets Q
m
L are quotients of
subsets of the simplicial cube (∆1)n constructed in the following way.
Definition 3.19. Let n ≥ 0. The poset P[n] consists of non-empty subsets of the totally ordered
set [n] ∈ ∆ ordered by inclusion.
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As noted in [Lur09] taking the nerve NP[n] gives a simplicial set that is isomorphic to a simplicial
subset of the n-cube (∆1)n via the identification
S ⊆ [n]↔ ~vS ∈ {0, 1}n+1 where ~vS(i) = 1 if and only if i ∈ S
Definition 3.20. Let m ≥ 0. The simplicial set QmL is obtained as the pushout⊔
0≤i≤n





(∆1){j | 0≤j<i} // QmL
where the left vertical map is the disjoint union of the natural projections of the product.
By the same analysis of the t-simplices of Qm,n given after Definition 3.28 a t-simplex of QnL
has a unique representative such that its 0th subset in the chain is a singleton. We will denote
this representative of a simplex [A•] ∈ (QnL)t by ρL(A)•. This representative has ρ(A)0 = {a}, a
singleton such that a = min ρ(A)i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t.





Lurie shows that there is a natural equivalence between the realization of a simplicial set by Q•L
and the original simplicial set.




The connection of this realization to the spine length filtration of C(X) comes from applying it
to the simplicial set
HomRX(∗, ∗) = HomsSet(Σ∆•, X) (37)
where Σ∆n is the suspension of the standard simplicial n-simplex ∆n given by the pushout
∆n

  dn+1 // ∆n+1

∗ // Σ∆n
The notation HomRX(∗, ∗) is from [Lur09], where this is the space of right morphisms from ∗ to ∗
viewed as objects of the quasi-monoid X seen as a quasi-category. The adjective right here refers
to the choice of dn+1 as the face of ∆n+1 to be collapsed to form Σ∆n, rather than d0, which
would yield the space of left morphisms. The definition of HomS(∗, ∗) given in §1.2.2 of [Lur09]
corresponds exactly to our definition of (XS
1
)∗ for a reduced simplicial set in Section 2.1. Lurie
shows that when X is a quasi-monoid these mapping spaces are Kan weakly equivalent.
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Proposition 3.22 ([Lur09] Cor. 4.2.1.8). Let X be a quasi-monoid. There is a map of simplicial
sets
HomsSet(Σ∆
•, X) = HomRX(∗, ∗) ↪→ HomS(∗, ∗) = (XS
1
)∗
that is a weak equivalence of Kan complexes.










that are Kan weak equivalences when X is a quasi-monoid. This will form half of the span described
in Lemma 3.12. To this end, we define the functor H as follows.
Definition 3.23. The functor H : sSet0 → sSet is defined by
H(A) = |Hom(Σ∆•, A)|Q
for a reduced simplicial set A.
We can conclude this section, therefore, with the following result, which encompasses part of
Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.24. There exists a natural transformation
l : H → (−S1)∗
such that lX is a Kan weak equivalence when X is a quasi-monoid.
To construct the other half of Lemma 3.12 we need to relate
H(X) = |HomRX(∗, ∗))|Q
to the underlying simplicial set UC(X) of the realization of X. We will do this in the next section
by identifying this space with the m = 1 stage of the spine length filtration of UC(X).
3.5 Realizing the Spine Length Filtration of C(A)
In this section we will fix a reduced simplicial set A. We will show that the filtration
e = S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sm ⊆ · · · ⊆ UC(A) (39)
of the underlying simplicial set of the simplicial set C(A) by spine length described in Proposition
3.18 can be described in terms of colimits in sSet. Furthermore, we will show that there is a natural
isomorphism of simplicial sets
H(A) ∼= S1
identifying the functor H defined in Definition 3.23 as the first non-trivial stage of the spine length
filtration. This will yield the span of natural transformations promised by Lemma 3.12
(XS
1
)∗ H(X) = | F 0 |Q0∼= S1
lXoo   // C(X)
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We will also set the stage for the final parts of the proof of Lemma 3.12 where we will show that
the inclusion H(X) = S1 ↪→ UC(X) is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets when X is a
quasi-monoid. To do this and show that H(A) ∼= S1 we will generalize the tools from [Lur09] used
in defining H(A) in Definition 3.23. In particular, we will define a sequence of categories indexed
by the natural numbers
∗ = T 0 ↪→ T 1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ Tn ↪→ · · ·
and diagrams
Fm : (Tm)op ×∆op → Set
Qm : Tm ×∆→ sSet
as well as subdiagrams Em ⊆ Fm that together define spaces forming a pushout of simplicial sets







  // Sm+1
(40)
where the bottom map is the inclusion Sm ⊆ Sm+1 of the spine length filtration (39) of C(A) that
was proved to exist in Proposition 3.18. We will refer to this square as the filtration colimit. The




and similar for the diagram Em.
These diagrams will be shown to be generalizations of the diagram Q•L : ∆ → sSet and the
simplicial set HomRA(∗, ∗) for a reduced simplicial set A described in the previous section. They
will be defined below in Subsections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 along with the realization coend |− |Qm .
This will give a description of the colimits in the top half of the filtration colimit (40). The final
step in Subsection 3.5.4 will be to show that the square in the diagram (40) is a pushout square
and identify H(A) ∼= S1.
We begin by defining the categories Tm that form part of the domain of these diagrams Qm,
Fm, and Em. Let ∆+inj be the subcategory of ∆ with all objects [n] for n ≥ 0 and morphisms the
injective order-preserving maps that preserve the top element. So γ : [a] ↪→ [r] is a morphism if
and only if γ(a) = r. For m ≥ 0 let (∆+inj)≤m be the full subcategory of ∆
+
inj with the objects [i]
for i ≤ m.
Definition 3.25. The category Tm = tw((∆+inj)
≤m) is the twisted arrow category on (∆+inj)
≤m
Objects of Tm are injective maps α : [a] ↪→ [r] such that α(a) = r and r ≤ m. Since α preserves
the top element we have a partition of [r] into intervals
[r] = [0, α(0)] ∨ [α(0), α(1)] ∨ · · · ∨ [α(a− 1), α(a)] (41)
Note that there is a unique morphism [0] ↪→ [r] in ∆+inj for all r ≥ 0. We will denote these objects
of Tm by εr : [0] ↪→ [r] for 0 ≤ r ≤ m.
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A morphism (f, v) : α→ β of Tm is a diagram
[r] 










The maps α and β determine partitions of [r] and [s] respectively into intervals. The maps f and
v that make the diagram commute determine how these partitions are related, which is the data
we will need when constructing diagrams Fm and Qm shaped by Tm. We will extract from this
diagram (f, v) the data that we will need for these diagrams. First we define a map κv : [a] → [b]
in ∆ that is a section of the injective order-preserving map v. This map has
κv(i) = min {j ∈ [b] | v(j) ≥ i}
for all i ∈ [a]. Note that v(b) = a ≥ i for all i ∈ [a] so the set is non-empty and the minimum is
defined. Restricting f to the intervals of the partition (41) of [r] determined by α gives injective
maps which we denote as j(f,v)i for 0 ≤ i ≤ a
j(f,v)0 : [0, α(0)] ↪→ [0, β(0)]
j(f,v)i : [α(i− 1), α(i)] ↪→ [0, β(0)] 0 < i ≤ v(0)
j(f,v)i : [α(i− 1), α(i)] ↪→ [β(κv(i)− 1), β(κv(i))] v(0) < i ≤ a
Note that f =
∨a
i=0 j(f,v)i. We will conjugate these maps by isomorphisms ξ : [b−a] ∼= [a, b] defined
by i ∈ [b−a] 7→ i+ b ∈ [a, b] ⊆ [n]. These isomorphisms identify intervals with objects of ∆ so that
we can define for a morphism (f, v) of Tm and for all 0 ≤ i < a the maps of ∆
(f, v)i =

j(f,v)0 : [α(0)] ↪→ [β(0)] i = 0
j(f,v)i ◦ ξ : [α(i)− α(i− 1)] ↪→ [β(0)] 0 < i ≤ v(0)
ξ−1 ◦ j(f,v)i ◦ ξ : [α(i)− α(i− 1)] ↪→ [β(κv(i))− β(κv(i)− 1)] v(0) < i ≤ a
(42)
In particular,
(f, v)0(n) = f(n)
(f, v)i(n) = f(n+ α(i− 1)) 0 < i ≤ v(0)
(f, v)i(n) = f(n+ α(i− 1))− β(κv(i)− 1) v(0) < i ≤ a
3.5.1 Qm and the Realization | − |Qm
We now define the diagrams Qm : Tm × ∆ → sSet mentioned above. These will be viewed as
cosimplicial objects in the category sSet(T
m)op so that they give realization functors
| − |Qm : sSet(T
m)op → sSet
via the usual nerve-realization construction. We will analyze this functor |−|Qm and its similarities
to the realization C(A) at the end of this section, with a view to understanding the filtration colimit
(40).
The spaces appearing in these diagrams Qm are obtained by taking nerves of subposets of P[n],
the poset of non-empty subsets of the totally ordered set [n] ∈ ∆. We will now define the subposets
of P[n] that we need for our definition of Q
m.
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Definition 3.26. For all n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ m < n define the poset
P
[m]
[n] = {A ⊆ [n] | A ∩ [m] 6= ∅ and n ∈ A}
For all l ∈ [n], define
W l[n] = {A ⊆ [n] | l ∈ A and n ∈ A} ⊆ P
[l]
[n]
Ll[n] = {A ⊆ [n] | minA = l and n ∈ A} ⊆W
l
[n]
Note that W 0[n] = L
0
[n] necessarily for any n. This notation will hopefully clarify the analysis
of posets and maps between their nerves involved in this section. We are identifying, in order of
definition, the posets: of subsets of [n] containing n and at least one other element less than or
equal to m < n; of subsets of [n] all containing a specific chosen l ∈ [n] as well as n; and of subsets
of [n] all containing a specific chosen l ∈ [n] as their least element as well as n.
The letter W is chosen in the second definition above because of the connection with the wedge
of two subsets of [n], which we now define.
Definition 3.27. For A = {a0 < a1 < · · · < am}, B = {b0 < b1 < · · · < bl} ⊆ [n] such that
maxA = am = b0 = minB we define the wedge of A and B as
A ∨B = {a0 < a1 < · · · am−1 < b0 < b1 < · · · < bl}
We say that am = b0 is the wedge point for this wedge.
We extend this wedge operation to the simplicial set NP[n]. For t-simplices A•, B• ∈ (NP[n])t
such that maxAi = maxAj = minBi = minBj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t we can define the wedge A• ∨B•
by taking the degreewise wedges
(A• ∨B•)i = Ai ∨Bi
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. In particular, for such simplices if l = maxAi then A•∨B• ∈ NW l[n]. Furthermore,
any simplex in NW l[n] can be decomposed uniquely with wedge point at l. So NW
l
[n] contains
simplices that are assembled as wedges at the wedge point l.









NLin+m+1 // // Q
m,n
A t-simplex of Qm,n is a class of chains of inclusions A0 ⊆ A1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ At of subsets of [n+m+1]
under the relation
A• ∼ V• ∨A•
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where V• ∨ A• has wedge point i ≤ n. Each class [A•] in Qm,nt has a unique representative, which
we denote ρ(A)• ∈ NLan+m+1, such that ρ(A)0 ∩ [n] = {a} with a = min ρ(A)i for all i. For a class
[A•] the unique representative ρ(A)• is constructed by taking ρ(A)i = {j ∈ Ai | j ≥ maxA0 ∩ [n]}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ t. Finally we can define the diagrams Qm : Tm ×∆→ sSet. We start with the spaces
Q(α)n for [n] ∈ ∆ and α an object of Tm.
Definition 3.29. For n ≥ 0 and α : [a] ↪→ [r] ∈ Tm define the simplicial set Q(α)n as




where Iαi = {A ⊆ [α(i)− α(i− 1)] | 0 ∈ A and α(i)− α(i− 1) ∈ A}.




• ∈ (NIαi )t for 1 ≤ i ≤ a.
We will extend this definition to a diagram Qm : Tm×∆→ sSet by defining maps Qm((f, v), θ) :
Q(α)n → Q(β)l of simplicial sets for morphisms (f, v) : α → β of Tm and θ : [l] → [n] of ∆. We
will define this map by how it acts on components of the product defining Q(α)n in Definition 3.29.











Taking the nerve preserves the product and defines a part of the map Qm((f, v), θ) that we want.
To define the component mapping to Qβ(0),l we will need the ordinal sum, which is the monoidal
product in the category ∆. This bifunctor − ⊕ − : ∆ ×∆ → ∆ has [n] ⊕ [m] = [n + m + 1]. On
morphisms f : [m]→ [n], g : [l]→ [p] the map f ⊕ g : [m+ l + 1]→ [n+ p+ 1] acts on 0 ≤ i ≤ m
by f and on m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ l + 1 by g(i−m) + n.
We will use the universal property of the pushout in Definition 3.28 of Qβ(0),l to construct this















where we have maps θ ⊕ (f, v)0 : [n+ α(0) + 1]→ [l + β(0) + 1] and for 1 ≤ i ≤ v(0)
(d0)m+1 ◦ (f, v)i : [α(i)− α(i− 1)] ↪→ [β(0)] ↪→ [l + β(0) + 1]
Taking the nerve of this map and the restriction to NLi[n+α(0)+1] for the other leg of the pushout




i → Qβ(0),l. Together with the first map, these definitions
give a map Qm((f, v), θ) that respects composition and identities, so we have defined a functor.
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Definition 3.30. The assignment
(α : [a] ↪→ [r], [n]) ∈ Tm ×∆ 7→ Q(α)n
defines a functor Qm : Tm ×∆→ sSet.
The notation Q has been chosen because we will show that Qm is a generalization of the
cosimplicial simplicial set Q•L defined in [Lur09] and used to define of the functor H in Definition
3.23. In particular, we will show in Proposition 3.57 that Q0 ∼= Q•L.










where for D ∈ sSet(Tm)
op






By the standard coend definition, a t-simplex of |D|Qm is an equivalence class of a pair
(x ∈ D(α)n, ~A ∈ Q(α)nt )
under the equivalence relation generated by
(x ∈ D(α)n, Q(f,v)θ( ~B) ∈ Q(α)nt ) ∼ (D((f, v), θ∗)(x) ∈ D(β)l, ~B ∈ Q
(β)l
t )
for maps (f, v) : β → α in Tm and θ : [l] → [n] in ∆. Inspired by the corresponding notion of
flanked chains for Cn, we make the following definition.




t is flanked when
ρ(A)0 = {0 < n+ α(0) + 1}
ρ(A)t = [n+ α(0) + 1]
and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a
Ai0 = {0 < α(i)− α(i− 1)}
Ait = [α(i)− α(i− 1)]
The simplices of Q(α)n strongly resemble chains of Cα(i)−α(i−1), a comparison we will formalize
soon, so recognizing the flanked simplices among them makes sense. Furthermore, these simplices
play an important role in realizations |F |Qm .
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Proposition 3.32. Every class in (|F |Qm)t has a representative (x ∈ F (α)n, ~A ∈ Q(α)nt ) with x a
non-degenerate simplex of F and ~A flanked.
Proof. For an object α : [a] ↪→ [r] of Tm and n, t ≥ 0 we define the subset Φ(α)nt ⊆ Q
(α)n
t of flanked
t-simplices of Q(α)n. The core of this proof is the following claim, whose proof we defer to Corollary








that sends ( ~A ∈ Φ(β)lt , (f, v) : β → α, δ : [l] ↪→ [n]) to Qm((f, v), δ)( ~A) is a bijection.
Let [y ∈ F (α)n, ~B ∈ Q(α)nt ] be a class in (|F |Qm)t with α : [a] ↪→ [r] an object of Tm. By
the previous claim there exists a unique pair of maps ((f, v) : β → α, δ : [l] ↪→ [n]) and a flanked
simplex ~A ∈ Q(β)lt such that Qm((f, v), δ)( ~A) = ~B. Hence
[y ∈ F (α)n, ~B ∈ Q(α)nt ] = [F ((f, v), δ)(y) ∈ F (β)l, ~A ∈ Q
(β)l
t ]
If F ((f, v), δ)(y) is a degenerate l-simplex of F (β) let σ : [l]→ [p] be a map in ∆ and z ∈ F (β)p a
non-degenerate simplex such that σ∗(z) = F ((f, v), δ)(y). Then
[F ((f, v), δ)(y) ∈ F (β)l, ~A ∈ Q
(β)l
t ] = [z ∈ F (β)p, Qm(σ)( ~A) ∈ Q
(β)p
t ]
The map Qm(σ) only affects [A] ∈ Qα(0),l in ~A. Now σ is a surjection, so ρ(σ(A))0 = {0 <
p+ α(0) + 1} and ρ(σ(A))t = [p+ α(0) + 1]. Hence Qm(σ)( ~A) is flanked, so we are done. 
We now turn our attention to defining the diagrams F ∈ sSet(Tm)op whose realization by the
functor | − |Qm we will take in the filtration colimit (40).
3.5.2 Diagrams Fm : (Tm)op ×∆op → Set
We now turn to diagrams Fm ∈ sSet(Tm)op . We fix A, a reduced simplicial set, for this section.
All diagrams will be constructed using A, so we will suppress mention of it where we can. These
diagrams will be based on necklaces, which are sequences of simplices of varying degrees from A.
The formalism of necklaces was developed in [DS11b] as a way to capture how in the realization
C(A) a word in the monoid of r-simplices can be formed from products of terms [x ∈ An, γ ∈ Cnr ]
for different valued of n. We will combine this feature of necklaces with the approximation of the
chain structure of Cn given by the realization by |−|Qm defined in the previous section to construct
the pushout (40).
We recall the definition of necklaces used in [DS11b] §3. A necklace is a simplicial set of the
form
∆n1 ∨∆n2 ∨ · · · ∨∆nl
where the last vertex of each simplex ∆ni is identified with the first vertex of the simplex ∆ni+1 . We
call the standard simplicial simplices ∆ni the beads of the necklace. A necklace is in preferred
form when ni > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l unless l = 1. Preferred form omits all trivial beads ∆0 from
necklaces apart from the trivial necklace ∆0.
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We can view a necklace as a simplicial subset of a standard simplicial simplex with the same
vertices as the necklace
∆n1 ∨∆n2 ∨ · · · ∨∆nl ⊆ ∆Σli=1ni
We call the simplex with the same vertices that contains the necklace the enveloping simplex of
the necklace. Under this identification, we can specify a necklace by listing the subset J ⊆ [Σli=1ni]
of the vertices of the standard simplex that are joints, that is points where beads are joined.
The data of a necklace L ⊆ ∆n, therefore, can be specified by its subset of joints J ⊆ [n]. An
object α : [a] ↪→ [r] of Tm determines a necklace, which we denote Lα ⊆ ∆r. This necklace has the
form
Lα = ∆
α(0) ∨∆α(1)−α(0) ∨ · · · ∨∆α(a)−α(a−1) ⊆ ∆r
Recall the join operation for simplicial sets (see for example [Rie14] §17.1). This defines a
bifunctor − ?− : sSet× sSet→ sSet whose most important feature in our context is the identifi-
cation ∆n ? ∆m ∼= ∆n+m+1. This construction is derived from the ordinal sum monoidal product
on ∆, so for maps f : [n] → [m], g : [l] → [p] of ∆, f∗ ? g∗ = (f ⊕ g)∗ : ∆n+l+1 → ∆m+p+1. For a
necklace Lα we will denote the join of ∆
n to the first bead by ∆n ∗ Lα, that is
∆n ∗ Lα = ∆n+α(0)+1 ∨∆α(1)−α(0) ∨ · · · ∨∆α(a)−α(a−1) ⊆ ∆r+n+1
Note that α(0) + n+ 1 ≥ 1 and α is injective so α(i)−α(i− 1) ≥ 1, so this necklace is in preferred
form. This assignment ([n], α) 7→ ∆n ∗ Lα extends to a functor Pm : ∆ × Tm → sSet. Let
θ : [n] → [m] be a map in ∆ and let (f, v) : α → β be an arrow in Tm. We will show that these
maps determine a map of simplicial sets ∆n ∗ Lα → ∆m ∗ Lβ. Recall the maps (f, v)i of ∆ defined
at (42) above. These determine simplicial set maps
((f, v)0)∗ : ∆
α(0) ↪→ ∆β(0)
((f, v)i)∗ : ∆
α(i)−α(i−1) ↪→ ∆β(0) 0 < i ≤ v(0)
((f, v)i)∗ : ∆
α(i)−α(i−1) ↪→ ∆β(κv(i))−β(κv(i)−1) v(0) < i ≤ a
Hence we have maps of necklaces
θ∗ ? ((f, v)0)∗ : ∆
n ?∆α(0) → ∆m ?∆β(0)
(d0)m+1 ◦ ((f, v)i)∗ : ∆α(i)−α(i−1) ↪→ ∆β(0) ↪→ ∆m ?∆β(0)







for all 0 < j ≤ b. Joining these maps at endpoints gives a map ∆n ∗ Lα → ∆m ∗ Lβ. This
construction respects identities and composition so we have defined a functor.
Definition 3.33. P : ∆× Tm → sSet is the diagram of simplicial sets with P (α)n = ∆n ∗ Lα for
[n] ∈ ∆ and α : [a] ↪→ [r] in Tm.
These necklaces are the shapes we use to define diagrams (Tm)op → sSet.
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Definition 3.34. Let A be a reduced simplicial set and m ≥ 0. Define the functor Dm : (Tm)op →
sSet by
Dm(α)n = HomsSet(P (α)
n, A)
Define a subfunctor Fm : (Tm)op → sSet by taking the pullback
Fm(α)

  // Dm(α)

∗ // A
where the map Dm(α)n → An is determined by the map ∆n ∼= ∆n ? ∅ ↪→ ∆n ∗ Lα = P (α)n.





where Dec is Illusie’s decalage functor defined earlier. The simplicial Decα(0)+1(A) set has t-










for 0 ≤ i ≤ t. An n-simplex ~x : ∆n ∗ Lα → A for α : [a] ↪→ [r] therefore corresponds to the data
~x = (x, (xi)1≤i≤a)
where x ∈ Decα(0)+1(A)n and xi ∈ Aα(i)−α(i−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ a.
For maps (f, v) : (α : [a] ↪→ [r]) → (β : [b] ↪→ [s]) of Tm and θ : [n] → [l] of ∆ the map
Dm((f, v), θ) : Dm(β)l → Dm(α)n sends an l-simplex
~y = (y ∈ Decβ(0)+1(A)l, (yi ∈ Aβ(i)−β(i−1))1≤i≤b) ∈ Dm(β)l
to the n-simplex of Dm(α) determined by
(θ ⊕ (f, v)0)∗(y) ∈ An+α(0)+1 = Decα(0)+1(A)n
(f, v)∗i (d
l+1
0 (y)) ∈ Aα(i)−α(i−1)
for 0 < i ≤ v(0) and
(f, v)∗i (yκv(i)) ∈ Aα(i)−α(i−1)
for v(0) < i ≤ a, where the maps
(θ ⊕ (f, v)0)∗ : Al+β(0)+1 → An+α(0)+1
(f, v)∗i ◦ (d0)l+1 : Al+β(0)+1 → Aβ(0) → Aα(i)−α(i−1) 0 < i ≤ v(0)
(f, v)∗i : Aβ(κv(i))−β(κv(i)−1) → Aα(i)−α(i−1) v(0) < i ≤ a
are determined by the maps (42) of ∆ arising from (f, v).
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The pullback defining Fm selects simplices of Dm(α) where the initial segment of the first bead
is a degeneracy of the basepoint, so




where the space V α(0)+1 is the fiber of the map Decα(0)+1(A)→ A at the basepoint of A as described
in (35) with t-simplices given by
V
α(0)+1
t = {x ∈ At+α(0)+1 | dt+1 · · · dt+α(0)+1(x) = st0(∗)}










The face and degeneracy maps of Dm(α) can only act non-trivially on the Decα(0)+1(A) component;
they act as the identity on the other parts of Dm(α). An n-simplex of Dm(α) is a map ~x :
∆n ∗ Lα → A. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the degeneracy maps si : ∆n → ∆n−1 determine maps
si ∗ 1Lα : ∆n ∗ Lα → ∆n−1 ∗ Lα so that ~x is degenerate if and only if it factors through si ∗ 1Lα for
some 0 ≤ i ≤ n and similarly for the face maps.
As in the case of Q•L, which we will show is isomorphic to Q
0 in Proposition 3.57, we will now
relate the diagram
F 0 : T 0 ×∆op ∼= ∆op → Set
to a simplicial set used in defining H in Definition 3.23.
Proposition 3.35. Let A be a reduced simplicial set. The diagram F 0 : ∆op → Set is determined
by the simplicial set
F 0(ε0) = V
1 = HomsSet(Σ∆
•, A) = HomRA(∗, ∗)
Proof. Since T 0 is the terminal category by Definition 3.25 the diagram F 0 is determined by the
simplicial set F 0(ε0), where ε0 : [0] → [0] is the unique object of T 0. By Definition 3.34 when
m = 0 we have
F 0(ε0)t = V
1
t = {x ∈ At+1 | dt+1x = s0(∗)} = HomsSet(Σ∆t, X)
where Σ∆t is the suspension of the standard simplicial t-simplex obtained as the pushout
∆t

  dt+1 // ∆t+1

∗ // Σ∆t
Thus we can identify F 0 : T 0 ×∆op → Set with the simplicial set
HomsSet(Σ∆
•, A) = HomRA(∗, ∗)
of (37). 
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3.5.3 Subdiagrams Em ⊆ Fm : (Tm)op ×∆op → Set
To complete the definition of all spaces appearing in the pushout square (40) we must define a
subdiagram Em of Fm. The subdiagram will be determined by extending the spine length filtration
defined at the start of this section to the spaces of the diagram Fm and then restricting the spaces
in the image of the diagram to have only simplices of spine length at most m.
Recall the spine length of a word in C(A) as defined in Definition 3.17. This definition was
based on simplices of A occurring as representatives of letters in the word, so we can extend this
definition to simplices of Fm. We will denote this new spine length by lFs to avoid confusion with
the other spine length define in Definition 3.17. In Lemma 3.49 below we will show that these
concepts are very closely linked.
Definition 3.36. Let ~x = (x, (xi)1≤i≤a) ∈ Fm(α)t, where x ∈ V α(0)+1t and xi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1) for
1 ≤ i ≤ a. Let x = σ∗(z) and xi = σ∗i (zi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ a where σi : [ni] → [α(i) − α(i − 1)] and
σ : [n] → [t + α(0) + 1] are the unique degeneracy maps of ∆ and z ∈ Xn and zi ∈ Xni are the
unique non-degenerate simplices of X determined by x and xi. The spine length of ~x is




We are using the void degree ν(z) of z as defined in Definition 3.15. By construction x ∈ V α(0)+1t .
So by Proposition 3.16 ν(z) ≤ ν(σ∗(z)) = ν(x) ≤ α(0) + 1. The last inequality can be easily seen
using the alternative form of ν given in (36). Hence ν(~x) ≤ 1 + r for α : [a] ↪→ [r]. Therefore, for
all ~x in the diagram Fm we have lFs (~x) ≤ m+ 1.
We want to define a subdiagram Em whose spaces only contain simplices with spine length at
most m. The previous discussion shows that for any α : [a] ↪→ [r] with r < m when we define Em
we will have Em(α) = Fm(α). So we must consider simplices ~x ∈ Fm(α)t where α : [a] ↪→ [m] and
how they can have spine length strictly less than m+ 1.
Let ~x ∈ Fm(α)t for α : [a] ↪→ [m] and suppose that lFs (~x) < m + 1. If all xi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1)
are non-degenerate as simplices of X then the deficit of the spine length must come from the first
simplex x ∈ V α(0)+1t . By the definition of spine length for ~x it must be the case that there exists a
surjective map σ : [t+ α(0) + 1]→ [t′] and some z ∈ Xt′ such that ν(z) < α(0) + 1 and σ∗(z) = x.
Hence z ∈ V α(0)t′−α(0). By the simplicial structure of V
α(0) if σ = σ′ ⊕ [α(0) − 1] for some surjective
map σ′ : [n + 1] → [t′ − α(0)] then in fact x = (σ′)∗(z) ∈ V α(0)t+1 , so ν(x) ≤ α(0). Otherwise, there
exists t + 1 ≤ l ≤ t + α(0) such that σ = σ̄ ◦ sl. Hence x = sl(σ̄∗(z)). In this case, however,
our assumption that ν(z) < α(0) + 1, or equivalently z ∈ V α(0)t′−α(0), was redundant, as the following
result with n = α(0) + 1 shows.
Lemma 3.37. Let x ∈ V nt such that x = sl(z) for t ≤ l ≤ t + n − 1 and z ∈ Xn+t−1. Then
z ∈ V n−1t .
Proof. Since x ∈ V nt we have
st0(∗) = dt+1dt+2 · · · dt+n(x)
= dt+1dt+2 · · · dt+n(sl(z))
= dt+1 · · · dldl+1sl(dl+1 · · · dt+n−1(z))
= dt+1 · · · dt+n−1(z)
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So z ∈ V n−1t .

From this analysis it is clear that for α : [a] ↪→ [m] a simplex ~x ∈ Fm(α)t has lFs (~x) < m+ 1 if
and only if one of the following holds:
1a. There exists 1 ≤ i ≤ a such that xi = sl(zi) for some zi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1)−1
1b. x = sl(z) for t+ 1 ≤ l ≤ t+ α(0) and some z ∈ Xt+α(0)
2. ν(x) < α(0) + 1
We will combine the first two cases by introducing some notation for maps between necklaces. In
making this definition we are using Lemma 3.5 (7) of [DS11b] which implies that the image of a
map L→ ∆n from a necklace to a standard simplicial simplex is a necklace.
Definition 3.38. Let L ⊆ ∆r be a necklace with its enveloping simplex. For 0 ≤ i ≤ r− 1 define a








The map L ↪→ ∆r is an isomorphism on vertices, so SiL ↪→ ∆r−1 is as well and this is the
inclusion of SiL into its enveloping simplex. When the necklace L = Lα for some α : [a] ↪→ [r] in




The connection to spine length becomes clear when we describe the map SiL and the necklace
SiL more explicitly. Suppose
L = ∆n0 ∨∆n1 ∨ · · · ∨∆nl
with r =
∑l
j=0 nj . Then for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 let 0 ≤ ji ≤ l be the index such that the vertices i and
i+ 1 of ∆r, the enveloping simplex of L, occur as vertices of ∆nji , a bead of L. Let ri =
∑ji−1
j=0 nj ,
then 0 ≤ i− ri ≤ nji − 1, where we take ri = 0 if ji = 0. The map si acts as the identity on beads
∆nj for j 6= ji and acts as si−ri : ∆nji → ∆nji−1 on the bead ∆nji . Hence
SiL = ∆n1 ∨∆n2 ∨ · · · ∨∆nji−1 ∨ · · · ∨∆nl
and SiL = 1∆n1 ∨ · · · ∨ si−ri ∨ · · · ∨ 1∆nl .
Consider ~x ∈ Dm(α)n. This corresponds to a map of simplicial sets ~x : ∆n ∗Lα → X. Note that
by the definition of Lα, n0 = α(0) and ni = α(i)−α(i−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ a, so ri = α(ji−1) for ji > 0
and ri = 0 otherwise. There exists 1 ≤ i ≤ a such that xi = sl(zi) for some zi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1)−1 if
and only if ~x : ∆n ∗ Lα → X factors through ∆n ∗ Skα : ∆t ∗ Lα → ∆t ∗ SkLα for k = l + α(ji − 1).
This value k varies from α(0) to m − 1. Similarly x = sl(z) for t + 1 ≤ l ≤ t + α(0) and some
z ∈ Xt+α(0) if and only if ~x : ∆t ∗ Lα → X factors through ∆t ∗ Skα : ∆t ∗ Lα → ∆n ∗ SkLα for
k = l − t− 1. This value of k varies between 0 and α(0)− 1.
Using this notation, we can compile these results as follows.
Corollary 3.39. Let ~x ∈ Fm(α)n for α : [a] ↪→ [m]. Then lFs (~x) < m+ 1 if and only if one of the
following is true:
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1. There exists 0 ≤ k < m such that ~x : ∆n ∗ Lα → X factors through ∆n ∗ Skα : ∆n ∗ Lα →
∆n ∗ SkLα
2. ν(x) < α(0) + 1
To define a subdiagram of Fm consisting of simplices with spine length at most m we must
show that maps in ∆op × (Tm)op do not send such a simplex to a simplex with spine length equal
to m+ 1.
Proposition 3.40. Let ~x ∈ Fm(β)n for β : [b] ↪→ [m]. Let θ : [l]→ [n] be a map in ∆ and (1[m], v) :
β → α be a morphism of (Tm)op with α : [a] ↪→ [m]. If lFs (~x) ≤ m then lFs (Fm((1[m], v), θ∗)(~x)) ≤ m
Proof. We will show that if ~x satisfies one of the conditions of Corollary 3.39 then so does
Fm((1[m], v), θ
∗)(~x). We will deal with each case in turn.
Case 1: Let ~x : ∆n ∗ Lβ → X factor through ∆n ∗ Skα : ∆n ∗ Lβ → ∆n ∗ SkLβ for some 0 ≤ k < m.


























through ∆l ∗ Siα.




(1[m], v)0 = d
β(0) ◦ · · · ◦ dα(0)+2 ◦ dα(0)+1 : [α(0)] ↪→ [β(0)]
so
dn+2 · · · dn+α(0)+1((∆n ? (f, v)∗0)(x)) = dn+2 · · · dn+α(0)+1dn+α(0)+2 · · · dn+β(0)+1(x) = sn+10 (∗)
hence (∆n ? (f, v)∗0)(x) ∈ V
α(0)
n+1 . Now V
α(0) is a simplicial set and θ∗ ?∆α(0) = (θ∗ ?∆0) ?∆α(0)−1
so θ∗ ? ∆α(0)((∆n ? (f, v)∗0)(x)) ∈ V
α(0)
l+1 . So F
m((f, v), θ∗)(~x) satisfies case 2 of Corollary 3.39 and
lFs (F
m((f, v), θ∗)(~x)) ≤ m. 
As a corollary of this result we can make the following definition.
Definition 3.41. Let Em ⊆ Fm be the subdiagram of Fm defined by
Em(α)n = {~x ∈ Fm(α)t | lFs (~x) ≤ m}
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3.5.4 The Filtration Colimit
We have nearly achieved our goal for this section. The realization by | − |Qm of the natural
transformation Em ↪→ Fm determines a map between spaces
|Em|Qm → |Fm|Qm
that forms the top map of (40). We just have to fill in the remaining details from the square and
show that it is a pushout. We will start by constructing simplicial set maps for m ≥ 0
gm : |Fm|Qm → UC(X)
whose image is the simplicial subset Sm+1 ⊆ C(X).
We will define gm by constructing simplicial set maps Fm → SingQm(UC(X)) in sSet(T
m)op
that correspond to gm under the adjunction (43). To do this, we will need to define some simplices
of SingQm(C(X))(α) for α : [a] ↪→ [r] an object Tm. These simplices are maps of simplicial sets
Q(α)n → UC(X)
Recall Definition 3.29 of the spaces Q(α)n. Since C(X) is a simplicial monoid, we can define maps








for 1 ≤ i ≤ a and then composing their product with the unique map
∏
[a] C(X)→ C(X) determined
by the associative multiplication of C(X).
To define these maps we will need to relate the simplices of Q(α)n to the chains of Cn. Our
main tool is the following map. Recall from Definition 3.26 that the t-simplices of NLl[n] are the
inclusions of subsets A0 ⊆ A1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ At of [n] such that l = minAi and n ∈ Ai for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
Definition 3.42. Let 0 ≤ l ≤ n, define a simplicial embedding γ : NLl[n] ↪→ UC
n by taking the
nerve of the poset map
A = {l < a1 < · · · < at < n} ∈ Ll[n] 7→ γA = xla1xa1a2 · · ·xat n ∈ C
n
This map is an embedding because we are just changing the notation; a simplex of NLm[n] is
uniquely determined by the same data the specifies a chain in the image of γ in Cn. We will now
define the first map Qα(0),n → C(X).
Lemma 3.43. Let x ∈ Decm+1(X)n with m ≥ 0. There exists a simplicial set map ϕx : Qm,n →
UC(X) such that
ϕx : [A•] ∈ Qm,nt 7→ [x ∈ Xn+m+1, γρ(A) ∈ C
n+m+1
t ] ∈ C(X)t
where {a} = ρ(A)0 ∩ [n].
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Proof. We will construct the map ϕx : Q
m,n → UC(X) using the pushout of Definition 3.28 for
Qm,n. For A• ∈ (NR[n][n+m])t let a = maxA0 ∩ [n]. So A• ∈ NW
a
[n+m+1] and A• = V• ∨ ρ(A)• where




[n+m+1] → C(X) given by
A• ∈ (NR[n][n+m])t 7→ [x ∈ Xn+m+1, γρ(A) ∈ C
n+m+1
t ] ∈ C(X)
is clearly what is needed to give the desired map by adjointness. Restricting this to a map
NLi[n+m+1] → C(X) defines the map making the pushout diagram in Definition 3.28 commute.
It only remains to show that this map is a map of simplicial sets, that is ϕ′x(di(A•)) = di(ϕ
′
x(A•))
and ϕ′x(si(A•)) = si(ϕ
′
x(A•)) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t. This is clear for all degeneracies si and the faces
di for i 6= 0 since these preserve the set A0. In particular for i 6= 0 α(di(A•)) = di(α(A))• and
similarly for all si.








x(A•)) = [x ∈ Xn+m+1, d0(γρ(A)) ∈ Cn+m+1t−1 ]
ϕ′x(d0(A•)) = [x ∈ Xn+m+1, γρ(d0(A)) ∈ C
n+m+1
t−1 ]
Now γ : NLa[n+m+1] ↪→ C
n+m+1 is a simplicial map so
d0(γρ(A)) = γd0(ρ(A))
Let b = maxA1 ∩ [n], then d0(ρ(A)•) ∈ NW b[n+m+1]. We can write
d0(ρ(A)•) = d
n+m+1 · · · db+1(W•) ∨ ρ(d0(ρ(A)))•
where ρ(d0(ρ(A)))• ∈ (NLb[n+m+1])t−1 and the embedding
dn+m+1 ◦ · · · ◦ db+1 : [b] ↪→ [n+m+ 1]
takes W• ∈ (NLa[b])t−1 into NW
b
[n+m+1]. Then
γρ(d0(A)) = γdn+m+1···db+1(W )∨ρ(d0(ρ(A)))
= dn+m+1 · · · dn+1(γW )γρ(d0(ρ(A)))
Since x ∈ Decm+1(X)n
dn+1 · · · dn+m+1(x) = (s0)n(∗)
so since b ≤ n
d0(ϕ
′
x(A•)) = [x ∈ Xn+m+1, γρ(d0(A)) ∈ C
n+m+1
t−1 ]
= [x ∈ Xn+m+1, dn+m+1 · · · dn+1(γW )γρ(d0(ρ(A))) ∈ C
n+m+1
t−1 ]




b(∗) ∈ Xb, γW ∈ Cbt−1][x ∈ Xn+m+1, γρ(d0(ρ(A))) ∈ C
n+m+1
t−1 ]




but the construction of ρ gives ρ(d0(A))• = ρ(d0(ρ(A)))•, so we are done. 
The maps NIαi → UC(X) are much easier to construct. The notation Iαi was chosen in Defini-
tion 3.29 to compactly denote that these simplicial sets involve intervals determined by α : [a] ↪→ [r]
and i ∈ [a]. Note, however, that
Iαi = {A ⊆ [α(i)− α(i− 1)] | 0, γ(i)− γ(i− 1) ∈ A} = L0α(i)−α(i−1)
so there are maps γ : NIαi ↪→ UCα(i)−α(i−1) arising from Definition 3.42. The following definition
is immediate from the simplicial structures of NIαi and UC
α(i)−α(i−1).
Definition 3.44. Let x ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1). There is a map τx : NIαi → UC(X) given by
τx(A•) =
[




Combining these simplicial set maps we have the following.
Definition 3.45. Let ~x = (x, (xi)1≤i≤a) ∈ Fm(α)n for α : [a] ↪→ [r] an object of Tm. Define a
simplicial set map














[a] C(X)→ C(X) is the unique map arising from the associative multiplication of C(X)
and ϕx and τxi are the simplicial set maps defined in Lemma 3.43 and Definition 3.44 respectively.
For ~A = ([A•], (A
i
•)1≤i≤a) ∈ Q(α)n where [A•] ∈ Qα(0),n and Ai• ∈ NIαi for 1 ≤ i ≤ a we have
ϕα(~x)( ~A) =
[











Proposition 3.46. The assignment ~x 7→ ϕα(~x) defines a map ϕ : Fm → SingQm(C(X)) in
sSet(T
m)op.
Proof. We must show that for all maps (f, v) : α→ β in Tm and θ : [n]→ [l] in ∆
ϕα(F
m((f, v), θ)(~x))( ~A) = ϕβ(~x) ◦Qm((f, v), θ)( ~A) (46)
for all ~x ∈ Fm(β)l and all ~A = (A, (Ai)1≤i≤a) ∈ Q
(α)n

















for all 1 ≤ j ≤ b. By the definitions of Fm and Qm and the equivalence relation defining classes of
C(X), therefore, the identity (46) holds. 
We define the map gm : |Fm|Qm → C(X) to be the adjoint of the map defined in Proposition
3.46. This map sends a t-simplex [~x ∈ Fm(α)n, ~A ∈ Q
(α)n
t ] of |Fm|Qm to the word ϕα(~x)( ~A) ∈
C(X)t, which was given in (45) above. Recall from Proposition 3.32 that every class in (|Fm|Qm)t
has a representative (~x ∈ Fm(α)n, ~A ∈ Q(α)nt ) where ~x is non-degenerate and ~A is flanked. Earlier,
when we defined flanked simplices of Q(α)n in Definition 3.31, we promised to connect this to the
notion of flanked chains in Cn. We now make this connection.
Proposition 3.47. A simplex ~A ∈ Q(α)nt is flanked if and only if γρ(A) ∈ Cn+α(0)+1 and γAi ∈
Cα(i)−α(i−1) are flanked chains for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a.
This is obvious from the two notions of being flanked and from the construction of γ. The
difference between classes in (|Fm|Qm)t and classes of generators in C(X)t comes down to the fact
that not all degeneracies of X are accessible to the coend defining |Fm|Qm . To account for this we
make the following definitions for simplices of these spaces.
Definition 3.48. Let ~x = (x, (xi)1≤i≤a) ∈ Fm(α)n. We say ~x is internally non-degenerate
when it is a non-degenerate n-simplex of Fm(α). We say a simplex ~x ∈ Fm(α)n is totally non-
degenerate when it is internally non-degenerate and x ∈ Xn+α(0)+1 and xi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ a are non-degenerate simplices of X.
The description of these simplices as totally non-degenerate is taken from the same notion for
necklaces in [DS11b] §4.
Recall the spine length lFs defined for ~x in Definition 3.36 and the spine length for words of
C(X)t defined at Definition 3.17. We will now relate these with the map gm.
Lemma 3.49. Let ~x ∈ Fm(α)n and ~A ∈ Q(α)nt . Then lFs (~x) = ls(ϕα(~x)( ~A)) if ~A is flanked.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 3.5 that C(X)t is freely generated as a monoid by the classes
[x ∈ Xn, γ ∈ Cnt ] such that x is a non-degenerate simplex of X and γ is flanked. The definition (45)
of ϕα(~x)( ~A) is a product of classes in C(X)t whose representatives come from the data of ~x and ~A.
As noted above in Proposition 3.47, if ~A is flanked then all the chains in the class representatives
of the product ϕα(~x)( ~A) are flanked. If ~x is not necessarily totally non-degenerate the classes[









comprising ϕα(~x)( ~A) may not be generators of C(X)t, as x and xi could be degenerate as simplices
of X. In general let x = σ∗(z) and xi = σ
∗
i (zi) for non-degenerate simplices z ∈ Xn′ and zi ∈ Xni
and surjective maps σ and σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ a. Surjective maps acting on chains preserve the property
of being flanked, so the unique factorization of ϕα(~x)( ~A) in C(X) is
ϕα(~x)( ~A) =
[









It is clear from the two definitions that lFs (~x) = ls(ϕα(~x)(
~A)) when ~A is flanked. 
The proof of this result leads us to the following observation.
Proposition 3.50. Let [~x ∈ Fm(α)n, ~A ∈ Q
(α)n
t ] be a class in (|Fm|Qm)t with ~x internally non-
degenerate and ~A flanked. If ~x is totally non-degenerate then ϕα(~x)( ~A) is a product of generators
of the free monoid C(X)t that lies in Sm.
Proof. If ~x is totally non-degenerate then the representing simplices of the classes in C(X)t com-
prising ϕα(~x)( ~A) are non-degenerate. So by Proposition 3.5 these classes are themselves generators
and the product (45) defining ϕα(~x)( ~A) is the unique factorization of the word in the free monoid
C(X)t. 
Proposition 3.51. The image of gm is the simplicial subset Sm+1 ⊆ UC(X)
Proof. By Lemma 3.49 and the definition of Fm the map gm factors through the simplicial subset
Sm+1 ⊆ UC(X). Now let ω ∈ (Sm+1)t. Write the unique factorization
ω = [x ∈ Xn, γ ∈ Cnt ]
a∏
i=1
[xi ∈ Xni , γi ∈ C
ni
t ]
with n, ni ≥ 1, x and all xi non-degenerate simplices of X, and γ and all γi flanked. Then
ls(ω) = ν(x) +
∑a
i=1 ni. Let n
′ = n − ν(x) ≥ 0 since ν(x) ≤ deg(x) = n. So x ∈ V ν(x)n′ and since
x 6= sn0 (∗), ν(x) ≥ 1. Define α(0) = ν(x)− 1 ≥ 0 and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a define α(i) = ni + α(i− 1).
Now n′ + α(0) + 1 = n and
α(a) = ν(x)− 1 +
a∑
i=1
ni = ls(ω)− 1
Since ls(ω) ≤ m+ 1, α(a) ≤ m. Define an embedding α : [a] ↪→ [α(a)] using the values α(i) defined
above. Now we have
~x = (x ∈ V α(0)+1n′ , (xi ∈ Xα(i)−α(i−1))1≤i≤a) ∈ F
m(α)n′
For γi ∈ Cnit there exists a unique Ai• ∈ NL0ni such that γAi = γi, using the notation of Definition
3.42. Since α(i)− α(i− 1) = ni, NL0ni = NI
α
i . Similarly, for γ ∈ Cnt flanked there exists a unique
simplex A• ∈ NL0n = N0n′+α(0)+1 such that γA = γ. Hence we have
~A = ([A•] ∈ Qα(0),n
′
, (Ai• ∈ NIαi )1≤i≤a) ∈ Q
(α)n′
t
and ϕα(~x)( ~A) = ω.






t ] be classes in (|Fm|Qm)t
with α : [a] ↪→ [m] and β : [b] ↪→ [m] and ~x and ~y totally non-degenerate simplices with spine length
m+ 1. If ϕα(~x)( ~A) = ϕβ(~y)( ~B) then [~x ∈ F
(α)







Proof. By Proposition 3.50 ϕα(~x)( ~A) and ϕβ(~y)( ~B) are the respective unique factorizations of
these words into products of generators in C(X)t, so by (45) a = b and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a[




















These classes are all generators of C(X)t, so x = y, ρ(A) = ρ(B), xi = yi, and Ai = Bi for all i.
Furthermore β(0) + 1 = ν(x) = α(0) + 1 since the spine lengths are both m + 1 and ~x and ~y are
both totally non-degenerate. Hence n = n′. Now α(a) = β(b) = m so α(i) = β(i) for all i and so
α = β. Hence the classes in |Fm|Qm must be equal, as required.  This
proposition shows that, while the map gm does collapse to the same words in Sm+1 classes that do
not have totally non-degenerate representatives, the classes with spine length m+ 1 are preserved
exactly by gm. Hence we can finally conclude that the square (40) is a pushout.








  // Sm+1
is a pullback and a pushout.
Proof. We defer until Corollary 3.67 in the next section the proof that the top map is an injection,
so that classes in |Fm|Qm that have a flanked and internally non-degenerate representative with
~x ∈ Em(α)n cannot have another representative with spine length greater than m.
By Proposition 3.51 a class [~x ∈ F (α)n , ~A ∈ Q(α)nt ] ∈ (|Fm|Qm)t with representative flanked and
internally non-degenerate is sent to a word with spine length m+ 1 if and only if the spine length
of ~x is m + 1. Hence ϕα(~x)( ~A) ∈ Sm if and only if [~x ∈ E(α)n , ~A ∈ Q(α)nt ] ∈ (|Em|Qm)t, so this is
a pullback. By Proposition 3.51 the right vertical map is pointwise surjective, so the left vertical
map is also a pointwise surjection. By Proposition 3.52 (Sm+1)t is isomorphic to the disjoint union
of (Sm)t and (|Fm|Qm)t \ (|Em|Qm)t, so this square is a pushout. 
Finally, we can use this colimit description of the spine length filtration to connect H(X), the
image of X under the functor defined in Definition 3.23. Consider the case m = 0 of the pushout
square in Corollary 3.53. By Definition 3.41 E0(ε0) = V
0 = ∗ as only the basepoint has void degree
0. Now S0 = ∗ as well, so the pushout square
∗ 





implies that for all reduced simplicial sets A
|HomRA(∗, ∗)|Q0 = |F 0|Q0 ∼= S1
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By Proposition 3.35 we have
F 0(ε0) = Hom
R
X(∗, ∗)
and so since we will show in Proposition 3.57 that Q0 ∼= Q•L as cosimplicial simplicial sets we have
H(A) = |HomRA(∗, ∗)|Q ∼= |F 0|Q0 ∼= S1 (47)
Hence by Lemma 3.24 for all reduced simplicial sets X we have a span
(XS
1
)∗ H(X) = | F 0 |Q0∼= S1
lXoo   // C(X)
where the map lX is a Kan weak equivalence when X is a quasi-monoid. As proposed above, we
will take l as the first natural transformation of Lemma 3.12 and the inclusion S1 ↪→ UC(X) as
the second natural transformation r. In the next section we will use the characterization of the
inclusions Sm ↪→ Sm+1 of the spine length filtration of UC(X) from the filtration colimit (40) to
show that rX : H(X) ↪→ UC(X) is a weak equivalence for all reduced simplicial sets X.
3.6 C(X) as a Mapping Space
Our goal for this section is to complete the proof of another part of Lemma 3.12 by proving that
the simplicial set inclusion
H(X) ∼= S1 ⊆ UC(X)
is a Kan weak equivalence when X is a quasi-monoid. Here we are using the identification (47) of
H(X) with the first non-trivial stage S1 of the spine length filtration of UC(X). We will prove this
map is a weak equivalence by using the whole spine length filtration Sm ⊆ Sm+1 of UC(X) and the








  // Sm+1
where | − |Qm : sSet(T
m)op → sSet is defined as part of the adjunction (43). Our goal for this
section is to show that the inclusion of diagrams
Em ↪→ Fm ∈ sSet(Tm)op (48)
is a weak equivalence and the functor | − |Qm preserves this weak equivalence, sending it to an
acyclic cofibration in sSet with the Kan model structure. This will then imply that the pushout
inclusion Sm ⊆ Sm+1 is a Kan weak equivalence and hence H(X) ↪→ UC(X) is a weak equivalence
by the spine length filtration of Proposition 3.18 and the identification H(X) ∼= S1 of (47).
To make sense of this plan, we must first define a model structure on the category sSet(T
m)op
of which the map (48) will be a weak equivalence and for which the functor | − |Qm will preserve
this weak equivalence. We will use the Reedy model structure that exists as a result of the Reedy
category structure of the category Tm.
Proposition 3.54. Let m ≥ 0. The category Tm is a Reedy category with all non-identity mor-
phisms increasing the degree.
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Proof. Let ε : Tm → Q send α : [a] ↪→ [r] to r+1a+1 . A morphism
[r] 










of Tm has b ≤ a and s ≥ r so r+1a+1 ≤
s+1
b+1 and this defines a functor. Since T
m is finite we can
restrict the image of this functor to a finite subset of Q, which is a finite linear order and so a well
order. Hence Tm is Reedy with every non-identity morphism increasing the degree. 
Hence we can define Reedy model structures on functor categories C(Tm)op and C(Tm) when C is
a model category. The Reedy structure of the category Tm allows us to easily identify cofibrations
in the model structure on C(Tm)op .
Proposition 3.55. Let C be a model category. A map of diagrams ϕ : D → D′ in the Reedy model
structure on C(Tm)
op
is a Reedy cofibration if and only if it is a pointwise cofibration.
Proof. All non-identity maps in (Tm)op decrease the degree, so ∂((Tm)op)α = ∅. Hence LαD = ∅
for all α in (Tm)op and so the relative latching map of ϕ : D → D′ is just ϕ(α) ∈ C. Hence ϕ is a
Reedy cofibration if and only if it is a pointwise cofibrant map. 
We will use the cases C = sSet with the Kan model structure and C = sSet∆op with the diagonal
model structure ([GJ99] IV Theorem 3.13), whose weak equivalences are the maps of bisimplicial
sets that are sent to Kan weak equivalences by the diagonal functor and whose cofibrations are the
monomorphisms ([Jar13] Theorem 1.4). These are simplicial model categories, with the tensor for
bisimplicial sets given by
(K ⊗X)•n = K• ×X•n (49)
for K ∈ sSet and X ∈ sSet∆op .
In Subsection 3.5.4 we claimed that there is a natural isomorphism
| − |Q0 ∼= | − |Q : sSet→ sSet
where the second functor is the realization in [Lur09] Proposition 2.2.2.9. We will prove this claim
here. It will come out as a special case of a more general result that all realization functors
|−|Qm : sSet(T
m)op → sSet factor through the realization |−|Q. We will show this by first showing
that the diagram
Qm : Tm ×∆→ sSet
factors as a product of a functor Tm → sSet with the cosimplicial simplicial set Q•L from [Lur09],
here defined in Definition 3.20. The functor in sSetT
m
making up the other part of Qm is defined
by taking the nerves of posets. The following definition generalizes the posets W l[n] defined in
Definition 3.26 to define a functor Wm : Tm → Pos.
Definition 3.56. Let m ≥ 0. The functor Wm : Tm → Pos sends an object α : [a] ↪→ [r] of Tm to
W (α) = {A ⊆ [r] | α(i) ∈ A ∀ i ∈ [a]} ⊆ P[n]
and a map (f, v) : α→ β of Tm to the map of posets
W (f,v) : W (α) → W (β)
A 7→ f(A)
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By the Definition 3.25 of Tm if α : [a] ↪→ [r] and β : [b] ↪→ [s] are the objects of Tm for all i ∈ [b]
β(i) = f(α(v(i))) ∈ f(A)
so f(A) ∈W (β) and this is a well-defined functor.
This functor Wm : Tm → Pos composes with the nerve functor N : Pos → sSet to give the
functor
NWm : Tm → sSet
for all m ≥ 0. It is this functor that makes up the Tm part of the diagram Qm : ∆× Tm → sSet.
The cosimplicial part will come from the cosimplicial simplicial set from [Lur09] given in Definition
3.20 above.
Proposition 3.57. There is a natural isomorphism of functors
Qm ∼= Q•L ×NWm : ∆× Tm → sSet (50)
Proof. The cosimplicial simplicial sets Q•L of Definition 3.20 have spaces Q
n
L for n ≥ 0 given by
the pushouts ⊔
0≤i≤n





(∆1){j | i<j≤n} //// QnL
(51)
where as in Definition 3.26 P[n] is the poset of non-empty subsets of [n]. The top map of (51) is
isomorphic to the top map of the pushout in Definition 3.20 by the identification of NP[n] with a
simplicial subset of the cube (∆1)n+1.
Let α : [a] ↪→ [r] be an object of Tm. We construct a map of posets







(A,B) 7→ (A⊕B0, (Bi)1≤i≤a)
where we have partitioned the set B ∈W (α) by taking
B0 = {b ∈ B | b ≤ α(0)}
and
Bi = {b− α(i− 1) ∈ [α(i)− α(i− 1)] | b ∈ B ∩ [α(i− 1), α(i)]}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a. Now α(0) ∈ B0 and A ⊕ B0 ∩ [n]A 6= ∅, so A ⊕ B0 does belong to P [n][n+α(0)+1].
This map is clearly a bijection, so taking the nerve gives a bijection of simplicial sets. Furthermore,
restricting this map to the subspaces of the cubes on the left side of the pushout diagram defining













i in the corresponding positions of the pushout definition of Q
(α)n.
The simplicial set isomorphism Q(α)n ∼= QnL×NW (α) that these maps define is clearly natural. 
By this result and Definition 3.28 there are isomorphisms
QnL
∼= Q0,n
that send a class [A•] ∈ (QnL)t to the corresponding class of Q0,n by simply adding n + 1 to the
top of every subset in A•, a simplex of NP[n]. Hence by Definition 3.29 the cosimplicial simplicial
sets Q•L and Q
0 are isomorphic. This proves the deferred proposition that was used in identifying
H(A) ∼= S1 in (47).
Recall that a t-simplex [A•] ∈ (QnL)t has a representative
ρL(A)• = ({a} = ρ(A)0 ⊆ ρ(A)1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ρ(A)t) ∈ (NP[n])t
where a = min ρ(A)i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t. The isomorphism (50) identifies
([ρL(A)•], B•) ∈ QnL ×NW (α) ↔ ([ρL(A)• ⊕B0• ], (Bi•)1≤i≤a) ∈ Q(α)n
where ρL(A)•⊕B0• is the unique representative of the class in Qα(0),n with ρL(A)⊕B0• ∩ [n] = {a},
a singleton such that a = min(ρL(A)i ⊕B0i ) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
Recall the definition of flanked simplices of Qm given in Definition 3.31. The following propo-
sition describes the corresponding flanked simplices of QnL ×NW (α) using the isomorphism (50) of
Proposition 3.57.
Proposition 3.58. A simplex ([ρL(A)• ⊕ B0• ], (Bi•)1≤i≤a) ∈ Q
(α)n
t for α : [a] ↪→ [r] is flanked if
and only if its corresponding simplex ([ρL(A)•], B•) ∈ QnL ×NW (α) has
1. ρL(A)0 = {0}
2. ρL(A)t = [n]
3. B0 = α([a]) ⊆ [r] and
4. Bt = [r].






Unt = {[ρ(A)•] ∈ (QnL)t | ρL(A)0 = {0} and ρL(A)t = [n]} ⊆ (QnL)t
and Z
(α)





t = {A• ∈ NW (α) | A0 = α([a]) and At = [r]} ⊆ NW
(α)
t
We can therefore prove the following claim that was used in the proof of Proposition 3.32.




t be the subset of flanked t-simplices of Q









that sends ( ~A ∈ Φ(β)lt , (f, v) : β → α, δ : [l] ↪→ [n]) to Qm((f, v), δ)( ~A) is a bijection.
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Proof. Using the isomorphism of Proposition 3.57 and Proposition 3.58 we can prove the equivalent









→ (QnL ×NW (α))t
is a bijection for all n, t ≥ 0 and α : [a] ↪→ [r]. This is the product of the map (56), which was shown
to be an isomorphism in the proof of Proposition 3.61, and the map that sends ([ρL(A)•] ∈ U lt , δ :
[l] ↪→ [n]) to ([δ(ρ(A))•] ∈ (QnL)t. Consider [ρL(A)•] ∈ (QnL)t. The inclusions ρ(A)i ⊆ ρL(A)t ⊆ [n]
for all 0 ≤ i < t determine a unique embedding δ : [l] ↪→ [n] for l = |ρL(A)t| and a simplex
ρL(A)
′
• ∈ U lt such that δ(ρL(A)′)• = ρL(A)•. Hence this map is a bijection. 
We will now proceed with the homotopical analysis of the realization functor | − |Qm . The
homotopy behaviour of the realization | − |Q has been described in [Lur09] §2, so our goal in this
section is to exploit this by using the isomorphism (50) to break the realization | − |Qm into two
composed realizations.
To achieve this goal, we must consider the more general case of the realization of diagrams









We use similar notation as the realization functor |−|Qm from the adjunction (43) because this func-
tor extends that realization. In particular, we recover the original realization functor for diagrams
D ∈ sSet(Tm)op by composing the diagram D : (Tm)op → sSet with the inclusion
(−)t : sSet→ sSet∆op (52)
that sends a simplicial set K to the bisimplicial set Kt : ∆op → sSet with Ktmn = Kn. If





Hence for m ≥ 0 and (α, [n]) ∈ Tm ×∆
(Q(α)n ×Dt(α))mn = Q(α)nm ×Dt(α)mn = Q(α)nm ×D(α)n
so by the definition of the realization functor of the adjunction (43) we have
‖Dt‖Qm = |D|Qm




Recall the functor NWm : Tm → sSet defined by composing the nerve functor N : Pos → sSet
with the functor of Definition 3.6. We define a functor
| − |NWm : sSet(T






for D : (Tm)op → sSet∆op with ⊗ the tensoring of sSet∆op over sSet and
‖−‖Q : sSet∆
op → sSet (54)




for X•• a bisimplicial set and × the cartesian product in sSet. This realization (54) extends the
functor | − |Q : sSet → sSet of [Lur09] Proposition 2.2.2.9 in the same way that we extended
| − |Qm to bisimplicial diagrams above. As was shown for that case, pre-composing ‖−‖Q with the








The isomorphism (50) of Proposition 3.57 allows the realization ‖−‖Qm to be split into these parts.
Proposition 3.60. Let D be a diagram in sSet(T
m)op×∆op. There is a natural isomorphism of
simplicial sets
‖D‖Qm ∼= ‖|D|NWm‖Q








for all m,n ≥ 0 by the definition (49) of the tensoring of sSet∆op over sSet. By Proposition 3.57



















Observe that if we take m = 0 and restrict to the case of a diagram Dt ∈ (sSet∆op)(Tm)op we
recover the isomorphism
|D|Q ∼= |D|Q0
that we showed earlier. Hence this factorization of ‖−‖Qm can be seen as a generalization of this
result.
For now we will restrict our attention to the functor | − |NWm . Recall that we are considering
sSet∆
op
with the diagonal model structure and (sSet∆
op
)(T
m)op with the Reedy model structure
induced by the diagonal model structure on sSet∆
op
. We will show that the realization | − |NWm
is a left Quillen functor by showing that the diagram NWm is a Reedy cofibrant diagram in the
Reedy model structure on sSet(T
n)op .
Proposition 3.61. NWm is a Reedy cofibrant replacement of the constant diagram ∗ in sSet(Tn)op
Proof. For all objects α : [a] ↪→ [r] of Tm we define Z(α)t ⊆ NW
(α)




t = {A• ∈ NW (α) | A0 = α([a]) and At = [r]} (55)
These are the t-simplices of NW (α) that are not in the image of any non-identity morphism in the














that sends ((f, v) : α → β,A• ∈ Z(α)t ) to f(A)• ∈ NW
(β)
t is an isomorphism. This will imply that
the latching map L(α)NWm → NW (α) is an injection and so NWm is cofibrant in the Reedy model
structure.
Let A• ∈ NW (β)t . Then At ⊆ [s] uniquely determines an embedding f : [r] ↪→ [s] where
f([r]) = At. The inclusions Ai ⊆ At determine A′i = {j ∈ [r] | f(j) ∈ Ai} ⊆ [r], so there is a
unique chain A′• with A
′
t = [r] and such that f(A
′
i) = Ai.
The inclusion A′0 ⊆ A′t gives unique embedding α : [a] ↪→ [r] where α([a]) = A′0 ⊆ [r]. Since
β([b]) ⊆ A0 = f(α([a])) there is a unique embedding v : [b] ↪→ [a] such that f ◦ α ◦ v = β. So
(f, v) : α→ β is the unique morphism of Tm and A′• the unique chain of Z(α) such that f(A′•) = A•.
Finally, NW (α) is isomorphic to a product of cubes, so NW (α) ' ∗. 
The realization | − |NWm is therefore a left Quillen functor by Theorem 18.4.11 of [Hir03].
Corollary 3.62. The realization
| − |NWm : sSet(T
m)op×∆op → sSet∆op
is a left Quillen functor when sSet∆
op
has the diagonal model structure and sSet(T
m)op×∆op has the




We now turn our attention to a class of diagrams D ∈ (sSet∆op)(Tm)op for which the realization
|D|NWm has the same homotopy type as one of the bisimplicial sets in the image of D. The
diagrams Fm and Em will be shown to be of this type, so this allows us to easily recognize weak
equivalences between them. We will call these collapsible diagrams. Recall that for all r ≥ 0 the
map εr : [0] ↪→ [r] is the unique object with domain [0] and target [r] in ∆+.
Definition 3.63. A diagram D : (Tm)op → sSet∆op is collapsible if for all objects α : [a] ↪→ [r]











the maps D((1[r], εa)) : D(εr)→ D(α) are diagonal weak equivalences of bisimplicial sets.
There is a functor F : Tm → (∆+)≤m that sends α : [a] ↪→ [r] to [r] and a morphism (f, v) :
α → β to f . This functor has a section i : (∆+)≤m ↪→ Tm that sends [r] to εr : [0] ↪→ [r] and a
morphism f : [r]→ [s] to the morphism (f, 1[0]) : εr → εs
[r] 









Pre-composing a diagram D : (Tm)op → sSet∆op with iop and F op gives
D ◦ (iop ◦ F op)(α : [a] ↪→ [r]) = D(εr)
There is a natural transformation η : D ◦ (iop ◦ F op)→ D whose components are
ηα = D((1[r], εa)) : D(εr)→ D(α)
Clearly in a collapsible diagram this natural transformation is a weak equivalence. We call these
diagrams collapsible because this weak equivalence allows us to reduce the homotopy colimit of the
diagram to the homotopy type of D(ε0).
Proposition 3.64. If D : (Tm)op → sSet∆op is a diagram then there is a map of bisimplicial sets
D(ε0)→ |D|NWm (57)
If D is collapsible then this map is a diagonal weak equivalence. Furthermore, a natural transfor-
mation α : D → D′ of collapsible diagrams induces a weak equivalence |D|NWm → |D′|NWm if and
only if αε0 : D(ε0)→ D′(ε0) is a weak equivalence.
Proof. By Theorem 1.4 of [Jar13] all objects of sSet∆
op
are cofibrant so by Proposition 3.55
all diagrams D ∈ (sSet∆op)(Tm)op are cofibrant in the Reedy model structure. By the proof of
Proposition 3.62 the functor NWm : Tm → sSet is a cofibrant replacement of the constant diagram
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∗ in sSet(Tm) with the Reedy model structure determined by the Kan model structure on sSet.
Hence for a diagram D ∈ (sSet∆op)(Tm)op the realization |D|NWm is a model for the homotopy
colimit of D.
Consider the diagram of bisimplicial sets
hocolim(Tm)op D hocolim(Tm)op (D ◦ iop ◦ F op)
ηoo // hocolim((∆+)≤m)








Since the realization |D|NWm is a model for the homotopy colimit of the diagram D taking this
model gives the map (57) as the left vertical map in (58). We will show that all maps in this
diagram are weak equivalences.
The left vertical map of (58) is induced by the functor ε0 : ∗ → (Tm) from the terminal category
∗ that picks out the object 1[0] = ε0 of Tm. The left map of the top row is induced by the natural
transformation η : D ◦ iop ◦ F op → D. The right map of the top row is induced by precomposing
by the functor F op. Now D(ε0) = D(i(F (ε0)) and ε0 : ∗ → Tm factors through the functor
i : (∆+)≤m ↪→ Tm defined above. Hence the diagram commutes. We will show first that when D
is a collapsible diagram, the maps of the top row are weak equivalences.
The map on the top left is a weak equivalence because it arises from the natural transformation
η, which is a weak equivalence for a collapsible diagram. To show that the right map is a weak
equivalence it is sufficient to show F op is homotopy final by Theorem 8.5.6 of [Rie14]. Equivalently,
we can show that F : Tm → (∆+)≤m is homotopy initial, that is that for every object [n] ∈ (∆+)≤m
the simplicial set N(F/[n]) is contractible. We will show that for fixed n the category F/[n] has a
terminal object. Quillen’s Theorem A ([Qui73] §1) then implies that N(F/[n]) is contractible.
Objects of F/[n] are composable pairs (α : [a] ↪→ [r], χ : [r] ↪→ [n]) in (∆+)≤m since F (α) = [r].
Morphisms are pairs ((f, v) : α → β, g : F (β) → [n]) where ((f, v), g) has source (α : [a] ↪→ [r], χ :






  f // [s] 










Consider the object (εn : [0] ↪→ [n], 1[n] : [n] → [n]). For any object (α : [a] ↪→ [r], χ : [r] ↪→ [n]) of















The object [0] of (∆+)≤m is initial, so by Theorem 8.5.6 of [Rie14] the right vertical map of diagram
(58) is a weak equivalence. Hence all maps in the diagram (58) are weak equivalences.
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Finally, naturality of the homotopy colimit and the weak equivalence just identified shows that
|α|NWm : |D|NWm → |D′|NWm is a weak equivalence for collapsible diagrams D and D′ if and only
if αε0 is a weak equivalence.

Returning to the realization ‖−‖Qm , by Proposition 3.60 there is a map of simplicial sets
‖D(ε0)‖Q → ‖|D|NWm‖Q ∼= ‖D‖Qm
obtained by applying the realization ‖−‖Q defined at (54) above to the map of bisimplicial sets
(57). When D is collapsible this map is a weak equivalence.
Corollary 3.65. If D : (Tm)op → sSet∆op is a collapsible diagram then the map
‖D(ε0)‖Q → ‖D‖Qm (59)
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Furthermore, a natural transformation α : D → D′ of
collapsible diagrams induces a weak equivalence ‖D‖Qm → ‖D′‖Qm if and only if αε0 : D(ε0) →
D′(ε0) is a diagonal weak equivalence.
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 3.64 directly, since all bisimplicial sets are cofibrant
in the diagonal model structure and the cosimplicial space Q•L is Reedy cofibrant by [GJ99] §VII







For the last part, when D and D′ are collapsible applying Proposition 3.64 gives that ‖D‖Qm →
‖D′‖Qm is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets if and only if ‖D(ε0)‖Q → ‖D′(ε0)‖Q is. By
Proposition 2.2.2.7 of [Lur09], there is a natural transformation π : Q•L → ∆• that is a weak
equivalence of Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial spaces. Hence for any bisimplicial set X, since X is
Reedy cofibrant in the Reedy model structure on bisimplicial sets, by [Hir03] Corollary 18.4.13
‖X‖Q → |X|∆ ∼= d(X)
is a weak equivalence, where d(X) is the diagonal. Hence D → D′ is sent to a weak equivalence by
‖−‖Qm if and only if it is a diagonal weak equivalence. 
Since Q•L is a Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial simplicial set, by [Hir03] Theorem 18.4.11 the real-
ization ‖−‖Q : sSet∆
op → sSet of (54) preserves injective maps, that is cofibrations of the diagonal
model structure on sSet∆
op
. As noted in the proof above of Corollary 3.65 ‖−‖Q sends diagonal
weak equivalences to Kan weak equivalences of sSet, so ‖−‖Q is left Quillen when sSet∆
op
has the
diagonal model structure and sSet has the Kan model structure.
So far we have considered the realization by Qm of diagrams D ∈ (sSet∆op)(Tm)op . The diagrams
we will actually use, however, are the diagrams defined in Subsections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, which belong
to sSet(T
m)op . Composing these diagrams with the functor
(−)t : sSet→ sSet∆op
described at (52) recovers the realization defined as part of the adjunction (43)
‖(−)t‖Qm = | − |Qm
Hence this adjunction is Quillen.
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Proposition 3.66. The adjunction | − |Qm a SingQm(−) is a Quillen adjunction when sSet(T
m)op
has the Reedy model structure and sSet has the Kan model structure.




is left Quillen. Cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations are preserved by the inclusion (−)t : sSet ↪→
sSet∆
op
since the diagonal model structure has injective maps as cofibrations and d(Kt) = K for
all simplicial sets K. Hence the left adjoint | − |Qm : sSet(T
m)op → sSet is left Quillen. 
Recall the sequence of diagrams
Em ⊆ Fm ⊆ Dm : (Tm)op → sSet
for m ≥ 0 from Definitions 3.34 and 3.41. Proposition 3.55 shows that the image of the inclusion
Em ⊆ Fm under the functor (−)t is a cofibration in the model structure on (sSet∆op)(Tm)op , so we
have the following corollary to Proposition 3.66, which was a claim whose proof we deferred in the
proof of Corollary 3.53.
Corollary 3.67. |Em|Qm ↪→ |Fm|Qm is an injective map of simplicial sets.
For m ≥ 1 Em(ε0) = Fm(ε0), so if we can show that the diagrams Em and Fm are collapsible,
then |Em|Qm ↪→ |Fm|Qm is a Kan weak equivalence by Corollary 3.65. We will show that this is
the case when X is a quasi-monoid.
Proposition 3.68. Let X be a quasi-monoid and let m ≥ 1. The diagrams
(Em)t ⊆ (Fm)t ⊆ (Dm)t
for X are all collapsible.
Proof. A diagram F ∈ sSet(Tm)
op
is sent by (−)t to a collapsible diagram collapsible in the sense
of Definition 3.63 if for all maps (1[r], εa) : εr → α of (Tm)op the maps F ((1[r], εa)) : F (εr)→ F (α)
are Kan weak equivalences. This follows because the diagonal of Kt is isomorphic to K. We will
show that for the diagrams Em, Fm, and Dm these maps are Kan weak equivalences.















The map εr : [0] ↪→ [r] sends 0 to r so Dm(εr) = Decr+1(X). Hence for n ≥ 1 diagram (60)











Since X is a reduced simplicial set, solving this is equivalent to solving the lift in sSet0 after
reflecting the left map into sSet. Let red : sSet → sSet0 be the left adjoint of the inclusion
sSet0 ⊆ sSet. By Theorem 3.17 of [Joy08], for all l ≥ 0 red(∂∆n ? ∆l) ↪→ Sn+l+1 is an inner
anodyne map between reduced simplicial sets, hence a weak equivalence of the reduced Joyal model
structure on sSet0 by Corollary 2.23. The reflected version of the left map in (61) is therefore a
weak equivalence and cofibration in sSet0, so since X is a quasi-monoid a lift exists.
For n = 0, the problem (60) corresponds to finding a lift of ∆0 ∗ Lα ↪→ ∆r+1 against X → ∗.
The inclusion on the left is a necklace inclusion in its enveloping simplex, so it is inner anodyne
and the lift exists.
The maps Fm(εr) → Fm(α) are pullbacks of the maps Dm(εr) → Dm(α), so they are acyclic
fibrations as well. We now turn to the maps Em(εr) → Em(α). When r < m these are the same
maps as for Fm, so we only have to consider the case of α : [a] ↪→ [m]. Recall that Corollary 3.39
determines the conditions under which a simplex ~x = (x, (xi)1≤i≤a) ∈ Em(α)n for α : [a] ↪→ [m]
can have lFs (~x) < m+ 1. We will consider each case for ~x : ∆










and show that a lift ~y exists in each case.
Suppose ~x ∈ Em(α)n satisfies case 2 of Corollary 3.39, so dn+2 · · · dn+1+α(0)(x) = sn+10 (∗). Note
that the inclusion
dn+m+1 ◦ · · · ◦ dn+α(0)+2 : ∆n+α(0)+1 ? ∅ ↪→ ∆n+m+1
factors through the inclusion of the necklace into its enveloping simplex ∆n ∗Lα ⊆ ∆n+r+1. Hence
it factors through the left hand map of (61). A lift ~y : ∆n → Dm(εm) for this diagram has
y ∈ Xn+m+1 with dn+α(0)+2 · · · dn+m+1(y) = x. So
dn+2 · · · dn+α(0)+1dn+α(0)+2 · · · dn+m+1(y) = dn+2 · · · dn+α(0)+1(x)
= sn+10 (∗)
So ~y satisfies case 2 as well and ~y ∈ Em(εm).
Suppose ~x ∈ Em(α)n for α : [a] ↪→ [m] satisfies case 1 of Corollary 3.39. So ~x : ∆n ∗ Lα → X
factors through ∆n ∗ Siα for some 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Solving the lift above when n ≥ 1 corresponds to
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// ∆n+r // ∗
Since SiLα is a necklace a lift exists for the right square of this diagram by the same argument as
above for Dm. The lift then factors through ∆n ? si, so it satisfies case 1 of Corollary 3.39. The
n = 0 case corresponds to solving the lifting problem of the right square of the diagram
∆0 ∗ Lα _







// ∆r // ∗
which can be done again by the same arguments as above. 
This finally completes the proof of the main result we wanted for this section.
Corollary 3.69. For all m ≥ 1 and X a quasi-monoid the map |Em|Qm ↪→ |Fm|Qm is a Kan
acyclic cofibration of simplicial sets.
There remains only one part of Lemma 3.12 to prove, namely that the map S1 → UM of
simplicial sets determined by the counit εM : C(N(M)) → M is a Kan weak equivalence when M
is a fibrant simplicial monoid. Recall there is an isomorphism g0 : S1 → |F 0|Q0 of simplicial sets,
where F 0(ε0)t = V
1
t = {x ∈ Xt+1 | dt+1(x) = st−10 (∗)}. When X = N(M), the homotopy coherent








The inclusion dn+1 : Cn ↪→ Cn+1 is a cofibration, so the simplicial monoid ΣCn is cofibrant. The
monoid ΣCnt of t-simplices is generated by atomic chains γ ∈ Cn+1t such that γ0 = xan+1 for some
a ∈ [n].
Recall the simplicial set maps ϕx : Q
m,n → UC(X) defined in Lemma 3.43 for any simplex
x ∈ Decm+1(X)n. For 1[n+1] ∈ ∆n+1n+1 = Dec1(∆n+1)n+1 we get a map ϕ1[n+1] : Q0,n → UCn+1 that
sends [A•] ∈ Q0,nt to γρ(A) ∈ Cn+1. The chains γρ(A) are all atomic and since ρ(A)0 = {a < n+ 1}
they have (γρ(A))0 = xan+1. Hence composing with the map C




that sends each t-simplex of Q0,n to an atomic chain generating ΣCnt . All such generators are the
image of a simplex of Q0,n, so F×Q
0,n ∼= ΣCn, where F× is the free simplicial monoid functor left
adjoint to the forgetful functor U . Hence we have the following.
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Proposition 3.70. For the reduced simplicial set N(M) there is an isomorphism of simplicial sets
F 0 = HomsMon(ΣC
•,M) ∼= HomsSet(Q0,•, UM) = SingQ0(UM)
We can finally prove the remaining part of Lemma 3.12.
Proposition 3.71. Let M be a fibrant simplicial monoid. The restriction of εM : C(N(M))→M
to the simplicial subset S1 ⊆ UC(N(M)) is a Kan weak equivalence of simplicial sets.
Proof. Applying the isomorphism g0 : S1 → |F 0|Q0 and the isomorphism F 0 ∼= SingQ0(UM) from











The map |SingQ0(UM)|Q0 → UM that this diagram defines sends
[f : Q0,n → UM, [A•] ∈ Q0,nt ] ∈ |SingQ0(UM)|Q0 7→ f̃(γρ(A)) = f([A•]) ∈ UM
where f̃ : FQ0,n = ΣCn → M is the adjoint of the map f . Hence this map is the counit of the
adjunction | − |Q0 a SingQ0 . By Proposition 3.57 this adjunction is isomorphic to the adjunction
| − |Q a SingQ of Proposition 2.2.2.9 in [Lur09]. This proposition shows that this adjunction is a
Quillen equivalence of sSet with the Kan model structure with itself, so if M is a fibrant simplicial
monoid then UM is a Kan complex and |SingQ0(UM)|Q0 → UM is a Kan weak equivalence. 
3.7 Localization and Group Completion







showing simplicial groups as a reflective subcategory of simplicial monoids is, up to homotopy,
the realization by C of the localization adjunction (20) for the quasi-monoid model structure.
This adjunction determines a reflective subcategory of the homotopy category of sMon when the
category sGp of simplicial groups has the model structure of Theorem 2 §II.3 [Qui67]. This is
the model structure transferred from sMon via the inclusion functor I, so fibrations and weak
equivalences of simplicial groups are created by the functor I and this adjunction L a I is Quillen.
To show that the adjunction (62) is the realization of the adjunction (20) we will use the
homotopy coherent nerve-realization Quillen equivalence to transfer the localization at S1 ↪→ R1
of (sSet0)J to a localization of sMon. This localization of sMon is a model structure with
fibrant objects the Kan fibrant simplicial monoids M whose monoid of connected components is a
group. We will show that the group completion functor induces a Quillen equivalence of this model
structure with sGp. Finally, we will show that the model categories and Quillen equivalences
constructed in this chapter and Chapter 2 recover the result of Dwyer and Kan in [DK80] that
when M is a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid the total derived functor of L is a model for the
homotopy type of the loop space on the reduced simplicial set N(M).
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3.7.1 Localizing the Simplicial Monoid Model Structure
In this section we will show that it is possible to take a left Bousfield localization of sMon. As
described at the start of Chapter 3 the model structure on sMon is transferred from the Kan model







We will use this characterization and the properties of sSet to show that sMon satisfies the
conditions for a left Bousfield localization at a set of maps of sMon to exist. The theorem we will
use to guarantee the existence of a left Bousfield localization is the following.
Theorem 3.72 (J. Smith - [Bar10] Theorem 4.7). Let V be a combinatorial left proper model
category. The left Bousfield localization of V at any set of morphisms exists.
We will define the two conditions required in this theorem. A model category is left proper













if f is a cofibration and g is a weak equivalence then g′, the pushout of g along f , is also a weak
equivalence.
We will show that sMon is left proper by using the results of [BB17] which give conditions on
a model category V that guarantee that the category of monoids Mon(V) is left proper. In our
case V = sSet so we will be checking that sSet satisfies the conditions of [BB17]. They define an
h-cofibration as a cofibration of V such that all pushouts of weak equivalences along it are weak
equivalences. A trivial h-cofibration is an h-cofibration that is also a weak equivalence. Clearly
a left proper model category is a model category where all cofibrations are h-cofibrations. Using
this concept they make the following definitions that strengthen the notion of left properness.
Definition 3.73 ([BB17] Definition 1.11). A model category V is h-monoidal if it is a monoidal
model category and the tensor product − ⊗ X with an object sends cofibrations to h-cofibrations
and trivial cofibrations to trivial h-cofibrations. A model category is strongly h-monoidal if it is
h-monoidal and the tensor product preserves all weak equivalences.
To state the result of [BB17] about left properness of the transferred model structure we will
first need to recall the notion of a combinatorial model category. These are model categories
where objects can be constructed from a set of generating objects and the homotopical structure
is determined by sets of maps. We will need the concepts of ordinals and cardinals for the next
few definitions. An ordinal is the well-ordered set of smaller ordinals, starting from 0 = ∅. The
cardinality of a set S is denoted |S| and is the smallest ordinal such that there exists a bijection
of sets |S| → S. A cardinal is an ordinal λ that is its own cardinality, so |λ| ∼= λ. A regular
cardinal λ is an infinite cardinal that is not a union of a smaller cardinality of smaller cardinals.
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This means that λ has the following property: for a map of sets f : P → S such that |S| < λ, if
Px = {y ∈ P | f(y) = x} for all x ∈ S and |Px| < λ then |X| < λ. The smallest regular cardinal is
ℵ0 = |N|.
Definition 3.74. Let λ be a regular cardinal. A poset is λ-filtered if every subset of cardinality
strictly less than λ has an upper bound in the poset. A poset is filtered if it is ℵ0-filtered.
Definition 3.75. An object X of a category V is λ-small if the hom functor HomV(X,−) : V →
Set preserves colimits of λ-filtered posets. An object is finite if it is ℵ0-small, or equivalently
HomV(X,−) preserves colimits of filtered posets. An object is small if it is λ-small for some
regular cardinal λ.
Definition 3.76. A category V is locally presentable if it is cocomplete and has a small set A
of small objects such that every object of V is a colimit of objects from A.
There are several equivalent conditions for a category to be locally presentable, as described
in Chapter 1 [AR94]. We are using the definitions as organized in [Lur09] A.1.1 but we use the
original terminology of locally presentable from [AR94] rather than just presentable as Lurie calls
them. We can now define a combinatorial model category.
Definition 3.77. A model category V is combinatorial if the underlying category is locally pre-
sentable and there exist small sets of morphisms I and J such that
1. a morphism of V is an acyclic fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property against
all maps in I
2. a morphism of V is a fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property against all maps
in J
We need one more definition before we can state the theorem from [BB17] that will allow us
to conclude that sMon is left proper. The class of weak equivalences of a model category V is
perfect when for any filtered category D and all diagrams D → V∆1 in the arrow category of V
such that D(d) is a weak equivalence for all d, the colimit colimD is a weak equivalence of V.
The result we will use from [BB17] is the following.
Theorem 3.78 ([BB17] Theorem 3.1). Let V be a combinatorial model category such that the class
of weak equivalences of V is perfect. If V is strongly h-monoidal then the transferred model structure
on Mon(V) exists and is left proper.
Finally, we come to the result we promised about the existence of left Bousfield localizations of
model structures of monoids.
Proposition 3.79. The model structure on sMon is left proper and combinatorial.
Proof. We will use [BB17] Theorem 3.1 to show that the transferred model structure on sMon
exists and is left proper. Lemma 1.12 of [BB17] states that a model category where all objects are
cofibrant is strongly h-monoidal, so we can immediately conclude that sSet with the Kan model
structure is strongly h-monoidal. In Chapter 3 of [Hov99] Lemma 3.1.1 shows that all simplicial sets
are small and Lemma 3.1.3 gives that every simplicial set is the colimit of a diagram of standard
simplicial simplices ∆n for n ≥ 0, so sSet is locally presentable. The Quillen model structure
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on sSet is has generating cofibrations ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n and generating acyclic cofibrations Λkn ↪→ ∆n
for 0 ≤ n and 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Hence sSet is combinatorial. By Remark A.3.2.3 of [Lur09] class of
weak equivalences of sSet is perfect. Hence by Theorem 3.78 since sSet is strongly h-monoidal,
combinatorial, and has perfect weak equivalences the transferred model structure on sMon exists
and is left proper.
The model structure on sMon has generating cofibrations F×(I) and generating acyclic cofi-
brations F×(J), where I and J are the respective sets of morphisms for the combinatorial model
structure on sSet. Since the monoidal structure of sSet is biclosed X ×− has a right adjoint and
in particular preserves all colimits. Hence, by the Corollary on page 7 of [Por08] sMon is locally
presentable. So the model structure on sMon is combinatorial. 
By Theorem 3.72, therefore, we can localize sMon at any set of simplicial monoid maps.
3.7.2 Grouplike Simplicial Monoids
We say that a simplicial monoid is group-like when its monoid of connected components is a
group. In this section we will show that there is a model structure on the category of simplicial
monoids that is Quillen equivalent to (sSet0)K the Kan model structure on reduced simplicial sets
and for which the fibrant objects are the Kan fibrant group-like simplicial monoids.
We construct this model structure by localizing the transferred model structure on sMon using
the results of the previous section that show that left Bousfield localizations of sMon at sets of
simplicial monoid maps exist. The localization will fill in the model category (sMon)G in the

























The top adjunction of this diagram is the homotopy coherent nerve-realization Quillen equivalence
(33) and the right vertical adjunction is the adjunction from the left Bousfield localization (20) of
the quasi-monoid model structure at the map S1 ↪→ R1.
The model category (sMon)G is the left Bousfield localization of sMon at C(S1) ↪→ C(R1),
which is the image under C of the map for the localization of (sSet0)J . Since C a N is a Quillen
equivalence, localizing sMon at C(S1) ↪→ C(R1) will give a model structure Quillen equivalent to
(sSet0)K . We record this construction in the next result.
Proposition 3.80. There exists a simplicial model structure on the category of simplicial monoids
such that
• the cofibrations are the same as those of the transferred model structure for sMon
• the fibrant objects are Kan fibrant group-like simplicial monoids
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where (sSet0)K has the Kan model structure of Theorem 2.1 is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. By Proposition 3.79 the model category sMon satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.72 so
we can localize at the simplicial monoid map C(S1) ↪→ C(R1). Since (sSet0)K is the left Bousfield
localization of (sSet0)J at S
1 ↪→ R1 and C a N gives a Quillen equivalence between sMon and
sSet0 by Proposition 3.14, Theorem 3.3.20 of [Hir03] gives that C : (sMon)G ↔ (sSet0)K : N is a
Quillen equivalence.
The cofibrations of (sMon)G are the same as those of sMon by the definition of the left Bous-
field localization as in [Hir03] Definition 3.3.1. The fibrant objects are the Kan fibrant simplicial
monoids that are also C(S1) ↪→ C(S1)-local by [Bar10] Theorem 2.11. These are the Kan fibrant
simplicial monoids M such that the induced map of homotopy function complexes
HomsMon(C(R
1),M)→ HomsMon(C(S1),M) (65)
is a Kan weak equivalence. Since all reduced simplicial sets are cofibrant in (sSet0)J Corollary
16.1.4 of [Hir03] gives that A ×∗ ∆• → A is a cofibrant replacement of A in the Reedy model
structure on (sSet0)
∆
J . Hence by Proposition 16.2.1 of [Hir03] C(A ×∗ ∆•) → C(A) is a cofibrant
replacement of C(A) since C is left Quillen. Since M is a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid, therefore,
we can take
HomsMon(C(A),M)n = HomsMon(C(A ×∗ ∆n),M)
By adjointness, therefore, the map (65) is equal to
HomsSet0(R
1 ×∗ ∆•,N(M))→ HomsSet0(S1 ×∗ ∆•,N(M))





This map is a Kan weak equivalence if and only if N(M) is a S1 ↪→ R1-local reduced simplicial set.
By Proposition 2.41 this holds if and only if N(M) has the right lifting property against S1 ↪→ R1.
Hence M is C(S1) ↪→ C(R1)-local if and only if M → ∗ has the right lifting property against
C(S1) ↪→ C(R1).
It only remains to show that simplicial monoids with the right lifting property against this map
are exactly the group-like simplicial monoids. The simplicial monoid C(S1) is isomorphic to the
free monoid on one generator viewed as a discrete simplicial monoid. Hence a simplicial monoid
map C(S1)→M corresponds to a 0-simplex m ∈M0. The simplicial monoid C(R1) has 0-simplices
C(R1)0 isomorphic to the free monoid on two generators x, y ∈ C(R1)0 and 1-simplices generated
by a non-degenerate 1-simplex α : e → xy and the degeneracies of x and y. Since R1 is 2-skeletal











corresponds to specifying a 0-simplex m̄ ∈ M0 and a 1-simplex β ∈ M1 such that β : e → mm̄.
This specifies a right inverse for the class [m] ∈ π0(M). Conversely, if [m′] ∈ π0(M) has a right
inverse [m̄′] ∈ π0(M), since M is Kan fibrant there exists a 1-simplex e → m′m̄′ in M . Hence a
Kan fibrant simplicial monoid has the right lifting property against C(S1) ↪→ C(R1) if and only if
all classes [m] ∈ π0(M) have right inverses. But this is equivalent to π0(M) being a group.

We will refer to (sMon)G as the group-like model structure for simplicial monoids. By
Proposition 3.80 a fibrant object of the group-like model structure is a group-like fibrant simplicial
monoid, so no confusion should arise by calling monoids and the model structure group-like. We will
refer to the transferred model structure for simplicial monoids as the standard model structure
and reserve the notation sMon to refer to the category of simplicial monoids with this model
structure.
In the diagram (63) the horizontal adjunctions are Quillen equivalences and the vertical adjunc-
tions are left Bousfield localizations. We want to show that the left vertical adjunction is equivalent







We will do this by showing that sGp is Quillen equivalent to the group-like model structure
(sMon)G.
We can factor the adjunction (66) between sMon and sGp through the localization adjunction
for (sMon)G from (63). The functor I : sGp → (sMon)G is right Quillen because all simplicial
groups are Kan fibrant group-like simplicial monoids, so they are fibrant objects of the group-
like model structure. All fibrations of sGp are therefore sent by the inclusion functor to standard
fibrations of simplicial monoids between group-like fibrant simplicial monoids, which by Proposition
3.3.16 of [Hir03] are group-like fibrations. Hence both adjunctions of the following factorization of



















is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. This adjunction is Quillen by the previous discussion. A simplicial group is sent by I to
a Kan fibrant group-like simplicial monoid, so by Theorem 3.2.18 of [Hir03] a map of simplicial
groups f : G→ H is a weak equivalence if and only if it is sent by I : sGp→ (sMon)G to a group-
like weak equivalence. Hence the right adjoint of the adjunction (67) creates weak equivalences
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and it is sufficient to show that the unit ηX : X → ILX of this adjunction is a weak equivalence
for all cofibrant simplicial monoids X. Dwyer and Kan showed in Proposition 9.5 of [DK80] that
for a cofibrant simplicial monoid X the unit map ηX is a weak equivalence of the standard model
structure if and only if X is grouplike, so this completes the proof. 
We can compose the localized homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction (64) with the













This Quillen equivalence factors the composite adjunction LC a NI between sGp and (sSet0)J

























There is a well-known Quillen equivalence between sGp and (sSet0)K given by Kan’s loop group
functor. In the next section we will compare our Quillen equivalence to this one.
3.7.3 Derived Functors of Group Completion
We will now show that the derived functor of group completion L : sMon→ sGp is the loop space








that was shown in the previous section is weakly equivalent to the Kan loop group adjunction
G a W̄ . The functor G defined by [Kan58] is not only the left adjoint of a Quillen equivalence
between sGp and (sSet0)K but also gives a simplicial group model of the loop space of a reduced
simplicial set. We will show that for all reduced simplicial sets A there is a natural weak equivalence
G(A)
∼→ LC(A)
so that when A = N(M) for a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid M the simplicial group GN(M)
has the homotopy type of the total derived functor LL(M). To construct the weak equivalence
G(A)→ LC(A) we will described the cosimplicial simplicial group that determines the adjunction
G a W̄ via nerve-realization and show that it is Reedy cofibrant and weakly equivalent to LC•.
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We begin by describing the cosimplicial simplicial group that determines the Kan loop group
adjunction. This construction comes from §2.6 of [Hin15], where a cosimplicial simplicial groupoid
determining the groupoid version of the Kan loop group functor is defined. We are using the
opposite convention to [Hin15] to agree with the convention chosen in the construction of C• in
Definition 3.4 but our constructions are based on their results.
Definition 3.82. Let n ≥ 0. Let G0 = e be the trivial group and for n ≥ 1 define a simplicial






for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We denote by gni the n− i-simplex of Gn corresponding to the unique non-degenerate
generating n− i-simplex of LF×(∆n−i).
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n the coface maps di : Gn−1 → Gn are the unique simplicial group maps that act
on the generators gn−1j of G





j ) 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n





i+1 i = j
Note that when n = 1 since G0 = 2 the coface maps d0 and d1 are both equal to the unique map
including the trivial group in G1
d0 = d1 = e ↪→ G1
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1 the codegeneracy maps si : Gn → Gn−1 are the unique simplicial group maps that
act on the generators gnj of G





j ) 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1
e j = i+ 1
gn−1j−1 1 ≤ i+ 1 < j ≤ n
We observe that Gn is the group completion of the nerve of a partially ordered monoid, just
like LCn, the cosimplicial simplicial group that determines the Quillen equivalence (69). The free
simplicial monoid on the simplicial n-simplex is the nerve of the free partially ordered group on [n]
F×(∆
n) = N(F ([n]))
This holds since words in the free partially ordered monoid F ([n]) are sequences of integers
i = i1i2 · · · im
for il ∈ [n] and for words i, j ∈ F ([n]) we have i ≤ j if and only if the two words are the same
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so that Gn = LNΓn. We denote the generators of the submonoid
F ([n− i]) ≤ Γn
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n by νi,nj for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − i, so the generating n − i-simplices of Gn identified as gnj in
Definition 3.82 correspond to the chain
νj,n0 < ν
j,n
1 < · · · < ν
j,n
n−j ∈ (NΓ
n)n−j ↔ gnj ∈ Gnn−j
The coface and codegeneracy maps for G• arise as the group completion of the nerve of the following
maps of partially ordered monoids
di(νj,n−1r ) =

νj,nr+1 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and n− 1− i < r
νj,nr 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and n− 1− i ≥ r
νj+1,nr 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1
νi,nr ν
i+1,n
r i = j
si(νj,nr ) =

νj,n−1r−1 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and n− i ≤ r
νj,n−1r 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and n− i > r
e j = i+ 1
νj−1,n−1r 1 ≤ i+ 1 < j ≤ n
We will now show that the nerve-realization adjunction for this cosimplicial simplicial group G•
is the Kan loop group adjunction originally defined in [Kan58] and described in detail in [GJ99]













(θ∗(a) ∈ An, gnj ∈ Gnn−j) ∼ (a ∈ Am, θ(gnj ) ∈ Gmn−j)
for any non-decreasing map θ : [n]→ [m] of ∆. By Definition 3.82
gnj+1 = d
0(gn−1j )
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 so for all l > 1
gnl = d
0(gn−1l−1 ) = (d
0)2(gn−2l−2 ) = · · · = (d
0)l−1(gn−l+11 )
Hence the group G(A)r is freely generated by classes of the form
[a ∈ Ar+1, gr+11 ∈ G
r+1
r ]
which agrees with the definition of the Kan’s loop group functor G from [Kan58]. Hence this








which is a Quillen equivalence when the category of reduced simplicial sets has the Kan model
structure as depicted above ([GJ99] §V Proposition 6.3). Hence we can conclude the following.
Proposition 3.83. G• is a Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial simplicial group.
Proof. As we showed in the proof of Proposition 3.9, since G0 = e and the coface maps d0, d1 :
G0 → G1 are equal the latching map
Ln(G•)→ Gn
is equal to G(∂Sn)→ Gn, where ∂Sn is the reduced simplicial set obtained from ∂∆n by collapsing
all 0-simplices to a single 0-simplex. Hence we must show that the map G(∂Sn) → Gn is a
cofibration of simplicial groups. But this follows by the fact that ∂Sn ↪→ Sn is a cofibration of the
model structure (sSet0)K and the nerve-realization adjunction determined by G
• is the Kan loop
group adjunction which is a Quillen equivalence by [GJ99] §V Proposition 6.3. 
As described in [Hin15] 2.6.1 there is a map of cosimplicial simplicial monoids τ : LC• → G•.
This map will be obtained as the group completion of the nerve of a map of cosimplicial partially
ordered monoids. Recall from Definition 3.4 that Cn is the nerve of the partially ordered monoid
Cn freely generated by xij for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n and subject to the partial order
xik < xijxjk
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for 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n. The cosimplicial maps of the cosimplicial simplicial monoid C• are obtained
as the nerves of maps of partially ordered monoids determined by
dk : xij ∈ Cn−1 7→ xdk(i)dk(j) ∈ Cn
sk : xij ∈ Cn 7→ xsk(i)sk(j) ∈ Cn−1
where we use the convention that xii = e, the monoid identity of C
n−1. We will define a map of
cosimplicial partially ordered monoids
ρ : C• → Γ•
by
ρ : xij ∈ Cn 7→ νi+1,nn−j ν
i+2,n
n−j · · · ν
j,n
n−j


























It also respects the cosimplicial structure. For xij ∈ Cn−1 and 0 ≤ l ≤ n if i < j < l then dl(i) = i,

























The other identities are similar.
Applying the nerve and the group completion functors to this map ρ of cosimplicial partially
ordered monoids gives the map τ : LC• → G•. This map is a weak equivalence of cosimplicial
simplicial groups as G and LC are left Quillen and so preserve the weak equivalences Sn → ∗
for all n ≥ 0. Hence by Propositions 3.9 and 3.83 τ is a weak equivalence of Reedy cofibrant
cosimplicial simplicial groups, so by Corollary 18.4.13 of [Hir03] for all reduced simplicial sets the
map of realizations induced by τ
LC(A)→ G(A)
is a weak equivalence of simplicial groups.
We can now give a new proof of the fact originally shown by Dwyer and Kan in [DK80] that
the loop space of the classifying space of a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid has the homotopy type
of the derived functor of group completion.
Proposition 3.84. The total derived functor of group completion of a Kan fibrant simplicial
monoid M is the homotopy type of the loop space on N(M).
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Proof. Let M be a Kan fibrant simplicial monoid. Then by the proof of Proposition 3.14 the
counit of the homotopy coherent nerve-realization adjunction CN(M) → M is a weak equivalence
of simplicial monoids. Since all reduced simplicial sets are cofibrant in the quasi-monoid model
structure by Theorem 2.37 and C is a left Quillen functor for this model structure by Corollary
3.11 the simplicial monoid CN(M) is a cofibrant replacement of M in the standard model structure
on sMon. Hence in the homotopy category of sGp
LL(M) = LCN(M) ∼= GN(M)
by the previous discussion. 
4 Strict ω-Groupoids and Homotopy Types
In this chapter we will summarize elements of the theory of strict ω-groupoids from the literature.
We will use this theory in the next chapter as a partial model for homotopy types from which we
will construct a new partial model of∞-monoids. Strict ω-groupoids are higher groupoids, meaning
that they have n-morphisms whose source and target are n− 1-morphisms for n ≥ 1 and there are
groupoid structures on these sets of n-morphisms. We call these morphisms of strict ω-groupoids
n-cells for all n ≥ 0. The category ωGpd of strict ω-groupoids was shown by Brown and Higgins
in [BH81b] to be equivalent to the category of crossed complexes, and hence to a variety of other
definitions of higher groupoids. Using this equivalence the theory of crossed complexes, which has
been developed by Brown and others and is covered in the book [Bro11], can be transferred to strict
ω-groupoids. In this chapter we summarize and adapt the work of Ara and Métayer in their paper
[AM11] which describes the model structure on the category of strict ω-groupoids that corresponds
to the model structure on crossed complexes proved in [BG89]. We also make use of the Street nerve
of strict ω-groupoids to connect the homotopy theory of strict ω-groupoids to that of spaces and
show that they provide a model of homotopy 2-types. The material in this chapter is a recollection
of facts from the literature that we will need in the next chapter, where we will study monoids in
the category of strict ω-groupoids.
Results for higher groupoids, including the model structure mentioned above, have historically
been mainly based in the category of crossed complexes. The study of globular models of higher
categories on the other hand has mainly focused on the more general case of strict ω-categories,
as in [Ste04], [LMW10a], [AM14], and others. Many results in this chapter, therefore, have been
adapted from the language of crossed modules to that of strict ω-groupoids using the equivalence
of [BH81b] or specialized to the case of strict ω-groupoids from the more general case of strict
ω-categories.
We begin with the definition of our basic tools for this section: the categories of strict ω-
categories and groupoids. The definitions and results in this section originate with [BH81b] but we
use more modern notation along the lines of [AM11].
4.1 Strict ω-Categories and Groupoids
We will recall the definitions of strict ω-categories and groupoids and some of the basic tools for
these structures that we will use. Strict ω-categories are globular sets with operations, so we start
by defining globular sets.
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for all n ≥ 0 that satisfy the globular relations
d−n ◦ d−n+1 = d
−
n ◦ d+n+1 d
+
n ◦ d−n+1 = d
+
n ◦ d+n+1
for all n ≥ 0.
The elements of the set An are called n-cells. A map of globular sets f : A→ B is a collection
of set maps fn : An → Bn between sets of n-cells that satisfy
fn−1 ◦ dεn = dεn−1 ◦ fn
for all n > 1 and ε ∈ {−,+}.
Globular sets are equivalently presheaves on the globular category O, which is the category
















// · · ·
with the maps satisfying coglobular relations that are the duals of the globular relations given








m ◦ dεm+1 ◦ · · · ◦ dεn
















The maps d−m,n and d
+
n,m determine the m-source and m-target respectively of an n-cell. We say
a pair of n-cells x, y ∈ An is m-composable when d+m,nx = d−m,ny. The set of all m-composable









Composable pairs are the inputs for m-composition operations, which are part of the definition of
a strict ω-category structure on a globular set.
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Definition 4.2. A strict ω-category X is a globular set with composition operations for all n ≥ 1
and all 0 ≤ m ≤ n given by maps
∗m : Xn ×Xm Xn → Xn
defined on the set of m-composable pairs of n-cells and for all n ≥ 0 identity operations given by
maps
1n : An−1 → An
that satisfy the following identities
1. for all x ∈ Xn and ε ∈ {−,+}
dεn(1n+1(x)) = x
2. for 0 ≤ m < n and (x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xm Xn for 0 ≤ i < n
dεi,n(x ∗m y) =

(dεi,nx) ∗m (dεi,ny) m < i < n
dεi,nx ε = − and i = m
dεi,ny ε = + and i = m
dεi,nx = d
ε
i,ny i < m
3. for x ∈ Xn and n > 0
x ∗n−1 1n(d+n−1x) = x 1n(d
−
n−1x) ∗n−1 x = x
4. for 0 ≤ m < n and x, y, z ∈ Xn with (x, y), (y, z) ∈ Xn ×Xm Xn
(x ∗m y) ∗m z = x ∗m (y ∗m z)
5. for 0 ≤ l < m < n and x, y, x′, y′ ∈ Xn with (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ Xn ×Xm Xn and (x, x′), (y, y′) ∈
Xn ×Xl Xn
(x ∗m y) ∗l (x′ ∗m y′) = (x ∗l x′) ∗m (y ∗l y′)
6. for 0 ≤ m < n and (x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xm Xn
1n+1(x ∗n y) = 1n+1(x) ∗m 1n+1(y)
Several implicit assumptions about composability are made in stating these identities, but they
can easily be verified. For an ω-category X and any n ≥ 0 we can define an n-category by simply
ignoring all cells of degree greater than n. A 0-category, therefore, is simply a set X0 and a 1-
category is a small category with set of objects X0, morphisms X1, and composition given by ∗1.
In the case n = 2 we recover the definition of a 2-category with the exchange law that relates the
two composition laws ∗1 and ∗2. The definition of a strict ω-category is the generalization to all
degrees of these cases, so from now on we will identify n-categories as ω-categories for which the
m-cells are all identity cells when m > n.
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Just as there are iterated versions of the source and target maps for a globular set, in a strict
ω-category there are iterated identity maps 1m,n : Xm → Xn given for 0 ≤ m < n by
1m,n = 1m ◦ 1m+1 ◦ · · · ◦ 1n−1




n , so it is injective. The
compatibility of identities with composition given by identity 6 allows us to view the n-cells Xn of
a strict ω-category as having a copy of the m-cells inside it it for all m < n.
An ω-functor f : X → Y between strict ω-categories is a map of globular sets that respects
the composition and identity operations. This means that for n-cells (x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xm Xn with
0 ≤ m < n
f(x ∗m y) = f(x) ∗m f(y)
and f(1n+1(x)) = 1n+1(f(x)). Together with ω-functors ω-categories form a category ωCat.
There is a forgetful functor U : ωCat→ Glob that simply forgets the identity and composition
structures on a strict ω-category. This functor has a left adjoint F : Glob → ωCat that sends
a globular set to a free strict ω-category generated by its cells. We will describe freely generated
strict ω-categories and groupoids below in more detail, but for now we note that by [Mét08] the
monad of the adjunction F a U is finitary monadic so since Glob is a presheaf category and so is
complete and cocomplete hence so is ωCat
As with ordinary categories, we can defined the notion of inverses for composition in a strict
ω-category. As there are multiple ways to compose cells in a strict ω-category there are many ways
for a cell to have an inverse.
Definition 4.3. Let 0 ≤ m. A strict ω-category X is a strict (ω,m)-category if for all m+ 1 ≤
i < n there exist maps
ki : Xn → Xn
such that
d−i−1,nk




so x and ki(x) are i− 1-composable in both permutations and their composites are given by




An (ω, 0)-category will be called an ω-groupoid.
We call the n-cell km(x) the m-inverse for x. A strict (n,m)-category for n ≥ m ≥ 0 is an
(ω,m)-category with only identity p-cells for p > n.
Strict (ω,m)-categories form full reflective subcategories of ωCat for all m ≥ 0. We will denote
these categories by (ω,m)Cat in general and for n = 0 we will also denote the full subcategory of
ω-groupoids by ωGpd. The left adjoints Lm : ωCat → (ω,m)Cat to the inclusion functors for
m ≥ 0 freely add inverses to all cells in degree m and above of a strict ω-category. Hence for all
m ≥ 0 the categories (ω,m)Cat, and hence in particular ωGpd, are complete and cocomplete.
Now that we have stated the full definition of strict (ω,m)-categories we will relax our notation
from now on to simplify expressions. We will refer to the iterated source and target maps dεm,n :
Xn → Xm for 0 ≤ m < n simply as dεm : Xn → Xm with the source of the map determined by the
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degree of the cell it is acting on. As well, when we wish to emphasize that an n-cell is an identity
of an m-cell for 0 ≤ m < n we will denote the iterated identities of x ∈ Xm by
1n,m(x) = 1x ∈ Xn
Often, however, when composing cells we will suppress the identity notation and write x ∗l y for
the composite 1x ∗l y where x is an m-cell for 0 ≤ l < m < n and (1x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xl Xn.
Finally, we note that the adjective strict in the definition of strict (ω,m)-categories is added to
distinguish these structures from other globular definitions where some of the identities of Definition
4.2 are not exact but only hold weakly in some sense. There exist many ways to weaken these axioms
and obtain a weak ω-groupoid. One collection of definitions is given in [Lei02]. We will only deal
with strict ω-groupoids and categories, however, so from now on we will only refer to them as
(ω,m)-categories and ω-groupoids.
4.1.1 n-Globes
The underlying structure of (ω,m)-categories as presheaves on O allows us to apply the Yoneda
lemma to describe n-cells via ω-functors. Our tools for this are the n-globes, which we define now.
Definition 4.4. Let n ≥ 0. The n-globe is the free ω-category generated by the representable
globular set
Dn = O(−, n) : Oop → Set
This globular set has two m-cells in each set O(m,n) for m < n, one given by the iterated source
maps sm ◦ · · · ◦ sn−1 and the other by the iterated target maps tm ◦ · · · ◦ tn−1. There is a unique
n-cell given by the identity map and no higher cells. Therefore there are no composable pairs and
so the globular set Dn is already an ω-category. The first three n-globes have the following forms
D0 : ι0 D
1 : d−0 ι1 ι1
// d+0 ι1 D








The Yoneda lemma implies that an ω-functor Dn → X of ω-categories is uniquely determined by
the image of their unique n-cell ιn ∈ Dnn, so there are bijections of sets
HomωCat(D
n, X) = HomGlob(O(−, n), UX) ∼= Xn
We will denote by ∂Dn the sub-ω-category of Dn with the same cells as Dn below degree n but
with no non-identity n-cells. The first three ∂Dn are
∂D0 : ∅ ∂D1 : d−0 ι1 d
+
0 ι1 ∂D






Since ω-functors Dn → X are uniquely determined by n-cells of X, ω-functors ∂Dn → X for n > 0
are uniquely determined by pairs of parallel n− 1-cells of X.
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We denote the inclusions of ∂Dn in Dn by
in : ∂D
n ↪→ Dn
for n ≥ 0. The ω-functors L0in will be generating cofibrations for a cofibrantly generated model
structure ω-groupoids that will be described in Section 4.4.
Note that when X is an (ω,m)-category since Lm is left adjoint to the inclusion functor of
(ω,m)Cat into ωCat the n-cells of X correspond bijectively to ω-functors
LmDn → X
and parallel pairs of n− 1-cells of X correspond to ω-functors
∂LmDn → X
where ∂LmDn is the sub-(ω,m)-category of LmDn which has the same p-cells below degree n and
only identity cells in degree n and above. The image under the adjunction unit
ηDn : D
n → ILm(Dn)
of the unique n-cell ιn ∈ Dnn in LmDn will be called the principal cell of LmDn.
Hence LmDn play the same role for (ω,m)-categories as Dn does for general ω-categories; ω-
functors LmDn → X are uniquely determined by the image of their principal cell. Since we will
mostly be working with ω-groupoids, we define special notation for ω-groupoid versions of the
n-globes for all n ≥ 0
In = L0Dn
The constructions of the (ω,m)-categories ∂LmDn are examples of the truncation construction for
ω-categories, which we will define in the next section.
4.1.2 Truncation and Cotruncation of (ω,m)-Categories
In this section we will describe the truncation and cotruncation constructions for ω-groupoids.
These give adjoint approaches to restricting an ω-groupoid to be an n-groupoid for n ≥ 0. Our
goal in defining these constructions is to make the construction in Definition 4.9 that will allow us
to describe the functor restricting an ω-groupoid to its sub-ω-groupoid based at a single 0-cell. We
will start with the notion of truncation and work in the more general case of an (ω,m)-groupoid
for m ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0 the n-truncation of an (ω,m)-category discards all non-identity cells above
degree n.
Definition 4.5. For an (ω,m)-category X and n ≥ m ≥ 0 we define the n-truncation τn(X) of
X as the sub-(ω,m)-category of X containing only the identity cells above degree n
τn(X)i =
{
Xi i ≤ n
Xn i > n
This defines a functor τn : (ω,m)Cat → (ω,m)Cat that acts on ω-functors f : X → Y by
restriction to the sub-(ω,m)-category τnf : τn(X)→ τn(Y ).
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This construction is given for cubical ω-groupoids in [BH81a]. These are another model of
higher groupoids that start from a cubical rather than globular base. In the same paper these are
shown to be equivalent to crossed complexes and hence to ω-groupoids as we defined them here.
We also adapt the adjoint construction, called the coskeleton of a cubical ω-groupoid in [BH81a],
to our category of ω-groupoids. We will call this the cotruncation functor.
Definition 4.6. Let n ≥ m ≥ 0. The cotruncation functor cn : (ω,m)Cat → (ω,m)Cat sends
an (ω,m)-category X to the (ω,m)-category cnX with
cnXi =
{
Xi i ≤ n






n−1y} = ∂Xn+1 i > n
with source and target maps dεn : c
nXn+1 → cnXn acting by
d−n (x, y) = x d
+
n (x, y) = y
and identity maps for all higher degrees. For an n-cell x ∈ Xn the identity n + 1-cell is given by
the pair (x, x) ∈ (cnX)n+1. The n+ 1 inverse of an n+ 1-cell (x, y) is given by (y, x).
This (ω,m)-category is analogous to the coskeleton of a simplicial set. It has a unique n + 1-
cell for every pair of parallel n-cells just as the n + 1-coskeleton of a simplicial set has unique
n+ 1-simplices with a given boundary.
Proposition 4.7. Let n ≥ 0. The n-truncation functor is left adjoint to the n-cotruncation functor
τn a cn
Proof. We will construct the unit and counit ω-functors and show they satisfy the triangle iden-
tities. First observe that since cnX is identical to X below degree n + 1, τn(cnX) = τnX. So we
define a counit ω-functor
εX : τ
n(cnX) ↪→ X
by inclusion. An (ω,m)-category is an (n,m)-category if and only if this counit ω-functor is an
isomorphism.
Similarly, since τnX is identical to X below degree n+ 1 and the construction of cnX depends
only on the n-truncation of X we define a unit
ηX : X → cn(τnX)





n x) ∈ cn(τnX)i
using the fact that d−n−1d
−












n x for n+ 1-cells of X. We will say
that an (ω,m)-category is n-cotruncated if this counit ω-functor is an isomorphism.
Finally, it is clear that
τn(cn(τnX)) = τn(X) cn(τn(cnX)) = cn(X)
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as both constructions only depend on the cells below degree n + 1 of their input and also do not
change these cells in their output. Hence the triangle identities hold and this defines an adjunction
τn a cn.

The following result shows that cotruncation and truncation are much more similar than are
the skeleton and coskeleton functors for simplicial sets.
Proposition 4.8. Let X be an (ω,m)-category. If X is an (n,m)-category then it is n + 1-
cotruncated.
Proof. We will show that the unit ω-functor ηX : X → cn+1(τn+1(X)) is an isomorphism. First
since X is an (n,m)-category X ∼= τn(X) so the n + 1-cells of X are all identities. Hence by
Definition 4.6 the n + 1-cotruncation cn+1(τn+1(X)) has m-cells for m > n + 1 given by pairs
(x, y) ∈ ∂Xn+2 where x, y ∈ Xn+1 and




n x = d
+
n y
But x and y must be identity n+1-cells since X is an (n,m)-category, so this implies x = y = 1d−n x.
Thus the ω-functor ηX is an isomorphism and X is n+ 1-cotruncated. 
Using the unit ω-functor of this adjunction we make the following definition., which will help
with the notation in later constructions. This notation is not standard to other presentations of
this material, however, the notion of restricting a category to a subset of its objects is certainly a
well-known construction.
Definition 4.9. Let X be an (ω,m)-category and let e ∈ X0 be a 0-cell of X. For n ≥ 0 define











We say an (ω,m)-category is n-reduced when rne,X : R
n
eX ↪→ X is an isomorphism.
The (ω,m)-category RneX contains only those i-cells x ∈ Xi such that d−n x = 1e = d+n x, so
in particular it contains a unique i-cell 1e for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The full subcategory of (ω,m)Cat
on the n-reduced ω-groupoids will be denoted (ω,m)Cat>n or by ωGpd>0 when m = 0. This
construction Rn determines a functor
Rn : D0/(ω,m)Cat→ (ω,m)Cat>n
from the coslice category of (ω,m)Cat under D0 to the category of n-reduced (ω,m)-categories
by sending an ω-functor f : X → Y to the ω-functor Rne f : RneX → Rnf(e)Y determined by the
universal property of the pullback. This functor has a left adjoint given by the inclusion of n-
reduced (ω,m)-categories into (ω,m)Cat with the unique choice of ω-functor D0 → X. The counit




from the pullback in Definition 4.9 above.
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4.2 Homotopy Groups and Weak Equivalences of ω-Groupoids
The model structure on ωGpd is based on the homotopy groups of an ω-groupoid. These were
originally defined for crossed complexes in [BH81a]. Here we present the definition of homotopy
groups for ω-groupoids given in [AM11], which is analogous to that taken for the homotopy theory
of Kan complexes, as described in [May67] Section 1. We start by defining a homotopy relation
on n-cells of an ω-groupoid and use this to define homotopy groups πn(X) for all n ≥ 0. When
we see the definition of the model structure on ωGpd in Section 4.4 a weak equivalence will be an
ω-functor that induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups.








We extend this definition to 0-cells by saying that all 0-cells are parallel. The condition of being
parallel for n ≥ 0, therefore, is a necessary condition for two n-cells to be the source and target of
an n+ 1-cell of X. If this is the case then we say that the parallel n-cells are n-homotopic.
Definition 4.10. Let n ≥ 0 and x, y ∈ Xn be a parallel pair of n-cells of an ω-groupoid X. These
cells are n-homotopic if there exists an n+ 1-cell z ∈ Xn+1 such that d−n z = x and d+n z = y.
Homotopy of n-cells defines an equivalence relation ∼ on Xn, the set of n-cells of an ω-groupoid
X; the existence of identity n+1-cells gives symmetry, reflexivity comes from the existence of kn+1
inverses of n+ 1-cells and n+ 1-composition gives transitivity. Let X̄n denote the set of homotopy
classes of n-cells of X with a map of sets
πn : Xn → X̄n
x 7→ [x]
sending an n-cell x to its corresponding class [x] under the homotopy relation for n-cells.
For a pair of parallel n− 1-cells u, v ∈ Xn−1 denote the set of homotopy classes of n-cells with
source u and target v by
πn(X,u, v)
Since n-cells can be homotopic only if they are parallel, for n > 0 the n− 1-source and target maps




Furthermore, if 0 ≤ i < n and d+i x = d
−
i y for x, y ∈ Xn the ∗i-composite of n-cells given by
[x] ∗i [y] = [x ∗i y]
is well-defined, as any homotopy n + 1-cell z with d−n z = x and d
+
n z = x
′ determines a homotopy
z ∗i 1y : x ∗i y → x′ ∗i y and similarly for homotopies of y. Hence we can make the following
definition.
Definition 4.11. Let X be an ω-category. For n ≥ 0 the smart n-truncation of X is the
n-category τ̄n(X) with cells
τ̄ni =
{
Xi 0 ≤ i < n
X̄n i ≥ n
This defines a functor τ̄n : ωCat→ nCat that is left adjoint to the inclusion nCat→ ωCat.
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The unit of this adjunction is the ω-functor ηX : X → τ̄n(X) which is the identity below degree
n, is equal to πn : Xn → X̄n in degree n and is given by
πn ◦ d−n : Xm → X̄n
in degree m > n. We call this the smart truncation after the same functor in [AM14] where
it is called the tronqué intelligent. We will see that while the ordinary truncation of Definition
4.5 preserves homotopy data from an ω-groupoid up to degree n − 1, while the smart truncation
preserves homotopy information in degree n as well.
This homotopy information is the homotopy groups of an ω-groupoid, which we will now define.
These groups are defined using the structure of the n-groupoid τ̄n(X). In particular, for all n ≥ 1
there is the structure of a groupoid on X̄n with objects the n − 1-cells and composition given by
∗n−1. We record this construction in the next definition.






with objects the n− 1-cells of X and morphisms the homotopy classes of n-cells of X.
For a pair of parallel n− 1-cells u, v ∈ Xn−1 viewed as objects of $n(X) the set of morphisms
with source u and target v in the groupoid $n(X) is
Hom$n(X)(u, v) = πn(X,u, v)
While X is an ω-groupoid, $n(X) is only a 1-groupoid, since all compositions and cells below
degree n− 1 are forgotten, except in the form of identity cells in Xn−1 and X̄n. When n = 1 this
construction only forgets higher cells and agrees with the smart 1-truncation
τ̄1(X) = $1(X)
The homotopy groups of an ω-groupoid are defined using these 1-groupoids $n(X) of homotopy
classes.
Definition 4.13. Let X be an ω-groupoid and x ∈ X0 be a 0-cell of X. The set of connected
components of X is given by
π0(X) = X̄0
For n ≥ 1 the nth homotopy group of X at x is the group of automorphisms of the n − 1-cell
1x ∈ Xn−1 viewed as an object of $n(X)
πn(X,x) = πn(X, 1x, 1x) = Hom$n(X)(1x, 1x)
We will say an ω-groupoid X is connected when π0(X) = ∗. In this case, for all x, y ∈ X0
there exists a 1-cell a ∈ X1 with d−0 a = x and d
+
0 a = y. Given a 0-cell x ∈ X0, the preimage of
[x] ∈ π0(X) is the subset of the 0-cells given by
π−10 ([x]) = {y ∈ X0 | ∃ a : y → x ∈ X1}
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The connected component of x is the sub-ω-groupoid whose n-cells all have their 0-source (and
hence 0-target) belonging to π−10 (X). We denote the connected component of a 0-cell x ∈ X0 by Xx
and observe that it is the pullback of the counit of the cotruncation-truncation adjunction c0 a τ0








  // c0τ0(X)
All n-cells belong to a connected component and it is clear that n-cells are m-composable only if






Hence it is often easy to restrict to a connected ω-groupoid X without loss of generality by working
with each connected component of an ω-groupoid separately.
As stated in Definition 4.13, the homotopy groups πn(X,x) for n ≥ 1 depend on a choice of
0-cell x ∈ X0 as basepoint. However, all choices of basepoint within the same connected component
give isomorphic groups.
Proposition 4.14. Let X be an ω-groupoid. If there exists a 1-cell a : x→ y in X then
πn(X,x) ∼= πn(X, y)
Proof. We define an isomorphism γa : π1(X,x) ∼= π1(X, y) determined by a. This map is given by
γa : [x] ∈ πn(X,x) 7→ [k11a ∗0 x ∗0 1a] ∈ πn(X, y)
This is well-defined as if x ∼ x′ by an n+1-cell z then k11a∗0z∗01a gives a homotopy k11a∗0x∗01a ∼
k11a ∗0 x′ ∗0 1a. This is an isomorphism by the invertibility of a. 
This result allows us to define the basepoint independent homotopy groups πn(X) of a connected
ω-groupoid, as all choices of 0-cell basepoint for πn(X,x) will give isomorphic groups. We can
therefore drop the reference to a 0-cell when referring to homotopy groups πn(X) of a connected
ω-groupoid.
Recall the unit ω-functor $ : X → τ̄1(X) = $1(X) of the 1-truncation of X. If X is connected,
the previous result shows that all automorphism groups of $1(X) are isomorphic. So any choice of
0-cell x ∈ X0 determines an isomorphic group π1(X,x) which is a subgroup of the groupoid $1(X).
For a given 0-cell x we can choose, following the method of [Kan58] §9, a maximal tree in
X1, consisting of 1-cells γy : x → y for each y ∈ X0. Collapsing this tree defines a functor
$1(X) → π1(X,x) that is a retract for the inclusion of π1(X,x). When X is 0-reduced there is a
unique choice of such a retract and we have a unique natural ω-functor
uX : X → π1(X) (70)
When X is not 0-reduced different choices of maximal tree give homotopic retracts, so we can still
obtain a retract X → π1(X) by compose the ω-functor $ : X → $1(X) with a choice of collapse.
We refer to π1(X) for a connected ω-groupoid X as the fundamental group of X.
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For n ≥ 1 we say an ω-groupoid X is n-connected when it is connected and πm(X) = 0
for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n. We say an ω-groupoid X is weakly contractible when it is connected and
n-connected for all n ≥ 1, equivalently πn(X) = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
An ω-functor f : X → Y preserves the property of two parallel n-cells being homotopic. If
x ∼ x′ in Xn then an n + 1-cell z witnessing this homotopy is sent by f to an n + 1-cell of Y
witnessing the homotopy f(x) ∼ f(x′). Hence an ω-functor determines maps
f∗ : π0(X)→ π0(Y )
and for n > 0 and x ∈ X0
f∗ : πn(X,u, v)→ πn(Y, f(u), f(v))
Since homotopy groups of X and Y are automorphism groups of $n(X) and $n(Y ) for n ≥ 1
their group structures are determined by ω-groupoid structures of X and Y . Since f preserves the
ω-groupoid structure of X the map f∗ is a group homomorphism when n ≥ 1.
We can now define the weak equivalences for the model structure on ωGpd. This definition
originally comes from [BH81a] but is presented here in the context of ω-groupoids as in [AM11].
Definition 4.15. An ω-functor f : X → Y is a weak equivalence if induces a bijection f∗ :
π0(X)→ π0(Y ) on connected components and group isomorphisms
f∗ : πn(X,x)→ πn(Y, f(x))
for all n > 0 and all 0-cells x ∈ X0.




e (X), e)→ πm(X, e)
for all e ∈ X0 and m > n. Hence this ω-functor is a weak equivalence if and only if X is n-connected.
These weak equivalences form part of the definition of a model structure on ωGpd which we
will describe in Section 4.4. Finally, we will record the following useful equivalent characterization
of weak equivalences of ω-groupoids from [AM11].
Proposition 4.16 ([AM11] Prop. 1.7). Let f : X → Y be an ω-functor. The following are
equivalent.
1. f is a weak equivalence
2. f∗ : $1(X) → $1(Y ) is an equivalence of categories and for n > 1 and all pairs of parallel
n− 1-cells u, v ∈ Xn−1 the map
f∗ : πn(X,u, v)→ πn(Y, f(u), f(v))
is a bijection.
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4.3 Augmented Directed Complexes and the Gray Tensor Product
In this section we will describe the Gray tensor product for ω-groupoids, which endows the category
ωGpd with a symmetric monoidal structure. This tensor product was introduced for ω-categories
in [AAS93] as a generalization to ω-categories of the tensor product of 2-categories defined by
Gray in [Gra74]. The Gray tensor product for ω-categories can be reflected to the subcategory of
ω-groupoids using Day’s reflection theorem, where it becomes symmetric and interacts well with
the model structure that we will define in Section 4.4. To describe the Gray tensor product of
ω-groupoids we will start by describing the Gray tensor product of ω-categories.
The description we give is that of [Ste04] based on the theory of augmented directed complexes
as models of certain ω-categories. These augmented directed complexes are chain complexes of
abelian groups with additional structure. The Gray tensor product is then determined on all
ω-categories by the chain complex tensor product of these augmented directed complexes. We
note that Brown and Higgins in [BH87] defined a tensor product for crossed complexes, which by
the equivalence [BH81b] of ω-groupoids with crossed complexes also defines a symmetric monoidal
structure on ωGpd. It seems likely that this tensor product is the same as the Gray tensor product,
however we do not investigate this here.
We will start by detailing Steiner’s theory of augmented directed complexes from [Ste04] and
their relation to ω-categories and the Gray tensor product.
4.3.1 Augmented Directed Complexes
We are recording here the parts of the theory of augmented directed complexes given in [Ste04]
that we will need. These structures are chain complexes of abelian groups with extra structure that







that shows how to construct an ω-category out of an ADC. We will also give Steiner’s conditions
defining a subcategory of the category ADC of ADCs on which this adjunction becomes an inclusion
of a reflective subcategory of ωCat. The ADCs in this subcategory are called the strong Steiner
complexes and we will use them in the next section to define the Gray tensor product. Finally, we
will give a useful result in Lemma 4.33 on colimits of strong Steiner complexes that will be used in
Section 4.7 to characterize ω-groupoids arising from simplicial sets.
We start by presenting Steiner’s definition from [Ste04] and some important examples.
Definition 4.17. A non-negative chain complex K is augmented when there exists a map of
chain complexes ε : K → Z to the chain complex that consists of only the free abelian group on one
generator Z in degree 0. An augmented directed chain complex or ADC consists of the data
of an augmented chain complex (K, ε) together with submonoids K∗n ⊆ Kn of the chain groups for
all n ∈ N. A morphism of ADCs is an augmentation-preserving chain map f : K → L that also
respects the submonoid structure, so that f(K∗n) ⊆ L∗n for all n ∈ N.
Example 4.18. Consider the non-negative chain complex Z[∆n] freely generated by the simplicial
n-simplex ∆n. This chain complex is augmented by the map ε : Z[∆n]→ Z sending all generators
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[i] ∈ Z[∆n]0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n to 1 ∈ Z. If we take Z[∆n]∗m to be the free abelian monoid generated by
the generators [θ] ∈ Z[∆n]i for all injective maps θ : [m]→ [n] in ∆ then Z[∆n] is an ADC.
Example 4.19. The n-globe G[n] is the ADC
· · · // 0 // Z // Z⊕ Z // Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
with G[n]n = Z, G[n]m = Z⊕ Z for m < n and 0 elsewhere. The boundary maps are given by
∂ : Z → Z⊕ Z ∂ : Z⊕ Z → Z⊕ Z
1 7→ (1,−1) (1, 0) 7→ (1,−1)
(0, 1) 7→ (1,−1)
The distinguished submonoids are G[n]∗n = N ⊆ Z and G[n]m = N⊕N ⊆ Z⊕Z and the augmentation
sends (1, 0) and (0, 1) to 1 ∈ Z.
The connection between ω-categories and ADCs can be motivated by the linearization of an
ω-category. This is a construction that assigns to an ω-category X a chain complex λX whose nth
chain group is the abelian group generated by chains [x] for all n-cells x ∈ Xn with the relations
[x ∗m y] = [x] + [y]
for m-composable pairs x, y ∈ Xn. We will study this construction in more detail in Section 4.6
but for now we observe that λX0 = Z[X0] and the map
ε : λX0 → Z
given ε([x]) = 1 and the submonoids
λX∗n = 〈[x] | x ∈ Xn〉 ≤ λXn
make λX an ADC. Definition 4.17 therefore captures two properties of the linearization an ω-
category X that are the result of the ω-category structure on X.
Steiner shows in [Ste04] that there is a right adjoint ν : ADC → ωCat to the linearization
functor. To define this functor we first define the abelian group µK assembled from double sequences
of chains.





1 , · · · , x
−
n−1, x, 0, 0, · · ·
x+0 , x
+
1 , · · · , x
+
n−1, x, 0, 0, · · ·
)
such that
• x−i , x
+
i ∈ Ki for all i ∈ N
• There exists n ∈ N such that x−n = x = x+n and x+i = x
−
i = 0 for all i > n






i−1 for all i ≥ 1
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Define a filtration of µK by the subgroups
µKn = {x ∈ µK | xξi = 0 for all i ≥ n+ 1 and ξ ∈ {−,+}}
for n ≥ 0 and µK−1 = 0 the trivial group. Let 0 ≥ r. We say that elements x, y ∈ µK are
congruent mod (µK)r when they are equal in the quotient group µK/µKr.
From the definition it is clear that x ≡ y mod (µK)r when xξi = y
ξ
i for all r + 1 ≤ i and all
ξ ∈ {−,+}. This extends to the case r = −1 thanks to our definition of µK−1 = 0, so that two
elements are congruent mod µK−1 if and only if they are equal. The sets of cells of the ω-category
νK are subsets of the underlying set of elements of the abelian group µK.
Definition 4.21. Let (K, ε) be an ADC. Define the ω-category νK with n-cells νKn given by double
sequences x ∈ µKn such that
• x−i , x
+
i ∈ K∗i for all i ∈ N
• ε(x−0 ) = ε(x
+
0 ) = 1









i , 0, 0, · · ·
x+0 , x
+




i , 0, 0, · · ·
)
If x, y ∈ νKn and d+i x = d
−
i y for some 0 ≤ i < n then define
















n−1, x+ y, 0, · · ·
x+0 , x
+












n−1, x+ y, 0, · · ·
)
Since n-cells of νK are also elements of µKn we can still speak of congruences mod (µK)r for
cells of νK. However, νK is not an abelian subgroup of µK.
Steiner shows that this construction defines a functor that is right adjoint to λ and that by re-
quiring some additional conditions on an ADC this adjunction gives an adjoint equivalence between
subcategories of ADC and ωCat. The additional conditions needed on ADCs are the following.
Definition 4.22. A basis of an ADC is a graded set Bn ⊆ Kn such that each abelian group Kn is
free with basis Bn and each K
∗
n is the free monoid generated by Bn. The degree of a basis element
b ∈ Bn is n.
When K is an ADC with a basis there is a partial order on the abelian group Kn defined by
x ≤ y when y − x ∈ K∗n. A basis is required to assure anti-symmetry of the partial order. A free
abelian monoid has no invertible elements except the identity, so if y − x and x− y belong to K∗n
then x = y. This partial order gives Kn a lattice structure. The greatest lower bound x ∧ y of
x, y ∈ Kn is the sum of all terms common to both words as positive terms in x and y and all terms
occurring in either word as negative terms. Hence, if x, y ∈ K∗n then x ∧ y = 0 if and only if no
terms are the same between the two words.
When an ADC has a basis we can require the following additional conditions to make what is
called a strong Steiner complex in [AM20].
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Definition 4.23. A basis B for an ADC K is unital if ε(〈b〉ξ0) = 1 for all b ∈ Bn and all n ∈ N.
Definition 4.24. A basis B for an ADC K is strongly loop-free if there is a partial order <N
on the set of all basis elements of all degrees tn∈NBn such that for a ∈ Bn and b ∈ Bm it is the
case that a <N b when either of the following hold
• m = n− 1 and a ≤ ∂−b
• n = m− 1 and ∂+a ≥ b
Definition 4.25. An ADC that has a basis that is strongly loop-free and unital is a strong Steiner
complex. The category SSt is the full subcategory of ADC on the strong Steiner complexes.
Example 4.26. The n-globe G[n] is a strong Steiner complex. Its basis elements are (1, 0), (0, 1) ∈
Z⊕Z = G[n]m for m < n and 1 ∈ Z = G[n]n. This basis is unital and strongly loop free under the
total order <N on all basis elements that has
G[n]m−1(0, 1) <N (0, 1) ∈ G[n]m <N 1 ∈ G[n]n <N (1, 0) ∈ G[n]m <N (1, 0) ∈ G[n]m−1
for 0 < m < n.
Example 4.27. The ADC Z[∆n] is also a strong Steiner complex, with basis given by [θ] ∈ Z[∆n]m
for all injective non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] in ∆. There is a total order on injective non-
decreasing maps in ∆n that is described in [Ste04] Example 3.8. In Appendix B we will describe
the total order in detail in Propositions B.3, B.4, and B.5.
One of the main results of [Ste04] is that strong Steiner complexes give a fully faithful model
in ADC of a subcategory of ωCat.
Theorem 4.28 ([Ste04] Theorem 5.11). The right adjoint ν : ADC→ ωCat to λ is fully faithful
when restricted to the full subcategory of strong Steiner complexes.
ADCs are simpler to manipulate that ω-categories, so this gives an important tool for working
with some ω-categories, namely those in the image under ν of the strong Steiner complexes. We have
already seen that these include the globes and ω-categories corresponding to the standard simplicial
simplices. Steiner shows that the strong Steiner complexes determine a dense subcategory of ωCat
in the following sense.
Theorem 4.29 ([Ste04] Theorem 7.1). Every ω-category is the colimit of a small diagram of ω-
categories in the image under ν of SSt.
This theorem follows easily from the recognition of certain strong Steiner complexes correspond-
ing to important shapes of ω-categories. The n-globes Dn belong to the image of ν as νG[n] is
isomorphic to Dn by the ω-functor corresponding to the unique n-cell of νG[n](
(0, 1) (0, 1) · · · (0, 1) 1 0 · · ·
(1, 0) (1, 0) · · · (1, 0) 1 0 · · ·
)
∈ νG[n]n
There are similar ADCs giving rise to ω-categories classifying composable pairs just as ω-functors
Dn → X classify n-cells and maps between ADCs that encode the operations. Hence the structure
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of an arbitrary ω-category can be expressed by ω-functors whose source lies in the image of ν in
ωCat. The colimit in ωCat of the diagram of these ω-functors is therefore isomorphic to X.
Since Steiner complexes are a fully-faithful subcategory of ωCat we can calculate some colimits
of ω-categories as colimits of ADCs. In [AM20] 3.1 colimits are defined for ADC by taking the
colimit of the underlying chain complexes and submonoids of abelian groups of chains. Hence the
functor Z[−] : sSet → ADC preserves colimits when Z[L] for a simplicial set L is taken as the
ADC with monoids Z[L]∗n = N[Ln] ⊆ Z[L]n and augmentation ε : Z[L]0 → Z sending [x] ∈ Z[L0]
to 1 for all x ∈ L0. The functor ν does not necessarily preserve all colimits, however. In Theorem
3.8 of [AM20] the authors exploit the fully-faithful embedding of strong Steiner complexes to show
that ν preserves colimits of what they call strong Steiner systems. We record their description of
these diagrams and their colimits here. First we must recall one more piece of terminology from
[Ste04].






1 , · · · , b, 0, · · ·
〈b〉+0 , 〈b〉
+
1 , · · · , b, 0, · · ·
)




0 i > n
b i = n
∂ξ〈b〉ξi+1 i < n
The strong Steiner systems of [AM20] are diagrams that preserve the features of strong Steiner
complexes.
Definition 4.31. A map f : C → D of ADCs is rigid when ν(f) : ν(C) → ν(D) sends atoms of
ν(C) to atoms of ν(D). A strong Steiner system is a diagram of strong Steiner complexes such
that all maps between them are rigid and the colimit of the diagram is a strong Steiner complex
with all ADC maps in the colimiting cocone rigid.
Theorem 4.32 ([AM20] Theorem 3.8). Colimits of strong Steiner systems are preserved by ν.
The following lemma that makes use of this result will be helpful in realizing simplicial sets
as ω-groupoids in later sections. Recall that a simplicial set X is canonically the colimit of its
category of simplices (∆ ↓ X), which is the comma category for the functors X : ∆op → Set and
the Yoneda embedding ∆op → Set. For some simplicial sets this colimit is preserved by ν.
Lemma 4.33. Let X be a simplicial set. If every non-degenerate simplex of X corresponds to an
injective map ∆n ↪→ X and Z[X] with the canonical basis is a strong Steiner complex then
νZ[X] = colim∆↓X νZ[∆
n]
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Proof. The simplicial set X is the colimit of the diagram
∆X : (∆ ↓ X) → sSet
x : ∆n → X 7→ ∆n
where (∆ ↓ X) is the category of simplices of X. There is a full subcategory of the category
of simplices (∆ ↓ X) whose objects are simplicial set maps x : ∆n → X corresponding to non-







is necessarily injective, as the source is a non-degenerate simplex and the target simplex must be
non-degenerate as well. We denote this category by (∆ ↓ X)∆.
An object x : ∆n → X of (∆ ↓ X) corresponds to an n-simplex of X, which can be written
uniquely up to reordering of degeneracies with the simplicial identities as x = sm1sm2 · · · smj (xND)





smj ···sm1 // ∆n−j
xND||
X
Since any map in ∆ factors uniquely up to rearrangement via simplicial identities as a sequence
of codegeneracy maps followed by a sequence of coface maps this determines a functor ND : (X ↓
∆)→ (X ↓ ∆)∆ sending objects and maps of (X ↓ ∆) to their non-degenerate part.
The faces of a non-degenerate n-simplex x : ∆n ↪→ X must also correspond to injective simplicial
set maps, so they are non-degenerate too. This property makes the functor ND a left adjoint for
the inclusion of (∆ ↓ X)∆ into (∆ ↓ X). Let y : ∆n ↪→ X be an object in the image of the inclusion
of (∆ ↓ X)∆ and θ : x → y be a map in (∆ ↓ X). The corresponding map θ : [m] → [n] in ∆












where xND = dl−1 · · · dln−m+j (y) is a non-degenerate m − j-simplex by the property of X. So
ND(x) = xND belongs to the image of the inclusion functor.
As a right adjoint the inclusion functor is therefore a final functor. Hence ∂∆n is the colimit of
the restricted diagram
∆′X : (∆ ↓ X)∆ → sSet
Now Z[−] is a left adjoint, so it preserves colimits and hence Z[X] is the colimit in Ch of the
diagram that sends x : ∆m → X in (∆ ↓ X)∆ to νZ[∆n]. By the definition of colimits in ADC,
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the ADC Z[X] is the colimit of the corresponding diagram of ADCs. Every ADC in this diagram is
Z[∆n] for some n so this is a diagram of strong Steiner complexes. Furthermore, the maps between
ADCs correspond to injective non-increasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] of ∆, so they act on atoms by
〈ϕ〉 ∈ νZ[∆m]l 7→ 〈θ ◦ ϕ〉 ∈ Z[∆n]l
Hence these maps are rigid. Since X has the property that the simplicial set maps x : ∆n → X cor-
responding to non-degenerated n-simplices are injective, the corresponding maps of the colimiting
cocone under the diagram Z[−] ◦∆′X in ADC are rigid. Finally Z[X] is a strong Steiner complex
by assumption, so this diagram is a strong Steiner system and hence ν preserves its colimit. 
4.3.2 Gray Tensor Products of ω-Categories and Groupoids
In this section we apply the definitions of the previous section to define the Gray tensor product
of ω-categories and ω-groupoids. We will also prove two results that will be useful in manipulating
tensor products in later sections. In particular, we prove a result about identity cells in Gray tensor
products of ω-categories in Lemma 4.36 and how the linearization functor respects tensor products
with strong Steiner complexes in Proposition 4.37.
Using results quoted in the previous section that show the embedding of SSt in ωCat by the
functor ν and that strong Steiner complexes are dense in ωCat, Steiner shows in [Ste04] that the
Gray tensor product extends a tensor product of ADCs. This tensor product of ADCs is determined





with boundary maps acting on c⊗ d ∈ Ci ⊗ Cj by
∂(c⊗ d) = (∂c)⊗ d+ (−1)ic⊗ (∂d)
The augmentation of C ⊗D is the map
eC ⊗ eD : (c⊗ d) ∈ (C ⊗D)0 = C0 ⊗D0 7→ eC(c)eD(d) ∈ Z
and the monoids of positive elements are generated by




This tensor product makes ADC a non-symmetric monoidal category, with monoidal unit the ADC
Z[0]. Furthermore, the tensor product of strong Steiner complexes is a strong Steiner complex, so
this defines a monoidal structure on SSt, and hence on its image in ωCat. The fact that the image
of strong Steiner complexes by ν in ωCat is dense in ωCat gives the following characterization of
the Gray tensor product.
Theorem 4.34 ([Ste04] 7.3 and [AM20] A.15). There is a functor
−⊗− : ωCat× ωCat→ ωCat
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that extends the tensor product on strong Steiner complexes and preserves colimits in each variable.
This functor is unique up to isomorphism and is given by




This functor makes ωCat a biclosed monoidal category.
The unit for this monoidal structure is the terminal ω-category D0, which has one 0-cell and
no non-identity higher cells. A discrete ω-category S is simply a set of 0-cells S0 = S, so it is equal













X ∼= S ×X
since − ⊗X is a left adjoint, so it commutes with colimits. In fact, the Gray tensor product and
the cartesian product of ω-groupoids are identical in their actions on 0-cells.
Lemma 4.35. Let X and Y be ω-categories. The set of 0-cells of the Gray tensor product X ⊗ Y
is X0 × Y0.
Proof. Recall the definition of X ⊗ Y in Theorem 4.34 as the colimit




By the discussion at Definitions 4.5 and 4.6 the functor (−)0 : ωGpd → Set that sends an ω-
groupoid to its set of 0-cells is left adjoint to the indiscrete ω-groupoid functor, which sends a set to
the 1-groupoid with a unique 1-cell for every pair of elements of S. Hence (−)0 preserves colimits
and so











































= X0 × Y0
since Set is cartesian closed so products preserve colimits. 
As a first non-trivial example of a Gray tensor product we will consider D1 ⊗ D1. Since the
n-globes are strong Steiner complexes we have D1 ⊗ D1 = ν(G[1] ⊗ G[1]). Studying this tensor
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product we see that it has the following form











where α1 is the 1-cell of νG[1] corresponding to the generator 1 ∈ Z of the abelian group of 1-chains
of G[1] and 0 and 1 are its source and target respectively. The 2-chain α1⊗α1 ∈ G[1]⊗G[1]2 gives
a unique 2-cell of the tensor product. In the cartesian product D1 ×D1 the composites of 1-cells
corresponding to the top and bottom paths of the square (71) are equal
(α1, 10) ∗0 (11, α1) = α1 ∗0 α1 = (10, α1) ∗0 (α1, 11)
while in the tensor product they are different but connected by the unique 2-cell. For n ≥ 1
therefore, the structure of the Gray tensor product of ω-categories differs significantly from that of
the cartesian product.
For n,m ≥ 0 and cells x ∈ Xn and y ∈ Ym of ω-categories X and Y by the definition of the
Gray tensor product in Theorem 4.34 there is an ω-functor
Dn ⊗Dm → X ⊗ Y
This ω-functor is the leg of the colimiting cocone under the diagram over SSt/X × SSt/Y for the
colimit defining X ⊗ Y corresponding to the object (x : Dn → X, y : Dm → Y ). We will denote by
x⊗ y ∈ (X ⊗Y )n+m the image of the unique n+m-cell ιn⊗ ιm ∈ (Dn⊗Dm)n+m in X ⊗Y . When
one of x or y is an identity cell the following result shows that the tensor x⊗ y must be as well.
Lemma 4.36. Let C and D be strong Steiner complexes and let X and Y be ω-categories with
ω-functors f : νC → X and g : νD → Y . Let 〈c〉 ∈ νCp and 〈d〉 ∈ νDq be atoms such that at least
one of f(〈c〉) and g(〈d〉) is an identity cell of X and Y respectively, say f(〈c〉) = 1x for x ∈ Xm
with m ≤ p and g(〈d〉) = 1y for y ∈ Yl with l ≤ q where it is not the case that m = p and l = q.
Then
f ⊗ g(〈c⊗ d〉) = 1d−m+lf⊗g(〈c⊗d〉)















// X ⊗ νD
1⊗g
// X ⊗ Y
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The lower square commutes by the definition of f and the monoidal structure of ωCat. We need







Dp ⊗Dq id⊗1 // Dp−1 ⊗Dq
(72)
commutes, as the top square is made by horizontal pasting of p −m copies of this square. Once
the commutativity of this square is shown the result follows since the ω-functor Dp+q → X ⊗ Y
corresponding to the image of 〈c〉 ⊗ 〈d〉 under f ⊗ g factors through the iterated identity ω-functor
idp−m : Dp+q → Dm+q.
Since ω-functors Dp+q → Dp−1 ⊗Dq correspond to p + q-cells of Dp−1 ⊗Dq to show that the
top square commutes it is sufficient to show that both paths of the square send the principal cell
ιp+q ∈ Dp+qp+q to the same p + q-cell of Dp−1 ⊗ Dq. The top path sends this cell to 1ιp−1⊗ιq , so it
remains to show that this is the image of ιp+q under the ω-functor of the lower path as well.











The ADC map id : G[n]→ G[n− 1] is defined by
· · · ∂ // 0 ∂ // Z ∂ //
0

Z⊕ Z ∂ //
idn−1












// · · ·
where idn−1(1, 0) = idn−1(0, 1) = 1 ∈ Z. Hence id ⊗ 1G[q] : G[p] ⊗ G[q] → G[p − 1] ⊗ G[q] acts on
the p+ q-chain (1)⊗ (1) ∈ (G[p]⊗G[q])p+q =
⊕
i+j=p+q G[p]i ⊗G[q]j by
id⊗ 1G[q] : (1)⊗ (1) 7→ 0⊗ (1) = 0 ∈ (G[p− 1]⊗G[q])p+q
Hence when ν is applied to the diagram (73) the lower path sends ιp+q ∈ Dp+qp+q to an identity p+ q-
cell of Dp−1 ⊗Dq. It will be the identity on the image of the target of ιp+q under this ω-functor.





ιq⊗ιq // Dp ⊗Dq id⊗1 // Dp−1 ⊗Dq
sends ιp+q−1 to ιp−1 ⊗ ιq. Equivalently, it is sufficient to show that the map of ADCs
G[p+ q − 1] 
 λj
+
p+q // G[p+ q]
λ(ιp⊗ιq)// G[p]⊗G[q]
λ(id⊗1) // G[p− 1]⊗G[q]
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sends 1 ∈ Z = G[p+ q − 1]p+q−1 to (1)⊗ (1) ∈ (G[p− 1]⊗G[q])p+q−1. This holds as
λ(id⊗ 1)(λ(ιp ⊗ ιq)(λj+p+q(1))) = λ(id⊗ 1)(λ(ιp ⊗ ιq)(1, 0))
=
{
λ(id⊗ 1)((1, 0)⊗ (1) + (1)⊗ (1, 0) p ≡ 0 (mod 2)
λ(id⊗ 1)((1, 0)⊗ (1) + (1)⊗ (0, 1) p ≡ 1 (mod 2)
= (1)⊗ (1)
since
∂((1)⊗ (1)) = ((1, 0)− (0, 1))⊗ (1) + (−1)p((1)⊗ ((1, 0)− (0, 1)))
This completes the proof the case when f(〈c〉) is an identity cell. The case when g sends 〈d〉 to an
identity cell follows by the same arguments. Combining the two cases for f and g gives the result.

We record the following useful fact which will allow us to compare model structures of chain
complexes and ω-groupoids in Section 4.6. Recall the linearization functor λ : ωCat→ ADC.
Proposition 4.37. Let C be a strong Steiner complex and Y be an ω-category. Then
λ(ν(C)⊗ Y ) = C ⊗ λ(Y )
Proof. The linearization functor λ : ωCat → ADC is left adjoint to ν so it preserves colimits.
Applying λ to a Gray tensor product of ω-categories therefore gives




The diagram over ω-functors ν(C)→ ν(C) has a terminal object since ν is fully faithful on strong
Steiner complexes. So we have





















= C ⊗ λY
where we are again using that ν is fully faithful on strong Steiner complexes so λν(C⊗D) ∼= C⊗D
for C and D strong Steiner complexes and also the fact that C ⊗ − preserves colimits as a left
adjoint. 
The right adjoints of left and right tensoring that form part of the biclosed monoidal structure
on ωCat are denoted homlax and homoplax respectively. These are functors
homlax(−,−) : ωCatop × ωCat→ ωCat
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homoplax(−,−) : ωCatop × ωCat→ ωCat
such that there are isomorphisms
HomωCat(X,homoplax(Y, Z)) ∼= HomωCat(X ⊗ Y,Z) ∼= HomωCat(Y, homlax(X,Z))
natural in all variables. From these natural isomorphisms we see that the sets of n-cells of
homlax(X,Y ) and homoplax(X,Y ) can be given by
homlax(X,Y )n = HomωCat(D
n ⊗X,Y ) homoplax(X,Y )n = HomωCat(X ⊗Dn, Y )
By Proposition 6.12 of [AL20] these functors restrict to functors
homlax(−,−) : (ω,m)Catop × (ω,m)Cat→ (ω,m)Cat
homoplax(−,−) : (ω,m)Catop × (ω,m)Cat→ (ω,m)Cat
Hence the biclosed monoidal structure on ωCat satisfies one of the equivalent conditions of Day’s
reflection theorem [Day72] for the left adjoints Lm : ωCat→ (ω,m)Cat to the inclusion of (ω,m)-
categories in ω-categories. Hence (ω,m)Cat has a biclosed monoidal structure for all m ≥ 0 with
the (ω,m)-category Gray tensor product given by
X ⊗ω,m Y = Lm(X ⊗ Y )
for all X and Y (ω,m)-categories.
In [AL20] Ara and Lucas also show that if X and Y are ω-groupoids then their Gray tensor
product as ω-categories is in fact an ω-groupoid, so
X ⊗ω,0 Y = X ⊗ Y
Finally they show that there are natural isomorphisms X ⊗ Y ∼= Y ⊗ X when X and Y are
ω-groupoids, which gives the following theorem.
Theorem 4.38 ([AL20] §6). There is a closed symmetric monoidal structure on ωGpd. The tensor
product of ω-groupoids is the Gray tensor product X ⊗ Y viewing X and Y as ω-categories. The
internal hom is homlax, which is naturally isomorphic to homoplax via the symmetry isomorphisms.
The main result of [AL20] that we want to use is that this monoidal structure makes ωGpd
into a monoidal model category. To state this, however, we must first describe the model structure
on ωGpd.
4.4 The Folk Model Structure on ωGpd
As the homotopy theory of ω-groupoids we will take the homotopy category of the folk model
structure. This model structure was originally described by Brown and Golasiński in [BG89] for
the category of crossed complexes, which is equivalent to the category of ω-groupoids by [BH81b].
In [AM11] Ara and Métayer described the model structure on ωGpd induced by the equivalence of
categories with crossed complexes. They also gave a description of this model structure independent
of the existence of a model structure on crossed complexes and showed that it is the same as the
model structure transferred from the folk model structure on ωCat given in [LMW10b]. We state
their model structure in the next theorem and describe it in the rest of this section. Our main goal
will be to record in Theorem 4.43 the result of [AL20] that ωGpd with this model structure is a
monoidal model category. This result will be critical in Chapter 5 where the model structure for
monoids in ωGpd will be analyzed.
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Theorem 4.39 ([AM11] Theorem 3.19). There is a cofibrantly generated model structure on the
category ωGpd of ω-groupoids such that the weak equivalences are weak equivalences of ω-groupoids
and the cofibrations are generated by the set
I = {L0in : ∂In ↪→ In | n ≥ 0}
All ω-groupoids are fibrant in this model structure.
A lifting problem for an ω-functor f : X → Y against L0in : ∂In ↪→ In is determined by










A pushout of a generating cofibration L0in : ∂I
n ↪→ In freely attaches an n-cell to an ω-groupoid
X with source and target a pair of parallel n − 1-cells determined by a map ∂In → X. Relative
cell complexes for this model structure, therefore, are ω-functors f : X ↪→ Y that are injective on
sets of cells and for which Yn is freely generated outside of f(X)n ⊆ Yn.
The ω-groupoid globes defined in Section 4.1 give a supply of cofibrant objects in this model
structure.
Proposition 4.40. For all n ≥ 0 In and ∂In are cofibrant in the folk model structure on ωGpd.
Proof. Since L0in : ∂I
n ↪→ In is a cofibration it is sufficient to show that ∂In is cofibrant for all














Recall that ω-functors In → X correspond to n-cells of X, so in this diagram we are labelling the
ω-functors by the image of their principal cell. The pushout of a cofibration is a cofibration, so by
induction if In−1 is cofibrant then so is ∂In. 
Since the folk model structure on ωGpd is transferred from the folk model structure on ωCat,
the set of generating acyclic cofibrations is given by L0(J), where J is the set of generating acyclic
cofibrations for ωCat. The acyclic cofibrations of the folk model structure on ωCat given in
[LMW10b] are defined by applying the small object argument cofibration-acyclic fibration factor-
ization of the ω-functors j−n : D
n−1 ↪→ Dn in ωCat determined by the n − 1-cell d−n−1ιn of Dn.
There are also ω-functors j+n : D
n−1 ↪→ Dn for n ≥ 1 that are determined by the other n − 1-cell
d+n−1ιn of D
n. We will show that for either choice of ε ∈ {−,+} the ω-functors L0(jεn) themselves
give a set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the folk model structure on ωGpd.
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First we observe that applying L0 to jεn gives a cofibration of ω-groupoids since it factors
as the bottom horizontal or right vertical cofibration In−1 ↪→ ∂In of diagram (74) followed by
in : ∂I
n ↪→ In for ε = − or + respectively. We define the sets of ω-functors of ωGpd
J−0 = {L
0j−n : I
n−1 ↪→ In | n ≥ 1}
J+0 = {L
0j+n : I
n−1 ↪→ In | n ≥ 1}
To prove that for ω-groupoids the sets J−0 and J
+
0 are each sets of generating acyclic cofibrations
we can use Lemma 1.8 of [Bek00], the solution set condition of J. Smith. However, to apply this
result we will first need to show that the ω-functors jεn are all acyclic cofibrations. We have shown
above that they are cofibrations, but to show that they are weak equivalences we will need a tool
from the next section.
Proposition 4.41. The ω-functors L0jεn : I
n−1 ↪→ In for n ≥ 1 and ε ∈ {−,+} are acyclic
cofibrations.
Proof. Deferred until Section 4.6. 
Pending this deferred proof, we can now show that the sets Jε0 give generating acyclic cofibrations
for the folk model structure on ωGpd.
Proposition 4.42. The sets Jε0 for ε ∈ {−,+} are sets of generating acyclic cofibrations of the
folk model structure on ωGpd.
Proof. By Proposition 4.41 we have Jε0 ⊆
∼
↪→ (I) ∩W where I is the set of generating cofibrations
L0in : ∂In ↪→ In for n ≥ 0 and W is the class of weak equivalences in ωGpd. By Lemma 1.8 of









can be factored through a lifting problem against L0jεn+1.
Suppose such a lifting problem is given. Then it is determined by parallel n−1-cells u, v ∈ Xn−1
and an n-cell y ∈ Yn such that f(u) = d−n−1y and f(v) = d
+
n−1y. Now f is a weak equivalence, so
by Proposition 4.16 f induces a bijection on sets
πn(X,u, v)→ πn(Y, f(u), f(v))
for all n ≥ 1. Hence there exists an n-cell z ∈ Xn with d−n−1z = u, d
+
n−1z = v, and such that f(z)
is homotopic to y. This means that there exists an n+ 1-cell w ∈ Yn+1 such that dεnw = f(z) and




















↪→ (I) ∩W 
We will now describe how the folk model structure on ωGpd gives a monoidal model category
structure with the Gray tensor product of Section 4.3.
Theorem 4.43 ([AL20] Theorem 6.21). The Brown-Golasiński model structure with the Gray
tensor product is a monoidal model category.
This means that the functor
−⊗− : ωGpd× ωGpd→ ωGpd
is a left Quillen bifunctor, so for any cofibrations i : X ↪→ Y and i′ : W ↪→ Z their pushout product
for the Gray tensor product
(X ⊗ Z) ∪X⊗W (Y ⊗W ) ↪→ Y ⊗ Z
is a cofibration that is acyclic if either i or i′ is. Equivalently, since homlax(−, X) is a right adjoint
for −⊗X, for all fibrations f : X → Y and all cofibrations i : W ↪→ Z the ω-functor
homlax(W,X)→ homlax(Z,X)×homlax(Z,Y ) homlax(W,Y )
is a fibration which is acyclic if either f or i is.
We can immediately use the monoidal model category structure of ωGpd to determine a path
space for all ω-groupoids X in the standard way using the internal hom functor homlax. Since
∂I1 = I0 t I0 we have
homlax(∂I
1, X) = homlax(I
0 t I0, X) = homlax(I0, X)× homlax(I0, X) = X ×X
since homlax takes colimits to limits in the first entry. We will denote homlax(i1, X) by
πX : homlax(I
1, X)→ X ×X
The ω-functor ! : I1 → I0 is the unique ω-functor to the terminal ω-groupoid I0 = D0 with a single
0-cell. Since I0 is the unit for the Gray tensor product of ω-groupoids we have
I0 ⊗ In ∼= In
for all n ≥ 0 and so homlax(I0, X) ∼= X. Hence homlax(!, X) is an ω-functor with source X which
we will denote by τX : X → homlax(I1, X). The two ω-functors L0jε1 : I0 ↪→ I1 for ε ∈ {−,+} are
both sections for !, so they determine retracts homlax(L









gives the ω-functor that acts on n-cells by
x : I0 ⊗ In → X ∈ homlax(I0, X)n 7→ x t x : (I0 ⊗ In) t (I0 ⊗ In)→ X ∈ homlax(∂I1, X)n










This determines a path space fibration for any ω-functor X.
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Proposition 4.44. Let X be an ω-groupoid. The ω-functors
X
∆ ((





make homlax(I1, X) a path space object for X.
Proof. We must show that the horizontal map is a weak equivalence and the vertical map is a
fibration. This will follow from the monoidal model category structure on ωGpd once we have
shown that I1 is weakly contractible.










is determined by a pair of parallel n− 1-cells u, v ∈ I1n−1 and an n-cell of I0, which must be 1ι0 if
n ≥ 1. Hence a solution is simply an n-cell of I1 whose source and target are u and v respectively.
If n > 2 then u and v are identity cells, since I1 has no non-identity n-cells for n > 1. So u = v as
parallel identity cells are equal and so 1u ∈ I1n is a solution to the lifting problem. If n = 2 then
u = v again, as 1-cells of I1 are freely generated by ι1 and its inverse, so there are no non-equal
parallel 1-cells. Hence 1u is again a solution. Finally if n = 0 then it is possible that u 6= v, but
in this case either ι1 or k
1ι1 give a solution. Hence ! has the right lifting property against all L
0in
and is an acyclic fibration.
The ω-functors L0j−1 : I
0 ↪→ I1 and L0j+1 are sections of !, so they are acyclic cofibrations.
Hence by the monoidal model structure on ωGpd the ω-functors for ε ∈ {−,+}
πεX = homlax(L
0jε1, X) : homlax(I
1, X)→ X
is an acyclic fibration, since X is fibrant. The ω-functor τX = homlax(!, X) is a retract of π
ε
X , so it
is a weak equivalence. Finally the ω-functor
πX = homlax(L
0i1, X) : homlax(I
1, X)→ X ×X
is a fibration since L0i1 : ∂I
1 ↪→ I1 is a cofibration and X is fibrant.

In the next section we will describe free ω-groupoids, which will provide a supply of cofibrant
objects in the folk model structure on ωGpd.
4.5 Free ω-Categories
In this section we will describe ω-categories that are free on sets of generating n-cells for all n ≥
0. These structures are called computads by Street, who introduced them for 2-categories in
[Str76]. This construction was later generalized to n-categories by Street and Burroni, who calls
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them polygraphs in [Bur93]. Computads are defined in these sources for ω-categories, however the
definition can be easily adapted to (ω, n)-categories for n ≥ 0 and in particular to ω-groupoids. We
will give the basic definitions of these constructions in this section and use them in Lemma 4.46 to
give a cofibrant replacement construction for ω-groupoids in the folk model structure on ωGpd.
Computads are ω-categories that are constructed by freely attaching n-cells in every dimension.
To make this definition, therefore, we must describe how to attach n-cells to an n − 1-category.
This description is from [Mak05] §4 and 5. Let n ≥ 0. An n+1-extension frame of an ω-category
X is a tuple (X,U, s, t) consisting of X, a set U and set maps
s, t : U → Xn
such that s(u) and t(u) are parallel n-cells of X, meaning
d−n−1 ◦ s = d
−
n−1 ◦ t d
+
n−1 ◦ t = d
+
n−1 ◦ s
An n + 1-extension frame, therefore, consists of an ω-category an a labelling of pairs of parallel
n-cells by a set of indeterminates.
An n+1-extension of an n+1-extension frame (X,U, s, t) is a pair (f : X → Y, γ : U → Yn+1)
consisting of an ω-functor f : X → Y and a set map γ : U → Yn+1 such that for all u ∈ U
d−n γ(u) = f(s(u)) d
+
n γ(u) = f(t(u))
An extension realizes the set U of indeterminates of an n+ 1-extension frame as n+ 1-cells of Y in
a way consistent with the ω-category structure of X. A map g : (f, γ)→ (f ′, γ′) of n+1-extensions















of ω-categories and sets respectively, commute. Thus there is a category of n+ 1-extensions of an
ω-category X. A free n + 1-extension is an initial object in this category. Such free extensions
exist by [Mak05] §4 and we will denote the ω-category component of a free extension by X[U ]. By
[Mak05] 4.2 and 4.4 X is contained as a sub-ω-category of X[U ] and U ⊆ X[U ]n+1 is a subset of
the n+ 1-cells of X[U ] that is disjoint from X.
The free n + 1-extension has the following universal property: for any ω-functor f : X → Y
and set map γ : U → Yn+1 such that f(s(u)) = d−n γ(u) and f(s(u)) = d+n γ(u) there exists a unique
ω-functor f ′ : X[U ] → Y such that f ′|X = f and f ′(u) = γ(u) ∈ Yn+1 for all u ∈ U ⊆ X[U ]n+1.
This characterizes free n+ 1-extensions up to isomorphism. In particular, a free n+ 1-extension is









Dn+1 // X[U ]
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If X is an (ω,m)-category then we take as the free (n + 1,m)-extension of X by a set of
indeterminates U the (ω,m)-category LmX[U ] obtained by by applying the left adjoint functor Lm
of the inclusion of (ω,m)Cat to the free n+ 1-extension X[U ]. If m = 0 and we are working with
ω-groupoids we will denote the free n+ 1-groupoid extension by
X(U) = L0X[U ]
Since Lm is a left adjoint it preserves pushouts, so a free (n+ 1,m)-extension of an (ω,m)-category










LmDn+1 // LmX[U ]
This (ω,m)-category has the following universal property: for any ω-functor f : X → Y with Y an
(ω,m)-category and any set map γ : U → Yn+1 such that f(s(u)) = d−n γ(u) and f(t(u)) = d+n γ(u)
there exists a unique ω-functor f ′ : LmX[U ] → Y such that f ′|X = f and f ′(u) = γ(u) for all
u ∈ U ⊆ LmX[U ]n+1. This is immediate from the fact that Lm is left adjoint to the inclusion
functor.
A computad in (ω,m)-categories for m ≥ 0 is an iterated free extension of a set of 0-cells by
sets of indeterminates.
Definition 4.45. For n ≥ 0 an n-computad in (ω,m)Cat is defined by induction on n
• a 0-computad is a set viewed as a discrete ω-category
• for n > 0 an n-computad X in (ω,m)Cat is an (n,m)-category such that τn−1X is an











so that X is isomorphic a free (n,m)-extension Lmτn−1X[Un] of an (n − 1,m)-computad
τn−1X in (ω,m)Cat by a set of indeterminates Un ⊆ Xn
A computad in (ω,m)Cat is an (ω,m)-category X such that τn(X) is an n-computad for all
n ≥ 0.
A computad, therefore, is specified by an (ω,m)-category X as well as sets Un ⊆ Xn for all
n ≥ 0 of indeterminates such that the diagrams in the definition are all pushouts. We can denote
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· · · //// Lmτn(X)[Un+1]
d−n
//
d+n // Lmτn−1(X)[Un] //




where the set Un of n-indeterminates is attached to the n− 1-computad Lmτn−1(X).
As shown in [Mak05] §5, an ω-category computad has a unique choice of sets Un of indetermi-
nates. These are the indecomposable cells, which are non-identity n-cells x ∈ Xn such that for
y, z ∈ Xn if x = y ∗m z for m < n then one of y or z is an identity and the other is equal to x. The
example of free groups, which are 1-computads in ωGpd, shows that there is no hope for such a
unique choice of indeterminates for ω-groupoid computads.
It is clear from the definition that ω-groupoid computads are cofibrant objects in ωGpd with
the folk model structure of Theorem 4.39. In [Mét08] the author shows that computads are exactly
the cofibrant ω-categories in the folk model structure on ωCat. Such a characterization for the
cofibrant ω-groupoids in the folk model structure on ωGpd is almost certainly possible, using higher
groupoid versions of the fact that a subgroup of a free group is free. However, we do not attempt
this here. We are satisfied with the fact that ω-groupoid computads form a class of cofibrant ω-
groupoids in the folk model structure, as for any ω-groupoid X we can construct a computad that
is a cofibrant replacement of X.
Lemma 4.46. For any ω-groupoid X there exists a cofibrant replacement of X by a computad X∗
such that the map X∗ → X is an acyclic fibration and induces a bijection on 0-cells.
Proof. Let X be an ω-groupoid. We will use an explicit description of the small object argument
for the cofibrantly generated model category ωGpd, which is an adaptation for ω-groupoids of the
version for ω-categories described in §4.2 of [Mét03]. We will construct n-groupoids (X∗)n with
maps pn : (X












  // (X∗)1
p1
zz
  // (X∗)2
p2
tt




  // · · ·
X
commutes. Each (X∗)n will be an n-groupoid since all m-cells for m > n are identities and (X∗)n+1
is obtained from (X∗)n by freely attaching a set of n+1-cells. We then take X∗ → X as the filtered
colimit of these computads with the universal map to X corresponding to this cocone. The cofibrant
ω-groupoid X∗ is therefore a computad as τn(X∗) = (X∗)n for all n ≥ 0.
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clearly all have solutions. Now let n ≥ 0 and suppose pn : (X∗)n → X is defined for (X∗)n an











by the data that specifies them: an n + 1-cell z ∈ Xn+1 and n-cells x, y ∈ (X∗)nn such that
pn(x) = d
−
n z and pn(y) = d
+
n z. We will say that a lifting problem is trivial when y = x and
z = 1p(x). In this case, there is an obvious lift given by 1x ∈ (X∗)nn+1.
For each tuple (z, x, y) specifying a non-trivial lifting problem we attach an n+ 1-cell to (X∗)n
with source and target x and y to obtain (X∗)n+1. By hypothesis (X∗)n is an n-computad, so
(X∗)n+1 is an n+ 1-computad. We define p : X∗ → X as the unique ω-functor from the colimit X∗
of these ω-functors determined by the ω-functors pn for n ≥ 0. We also observe that the n-cells of




The map p : X∗ → X has the right lifting property against all generating cofibrations L0in : ∂In ↪→







  // (X∗)n
pn
##




factors through (X∗)n−1 ↪→ (X∗)n as shown and a solution to any non-trivial lifting problem against
pn−1 exists in (X∗)n by construction. 
This cofibrant replacement by a computad will allow us to deal only with cofibrant objects that
are computads. When taking this replacement we will also preserve some properties of the original
ω-groupoid. Recall that an ω-groupoid is n-reduced if it has a unique 0-cell and no non-identity
m-cells for 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
Lemma 4.47. If X is an n-reduced ω-groupoid then X∗ is also n-reduced.
Proof. This is clear since if X is n-reduced with unique object e ∈ X0 then there are no non-trivial
lifting problems up to degree n+ 1, hence (X∗)m = Xm = {1e} for all m ≤ n by the construction
of Lemma 4.46. Since (X∗)mm = X
∗
m we have the result. 
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4.6 ω-Groupoids and Chain Complexes
In Section 4.3 we described Steiner’s theory of ADCs and the connection they give between ω-
categories and chain complexes. As motivation we considered the linearization functor λ : ωCat→
ADC, which constructs an ADC from an ω-category. Recall that an ADC is a chain complex of
abelian groups with additional structure consisting of distinguished submonoids of the chain groups
and an augmentation map e : C → Z[0]. When the ω-category is an ω-groupoid, the ADC λX is
only barely more than a chain complex. In particular, its distinguished submonoids for n > 0 are
equal to the chain groups, as for x ∈ Xn and 0 ≤ m < n
[x] + [kmx] = [x ∗m kmx] = [1d−mx] = 0
so −[x] = [kmx] ∈ λX∗n. Forgetting the augmentation and submonoid of λX0 we have a functor
λ : ωGpd → Ch. In this section we will show that this functor is part of a Quillen adjunction
for ωGpd with the folk model structure and Ch, the category of non-negative chain complexes of
abelian groups with the standard model structure. This has been shown in [Gue21] in the case of
the corresponding functor λ : ωCat→ Ch, but we will adapt this result to our case of ω-groupoids.
We will also use this adjunction to give the proof of Proposition 4.41.
We begin with a version of the Dold-Kan correspondence for ω-groupoids. The Dold-Kan
correspondence [Dol58] establishes an equivalence of categories between Ch and sAb the category of
simplicial abelian groups. The corresponding result for ω-groupoids says that there is an equivalence
of categories between ωGpd(Ab), the category of ω-groupoids in abelian groups, and Ch. This
is given in [Bro11] Theorem 14.8.1 for crossed complexes, which are equivalent to ω-groupoids.
The explicit construction of the functors of this equivalence which we repeat here is given in §4 of
[Ara13].
Let X be an ω-groupoid in abelian groups. We define a chain complex CX whose 0th chain
group is X0 and whose n
th chain group is the kernel of d−n−1 : Xn → Xn−1. The identity maps
1n−1 : Xn−1 → Xn are sections for dεn−1 so
Xn ∼= CXn ⊕Xn−1
and we can take CXn as the quotient of Xn by the abelian subgroup generated by the identity cells.
Since ω-functors preserve identities an ω-functor determines a chain map and C : ωGpd(Ab)→ Ch
defines a functor.
If X is an ω-groupoid in abelian groups then the structure homomorphisms of the ω-groupoid
are abelian group homomorphisms. In particular, for (x, x′), (y, y′) ∈ Xn ×Xi Xn with d
+








(x+ y) ∗i (x′ + y′) = mi((x+ y, x′ + y′))
= mi((x, x




= (x ∗i x′) + (y ∗i y′)
Hence
x+ y = (x ∗i 1d+i x) + (1d−i y ∗i y) = (x+ 1d−i y) ∗i (1d+i x + y)
so if d−i y = d
+
i x then
(x− 1d+i x) + y = x ∗i y (75)
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Hence the abelian group CXn is generated by classes of n-cells x, y ∈ Xn subject to the relations
[x ∗i y] = [x] + [y]
Hence if X is a computad as an ω-groupoid with set of generating n-cells Sn then CXn is the free
abelian group generated by Sn.
Now for a chain complex K we define an ω-groupoid in abelian groups AK with group of n-cells
given by
AKn = Kn ⊕Kn−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕K0
so AKn = Kn ⊕AKn−1 and source, target, and identity maps are given by
d−n−1 : (xn, xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ Kn ⊕AKn−1 7→ (xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ AKn−1
d+n−1 : (xn, xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ Kn ⊕AKn−1 7→ (∂xn + xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ AKn−1
1n−1 : (xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ AKn−1 7→ (0, xn−1, · · · , x0) ∈ Kn ⊕AKn−1
Composition is defined for 0 ≤ m < n
(xn, · · · , x0) ∗m (yn, · · · , y0) = (yn + xn, · · · ym+1 + xm+1, ym, · · · , y0)
when
d+m(xn, · · · , x0) = (∂xm+1 + xm, xm−1, · · · , x0) = (ym, · · · , y0) = d−m(yn, · · · , y0)
The km inverse of (xn, · · · , x0) is given by
(−xn, · · · ,−xm+1, ∂xm+1 + xm, xm−1, · · · , x0)
so this defines an ω-groupoid in abelian groups. In [Ara13], Ara shows that these functors define
an equivalence of categories and that this equivalence respects weak equivalences.
Proposition 4.48 ([Ara13] Prop. 4.7 and 4.8). The functors C and A define an equivalence of cat-
egories ωGpd(Ab) ∼= Ch between ω-groupoids in abelian groups and non-negative chain complexes
in abelian groups. Under this equivalence ω-functors in ωGpd(Ab) that are weak equivalences of
ω-groupoids correspond exactly to quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes.
A key observation made in [Ara13] is that above degree 2 the exchange law makes an ω-groupoid
already essentially abelian. The precise statement is this.
Proposition 4.49 ([Ara13] Prop. 4.5). Let X be an ω-groupoid with a single 0-cell and no non-
identity 1-cells. Then X is an ω-groupoid in abelian groups.
For n > 1 ∗1-composition and ∗0-composition are two binary operations on n-cells x, y ∈ Xn
which are compatible in the following way by the exchange law
(x ∗1 y) ∗0 (x′ ∗1 y′) = (x ∗0 x′) ∗1 (y ∗0 y′)
The Eckmann-Hilton argument shows that these operations are the same and define an abelian
group operation on all sets of n-cells for n > 1
x+ y = x ∗0 y = x ∗1 y
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Since the group operation on cells is determined by the ω-groupoid composition all structure maps
of the ω-groupoid respect it and so are abelian group homomorphisms. The structure of an ω-
groupoid in abelian groups is completed by giving X0 = {∗} and X1 = {1∗} the trivial group
structure, which is preserved by the identity maps as 1∗ ∈ Xn for n > 1 is the group identity.
Recall the linearization functor λ for ω-categories that we described in Section 4.3. By the
discussion at the start of this section, restricting to ω-groupoids and forgetting the extra structure
on the chain complex of the resulting ADC, which is anyway relatively meagre for ω-groupoids,
this defines a functor λ : ωGpd→ Ch. We will now show that this functor is the left adjoint of a
Quillen adjunction between ω-groupoids and chain complexes. This is an adaptation to the case of
ω-groupoids of Proposition 4.8 of [Gue21].







between ωGpd with the folk model structure and the category of non-negative chain complexes of
abelian groups with the standard model structure.








between ω-groupoids and ω-groupoids in the category of abelian groups arising from the free-
forgetful adjunction between sets and abelian groups with the equivalence of categories
ωGpd(Ab) ∼= Ch
of Proposition 4.48. This certainly defines an adjunction, but we must show that the left adjoint is
the functor λ we have described and that this adjunction is Quillen for the two model structures.
The left adjoint F of the adjunction (77) sends an ω-groupoid X to F (X), the ω-groupoid
whose abelian group of n-cells is generated by the set Xn of n-cells of X such that for x, y ∈ Xn
with d+i x = d
−
i y
[x] ∗i [y] = [g ∗i y]
and subject to the relations needed to make the structure homomorphisms of the ω-groupoid
into abelian group homomorphisms. The functor C : ωGpd(Ab) → Ch for the equivalence of
categories of Proposition 4.48 sends the ω-groupoid F (X) in Ab to the chain complex with chain
groups CF (X)0 = F (X)0 and CF (X)n the quotient of the abelian group F (X)n by the subgroup
generated by identities for all n > 0. So by (75) CF (X) is the chain complex whose group of
n-chains is generated by classes [x] for x ∈ Xn subject to the relations
[x ∗i y] = [x] + [x]
Hence CF (X) = λ(X).
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This shows that λ is a left adjoint, to show it is part of a Quillen adjunction we must show
that it preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations. The ω-groupoids In are sent to the chain
complexes
λ(In) = · · · 0 // Z // Z⊕ Z // Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
underlying the ADC G[n] of Definition 4.19. The generating cofibrations L0in : ∂I
n ↪→ In are sent





· · · // 0 // 0 _

// Z⊕ Z // Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
=
λ(In) · · · // 0 // Z // Z⊕ Z // Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
which are cofibrations of the chain complex model structure since they are injective with quotient
having Z in degree n and 0 elsewhere. So λ preserves cofibrations.
It only remains to prove that λ preserves acyclic cofibrations. However, we cannot use the
characterization of generating acyclic cofibrations from Proposition 4.42 because we will use this
Quillen adjunction to prove Proposition 4.41 that all jεn : I
n−1 ↪→ In are acyclic cofibrations. We
will instead show that λ sends acyclic cofibrations to quasi-isomorphisms using the monoidal model
structure on ωGpd.
Let i be an acyclic cofibration in the folk model structure. Then since all ω-groupoids are











which determines a retract r : Y → X for i. By the monoidal model structure for ωGpd the lifting
problem




























Pre-composing with the ω-functor of ω-categories D1 → I1 that corresponds to the principal
1-cell of I1 gives the same diagrams with I1 replaced by D1, since I0 = D0, the terminal ω-
category/groupoid. Since D1 = ν(G[1]) for G[1], the strong Steiner complex defined in Definition
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where all tensor products are the tensor product of chain complexes. We observe that G[1] is
the chain complex corresponding to the simplicial abelian group Z[∆1] under the Dold-Kan corre-
spondence, so these diagrams show that λ(i) is a chain homotopy equivalence and so is a quasi-
isomorphism.

This result was the main goal of this section. We will finish off by proving a simple consequence
of the results of Ara from [Ara13] that lets us complete the proof of Proposition 4.41. Recall that
by Propositions 4.48 and 4.49, when an ω-groupoid has a unique 0-cell and no non-identity 1-cells
it is equivalent to a chain complex. The next proposition shows that up to homotopy 1-connected
ω-groupoids also behave like chain complexes.
Proposition 4.51. An ω-functor between 1-connected cofibrant ω-groupoids is a weak equivalence
if and only if λ(f) is a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes.
Proof. One direction is clear, since by Proposition 4.50 a weak equivalence between cofibrant
ω-groupoids is sent to a quasi-isomorphism. For the other direction, we will start by reducing to
the case when the source and target of the ω-functor are 1-reduced computads. Let X be a simply




is clearly a weak equivalence, since X is simply connected. The computad replacement (R1eX)
∗ of
R1eX of Lemma 4.46 is 1-reduced by Lemma 4.47, so (R
1
eX)
∗ is a cofibrant 1-reduced computad.
Furthermore, the ω-functor
(R1eX)
∗ p // R1eX
  // X
is a weak equivalence between cofibrant ω-groupoids, so it is sent to a quasi-isomorphism by λ.
Finally, for any ω-functor f : X → Y such that X and Y are simply connected cofibrant ω-groupoids
a solution to the lifting problem in the top square below exists because (R1eX)
∗ is cofibrant and
(R1f(e)Y )


















All vertical ω-functors in this diagram are weak equivalences, so showing that (R1eX)
∗ → (R1f(e)Y )
∗
is a weak equivalence is equivalent to showing that f is. Thus we can reduce to the case of ω-functors
between 1-reduced computads.
To complete the proof we must show that an ω-functor between 1-reduced computads is a weak
equivalence if and only if it is sent to a quasi-isomorphism by λ. Recall from Proposition 4.49 that
a 1-reduced ω-groupoid already has the structure of an ω-groupoid in abelian groups with
x+ y = x ∗0 y = x ∗0 y
for x, y ∈ Xn with n > 0. The identity for the group operation on n-cells is the identity n-cell 1∗
for the unique 0-cell ∗ and the group structure on 0-cells and 1-cells is the trivial group. If we apply
λ to an ω-groupoid with a single object and no non-identity 1-cells like this, the chain complex
we obtain has groups of n-chains for n ≥ 2 generated by classes [x] of n-cells of X subject to the
relations
[x ∗n y] = [x] + [y]
Since the abelian group structure on X is defined using the composition we have
[x+ y] = [x ∗1 y] = [x] + [y]
and the chain group λXn for n > 2 is given by CXn, the n
th chain group of the chain complex
corresponding under the equivalence of categories between ωGpd(Ab) and Ch of Proposition 4.49.
For 1-cells we also have λX1 = CX1 = 0 as there are only identity 1-cells. In the case of 0-cells
is there a subtle distinction between these two constructions, as λX0 = Z, the free abelian group
with the single 0-cell of X as generator, while CX0 = 0 since X as an ω-groupoid in abelian groups
has the trivial group structure on its group of 0-cells. The map
i : CX ↪→ λX
that is the identity above degree 0 and in degree 0 is the inclusion of the trivial group in Z is a












of abelian groups commutes. This map is a quasi-isomorphism and defines a natural transformation
i : C → λ between functors C and λ restricted to the subcategory of 1-reduced ω-groupoids.
By Proposition 4.49, since an ω-functor f : X → Y between 1-reduced ω-groupoids is a weak











where horizontal maps are quasi-isomorphisms shows that λ(f) is a quasi-isomorphism if and only
if f is a weak equivalence.
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
With this tool for identifying weak equivalences we can prove that the ω-functors jεn for n ≥ 1
and ε ∈ {−,+} are acyclic cofibrations as was claimed in Proposition 4.41.
Proof of Prop. 4.41. Let n ≥ 1 and ε ∈ {−,+}. We will show that jεn : In−1 ↪→ In is an acyclic
cofibration by first showing it is a cofibration between cofibrant, 1-connected ω-groupoids and then
showing that λ(jεn) is a quasi-isomorphism. By Proposition 4.51 this makes j
ε
n a weak equivalence.
















 L0in // In
where the square is a pushout, so jεn is a cofibration. Furthermore, I
n is cofibrant for all n ≥ 1 as
∅ 
 L0i0 // I0 
L0i1 // · · · 
L0in // In
are cofibrations.
Now we will show that In is 1-connected for all n ≥ 0, so we can apply Proposition 4.51. All
In for n ≥ 0 are connected and I0 is clearly weakly contractible. For n = 1 there is no non-trivial
loop at any 0-cell so π1(I
1) = 0. This already shows that jε1 : I
0 ↪→ I1 is an acyclic cofibration. If
n > 1 then In1 has unique non-trivial loops at the 0-cell d
−
0 ιn given by
d−0 ιn
d−1 ιn // d+0 ιn
k1d+1 ιn// d−0 ιn
and its inverse. But the 2-cell d−2 ιn ∗1 k1d
+
1 ιn gives a homotopy so that this loop is equivalent to
the identity loop in $x(X). Hence π1(I
n) = 0 for all n > 1 since In is connected. Now let n > 1










// Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
=
λ(In) · · · // 0 // Z // Z⊕ Z // Z⊕ Z // · · · // Z⊕ Z
where iε : Z ↪→ Z ⊕ Z sends 1 ∈ Z to (1, 0) when ε = + and to (0, 1) when ε = −. Both chain
complexes have trivial homology except in degree 0 where H0(λI
n) = H0(λI
n−1) = Z. So this is a
quasi-isomorphism and hence by Proposition 4.51 jεn is an acyclic cofibration. 
4.7 The Street Nerve-Realization Adjunction
In [Str87] Street defined a cosimplicial object in ωCat consisting of ω-categories called oriented
simplices. In this section we will show that the nerve-realization adjunction between ωGpd and
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sSet determined by this cosimplicial object is a Quillen adjunction between ωGpd with the folk
mode structure and sSet with the Kan model structure. I have not been able to find an explicit
statement for this result in literature for strict ω-groupoids or crossed complexes, however it is
essentially contained in the results for crossed modules of Brown and Higgins in [BH91]. In par-
ticular, their Proposition 2.6 shows that the nerve creates weak equivalences and their Remark 2.5
shows that it preserves fibrant objects. In this section, for completeness, we will give self-contained
proofs of these results from [BH91] in the language of ω-groupoids.
Street’s definition of the oriented simplices was given in terms of parity complexes, which
are structures defined to allow defining and manipulating cells of freely generated ω-categories.
However, in [FM19] the authors show that not all ω-categories determined by parity complexes are
computads. In [Ste04] the oriented simplices are constructed as ω-categories arising from strong
Steiner complexes, which the author shows are computads. We will use this alternative definition
using ADCs to present oriented simplices here.
Recall the ADCs Z[∆n] defined in Example 4.18. As we show in Appendix B Proposition B.5
these are strong Steiner complexes with strongly loop-free basis consisting of the chains [θ] ∈ Z[∆n]m
corresponding to injective non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] in ∆. With the images of coface and
codegeneracy maps of the standard simplicial simplices in Ch these ADCs form a cosimplicial
object in ADC, which in turn determines a cosimplicial object in ωCat by applying the functor ν.
These are Street’s oriented simplices. Since the ω-categories νZ[∆n] are strong Steiner complexes,
the following result of Steiner shows that they are computads in ωCat.
Theorem 4.52 ([Ste04] Theorem 6.1). If K is a strong Steiner complex then νK is freely generated
as a computad by its atoms.
The ω-categories νZ[∆n] therefore are freely generated as computads by the atoms 〈θ〉 ∈
νZ[∆n]m for θ : [m] ↪→ [n] injective non-decreasing maps in ∆. In particular, there is a unique
n-atom 〈1[n]〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]n corresponding to the identity map on [n] in ∆. The coface and code-
generacy ω-functors act on atoms by composing the map in ∆ that determines the atom with the
corresponding coface or codegeneracy map of ∆. Hence di : νZ[∆n]→ νZ[∆n+1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1
always sends atoms to atoms as the coface maps di : [n] ↪→ [n+ 1] are injective and non-decreasing
while si : νZ[∆n]→ νZ[∆n−1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 sends some atoms to identity cells, for example
si(〈1[n]〉) = 〈si〉 = 1〈1[n−1]〉
The structure of the oriented simplices arising from the results of [Ste04] is described in detail in
Appendix B.
This cosimplicial ω-category gives rise to a nerve-realization adjunction between ωCat and sSet
in the usual way. The Street nerve of an ω-category is the simplicial set with set of n-simplices the
set of ω-functors
νZ[∆n]→ X
The Street nerve for ω-categories has been studied in detail as a way to understand the homotopy
theory of ω-categories, for example in [AM14] and [Gag18] as a potential source of a Thomason
model structure on ωCat and in [Ver08], which identifies exactly the simplicial sets that are the
Street nerves of ω-categories.
Applying the functor L0 : ωCat→ ωGpd to the oriented simplices gives a cosimplicial object
in ωGpd which we will denote by
On = L0νZ[∆n]
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When X is an ω-groupoid, since L0 is left adjoint to the inclusion of ωGpd in ωCat we have as
n-simplices of the Street nerve
Nω(X)n = {α : On → X}
This defines a functor Nω : ωGpd → sSet, which we will call the Street nerve. Since we will
primarily be concerned with ω-groupoids we will make it clear when any Street nerve is that of an
ω-category rather than an ω-groupoid. The main goal of this section is to study the nerve-realization







which we will call the Street nerve-realization adjunction. The left adjoint of the Street nerve




Ln · On = coeq
 ⊔
θ:[n]→[m]





Since L0 is a left adjoint, the realization Cω(L) is equal to L
0 applied to the corresponding ω-
category realization determined by the oriented simplices νZ[∆n]. To distinguish this ω-category
construction from the ω-groupoid construction we denote the realization of a simplicial set L as an
ω-category by oriented simplices as Fω(L). We can get a lot of information about the ω-groupoid
Cω(L) therefore by studying the corresponding ω-category realization Fω(L).
This left adjoint realization functor Fω for ω-categories seems to be less well-studied than the
corresponding nerve construction. In [Ver08] Observation 245 there is a sketch of the proof that
the realization of a simplicial set by this left adjoint is a computad, but this is based on parity
complexes, so suffers from the same uncertainty mentioned at the start of this section arising from
the results of [FM19]. We present another proof that the realization of a simplicial set is a computad
that is not based on the formalism of parity complexes.
We begin by describing the m-cells of the ω-category Fω(L) for a simplicial set L that will be
the m-indeterminates. By the definition of Fω(L) as a coend the ω-category Fω(L) contains m-cells
[x ∈ Ln, 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m]
which are the image of (x ∈ Ln, 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m) ∈ (Ln · νZ[∆n])m. These cells satisfy the following
identities as a result of the coequalizer
[dix ∈ Ln, 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m] = [x ∈ Ln+1, 〈di ◦ θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n+1]m]
[sjx ∈ Ln, 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m] = [x ∈ Ln−1, 〈sj ◦ θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n−1]m]
where 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1. Hence any such cell has a representative
[x ∈ Lm, 〈1[m]〉 ∈ νZ[∆m]m]
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which is not an identity m-cell if x is non-degenerate. If x = σ∗(y) for a surjective map σ : [m]→ [p]
then this cell is the m-cell identity on the p-cell [x ∈ Lp, 〈1[p]〉 ∈ νZ[∆p]p] since
si(〈1[m]〉) = 〈si〉 = 1〈1[m−1]〉 ∈ νZ[∆
m−1]m
A simplicial set L is the filtered colimit of its n-skeleta for 0 ≤ n, where the n-skeleton of L is








∆n // skn L
(80)
with ND(X)n the set of non-degenerate n-simplices of L. Since Fω preserves colimits we can
describe Fω(L) by determining the image of the inclusion ∂∆
n ↪→ ∆n under the functor Fω.
Proposition 4.53. For all n ≥ 0 the Fω realization of the inclusion δn : ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n is the
ω-functor
νZ[∂∆n] ↪→ νZ[∆n]
arising from the functor ν of Definition 4.21 applied to the ADC map Z[δn].
Proof. The simplicial set ∂∆n has the property that its non-degenerate simplices correspond to
injective simplicial set maps ∆m ↪→ ∂∆n. Furthermore, Z[∂∆n] is a strong Steiner complex via the
restriction of the basis and its total order from Example 4.27 for Z[∆n]. Hence by Lemma 4.33
νZ[∂∆n] = colim(∆↓∂∆n) νZ[∆
m]
Since Fω(∆
m) = νZ[∆m] therefore νZ[∂∆n] is the colimit of the diagram
Fω ◦∆∂∆n : (∆ ↓ ∂∆n)→ ωCat
where ∆∂∆n : (∆ ↓ ∂∆n) → sSet is the canonical diagram that gives ∂∆n as a colimit over its
category of simplices. Since Fω is a left adjoint it preserves colimits and so Fω(∂∆
n) = νZ[∂∆n].
Furthermore, νZ[δn] : νZ[∂∆n] ↪→ νZ[∆n] is the unique ω-functor corresponding to the cocone
under the diagram Fω ◦∆′∂∆n for νZ[∆n], so Fω(δn) = νZ[δn]. 
As strong Steiner complexes, Z[∂∆n] and Z[∆n] both give ω-categories under the functor ν
that are computads with m-indeterminates given by the atoms 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m for injective non-













attaching the unique n-atom 〈1[n]〉 of νZ[∆n], which is the only atom missing from νZ[∂∆n].
Combined with the previous discussion of skeleta of simplicial sets we have the following description
of Fω(L) and hence Cω(L), since L0 preserves computads.
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Proposition 4.54. Let L be a simplicial set. The ω-category Fω(L) is a computad with m-
indeterminates the m-cells
[x ∈ Lm, 〈1[m]〉 ∈ νZ[L]m]
for x ∈ Lm a non-degenerate m-simplex.
The ω-groupoid Cω(L) is a computad with a set of m-indeterminates given by the m-cells
[x ∈ Lm, 〈1[m]〉 ∈ Onm]
for x ∈ Lm a non-degenerate m-simplex.




























νZ[∆n] // Fω(skn L)
obtained by combining the pushouts (81) and Fω applied to (80). This attaches the n-cells [x ∈
Lm, 〈1[m]〉 ∈ νZ[L]m] to the n − 1-skeleton and since all n-cells of Fω(L) are determined by the
n-skeleton of L in the colimit Fω(L) is a computad with n-indeterminates given by these cells.
Since L0 preserves colimits the description of Cω(L) = L
0Fω(L) follows from the fact Fω(L) is
a computad. 
For our proof that the Street nerve-realization adjunction is Quillen we will make use of the
Quillen adjunction λ a U that was proved in the previous section in Proposition 4.50.
Proposition 4.55. The Street nerve-realization adjunction (78) is a Quillen adjunction between
ωGpd with the folk model structure and sSet with the standard Quillen model structure.
Proof. We will show that Cω preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations by showing that it
sends generating sets of each of these classes to the corresponding class of ω-functors. The simplicial
set cofibrations
∂∆n ↪→ ∆n
for n ≥ 0 are sent by Cω to the ω-functors
∂On → On
where On is the standard Street oriented simplex and ∂On = L0νZ[∂∆n] by Proposition 4.53.
Applying L0 to the pushout (81) shows that ∂On → On is a cofibration of ωGpd because L0
preserves pushouts and L0in : ∂I
n ↪→ In is a generating cofibration for the model structure on
ωGpd.
Now consider the generating acyclic cofibrations Λkn ↪→ ∆n of sSet for n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
The ω-functors Cω(Λ
k
n) ↪→ Cω(∆n) are sent by λ to the chain maps
Z[Λkn] ↪→ Z[∆n]
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n) = On are 1-connected.
It is clear that On is 0-connected, since for all i ∈ [n] there exists a 1-cell 〈0, i〉 : 0→ i. We will




α2 // · · ·
αm−1 // jm
k1〈0,jm〉// 0 (82)
for m ≥ 0 with ji 6= ji+1 for all 1 ≤ i < m and where each 1-cell αi : ji → ji+1 is either 〈ji, ji+1〉 or
k1〈ji+1, ji〉 depending on whether ji < ji+1 or ji > ji+1. We will prove that these are all homotopic
to 10 : 0→ 0 by induction on m, the number of 0-cells other than 0 that the loop passes through.
If m = 0 this is clearly the identity 1-cell 10 : 0 → 0. If m = 1 then j1 = jm and so this loop
of two 1-cells is the composite of a 1-cell and its inverse, which is again the identity 1-cell at 0.
Now let m ≥ 2 and suppose that a loop at 0 that is a composite of m 1-cells is homotopic to 1[0].
Consider α which is a loop at 0 and a composite of m+ 1 1-cells passing through ji for 1 ≤ i ≤ m
as in (82). As m ≥ 2 we at least have j1, j2 ∈ [n] with j1 6= j2. Now either j1 < j2 or j1 > j2. In
the first case we have α1 = 〈j1, j2〉. Consider the 2-cell 〈0, j1, j2〉 : 〈0, j2〉 =⇒ 〈0, j1〉 ∗0 〈j1, j2〉.











α2 // · · ·
αm−1 // jm
k1〈0,jm〉// 0
The top path is α, so α belongs to the same homotopy class as another loop at 0 which is a
composite of m 1-cells. By the induction hypothesis therefore it is homotopic to 10. If j1 > j2 then
α1 = k
1〈j2, j1〉. Consider the 2-cell
〈0, j2, j1〉 ∗0 k1〈j2, j1〉 : 〈0, j2〉 ∗0 k1〈j2, j1〉 =⇒ 〈0, j1〉











α2 // · · ·
αm−1 // jm
k1〈0,jm〉// 0
The top path is α, so α belongs to the same homotopy class as another loop at 0 which is a




0νZ[∂∆n] if n > 2 then the map Cω(∂∆n) ↪→ Cω(∆n) is the identity on 0, 1,
and 2-cells, so it induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups. If n = 1 then Λk1 = ∆
0 so it
is clear that Cω(Λ
k
1) is 1-connected. It only remains to show that Cω(Λ
k
2) is 1-connected for all
0 ≤ k ≤ 2. The simplicial set Λk2 is 1-skeletal, so Cω(Λk2) has no non-identity 2-cells and its only
1-cells are two out of 〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 2〉, and 〈0, 2〉. So Cω(Λk2) is 1-connected as there are no non-identity
loops at any object and all 0-cells have a 1-cell connecting them to k ∈ [2]. 
This proof shows that the fact that λ a U is Quillen goes a long way to proving that the
Street nerve-realization adjunction is Quillen. The only further details to check are found in the
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restriction to the 2-groupoid truncation. The Street nerve for 2-groupoids was shown to be Quillen
by Moerdijk and Svensson in [MS93], so this result can be seen as a small generalization of that
result by the results of [Gue21] that we adapted in Proposition 4.50.
Combining the Street nerve-realization adjunction with the linearization adjunction of Propo-
sition 4.50 gives an adjunction between sSet and Ch. In the next result we see that this is simply
the free-forgetful adjunction, aided by the Dold-Kan equivalence.
























where N a Γ is the Dold-Kan equivalence.
Proof. We will show that λCω(L) = NZ[L] for all simplicial sets L, the right adjoints will then be
equal by uniqueness of adjoints. First we observe that λOn is the chain complex freely generated
by m-chains [θ] ∈ λOnm corresponding to injective non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] in ∆. These
are the non-degenerate simplices of ∆n so
λOn = NZ[∆n]
the normalized chain complex of the free simplicial abelian group on ∆n. Now recall the definition












since λ and Z are left adjoints so they commute with colimits and N is part of an equivalence of
categories so it does as well. 
We now have seen two notions of homotopy groups for an ω-groupoid X: the algebraic definition
given in Definition 4.13 using the structure of the ω-groupoid and those of the simplicial set Nω(X),
which is a Kan complex since all ω-groupoids are fibrant in the folk model structure and Nω is a
right Quillen functor. As mentioned above, Proposition 2.6 of [BH91] for crossed complexes shows
that these two notions give isomorphic groups. In the next result we give a proof this result in the
context of ω-groupoids.
Proposition 4.57. Let X be an ω-groupoid. The simplicial set Nω(X) is a Kan complex and for
any 0-simplex αx : O0 → X of Nω(X) the groups πn(Nω(X), αx) are isomorphic to πn(X, 1x).
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Proof. All ω-groupoids are fibrant in the folk model structure on ωGpd by Theorem 4.39, so since
Nω is a right Quillen functor Nω(X) is a fibrant simplicial set.
The homotopy group πn(Nω(X), αx) is defined in Definition 3.6 of [May67] as the quotient of
the set of n-simplices α ∈ Nω(X)n such that diα = sn−10 (αx) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n by the restriction to
this subset of the equivalence relation that identifies α, β : On → X if
1. diα = diβ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and
2. there exists γ : On+1 → X such that d0γ = α, d1γ = β and
diγ = sn−1diα = sn−1diβ
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1
The n-simplex sn−10 αx : On → X is the composite
On
(s0)n−1// O0 αx // X
which sends all atoms 〈θ〉 ∈ Onm to the identity m-cell 1x ∈ Xm on the 0-cell x ∈ X0. An n-cell
α : On → X with diα = sn−10 αx for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, therefore, is an ω-functor that sends every
m-atom 〈θ〉 ∈ Onm for m < n to the identity m-cell 1x ∈ Xm on x ∈ Xm. Such an n-simplex
therefore is uniquely determined by where it sends the unique n-atom 〈1[n]〉. By Lemma A.2 since
α(〈di〉) = 1x for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n
α(d−n−1〈1[n]〉) = 1x
α(d+n−1〈1[n]〉) = 1x
This establishes a bijection between n-simplices α : On → X such that diα = sn−10 (αx) and n-cells
z ∈ Xn such that d−n−1z = d
+
n−1z = 1x.
Let γ : On+1 → X be an n+ 1-simplex of Nω(X) such that diγ = sn0 (αx) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1.
This corresponds to an ω-functor On+1 → X that sends all m-atoms 〈θ〉 ∈ On+1m corresponding to
injective non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n + 1] except d0, d1, and 1[n+1] to 1x. By the previous
discussion, there is a bijection between n-cells of X with source and target equal to 1x and possible
values of γ(〈d0〉) and γ(〈d1〉). For γ(〈1[n+1]〉) we have by Proposition B.10
γ(d−n−1〈1[n+1]〉) = γ(ω
(1)





n ) ∗n−1 · · · ∗n−1 γ(ω(2)n ) ∗n−1 γ(ω(0)n )







Using the notation of Definition B.7, for all ~j ∈ J (n)tn+1,m we have γ(〈d
~j〉) = 1x so by Corollary B.12
γ(ω(1)n ) = γ(〈d1〉)
and similarly
γ(ω(0)n ) = γ(〈d0〉)
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Hence the cell γ(〈1[n+1]〉) is an n+ 1-cell of X with source and target given by γ(〈d0〉) and γ(〈d1〉)
respectively. Thus a simplicial homotopy between n-simplices α, β ∈ Nω(X)n whose faces are all
αx corresponds exactly to an n + 1-cell of X that witnesses a homotopy between n-cells α(〈1[n]〉)
and β(〈1[n]〉) of X.
Definition 4.13 of the homotopy groups of X now shows that there is a well-defined isomorphism
α : πn(X, 1x)→ πn(Nω(X), αx)
that sends the class of an n-cell z ∈ Xn with d−n−1z = d
+
n−1z = 1x to the class of the n-simplex
α(z) : On → X determined by the ω-functor
α(z)(〈θ〉) =
{
z θ = 1[n]
1x θ 6= 1[n]
We must show that this is a group homomorphism when n ≥ 1. Let [z], [w] ∈ πn(X, 1x) and
consider [z][w] = [z ∗n−1 w] in the group πn(X, 1x). We will show that [α(z ∗n−1 w)] = [α(z)][α(w)]
in the group structure for the homotopy group πn(Nω(X), αx). This means we must show that




di = αx 3 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1
A filler for this horn would be an n + 1-simplex γ : On+1 → X that sends 〈di〉 to 1x for all
3 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 and sends
γ(〈d0〉) = z
γ(〈d2〉) = w
The n + 1-cell γ(〈1[n+1]〉) ∈ Xn+1 must have its source and target consistent with the images of
these atoms. Since γ(〈θ〉) = 1x for all injective non-decreasing maps θ of ∆ except for d0, d1, d2,
and 1[n+1] by Lemma A.2 and Corollary B.12
γ(d+n 〈1[n+1]〉) = γ(ω
(2)
n ) ∗n−1 γ(ω(0)n )
= γ(〈d(2)〉) ∗n−1 γ(〈d(0)〉)
= z ∗n−1 w




Hence taking γ(〈d1〉) = z ∗n−1w and γ(〈1[n+1]〉) = 1z∗n−1w defines an ω-functor γ : On+1 → X that
makes α(z ∗n−1 w) a filler for the horn and hence [α(z)][α(w)] = [α(z ∗n−1 w)]. 
As an immediate corollary we recover the result of [BH91] Proposition 2.6 that Nω creates weak
equivalences of ω-groupoids in the following sense.
Corollary 4.58. An ω-functor f : X → Y in ωGpd is a weak equivalence if and only if Nω(f) is
a weak equivalence of simplicial sets.
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4.8 Homotopy 2-Types and ω-Groupoids
It is well-known (see for example [Sim98]) that the adjunction Cω a Nω does not induce a Quillen
equivalence between ωGpd with the folk model structure and the Kan model structure on simplicial
sets. In fact, Simpson shows that when n ≥ 3 there is no reasonable realization functor from the
category of n-groupoids to the category of topological spaces that realizes all n-types. However, as
mentioned before, in [MS93] it is shown that 2-groupoids do model all 2-types. In this section we
will show that the adjunction Cω a Nω is a Quillen equivalence when ωGpd and sSet are localized
to ignore all homotopy data above degree 2. This is the best we can hope for out of the folk model
structure on ωGpd as the next result shows. This result further extends the connections described
in [Ara13] between 1-reduced ω-groupoids and chain complexes discussed in Section 4.6.
Proposition 4.59. Let K be a simply-connected simplicial set. The unit map ηK : K → NωCω(K)
of the Street nerve-realization adjunction is weakly equivalent to the Hurewicz map K → UZ[K]
arising as the unit of the free-forgetful adjunction U a Z[−] between sSet and sAb.
Proof. Since K is simply connected for any 0-simplex x ∈ K0 the inclusion of the simplicial subset
Kx with unique 0-simplex x and only degenerate 1-simplices is a weak equivalence. Since Cω a Nω
is a Quillen adjunction by Proposition 4.55 and all simplicial sets are cofibrant and all ω-groupoids
are fibrant in the folk model structure, the endofunctor NωCω : sSet → sSet preserves weak
equivalences. Hence we may assume that K is 1-reduced in the sense of having a unique 0-simplex
and no non-degenerate 1-simplices.
If K is 1-reduced then so is the ω-groupoid Cω(K) as the 0-cells of Cω(K) are the 0-simplices
of K and degenerate simplices correspond to identity cells of Cω(K). Hence by Proposition 4.49
Cω(K) has the structure of an ω-groupoid in abelian groups. There is an isomorphism
Nω(UCω(K)) = HomωGpd(O•, UCω(K))
∼= HomωGpd(Ab)(F (O•), Cω(K)) by the adjunction F a U (77)
∼= HomCh(CF (O•), C(Cω(K)) by Prop. 4.48




since Cω(K) is a computad and an ω-groupoid in abelian groups with generating sets of n-cells the
non-degenerate n-simplices of K. Since N a Γ is an adjoint equivalence the map K → UΓ(NZ[K])
is isomorphic to the unit of the free-forgetful adjunction U a Z[−]. 
This shows that there is no hope of the unit map for the adjunction Cω a Nω being a weak
equivalence for all simplicial sets K. A concrete counterexample is the sphere S2 modelled as the
1-reduced simplicial set with a single 2-simplex and no non-degenerate higher simplices. The chain
complex Z[S2] has non-trivial homology in degree 2 only, while the higher homotopy groups of S2
are certainly not all 0. By [use] this unit map is a weak equivalence only for an extremely restricted
class of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.
The Quillen equivalence between 2-groupoids and homotopy 2-types from [MS93] can be realized
using the Quillen adjunction Cω a Nω by localizing the model structures on sSet and ωGpd.
The results of [MS93] show that the unit of this adjunction induces isomorphisms of connected
components and the first two homotopy groups.
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Proposition 4.60 ([MS93] Corollary 2.6). The unit map ηK : K → NωCω(K) of the Street nerve-
realization adjunction induces isomorphisms on πi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2.
Proof. The functor W defined in [MS93] is the composite of Cω : sSet → ωGpd with the smart
2-truncation functor of Definition 4.11. The smart truncation functor preserves homotopy groups
in dimensions n ≤ 2, so the claimed result follows immediately from Corollary 2.6 of [MS93]. 
Instead of truncating to 2-groupoids to recover the Quillen equivalence of 2-types with 2-
groupoids we take the approach of localizing the model structure on ωGpd at ω-functors that
ignore all homotopy information above degree 2. This is done by the applying the methods of
[Lac11] §6 for sSet to ωGpd. As in [Lac11] §6 let gn+2 : ∂∆n ↪→ ∆n for n ≥ 1 be the generating
cofibration for the Kan model structure on sSet. The model structure on sSet is left proper and
cellular, so by [Hir03] Theorem 4.1.1 there exists a localization of sSet at the single map gn, which
we will denote by PnsSet following [Lac11] §6. A simplicial set map f is a weak equivalence of
PnsSet if and only if it induces isomorphisms on πi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We will now define the lo-
calization of ωGpd that determines a model structure Quillen equivalent to P2sSet via the Street
nerve-realization adjunction.
Proposition 4.61. The left Bousfield localization of ωGpd with the folk model structure at the
map Cω(g2) : ∂O4 ↪→ O4 exists. It as a model structure P2ωGpd with
• the same cofibrations as the folk model structure on ωGpd
• fibrant objects the ω-groupoids X such that πnX = 0 for n > 2
• weak equivalences the ω-functors that induce isomorphisms on πn for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2
Proof. First, Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 of [Sau03] show that the model structure on ωGpd is proper
and cellular via the equivalence [BH81b] of the category of ω-groupoids with the category of crossed
complexes. Hence Theorem 4.1.1 of [Hir03] shows that the left Bousfield localization of ωGpd at
any set of maps exist. Let P2ωGpd denote the left Bousfield localization of the folk model structure
at the map Cω(g2) : ∂O4 ↪→ O4. This model structure has the same cofibrations as the folk model
structure on ωGpd by the definition of left Bousfield localization. By Lemma 3.3.11 and Definition
3.3.8 of [Hir03] we can identify the fibrant objects of P2ωGpd by taking a cosimplicial resolution
of Cω(g2) in ωGpd that is also a Reedy cofibration of ωGpd
∆.
By Corollary 16.2.2 of [Hir03] since Cω is a left Quillen functor by Proposition 4.55 it is sufficient
to take a cosimplicial resolution of g2 that is a Reedy cofibration in sSet
∆ and apply Cω to it. Since
g2 : ∂∆
4 ↪→ ∆4 is a cofibration in sSet the map of cosimplicial simplicial sets
g2 ×∆• : ∂∆4 ×∆• ↪→ ∆4 ×∆•
is a cosimplicial resolution of g2 that is also a Reedy cofibration in sSet
∆ by Corollaries 15.9.10 and
15.9.11 of [Hir03]. By Lemma 3.3.11, therefore, an ω-groupoid X is fibrant in the model structure
P2ωGpd if and only if Nω(X) is fibrant in the model structure P2sSet. Hence by Proposition 1.5.1
of [Hir03] and Proposition 4.57 X is a P2-fibrant ω-groupoid if and only if πn(X) = 0 for all n ≥ 3.
Recall the truncation functor τn defined in Definition 4.5. For an ω-groupoid X the 3-truncation
has only identity n-cells for n > 3, so πn(τ
3(X)) = 0 for all n > 2 and so τ3(X) is P2-fibrant. We
will show that for all ω-groupoids X the inclusion τ3(X) ↪→ X is a P2-weak equivalence. Recall
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the cofibrant replacement for the folk model structure on ωGpd given in Lemma 4.46. This
construction builds X∗, the cofibrant replacement of an ω-groupoid X, by successively attaching
n-cells to cofibrant n− 1-groupoids. Hence
τ3(X∗) = (X∗)3 = (τ3(X))∗
using the notation of Lemma 4.46 for the construction of X∗ as the filtered colimit of inclusions
(X∗)n−1 ↪→ (X∗)n. Furthermore the functor τ3 preserves weak equivalences so if X∗ ∼→ X is the









commutes and shows that τ3(X∗) is the computad replacement of τ3(X). Hence we may assume
X is a computad and hence τ3(X) ↪→ X is a cofibration. By Proposition 3.5.3 of [Hir03] we must
show that for every P2-fibrant ω-groupoid Y the map of homotopy classes of maps
πωGpd(X,Y )→ πωGpd(τ3(X), Y ) (83)
induced by the inclusion τ3(X) ↪→ X is an isomorphism.
If Y is P2-fibrant then the natural map Y → c3(Y ) to the cotruncation of Y is a weak equiva-
lence, since all parallel n-cells of c3(Y ) are homotopic if n > 2 by the Definition 4.6 of the cotrun-
cation functor. Hence we may assume that Y is 3-cotruncated, so the natural map Y ∼= c3(Y ) is







have solutions by the adjointness τ3 a c3. It only remains to show that this map is injective. For
this we will use the fact that homlax(I
1, Y ) is a path space for any ω-groupoid Y by Proposition
4.44. By the symmetric closed monoidal structure on ωGpd and the fact that L0 is left adjoint to
the inclusion of ωGpd in ωCat the n-cells of homlax(I
1, Y ) correspond to ω-functors D1⊗Dn → Y .
By Proposition B.1.15 of [AM20] if Y is a 2-category then all n-cells of homlax(I
1, Y ) are identity
cells for n > 2. Hence homlax(I
1, τ̄2(Y )) is a 2-category. Since Y is P2-fibrant the natural map
Y → τ̄2(Y ) is a weak equivalence, so it is sufficient to show that
πωGpd(X, τ̄
2(Y ))→ πωGpd(τ3(X), τ̄2(Y ))
is injective. Since homlax(I









τ̄2(Y )× τ̄2(Y )
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all have solutions, which is the case because the inclusion τ3(X) ↪→ X is bijection below degree 3
and τ̄2(Y )× τ̄2(Y ) and homlax(I1, τ̄2(Y )) are 2-categories. Hence we have showed that τ3(X) ↪→ X
is a P2-weak equivalence.








 ∼ // Y
where the horizontal maps are P2-weak equivalences. It is clear that f is a P2-weak equivalence
if and only if τ3(f) is, but since τ3(X) and τ3(Y ) are P2-fibrant τ
3(f) is a P2-weak equivalence if
and only if it is a folk weak equivalence. Hence f is a P2-weak equivalence if and only if it induces
isomorphisms on πn for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2. 
Before showing that P2ωGpd and P2sSet are Quillen equivalent via the Street nerve-realization
adjunction we will describe a fibrant replacement functor for P2ωGpd. By Proposition 4.61 the
ω-functors in : ∂I
n ↪→ In are acyclic cofibrations in the model structure P2ωGpd when n ≥ 4 since
they are the identity in degree 3 and below. Therefore any P2-fibrant ω-groupoid has the right
lifting property against L0in for all n ≥ 4. We claim that applying the small object argument to
the set of ω-functors L0in for n ≥ 4 gives a functorial P2-fibrant replacement of an ω-groupoid X.
Let X̂ be the ω-groupoid obtained from this construction. The ω-functor X → X̂ is the transfinite
composition of ω-functors
X 
 ∼ // X̂1 
 ∼ // · · · 
 ∼ // X̂n 
 ∼ // · · · 
 // X̂
obtained as the pushouts of diagrams indexed by lifting problems of L0in against X̂
i → ∗ for n ≥ 4









which correspond to parallel pairs of n− 1-cells u, v ∈ X̂in−1. In particular, X̂0 = X and for i ≥ 0










Since P2ωGpd is a model category and L
0in are acyclic cofibrations for all n ≥ 4 the pushout
of the left vertical map is an acyclic cofibration. Hence the transfinite composite X ↪→ X̂ is an
acyclic cofibration of P2ωGpd. By the small object argument X̂ has the right lifting property
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against all L0in for n ≥ 4, so all parallel pairs of n− 1-cells are homotopic when n ≥ 4 in X̂. Thus
πn(X̂, x) = 0 for all x ∈ X0 and all n ≥ 3 and so X̂ is P2-fibrant by Proposition 4.61. We note
that this replacement does not change the n-cells of X for 0 ≤ n ≤ 3, so X ↪→ X̂ is the identity in
degree 3 and below.
Now we proceed with showing the promised Quillen equivalence between P2ωGpd and P2sSet.
Proposition 4.62. The adjunction Cω a Nω is a Quillen equivalence between P2ωGpd and P2sSet.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.20 of [Hir03] since g2 : ∂∆
4 ↪→ ∆4 is a cofibration between cofibrant







The unit map ηK : K → NωCω(K) is a weak equivalence of P2sSet by Proposition 4.60, so to show
this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence it only remains to show that Nω creates weak equivalences.
This is clear by Proposition 4.61 and Proposition 4.57 since an ω-functor f is a P2-weak equivalence
if and only if it induces isomorphisms on πn for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2. 







where 2Gpd is the category of 2-groupoids with the model structure of Theorem 1.2 of [MS93] is
a Quillen equivalence. Composing this adjunction with that of Proposition 4.62 gives the Quillen
equivalence of [MS93] Corollary 2.6.
5 Monoids in ω-Groupoids
In this chapter we will use a model based in ω-groupoids for the homotopy theory of 2-types of
monoids and their group completions to calculate the first derived functor of group completion of a
monoid M . By Proposition 3.84, therefore, we will have calculated π2(BM), the second homotopy
group of the classifying space of M . In the previous chapter we showed that strict ω-groupoids only
model all homotopy 2-types of spaces, so this seems to be the limit of this approach to calculating
homotopy groups of BM .
The connection of strict ω-groupoids with the homotopy theory of monoids comes from the
Street nerve, which we saw in Section 4.7 determines a Quillen adjunction with the category of
simplicial sets. We will show that this nerve is lax monoidal for the Gray tensor product, so that
the Street nerve extends to a Quillen adjunction between monoids for the Gray tensor product
on strict ω-groupoids and simplicial monoids. For 2-types we show that this monoid Street nerve
adjunction is also a Quillen equivalence, using the localized Quillen equivalence proved in Section
4.8. From this equivalence we can calculate the first derived functor of group completion using
monoids in strict ω-groupoids. Our formula for π2(BM) is based on this calculation and the theory
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of rewriting systems for monoids, which obtains homotopy invariants from the data of a presentation
of a monoid M by generators and relations. This formula is reminiscent of the Hopf formula for
the second group homology group, so we call it a Hopf formula for π2(BM).
5.1 Gray Monoids and Gray Groups
In this section we will define the categories of Gray monoids, which are monoids in the category
ωGpd with the Gray tensor product, and of Gray groups, which are Gray monoids with an extra
invertibility condition. We will show that these categories have model structures determined by
the folk model structure on ωGpd and that there is a left Quillen group completion functor that
is left adjoint to the inclusion of Gray groups into Gray monoids. In the next section we will use
the Street nerve to show that these Gray monoids and groups with these model structures form
models of truncated homotopy types of simplicial monoids and their group completions.
Recall that Theorem 4.43 (coming from §6 of [AL20]) shows that the folk model structure on
ωGpd is a monoidal model structure for the Gray tensor product. Proposition 6.23 and remark 6.24
of [AL20] show that ωGpd with the folk model structure satisfies the monoid axiom (Definition 3.3
of [SS00]) which requires that transfinite compositions of tensor products of an ω-groupoid with an
acyclic cofibration are weak equivalences. This allows the results of [SS00] to be applied to transfer
the folk model structure of ωGpd along the free-forgetful adjunction to the category of monoids






We will call such monoids Gray monoids, extending the name for monoids in the category of 2-
groupoids with the Gray tensor product. The category of these monoids with the model structure
transferred along this adjunction will be denoted by Gray.
Definition 5.1. The category Gray of Gray monoids is a cofibrantly generated model category
with
• weak equivalences the monoid ω-functors f : M → N that are sent to weak equivalences in
ωGpd by the forgetful functor U : Gray→ ωGpd




for n ≥ 0





for n ≥ 1 and for either choice of ε ∈ {−,+}
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A Gray monoid M is an ω-groupoid with a multiplication ω-functor m : M ⊗M → M and
a unit ω-functor e : I0 → M that satisfy the usual monoid identities. By Lemma 4.35, 0-cells of
M⊗M are pairs m⊗m′ of 0-cells m,m′ ∈M0. Hence on 0-cells, a Gray monoid has the structure of
an ordinary monoid in Set. We can extend this ordinary multiplication of 0-cells of a Gray monoid
to an action of 0-cells on n-cells for n ≥ 0 from the left and right by restricting the multiplication
ω-functor m to the 0-cells of M in one entry
M0 ×M = M0 ⊗M 
 //M ⊗M m //M
We will denote the left and right actions of a 0-cell x ∈M0 on an n-cell a ∈Mn by
x · a = m(1x ⊗ a) a · x = m(a⊗ 1x)
We observe that this action respects the structure maps of the ω-groupoid M , so for 0 ≤ i < n and
ε ∈ {−,+}
dεi (x · a) = x · a x · (a ∗i b) = (x · a) ∗i (x · y) 1x·a = x · 1a
If n = 0 then the action coincides with the multiplication of the monoid M0 of 0-cells.
When the monoid of 0-cells M0 of a Gray monoid M is a group we will say that M is a Gray
group.
Definition 5.2. A Gray monoid is a Gray group if its ordinary monoid of 0-cells is a group.
We will denote by GrayGp the full subcategory of Gray on Gray groups. The inclusion of








where LM0 is the group completion of the Set monoid of 0-cells of M .
We can construct a path space for Gray monoids using the path space construction of Proposi-
tion 4.44 by putting a Gray monoid structure on homlax(I
1,M) when M is a Gray monoid. To do
this, we follow the example of the path space for differential graded algebras, which are monoids
for the chain complex tensor product, as discussed in §5 of [SS00].
Proposition 5.3. Let M be a Gray monoid. The ω-groupoid homlax(I
1,M) is a Gray monoid and
a path space for the model structure on Gray.
Proof. Let M be a Gray monoid. We will show that the factorization of Definition 4.44 for M is
a diagram of Gray monoids and ω-functors that preserve Gray monoid structures. For simplicity
we will denote the path space for an ω-groupoid M by
M I = homlax(I
1,M)
We begin by describing the Gray monoid structure on the ω-groupoid M I . Let m : M⊗M →M
be the multiplication for the Gray monoid M . We define the multiplication µ : M I ⊗M I → M I
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on M I by the adjoint of the map µ̄ : I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)→M given by the following composite
I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
µ̄
++









This ω-functor µ̄ : I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)→M involves the following ω-functors
• the counit ε⊗M : I
1 ⊗M I → M for the adjunction I1 ⊗ − a homlax(I1,−) of the monoidal
structure on ωGpd








// I1 ⊗ I1
where η is the unit of the adjunction L a I with I the inclusion of ωGpd in ωCat
• γ : (I1⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I)→ (I1⊗M I)⊗ (I1⊗M1) is composed of the following components
of the natural transformations that define the symmetric monoidal structure on ωGpd
(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I) α→ I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)) 1⊗α→ I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)⊗M I
I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)⊗M I 1⊗c⊗1→ I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ I1)⊗M I
I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ I1)⊗M I 1⊗α
−1
→ I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (I1 ⊗M I))
I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)) α
−1
→ (I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
where c is the symmetry natural isomorphism and α is the associativity natural isomorphism
for the Gray tensor product on ωGpd.
Identity and associativity hold for M I by the corresponding properties for M . For associativity, in
the following diagrams the top paths are the adjoints of µ ◦ (µ⊗ 1) ◦ α and µ ◦ (1⊗ µ) respectively
under the adjunction I1 ⊗− a homlax(I1,−)
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I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
s⊗1

1⊗α // I1 ⊗ ((M I ⊗M I)⊗M I)
s⊗1


















I1 ⊗ I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
γ

((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
γ⊗1

(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
ε⊗M⊗1





(M ⊗M)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
1⊗ε⊗M 
m⊗1






//M ⊗M m //M






I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
s⊗1



















I1 ⊗ I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
γ

(I1 ⊗M)⊗ ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗γ

(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
1⊗ε⊗M





(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (M ⊗M)
ε⊗M⊗1 
1⊗m
// (I1 ⊗M I)⊗M
ε⊗M⊗1
M ⊗ (M ⊗M)
1⊗m
//M ⊗M m //M
(86)
Now we must show that the two bottom paths of these diagrams are equal. For (85) this composite,
omitting m ◦ (1⊗m) which occurs at the end of both paths, is given by the left-most path of the
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following diagram.
I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
s⊗1

(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗α

(s⊗1)⊗1// ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗α

(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ ((M I ⊗M I)⊗M I)
γ

(s⊗1)⊗1// ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ I1)⊗ ((M I ⊗M I)⊗M I)
γ

(I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
(s⊗1)⊗1// ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
γ⊗1
















(M ⊗M)⊗M α //M ⊗ (M ⊗M)
The bottom path of (86), again omitting m◦ (1⊗m), is the left-most path of the following diagram
I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
s⊗1

(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
γ

(1⊗s)⊗1// (I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗ I1))⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
γ
ss
(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗(s⊗1)

(I1 ⊗M)⊗ ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗γ





(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (M ⊗M)
ε⊗M⊗1 
M ⊗ (M ⊗M)
Finally coherence for symmetric monoidal categories gives that the following diagram commutes
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and this completes the associativity identity.





((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ I1)⊗ ((M I ⊗M I)⊗M I)
γ

(I1 ⊗ (I1 ⊗ I1))⊗ (M I ⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
γ

((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
γ⊗1

((I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I))⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
α

(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ ((I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I))
1⊗γqq
(I1 ⊗M I)⊗ ((I1 ⊗M I)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I))
The identity ω-functor eI : I0 → M I is determined by the 1-cell 1e ∈ M1 which is the identity
on the 0-cell e : I0 → M determined by identity ω-functor for the Gray monoid M . The adjoint
ω-functor ēI : I1 ⊗ I0 →M determined by the adjunction I1 ⊗− a homlax(I1,−) is the composite
I0 ⊗ I1 !⊗1 // I0 ⊗ I0 e //M
where the first ω-functor is the unique map to the terminal ω-groupoid I0. The left identity
property for this unit ω-functor follows from the fact that e is a unit for M as a Gray monoid.
In the following diagram the top right path is the adjoint of µ ◦ (eI ⊗ 1) under the adjunction
I1 ⊗− a homlax(I1,−).
I1 ⊗ (I0 ⊗M I)
s⊗1

1⊗(eI⊗1) // I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
s⊗1

1⊗µ // I1 ⊗M I
ε⊗M






(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
γ














//M ⊗M m //M
I0 ⊗M λM
44
The bottom left path of this diagram is the bottom left path of the next commutative diagram and
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the top right path is the adjoint of λMI , so this proves the left identity condition.











(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (I0 ⊗M I)
γ

(!⊗1)⊗1 // (I0 ⊗ I1)⊗ (I0 ⊗M I)
γ

(I1 ⊗ I0)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
(!⊗1)⊗1
// (I0 ⊗ I0)⊗ (I1 ⊗M I)
λI0⊗1













The right identity condition follows from the same arguments.
Hence homlax(I
1,M) is a Gray monoid. Now we must show that the ω-functors τM and π
ε
M for
ε ∈ {−,+} of Definition 4.44 are Gray monoid ω-functors. We start with τM = homlax(!,M) by










Applying the adjoint gives a diagram
I1 ⊗ (M ⊗M)
s⊗1

1⊗(τM⊗τM ) // I1 ⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
s⊗1

1⊗µ // I1 ⊗M I
ε⊗M

(I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M ⊗M)
γ

1⊗(τM⊗τM ) // (I1 ⊗ I1)⊗ (M I ⊗M I)
γ

(I1 ⊗M)⊗ (I1 ⊗M)
(!⊗M)⊗(!⊗M)






(I0 ⊗M)⊗ (I0 ⊗M)
λM⊗λM
//M ⊗M m //M
where λ is the natural isomorphism for the unit condition on I0. The bottom left square of this
diagram commutes because τM : M → M I is the internal composition ω-functor for the internal
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hom of ωGpd when we observe that
M ∼= homlax(I1, I0)⊗ homlax(I0,M)
Now consider the following diagram, where the lower left path is the same as the lower left path of
the above square.












// I0 ⊗ (M ⊗M)
λM⊗M

(I1 ⊗M)⊗ (I1 ⊗M)
(!⊗1)⊗(!⊗1)
// (I0 ⊗M)⊗ (I0 ⊗M)
λM⊗λM
//M ⊗M m //M
Hence the adjoint of the top path in (5.1) m ◦ (!⊗ (M ⊗M)) which is the adjoint of τM ◦m as well
by the following diagram.






1⊗τM // I1 ⊗M I
ε⊗M



















commutes since τM sends a 0-cell of M to the 0-cell of M
I that corresponds to the identity 1-cell
on it.
Finally we must show that the ω-functors πεM of Definition 4.44 are also Gray monoid ω-functors.
First we will show that the following diagram commutes.












where πεM = homlax(j
ε
1,M) : M
I → M is the ω-functor of Definition 4.44. The following diagram
shows that this does commute, where we are using the notation homlax(I
1, X) = XI generally.
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I1 ⊗ (M ⊗M)
!⊗1
++



































// (I0 ⊗ I0)⊗ (M ⊗M)
γ





























Finally, πεM also respects the identity because τM does and π
ε
M is a retract of τM .

This path space construction allows us to define a model structure on the subcategory of Gray
groups in Gray that is transferred via the inclusion adjunction. This is inspired by the approach of
[Lac11] to proving a model structure for groupoids enriched in 2Gpd with the Gray tensor product.







With this model structure on GrayGp this adjunction is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. The model structure on Gray is transferred from ωGpd by the free-forgetful monoid ad-
junction, so the transferred model structure for GrayGp will have fibrations and weak equivalences
the Gray monoid ω-functors that are fibrations and weak equivalences respectively as ω-functors
in the folk model structure in ωGpd. We will temporarily refer to such Gray monoid ω-functors
between Gray groups as transferred fibrations and transferred weak equivalences until we
have shown that they are in fact fibrations and weak equivalences of a model structure. To show
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this we must show that Gray monoid ω-functors between Gray groups that have the left lifting
property against all transferred fibrations of GrayGp are transferred weak equivalences. For this
we will use the path space construction of Proposition 5.3. We begin by showing that the path
space of Gray group is a Gray group.
Let M be a Gray group. The 0-cells of homlax(I
1,M) are the ω-functors a : I1 →M , which in
turn correspond to 1-cells a : x→ y of M . Multiplication of 0-cells is given by
(a : x→ y) · (b : w → z) = (a · w) ∗1 (y · b)
Given a 1-cell a : x→ y its inverse in (M I)0 is the 1-cell
a−1 = y−1 · k1a · x−1 : x−1 → y−1
since
a−1 · a = (a−1 · x) ∗1 (y−1 · a)
= ((y−1 · k1a · x−1) · x) ∗1 (y−1 · a)
= (y−1 · k1a) ∗1 (y−1 · a)
= 1e
a · a−1 = (a · x−1) ∗1 (y · a−1)
= (a · x−1) ∗1 (y · (y−1 · k1a · x−1))
= (a · x−1) ∗1 (a · x−1)
= 1e
Hence if M is a Gray group then so is M I .
Now we can adapt the argument of [Qui73] §II that was also used by [SS00] in the proof of
Lemma 2.3. This argument uses the path space fibration of GrayGp to show that any Gray monoid
ω-functor between Gray groups with the left lifting property against all transferred fibrations of
GrayGp is a transferred weak equivalence. Let f : M → N be a Gray monoid ω-functor between
Gray groups that has the left lifting property against transferred fibrations. All Gray groups are
























The outer square commutes by the fact that r ◦ f = 1M and πM ◦ τM = ∆ : M → M ×M by
Proposition 4.44. This is a diagram of Gray groups and πM is a transferred fibration so there exists
a lift H by the condition on f . The ω-functor H makes f an isomorphism in the homotopy category
of ωGpd, so it is a transferred weak equivalence. 
In the next section, we consider how the monoidal structure of ωGpd interacts with the Street
nerve functor and establish a Quillen adjunction between the categories of monoids in ωGpd and
in sSet.
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5.2 Street Nerves of Gray Monoids and Groups
To extend the Quillen adjunction Cω a Nω to Gray we must understand how the functor Nω
interacts with the Gray tensor product. We will show that Nω is lax monoidal for the Gray tensor
product, so it determines a functor Nω : Gray → sMon to the category of simplicial monoids.
We will also show that the Street nerve of a Gray monoid is a simplicial group if and only if it
is a Gray group, and the group completion functor we defined in Proposition 5.4 commutes with
the nerve to give the group completion functor for simplicial monoids defined in Section 3.7. We
will show that the Street nerve has these properties by constructing an ω-groupoid analogue of
the Alexander-Whitney map of chain complexes. We start by defining some necessary maps of the
simplex category ∆.
Definition 5.5. Let p, q ≥ 0. Define non-decreasing injective maps  p,q and p,q of ∆ by
 p,q : [p] ↪→ [p+ q] p,q : [q] ↪→ [p+ q]
i 7→ i i 7→ i+ p
The maps  p,q and p,q are the inclusions of the first p + 1 elements or the last q + 1 elements of
[p+ q] respectively. Hence we have
 p,q = dp+q ◦ dp+q−1 ◦ · · · ◦ dp+1
p,q = dp−1 ◦ dp−2 ◦ · · · ◦ d0
We can also express these maps by simply listing the elements of the image of the injective non-
decreasing map in [p+ q], so
 p,q = 012 · · · p p,q = p p+ 1 · · · p+ q
Definition 5.6 ([May67] 29.7, [Mac63] VIII 8.5). The Alexander-Whitney maps on chain complexes
are maps
AWCh : Z[∆n ×∆n]→ Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]
where the chain complexes appearing are the normalized chain complexes of simplicial sets. These
maps are given by
Z[∆n ×∆n] → Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]
[[θ : [m]→ [n], ϕ : [m]→ [n]] 7→
∑
p+q=m
[θ ◦  p,q : [p]→ [n]]⊗ [ϕ ◦ p,q : [q]→ [n]]
As is shown in [SS03] §2.3, the Alexander-Whitney maps are co-lax monoidal for the tensor
product of chain complexes and the tensor product of simplicial abelian groups. This holds as
Z[∆n ×∆n] = N(Fab(∆n)⊗sAb Fab(∆n))
where N : sAb → Ch is the normalization functor, Fab : sSet → sAb is the free abelian group
functor, and ⊗sAb is the degree-wise tensor product for simplicial abelian groups. This co-lax
monoidal structure determines a natural transformation
Γ(C)⊗sAb Γ(D)→ Γ(C ⊗D) (89)
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for chain complexes C and D, with Γ : Ch→ sAb the right adjoint to the normalization functor,
which is determined by
Γ(C)n = HomCh(Z[∆
n], C)
The tensor product Γ(C) ⊗sAb Γ(C) is the simplicial abelian group with group of n-simplices
generated by pairs
(c : Z[∆n]→ C)⊗ (d : Z[∆n]→ D)
The natural transformation (89) sends such a pair to the chain map
Z[∆n]
Z[∆] // Z[∆n ×∆n] AW // Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n] c⊗d // C ⊗D
We note the very clear similarity between the functor Γ of the Dold-Kan equivalence and the Street
nerve that arises from the definition On = L0νZ[∆n]. These functors are both nerves determined
by the cosimplicial chain complex Z[∆n]
Nω(X) = HomωGpd(O•, X) Γ(C) = HomCh(Z[∆•], X)
To obtain a similar natural transformation for a lax monoidal structure on the Street nerve with
respect to the Gray tensor product we will need an ω-groupoid version of the Alexander-Whitney
map.
We have a tool for obtaining ω-categories and functors from chain complexes: Steiner’s functor
ν ([Ste04]) as defined in Definition 4.21. Both Z[∆n ×∆n] and Z[∆n] ⊗ Z[∆n] are strong Steiner
complexes and the Alexander-Whitney map on chain complexes determines an ADC map between
them. By the definition above it sends elements of the submonoids N[∆n × ∆n]m to elements of
the submonoids








p×∆nq ]. Furthermore, the Alexander-Whitney map respects
augmentations as  0,0 = 1[0] = 
0,0 so it is the identity on 0-chains.
Now ∆n × ∆n is the nerve of a poset, so the same analysis that determines the total order
on elements of the basis of Z[∆n] as a strong Steiner complex determines a partial order on basis
elements of Z[∆n × ∆n]. Thus Z[∆n × ∆n] is a strong Steiner complex with the canonical basis.
Furthermore non-degenerate m-simplices of ∆n ×∆n are determined by their 0-simplices, so they
correspond to injective maps ∆m → ∆n ×∆n. So by Lemma 4.33 we have
νZ[∆n ×∆n] = colim(∆↓∆n×∆n) νZ[∆m] = Fω(∆n ×∆n)
By the definition of the tensor product in Theorem 4.34
ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]) = ν(Z[∆n])⊗ ν(Z[∆n])
Hence applying ν to AWCh determines an ω-functor
ν(AWCh) : Fω(∆
n ×∆n)→ ν(Z[∆n])⊗ ν(Z[∆n])
Applying L0, the left adjoint to the inclusion of ωGpd in ωCat gives the Alexander-Whitney
ω-functor.
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Definition 5.7. The Alexander-Whitney ω-functor is
AW = L0ν(AW
Ch) : Cω(∆
n ×∆n)→ On ⊗On




are ω-groupoids, so by the closed monoidal structure on ωCat
L0(ν(Z[∆n])⊗ ν(Z[∆n])) = On ⊗On
When n = 0 this is the identity ω-functor as Cω(∆
0 ×∆0) = O0 ⊗ O0. The first non-trivial case
is when n = 1. The Alexander-Whitney map on chain complexes sends [1[1], 1[1]] ∈ Z[∆1 ×∆1]1 to
the sum ∑
p+q=1
[ p,q : [p]→ [1]]⊗ [ p,q : [q]→ [1]] = [  1,1 : [1]→ [1]]⊗ [ 1,0 : [0]→ [1]]
+[ 1,0 : [0]→ [1]]⊗ [ 1,1 : [1]→ [1]]
= [01]⊗ [1] + [0]⊗ [01]
since  1,1 = 1[1] = 
1,1,  0,1 = d1, and 1,0 = d0. The ω-functor ν(AWCh) therefore sends
〈1[1], 1[1]〉 ∈ νZ[∆1 ×∆1]1 to(
0⊗ 0 0⊗ 01 + 01⊗ 1
1⊗ 1 0⊗ 01 + 01⊗ 1
)
= 〈0⊗ 01〉 ∗0 〈01⊗ 1〉
We observe that O1 = I1 and so composing the diagonal ω-functor Cω(∆) : O1 → Cω(∆1 × ∆1)
gives the ω-functor s : I1 → I1 ⊗ I1 we used in defining the Gray monoid structure on M I in the
proof of Proposition 5.3.
This ω-functor AW was defined in [Ver08] Theorem 255, where Verity shows that the ω-functor
Fω(∆
n ×∆n)→ νZ[∆n]⊗ νZ[∆n]
is the universal map for the collapse of certain cells of Fω(∆
n ×∆n) to identities.
We now show that these ω-functors make Nω lax monoidal for the Gray tensor product.
Proposition 5.8. The Street nerve functor Nω : ωGpd→ sSet is lax monoidal for the Gray tensor
product and the cartesian product on simplicial sets.
Proof. The Gray tensor unit of ωGpd is I0, the terminal ω-groupoid so Nω(I
0) = ∆0, the
terminal simplicial set, which is the unit for the cartesian product. Now we must define a natural
transformation
ρX,Y : Nω(X)×Nω(Y )→ Nω(X ⊗ Y )
We will do this using the ω-functors
AW : Cω(∆
n ×∆n)→ On ⊗On
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for all n ≥ 0. An n-simplex of Nω(X)×Nω(Y ) is a pair
(x : On → X, y : On → Y )
of ω-functors. The simplicial set map ρX,Y sends such a pair to the ω-functor
On
Cω(∆)// Cω(∆
n ×∆n) AW // On ⊗On x⊗y // X ⊗ Y
which is an n-simplex of Nω(X ⊗ Y ). This is a simplicial set map as for θ : [m] → [n] a non-








AW // On ⊗On
θ∗⊗θ∗











If M is a Gray monoid, therefore, then Nω(M) has the structure of a simplicial monoid with
multiplication given by the simplicial set map
Nω(M)×Nω(M)
ρM,M // Nω(M ⊗M)
Nω(m)// Nω(M) (90)
The Street nerve therefore determines a functor Nω : Gray → sMon. By the general discussion
for lax monoidal right adjoints of §3.3 of [SS03] there exists a left adjoint C⊗ω : sMon→ Gray to
Nω since ωGpd has colimits and a free-forgetful adjunction with Gray. This is the functor C
⊗
ω













where F⊗ : ωGpd→ Gray and F× : sSet→ sMon are the free monoid functors left adjoint to the
respective forgetful functors, ε⊗ : UF⊗ → 1 and ε× : UF× → 1 are the counits of the free-forgetful











determined by the ω-functors ϕ̃ : Cω(UX × UX)→ CωUX ⊗ CωUX that are adjoint to









is a Quillen adjunction for the transferred model structures since fibrations and weak equivalences
of Gray and sMon are created by the forgetful functors to ωGpd and sSet and Nω preserves
fibrations and weak equivalences of ωGpd.
By the general results for adjunctions with lax-monoidal right adjoints of [SS03] §3 the adjunc-























In particular, for a simplicial set K, F⊗Cω(K) ∼= C⊗ω F×(K). Since UNωC⊗ω (X) ∼= NωUC⊗ω (X)
we can apply the forgetful functor to the simplicial monoid map ηX from the unit of the adjunction
C⊗ω a Nω to obtain a simplicial set map
UηX : UX → UNωC⊗ω (X) ∼= NωUC⊗ω (X)
The adjoint of this simplicial set map for the adjunction Cω a Nω is an ω-functor
χX : Cω(UX)→ UC⊗ω (X)
We will show later in Section 5.3 that for a class of almost cofibrant simplicial monoids this ω-functor
is a weak equivalence. For now we observe that on 0-cells this ω-functor is always a bijection.
Lemma 5.9. If X is a simplicial monoid then the monoid C⊗ω (X)0 is equal to X0.
Proof. The truncation construction of Definition 4.5 determines a functor τ0 : Gray→Mon that
has a right adjoint sending a monoid M to the discrete Gray monoid on M . Hence τ0 preserves










since for a Gray monoid X, F⊗(X)0 is the free monoid on X0 and Cω(X)0 = X0. 
If M is a Gray monoid we will denote the multiplication of n-simplices of the simplicial monoid
Nω(M) given by (90) above by α ·β for α, β : On →M ∈ Nω(M)n. Recall we used similar notation
for the action of the monoid of 0-cells on n-cells in a Gray monoid M at the start of Section 5.1.
This is justified by the fact that 0-simplices x : O0 →M of Nω(M) are the same as 0-cells x ∈M0
of M and for α : On →M an n-simplex of Nω(M) the n-simplex sn0 (x) ·α : On →M is determined
by the action of x ∈M0 on α in the following way
(sn0 (x) · α)(〈θ〉) = x · α(〈θ〉) ∈Mn
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for all 〈θ〉 ∈ Onm. A similar identity holds for multiplication on the right. In particular, the monoid
structure on the set of 0-simplices is exactly the monoid structure on the set of 0-cells of the Gray
monoid.
When M is a Gray group we can show that all simplices of Nω(M) have multiplicative inverses,
so that Nω(M) is a simplicial group. The key step for proving this will be reducing to a special
case as described in Appendix C in Lemma C.1.
Proposition 5.10. Let M be a Gray monoid. The nerve Nω(M) is a simplicial group if and only
if M is a Gray group.
Proof. One direction is clear, since for n = 0 the Alexander-Whitney ω-functor is an identity so
the monoid structure on 0-simplices of Nω(M) is the same as the monoid structure on the set of
0-cells M0. Hence if Nω(M) is a simplicial group then M0 is a group and so M is a Gray group.
Let M be a Gray group. We will show by induction on n ≥ 0 that the monoids Nω(M)n of
n-simplices are groups. For n = 0 this holds by the identification of M0 with Nω(M)0 described
above. Let n = 1 and α : O1 → M be a 1-simplex of Nω(M). The Alexander-Whitney ω-functor
sends Cω(∆)(〈1[1]〉) = 〈(1[1], 1[1])〉 ∈ Cω(∆1 ×∆1) to
〈0⊗ 1[1]〉 ∗0 〈1[1] ⊗ 1〉 ∈ (O1 ⊗O1)1
Hence for any β : O1 →M the product α · β in the monoid of 1-simplices Nω(M)1 is the 1-simplex
O1
Cω(∆)// Cω(∆
1 ×∆1) AW // O1 ⊗O1 α⊗β //M ⊗M m //M
This corresponds to the 1-simplex (s0(d
−
0 β) · α) ∗0 (β · s0(d
+
0 α)) ∈ M1. Hence the inverse of
α ∈ Nω(M)1 is the 1-simplex α−1 : O1 →M determined by the image of 〈1[1]〉 which is the 1-cell
d−0 α
−1 · k1α · d+0 α
−1 : d−0 α
−1 → d+0 α
−1
As noted above this is the ω-functor s : I1 → I1 ⊗ I1 used in defining the multiplication structure
on M I in Proposition 5.3.
Now let n > 1 and suppose that Nω(M)m is a group for all m < n. Let α : On → M be an
n-simplex of Nω(M). We will start by showing that without loss of generality we may assume that
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n diα = sn−10 (e), the multiplicative identity for the monoid of n−1-simplices. By the
induction hypothesis there exist multiplicative inverses in Nω(M)n−1 for all the faces of α. Define
α(n) = sn−1(dnα
−1) · α










Now let i > 0 and assume that djα(i+1) = s
n−1






















Hence α(1) has diα(1) = s
n−1
0 (e) for all 0 < i ≤ n. Since the degenerate n-simplices used to obtain
α(1) from α have inverses by the induction hypothesis, to show α has a multiplicative inverse it
is sufficient to show that α(1) has an inverse. We will now show that when diα = s
n−1
0 (e) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n we are in the special case of Lemma C.1 and in this case α has a multiplicative inverse.
Let θ : [m] ↪→ [n] be an injective non-decreasing map of ∆ with 1 ≤ m < n − 1 or such that
m = n− 1 and θ(0) = 0. Then there exists 0 < i ≤ n such that θ = di ◦ θ′ with θ′ : [m] ↪→ [n− 1]






Since n > 1 this means that α(〈i〉) = e for all i ∈ [n]. This means that α is an n-simplex of the
special case given in Lemma C.1. We will now construct the inverse of α. The simplex α determines
α(〈1[n]〉) ∈Mn with




by Lemma A.2 since α(〈θ〉) = 1e for all θ : [m] ↪→ [n] injective non-decreasing maps with m < n−1









e m = 0
1e 1 ≤ m < n− 1 or θ = di for 0 < i ≤ n
k1α(〈d0〉) θ = d0
k1α(〈1[n]〉) θ = 1[n]
This is a well-defined ω-functor On → M by Lemma A.2 and Proposition B.2. This determines a
multiplicative inverse for α by Lemma C.1 since α′ is an n-simplex satisfying the conditions of this
lemma, so α′ · α(〈θ〉) = 1e for 1 ≤ m and m < n− 1 or m = n− 1 and θ(0) = 0 and
α · α′(〈θ〉) = α′(〈θ〉) ∗0 α(〈θ〉)
= k1α(〈θ〉) ∗0 α(〈θ〉)
= 1e
when θ = d0 or 1[n]. Hence α · α′ = sn0 (e) and similarly for α · α′. Hence α′ is a multiplicative
inverse for α. 
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The Street nerve and Gray group completion therefore commute with the group completion























In the next section we will describe localizations of these model categories that make the horizontal
adjunctions Quillen equivalences.
5.3 Homotopy 2-Types and Gray Monoids
In this section we extend the Quillen equivalence of Proposition 4.62 to homotopy types of simplicial
and Gray monoids and groups. In particular, our main goal will be to show that the Quillen
equivalence for 2-types of Proposition 4.62 induces Quillen equivalences between similarly localized
model structures on Gray and sMon and on GrayGp and sGp. We will again use localization
of model categories to restrict to 2-types within larger model structures. We start by adapting the
arguments of Proposition 4.62 to show a Quillen equivalence between localized categories of Gray
monoids and simplicial monoids.
Proposition 5.11. There exist model structures P2Gray and P2sMon on the categories of Gray
monoids and simplicial monoids respectively that are transferred via the free-forgetful monoid ad-







is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. We will use the results for left Bousfield localizations of monoidal model categories from
[Whi18]. In particular, we observe that both ωGpd and sSet are tractable cofibrantly generated
model categories in the terminology of this reference since the domains of their generating cofi-
brations are cofibrant. These model categories are also monoidal model categories. Theorem 4.5
of [Whi18] therefore implies that the model categories P2sSet and P2ωGpd are monoidal model
categories that satisfy the monoid axiom and so allow the transfer of their model structures along
the free-forgetful adjunction to their categories of monoids if and only if for the maps g2 and Cω(g2)
g2 × ∂∆n : ∂∆4 × ∂∆n ↪→ ∆4 × ∂∆n Cω(g2)⊗ ∂In : Cω(∂∆4)⊗ ∂In ↪→ O4 ⊗ ∂In
g2 ×∆n : ∂∆4 ×∆n ↪→ ∆4 ×∆n Cω(g2)⊗ In : Cω(∂∆4)⊗ In ↪→ O4 ⊗ In
are P2-weak equivalences of their respective model categories for all n ≥ 0. This holds because in
all cases these maps are identities in degrees less than 4 and weak equivalences for the P2 model
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structures are those maps or ω-functors that induce isomorphisms on πn for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2. Hence by
[SS03] Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.16 the adjunction C⊗ω a Nω is a Quillen equivalence since
Cω(∆
0) = I0 and the cosimplicial space ∆• is a cosimplicial resolution of ∆0. 
A Gray monoid M is P2-fibrant if and only if it has trivial homotopy groups above degree 2 or
equivalently if and only if it has the right lifting property against F⊗(L
0in) : F⊗(∂I
n) ↪→ F⊗(In)
for all n ≥ 4, where F⊗ : ωGpd → Gray is the free Gray monoid functor left adjoint to the
forgetful functor. Applying the small object argument to the Gray monoid ω-functors F⊗(L
0in)
for n ≥ 4 gives a P2-fibrant replacement M̂ for a Gray monoid M . The Gray monoid ω-functor
M
∼
↪→ M̂ is the identity on n-cells for 0 ≤ n ≤ 3, so in particular if M is a Gray group then so is M̂ .
Furthermore, the path space construction for Gray monoids of Proposition 5.3 gives a path space
for P2-fibrant Gray monoids, so that we can transfer the model structure of P2Gray to a model
structure P2GrayGp on the category of Gray groups via the inclusion functor I : GrayGp →
Gray.
Proposition 5.12. The model structure P2Gray restricts to a model structure P2GrayGp on the







is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. We will again adapt the argument of [Qui73] §II as was done in the proof of Proposition 5.4.
As described above we have a P2-fibrant replacement for Gray monoids that preserves the property
of being a Gray group. The path space construction of Proposition 5.3 factors the diagonal Gray









If M is P2-fibrant then so is homlax(I
1,M) since τM is a folk weak equivalence and Gray monoids
are P2-fibrant if and only if their homotopy groups are trivial above degree 2. Hence if M is P2-
fibrant then τM is a P2-weak equivalence and πM is a P2-fibration. As was shown the proof of
Proposition 5.4, if M is a Gray group then so is the path space homlax(I
1,M). Hence there is a
P2-fibrant replacement functor and a P2-fibration and P2-weak equivalence path space construction
for Gray groups, so by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 the transferred model
structure P2GrayGp exists and L a I is a Quillen adjunction. 
The same argument for simplicial groups establishes a P2-model structure on the category of
simplicial groups that is transferred from the model structure of P2sMon via the adjunction I a L.
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In this square the top adjunction is a Quillen equivalence by Proposition 4.62. In the rest of this
section our goal will be to show that the bottom adjunction is also a Quillen equivalence.
In [SS03] the authors prove that a general Quillen equivalence between monoidal model cat-
egories where the right adjoint is lax monoidal can be extended to a Quillen equivalence be-
tween categories of monoids under certain conditions. We have already used a lot of their tech-
nology in studying the specific case of ω-groupoids and Gray monoids, including the ω-functor
χX : CωU(X)→ UC⊗ω (X) defined for a simplicial monoid X. Proposition 5.1 of [SS03] shows that
this ω-functor is a weak equivalence when X is constructed as a transfinite composition of pushouts
attaching cells via generating cofibrations for sMon starting from the initial simplicial monoid. In
fact, in the specific case we are dealing with of the adjunction Cω a Nω we will show that we can
extend this result slightly to more simplicial monoids X. The simplicial monoids we will allow are
the following.
Definition 5.13. Let N be a discrete monoid viewed as a simplicial monoid. An N-cell simplicial
monoid is a simplicial monoid that is obtained from N as a possibly infinite transfinite composition
of pushouts along simplicial monoid maps of the generating cofibrations of sMon
F×(∂∆
n) ↪→ F×(∆n)
for all n ≥ 1.
This definition is a small modification of the concept of a cell monoid from Definition 3.2 of
[SS03]. Note that if N is a free monoid then an N -cell monoid is a cell monoid in the terminology
of [SS03].
Here we will be taking advantage of the fact that by Lemma 5.9 C⊗ω simply turns 0-simplices
of simplicial monoids into 0-cells of Gray monoids. In particular, we will not need the monoid
of 0-simplices of a simplicial monoid X to be cofibrant to get the same result as [SS03] for the
ω-functor χX : CωU(X)→ UC⊗ω (X).
Lemma 5.14. Let X be an N -cell simplicial monoid for a discrete monoid N . The ω-functor
χX : Cω(X)→ UC⊗ω (X) is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We will adapt the argument from the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [SS03]. Since X is an
N -cell simplicial monoid it is the filtered colimit of a sequence of simplicial monoid cofibrations
Xn ↪→ Xn+1 for n ≥ 0 where X0 = N , the discrete monoid, and the cofibrations are obtained as
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for sets Tn of generators of the free monoids of non-degenerate n-simplices of X. Applying the left
adjoint C⊗ω preserves colimits, so C
⊗


















 // C⊗ω (X
n+1)
where we are using the observation from the square of adjunctions (91) that F⊗Cω(K) ∼= C⊗ω F×(K)
for all simplicial sets K.




is a weak equivalence for all n ≥ 0. We will proceed by induction on n ≥ 0 to show that χXn is a weak
equivalence and UC⊗ω (X
n) is a cofibrant ω-groupoid. By Lemma 5.9 χN is an isomorphism, hence
it is a weak equivalence. Furthermore all discrete ω-groupoids are cofibrant, so UC⊗ω (X
0) = UN is
a cofibrant ω-groupoid.
Now let n ≥ 0 and suppose that χXn is a weak equivalence and UC⊗ω (Xn) is a cofibrant ω-










  // F⊗(On)

UXn 
 // P C⊗ω (X
n) 
 // R
of a free cofibration in sMon and Gray respectively that is given in the proof of Lemma 6.2 of
[SS00]. In this construction the simplicial monoid P is obtained as the filtered colimit in sSet of a
sequence of simplicial sets and simplicial set cofibrations
Xn = P0
  // P1
  // · · · 
 // Pm
  // · · ·





  // (Xn ×∆n)×m ×Xn

Pm−1
  // Pm
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where the top map is the inclusion of a simplicial subset of (Xn × ∆n)×m × Xn with l-simplices
consisting of length m-sequences of l-simplices ((xi ∈ Xnl , θi ∈ ∆nl )mi=1, x ∈ Xnl ) such that θi ∈ ∂∆nl
for at least one value 1 ≤ i ≤ m. There is a similar description of the Gray monoid R as the filtered
colimit in ωGpd of folk cofibrations Rm−1 ↪→ Rm for m ≥ 1
UC⊗ω (X
n) = R0
  // R1
  // · · · 
 // Rm
  // · · ·




  // (C⊗ω (X
n)⊗On)⊗m ⊗ C⊗ω (Xn)

Rm−1
  // Rm
Applying the functor Cω to the simplicial set pushouts and filtered colimits defining P preserves
these colimits of cofibrations between cofibrant objects, so it is sufficient to show that for all m ≥ 1
the ω-functors Cω(Pm)→ Rm obtained from the universal property of the pushouts that form the














  // (C⊗ω (X




  // Cω(Pm)
((
Rm−1
  // Rm
All simplicial sets are cofibrant and Cω is a left Quillen functor by Proposition 4.55, so the ω-
groupoids at the corners of the back face are cofibrant. The ω-groupoids Rm are cofibrant for
all m ≥ 0 since there is a cofibration UC⊗ω (Xn) = R0 ↪→ Rm and UC⊗ω (Xn) is cofibrant by the
induction hypothesis for the induction on n. Since ωGpd is a monoidal model category the tensor
product of cofibrant ω-groupoids is cofibrant, so (C⊗ω (X
n)⊗On)⊗m⊗C⊗ω (Xn) is cofibrant for all m.
Finally Q⊗m(Cω(∂∆
n),On, C⊗ω (Xn)) is a colimit of a punctured cube diagram where all ω-groupoids
are cofibrant and all ω-functors are cofibrations, so it is a cofibrant ω-groupoid.
Hence by Theorem 5.2.5 of [Hov99] to show that the ω-functor Cω(Pm) → Rm is a weak
equivalence it is sufficient to show that the three corner ω-functors between the front and back
faces are weak equivalences. We will proceed by induction on m ≥ 1. For m = 1 since P0 = UXn
and R0 = UC
⊗
ω (X
n) the bottom left corner ω-functor is χXn : CωU(X
n) → UC⊗ω (X), which is a
weak equivalence by the induction hypothesis for the induction on n. The two remaining corner
comparison ω-functors are weak equivalences by the arguments given in the proof of Proposition
5.1 (1) of [SS03] since ∆• is a cosimplicial resolution of ∆0 so by Proposition 3.16 Cω a Nω is
a weak monoidal Quillen pair. Hence the ω-functor Cω(Pm) → Rm is a weak equivalence for all
m ≥ 0 and so Cω(UXn+1)→ UC⊗ω (Xn+1) is a weak equivalence and since UC⊗ω (Xn) is cofibrant by
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induction hypothesis and the ω-functors Rm−1 ↪→ Rm are cofibrations for all m ≥ 1 the ω-groupoid
UC⊗ω (X
n) is cofibrant. 
Recall from Section 3.7.2 that a simplicial monoid X is grouplike when the monoid π0(X) is a
group. By Proposition 9.5 of [DK80] if X is a cofibrant grouplike simplicial monoid then the unit
map ηX : X → ILX for the adjunction L a I is a weak equivalence of simplicial monoids. We will
next prove that C⊗ω sends this group completion map to the unit map for the Gray group completion
of the Gray monoid C⊗ω (X) and that this Gray monoid ω-functor is a folk weak equivalence of Gray
monoids. Before doing so we begin with a comparison of the group completion functors for Gray
monoids and simplicial monoids.
The group completion of a simplicial monoid freely attaches inverses for all cells in all simplicial
degrees. The Gray group completion, however, only attaches multiplicative inverses for the 0-cells of
a Gray monoid via the pushhout (84). While we have already observed that for a simplicial monoid
X there is an isomorphism C⊗ω (LX)
∼= LC⊗ω (X) of Gray groups arising from the commutative
square of adjunctions (92) we will now show that we can get LC⊗ω (X) for less from the simplicial







to obtain a simplicial monoid L0X then C
⊗
ω (L0X)
∼= LC⊗ω (X). This follows from Lemma 5.9 and
the fact that C⊗ω is a left adjoint and so preserves pushouts, so when it is applied to (94) we obtain
the pushout (84).
We can now proceed to the proof that C⊗ω preserves the group completion weak equivalence for
grouplike cofibrant simplicial monoids.
Proposition 5.15. Let X be a cofibrant grouplike simplicial monoid. The Gray monoid ω-functor
C⊗ω (ηX) : C
⊗
ω (X)→ C⊗ω (LX)
is a folk weak equivalence.
Proof. By the previous discussion C⊗ω sends the map X → L0X for a simplicial monoid X to the
universal Gray monoid ω-functor C⊗ω (X)→ LC⊗ω (X). Hence it is sufficient to show that when X is
a grouplike cofibrant simplicial monoid C⊗ω preserves the weak equivalence X → L0X shown in the








UC⊗ω (X) // UC
⊗
ω (L0X)
are weak equivalences. By Proposition 10.4 of [DK80] since X is a grouplike cofibrant simplicial
monoid the map X → L0X, which is the localization of X at the discrete cofibrant simplicial
submonoid of 0-simplices X0, is a weak equivalence. Since Cω preserves all weak equivalences of
simplicial sets the top horizontal ω-functor of this diagram is a weak equivalence and the result
follows. 
Finally we can prove the Quillen equivalence for Gray groups that we are seeking.
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is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. The model structures on P2GrayGp and P2sGp are transferred from P2Gray and
P2sMon respectively via the inclusion functors. Hence Gray monoid ω-functors in P2GrayGp
are P2-weak equivalences or P2-fibrations if and only if they are P2-weak equivalences or P2-
fibrations respectively of P2Gray. Since Nω : P2Gray → P2sMon is right Quillen therefore
Nω : P2GrayGp → P2sGp is also right Quillen. Furthermore Nω : P2GrayGp → P2sGp cre-
ates P2-weak equivalences because Nω : P2Gray → P2sMon does, so to show C⊗ω a Nω is a
Quillen equivalence it only remains to show that for a cofibrant simplicial group G the unit map
G→ NωC⊗ω (G) is a P2-weak equivalence. We will show this by replacing G with a weakly equivalent
simplicial monoid and using the fact that the adjunction unit for simplicial monoids is a P2-weak
equivalence by Proposition 5.11.
Consider the image IG of a cofibrant simplicial group G under the inclusion functor I :
P2sGp → P2sMon into simplicial monoids. Take a cofibrant replacement XG
∼→ IG of IG in
sMon, which will be a cofibrant replacement of IG in P2sMon as well since the P2-localized model














in P2sMon where the top horizontal map is a P2-weak equivalence by Proposition 5.11. To show
that ηG is a P2-weak equivalence it is sufficient to show that C
⊗
ω (XG)→ C⊗ω (G) is a weak equiva-
lence, since Nω preserves all weak equivalences. The rest of the proof will be dedicated to showing
this.
The simplicial monoid map XG









where the map ηXG is a weak equivalence by [DK80] Proposition 9.5 so LXG → IG is a weak
equivalence between cofibrant simplicial groups since L is a left Quillen functor. Since C⊗ω : sGp→
GrayGp is a left Quillen functor it preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant simplicial groups,










where we are using the commutativity of the square of adjunctions (92) that implies C⊗ω L(XG)
∼=
LC⊗ω (XG) and suppressing the inclusion functors of Gray groups into Gray monoids and simplicial
groups into simplicial monoids. As mentioned C⊗ω preserves the weak equivalence LXG
∼→ G. Since
π0(XG) = π0(G) is a group, XG is a grouplike cofibrant simplicial monoid so by Proposition 5.15
C⊗ω (ηXG) is a folk weak equivalence and so C
⊗
ω (XG)→ C⊗ω (G) is a folk weak equivalence. 
We remark that composing the adjunction Nω a C⊗ω for Gray groups and simplicial groups with
the adjunction LC a N for simplicial groups and 0-reduced simplicial sets establishes a Quillen













The Quillen equivalence LC a N determines a Quillen equivalence of 2-types of simplicial groups
with 3-types of reduced simplicial sets by adapting the results of [Bie08] for the Quillen equivalence
G a W̄ . Studying the right adjoint of this adjunction we notice it resembles the functor N3 defined
in Lemma 2.9 of [Ber99]. The left adjoint of N3 defined by Berger puts a Gray monoid structure
on the realization CωC(X) rather than using the construction C⊗ω of [SS03] for a left adjoint for
the lax monoidal functor Nω. The Gray monoid structure given in [Ber99] appears to be based on
an ω-groupoid version of the Eilenberg-Zilber or shuffle map, which is a section of the Alexander-
Whitney map of chain complexes. The construction of a section for AW is complicated by the
fact that the shuffle map on chain complexes does not give an ADC map like AWCh does. This
chain complex map sends some positive chains to sums including negative chains, so it does not
respect the ADC structure of submonoids N[∆n × ∆n]m ≤ Z[∆n × ∆n]m of Z[∆n × ∆n]. It does
seem possible, however, to construct a section for the ω-groupoid maps AW . For n = 1 there is an
























// 1⊗ 1 (1, 0)
(11,01)
// (1, 1)
Applying λ recovers the shuffle map, since it sends the 2-chain 01 ⊗ 01 of O1 ⊗ O1 to the sum
(011, 001)− (001, 011) ∈ Z[∆1 ×∆1]2.
Extending this definition to higher values of n is difficult, however, due to the lack of a construc-
tion for ω-groupoids corresponding to the functor ν sending ADCs to ω-categories. In [Luc17] §4.2
the author describes (ω, p)-ADCs, which are ADCs where for n > p the distinguished submonoids
of the chain groups are equal to the entire abelian chain group. Applying ν to an (ω, p)-ADC gives
an (ω, p)-category, however these will retain some of the abelian character of the chain complex,
as there is not enough order information for the cells to recover a unique decomposition of all cells
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up to the axioms of an (ω, p)-category. In particular any pair of loops necessarily commute, so for
example in νLZ[∆3], where LZ[∆3] is the (ω, 0)-ADC arising from the ADC Z[∆3] the loops
α013 = 〈01〉 ∗0 〈13〉 ∗0 k1〈03〉 α023 = 〈02〉 ∗0 〈23〉 ∗0 k1〈03〉
are equal no matter the order they are composed in since
α023 ∗0 α013 =
(
0 ∅




















0 02 + 23− 03
)
= α013 ∗0 α023
Therefore a version of the functor ν to ω-groupoids that distinguishes between these composites
will require some extra data. There are Eilenberg-Zilber and Alexander-Whitney maps defined for
crossed complexes in [Ton03], which will give rise to ω-functors by the equivalence of the categories
of crossed complexes and ω-groupoids. Whether these ω-functors agree with the ω-functors AW
defined in Definition 5.7 has not been determined however.
5.4 Coherent Presentations of Monoids and π2(BM)
In this final section we will take advantage of the Quillen equivalences from (93) to calculate the
first derived functor of group completion of a monoid M . These Quillen equivalences allow us
to calculate this derived functor as LLGray1 (M), the first derived functor of the group completion
functor L : Gray → GrayGp for Gray monoids. In this section we will show that this derived
functor is obtained from two known constructions arising from a presentation of the monoid M
by generators and relations: the group of identities among relations and a homotopy basis for the
presentation. To do this we will show that the first derived functor of group completion for Gray
monoids can also be calculated as the first derived functor of
L : Mon(ωGpd)→ Gp(ωGpd)
the group completion functor for monoids in ωGpd for the cartesian product of ω-groupoids. This
allows us to enter the world of polygraphic resolutions, which have been developed in the theory
of rewriting systems for monoids. These have been used to compute the homology groups of the
classifying space BM of a monoid and in this section we show that they can be used to calculate
the derived functor of group completion of M , or equivalently by the results of Section 3.7, the
homotopy group π2(BM).
We will begin by describing the construction of polygraphic resolutions of monoids from the
data of a presentation of a monoid by generators and relations.
5.4.1 Presentations of Monoids and Polygraphic Resolutions
In this section we will show how data from the presentation of a monoid by generators and relations
can be used to construct a resolution of the monoid as an object of (ω, 1)Cat with the folk model
structure. This construction is called a polygraphic resolution in [GM12], where they are defined
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as a generalization to (ω,m)-categories of the polygraphic resolutions for ωCat defined in [Mét03]
and of the construction of Squier in [SOK94]. We will use this resolution in subsequent sections
to calculate π2(BM). In fact, by the definition of homotopy groups of ω-groupoids we will only
need the 3-truncation of this resolution to calculate the desired derived functor. The data required
for this truncation of the polygraphic resolution is called a coherent presentation of M and we will
describe it in this section. For this discussion we follow the approach and notation of the survey
[Laf07] with reference to the original work of Squier in [SOK94].
A presentation of a monoid M is a pair (Σ, R, s, t) consisting of a set Σ of generators (or
alphabet), a set R of relations and maps s, t : R→ Σ∗ from the set R to the underlying set of the
free monoid Σ∗ on the generators Σ. Hence each r ∈ R determines pairs s(r), t(r) ∈ Σ∗ of words
from the free monoid on the set of generators Σ. This set R generates a congruence relation
defined as the reflexive and transitive closure ∼∗R of the symmetric relation
uxv ∼R uyv
for u, v ∈ Σ∗ and r ∈ R such that s(r) = x and t(r) = y or s(r) = y and t(r) = x. This
relation is called the reduction relation induced by R in [SOK94]. The monoid presented by this
presentation is the quotient of Σ∗ by this relation. This quotient is a monoid by the compatibility of
the congruence relation with multiplication in Σ∗ and the natural map πR : Σ
∗ → Σ∗/ ∼∗R is a map
of monoids. Furthermore, for any monoid map f : Σ∗ →M such that f(x) = f(y) for all (x, y) ∈ R
there exists a unique monoid map f̄ : Σ/ ∼∗R→ M such that f = f̄ ◦ πR. The presentation (Σ, R)
presents the monoid M if M ∼= Σ∗/ ∼∗R.
The connection to ω-categories comes from the computads defined earlier in Definition 4.45.
Recall that a 0-computad is a set viewed as 0-cells of an ω-category and an n-computad for n ≥ 1
consists of an n − 1-computad as well as a set of n-indeterminates that are freely attached via
pushouts along attaching maps that specify their source and target. The data of a presentation of
















A 1-computad in ωCat with a single 0-cell is a free monoid, so the set Σ of 1-indeterminates
produces the free monoid Σ∗ viewed as a 1-computad. The maps s, t : R→ Σ∗ from the presentation
determine the attachment of 2-cells in the diagram above. We will denote this (2, 1)-computad by
(Σ, R)∗ and we will usually suppress the map s, t : R→ Σ∗ when referring to a presentation (Σ, R)
of a monoid in the future.



















It follows from the universal property of a computad that πR ◦ d−1 = πR ◦ d
+
1 since πR(x) = πR(y)
for all (x, y) ∈ R. This structure is the same as the free 2-category generated by the data described
in the graph of Definition 3.1 in [SOK94].
Let π : (Σ, R)∗ →M be the map (96). Then π has the right lifting property against ∂Dn ↪→ Dn
for all 0 ≤ n ≤ 2. The cases n = 0 and 1 are clear. For n = 2 a lifting problem against π
corresponds to two 1-cells x, y ∈ Σ∗ that are sent by πR to the same element of M ∼= Σ∗/ ∼∗R. By
the definition of the quotient by the congruence relation this means there is a sequence
x = x0 ∼R x1 ∼R x2 ∼R · · · ∼R xn = y
of xi ∈ Σ∗, which is equivalent to the existence of a 2-cell in Σ∗(R) joining x and y since M is a
(2, 1)-category. Hence a solution to the lifting problem exists.
What we have done, therefore, is begin the process of applying the small object argument to
the ω-category M for the set of ω-functors, as we did in Lemma 4.46 for ω-groupoids. The set R
of relations is a generating set for all pairs of 1-cells, that is words in Σ∗, that must be sent to
the same element of M . The congruence relation constructs all parallel pairs of 1-cells sent to the
same element of M to give the right lifting property for (Σ, R)∗ →M against ∂D2 ↪→ D2. Without
using the terminology of computads (or their other name of polygraphs) this was the process Squier
described in [SOK94] and was continued in the context of the folk model structure on (ω, 1)Cat in
[GM12].
As described in §2.2.2 of [GM12], the next stages of the small object argument for a monoid
presentation require freely attaching n-cells to the (n, 1)-computad already defined, starting with
Σ∗(R) when n = 2. To construct the next stage of a cofibrant replacement of M enough 3-cells
must be freely attached to Σ∗(R) so that all parallel pairs of 2-cells of (Σ, R)∗ are joined by a 3-cell.
A homotopy basis P for (Σ, R)∗ is a set together with maps of sets s, t : P → Σ∗(R) that identify
















has a natural ω-functor (Σ, R, P )∗ → M with the right lifting property against ∂Dn ↪→ Dn for
0 ≤ n ≤ 3.
Given homotopy bases for all n ≥ 3 the (ω, 1)-category obtained by attaching all of these cells
will be a cofibrant replacement of M in ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 by the small object argument. This produces
the notion of a polygraphic resolution of a monoid, which we record here from [GM12] §2.3.3
Definition 5.17. Let M be a monoid. A polygraphic resolution of M is an (ω, 1)-computad
XM together with an acyclic fibration πM : XM
∼ //M of the folk model structure on (ω, 1)Cat
such that (XM )0 = ∗.
The specific case of a presentation (Σ, R) and a homotopy basis P that produces a (3, 1)-
computad replacement of M will be our main interest in this section, so we record its definition as
a coherent presentation of a monoid M from [GMM13] Definitions 4 and 5.
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Definition 5.18. A coherent presentation of a monoid M is a triple (Σ, R, P ) such that (Σ, R)
is a presentation of the monoid M and P is a homotopy basis of the (2, 1)-computad (Σ, R)∗.
A polygraphic resolution of a monoid M determines a coherent presentation from the 3-
truncation τ3(XM ). By the discussion after the definition of computads in (ω,m)Cat in Definition
4.45, there is a unique choice of the set Σ arising from a polygraphic resolution τ3(XM ), however
there may be many different possible choices of sets of indeterminates generating the 1 and 2-cells
of XM , which are sets R of relations and homotopy bases P for the coherent presentation. We are
mainly concerned with the homotopy properties of these presentations, which are not changed by
varying the set of indeterminates of a (3, 1)-computad, so we will refer to a 3-truncation τ3(XM )
of a cofibrant replacement of the discrete monoid M as a coherent presentation without specifying
sets R and P of relations and a homotopy basis.
These definitions were first developed by Squier in [SOK94] to study the case when these sets
R and P can be chosen to be finite. Such monoids are said to have finite 3-derivation type
and higher finiteness conditions are imposed in [GM12] by requiring the existence of n-truncated
polygraphic resolutions of M that have finite homotopy bases in dimensions up to n for n ≥ 3.
Polygraphic resolutions have also been used to connect data about the presentation of a monoid
to its homotopical and homological properties. In particular, in [LM09] the authors show that the
polygraphic homology, defined as the derived functors of abelianization λ : (ω, 1)Cat → Ch, for
monoids viewed as (ω, 1)-categories is the same as the standard definition of monoid homology as
the integral homology of the classifying space BM . Our goal in this section is to use polygraphic
resolutions to calculate a derived functor of group completion for Gray monoids in ωGpd. To do
this we will need to change our perspective of M and its polygraphic resolutions, from objects of
(ω, 1)Cat to monoids in the category of ω-groupoids.
5.4.2 Strict Monoids and Groups in ωGpd
In this section we will shift our perspective of monoids and their polygraphic resolutions from
objects of (ω, 1)Cat to monoid objects of ωGpd for the cartesian product. This will allow us to
connect these constructions to the model structures for Gray monoids and Gray groups defined
in Section 5.1. We will show that the first derived functor of group completion for Gray monoids
LLGray1 can be calculated from the functor
L : (ω, 1)Cat→ ωGpd
that adds inverses for 1-cells of an (ω, 1)-category. To do this we will identify the full subcategory
((ω, 1)Cat)>0 of 0-reduced (ω, 1)-categories with the category Mon(ωGpd) of monoids in ωGpd
with the cartesian product, which we will call strict monoids. We will show that this category has
a model structure that is the transferred model structure for monoids with respect to the cartesian
product. These strict monoids are a special case of Gray monoids and this model structure is a
restriction of the model structure on Gray from Definition 5.1. The main result of this section
shows that the first derived functor of group completion for Gray monoids can be calculated using
strict monoids, in particular we will show that LLGray1 (M) can be calculated using the resolution
of M by a coherent presentation defined in the previous section.
We can illustrate the equivalence between ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 and Mon(ωGpd) with the following







(XM )0 = ∗
of XM makes the set (XM )n of n-cells of XM into a monoid. Hence by omitting (XM )0 = ∗ and
shifting down the degrees of the remaining sets of cells XM can be viewed as a monoid object for
the cartesian product in ωGpd. Clearly the monoid M can also be seen as a monoid object for the
cartesian product in ωGpd and the ω-functor πM : XM →M is an ω-functor of cartesian product
monoids in ωGpd.
This example identifies an isomorphism of categories between monoids in ωGpd with the carte-
sian product and the full subcategory of (ω, 1)Cat of 0-reduced (ω, 1)-categories. When the monoid
in ωGpd is a group then the corresponding ω-category with a single object is an ω-groupoid.















commute where the functors I are inclusions and the functors L are the left adjoints to inclusion
that add inverses.
Proof. These are instances of the isomorphism of Observation 85 of [Ver08] which identifies ω-
categories as categories enriched in ω-categories. In this case the category has a single object, so
it is a monoid, and it is an (ω, 1)-category so it is enriched in ω-groupoids. When the ω-category
with a single object is an ω-groupoid its monoid of 1-cells is a group. 
We previously studied monoids in ωGpd with the Gray tensor product, rather than the cartesian
product, so to make use of the theory of polygraphic resolutions we must understand the relationship
between these two kinds of monoids in ωGpd.
Recall from Section 5.1 that we called monoids in ωGpd with the Gray tensor product Gray
monoids. We will call monoids for the cartesian product strict monoids. As this name suggests,
strict monoids can be seen as a restricted class of Gray monoids. To justify this, we observe that






X ∼= X ⊗D0 D0 ⊗ Y ∼= Y
Hence the identity functor on ωGpd is lax monoidal for the Gray and cartesian products, with a
natural transformation
ϕX,Y = 〈X⊗!, !⊗ Y 〉 : X ⊗ Y → X × Y
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so by the general arguments of [SS03] §3.3 since ωGpd is cartesian closed by Theorem 5.1 of









The functor R sends a strict monoid M with multiplication ω-functor m : M × M → M and
unit e : I0 → M to the Gray monoid RM with underlying ω-groupoid M , unit e : I0 → M and
multiplication given by the ω-functor
M ⊗M
ϕM,M //M ×M m //M
If a monoid M in Mon(ωGpd) is a group then since R preserves the monoid of 0-cells of M it is
sent by R to a Gray group. By the same argument as in Lemma 5.9 Lmon preserves the monoid

























The polygraphic resolutions described above in Section 5.4.1 live in Mon(ωGpd), so we would like
to extend the homotopical structures of Gray monoids to strict monoids by putting a model struc-
ture on Mon(ωGpd) and Gp(ωGpd) and making the adjunctions in (98) a Quillen adjunction.
Recall that in Section 5.1 we used the fact that ωGpd is a monoidal model category by [AL20]
§6 to show that there was a model structure on Gray that was transferred from ωGpd via the
free-forgetful adjunction F⊗ a U with ωGpd. We cannot use the same approach for strict monoids
because ωGpd is not a monoidal model category with the cartesian product. By Example 7.2 of
[Lac02] the pushout corner ω-functor
(I1 × ∂I1) ∪∂I1×∂I1 (∂I1 × I1)→ I1 × I1
is not a cofibration of ωGpd so −×− : ωGpd×ωGpd→ ωGpd cannot be a left Quillen bifunctor.
We will show that there is a transferred model structure on Mon(ωGpd) from the free-forgetful
adjunction with ωGpd and a transferred model structure on Gp(ωGpd) via the adjunction I a L
or equivalently the composite adjunction LLmon a RI. We will do this by making use of the
isomorphisms of Lemma 5.19. First we record the following lemma that describes the ω-functors
in ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 and (ωGpd)>0 that correspond under S to the proposed weak equivalences of
Mon(ωGpd) and Gp(ωGpd).
Lemma 5.20. Let f : X → Y be an ω-functor of ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 (respectively of (ωGpd)>0. The
following are equivalent:
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1. If : IX → IY is a weak equivalence of (ω, 1)Cat (respectively ωGpd)
2. for all n ≥ 0 and all parallel n-cells x, x′ ∈ Xn if there exists an n + 1-cell v : f(x) → f(x′)
of Y then there exists an n+ 1-cell u : x→ x′ of X and an n+ 2-cell w : f(u)→ v of Y
3. USf : USX → USX is a weak equivalence of ωGpd
where I : ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 → (ω, 1)Cat is the inclusion functor, S is the isomorphism of Lemma 5.19
and U : Mon(ωGpd)→ ωGpd is the forgetful functor.
Proof. By Remark 3.20 of [AM11] the ω-functor If : IX → IY of (ω, 1)Cat is a weak equivalence
if and only it is an ω-weak equivalence of ωCat. The ω-weak equivalences of ωCat are defined in
Definition 8 of §4.3 of [LMW10b]. To describe these we must first identify the reversible cells of an
(ω, 1)-category in the sense of Definition 6 of §4.1 of [LMW10b].
Let X be an (ω, 1)-category. All n-cells of X are reversible in the sense of Definition 6 for n ≥ 2
since they are invertible as n-cells. In particular, for x ∈ Xn with n ≥ 2 there exists knx ∈ Xn
such that knx ∗n−1 x = 1d+n−1x and x ∗n−1 k
nx = 1d−n−1x, so x is reversible since by Proposition 6
of §4.2 of [LMW10b] all identity n + 1-cells are reversible. Hence for n ≥ 1 two parallel n-cells of
X are ω-equivalent by Definition 6 of §4.2 of [LMW10b] if and only if there exists a n+ 1-cell of X
joining them.
Let f : X → Y be an ω-functor of ((ω, 1)Cat)>0, so X and Y are (ω, 1)-categories each with
a unique object. Then by Definition 8 of §4.3 of [LMW10b] If is a weak equivalence if and only
if for all n ≥ 0 and all parallel n-cells x, x′ ∈ Xn if there exists an n + 1-cell v : f(x) → f(x′) of
Y then there exists an n+ 1-cell u : x → x′ of X and an n+ 2-cell w : f(u) → v of Y . Under the
isomorphism S of Lemma 5.19 n-cells of X for n ≥ 1 correspond to n− 1-cells of USX. Therefore
the conditions for If to be a weak equivalence of (ω, 1)Cat are the same as for USf to satisfy the
second characterization of Proposition 4.16 of weak equivalences of ωGpd.
When f : X → Y is an ω-functor of (ωGpd)>0 the equivalence of the first two conditions is
Proposition 4.16. Hence f is a weak equivalence of ωGpd if and only if it is a weak equivalence of
(ω, 1)Cat, which completes the proof. 
Proposition 5.21. There is are model structures on the categories Mon(ωGpd) of strict monoids












Proof. First ωGpd is cartesian closed by Theorem 5.1 of [How79] and the equivalence of the
categories of crossed complexes and ω-groupoids. Hence for any ω-groupoid X the functor X ×−
preserves colimits and so by the corollary of §2.6 of [Por08] the forgetful functor U : Mon(ωGpd)→
ωGpd has a left adjoint which we will denote by F×.
We will show that Mon(ωGpd) has the transferred model structure by showing that it is a
cofibrantly generated model category with set of generating cofibrations
F×(I) = {F×(L0in) : F×(∂In) ↪→ F×(In) | n ≥ 0} (99)
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set of generating acyclic cofibrations
F×(J
−
0 ) = {F×(L
0j−n ) : F×(I
n−1) ↪→ F×(In) | n ≥ 1} (100)
and weak equivalences the strict monoid ω-functors sent by U : Mon(ωGpd) → ωGpd to weak
equivalences of ωGpd. We will do this by showing the corresponding cofibrantly generated model
structure on ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 determined by the isomorphism of categories of Lemma 5.19. We
must therefore show that ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 is a cofibrantly generated model category with generating
cofibrations the set S−1F×(I), generating acyclic cofibrations the set F×(J
−
0 ) and by Lemma 5.20
weak equivalences the ω-functors that are sent by I to weak equivalences of (ω, 1)Cat.
The category ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 is the full subcategory of (ω, 1)Cat on the (ω, 1)-categories with a
single object. The left adjoint R0 of the inclusion functor I : ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 → (ω, 1)Cat sends a







where the left vertical map is the inclusion of the set of 0-cells of X viewed as a discrete (ω, 1)-
category and the bottom horizontal map is the unit of the adjunction R0 a I. We can recognize
the ω-functors (99) and (100) under the isomorphism S as the images of ω-functors of (ω, 1)Cat
under R0. Let n ≥ 0. For X an (ω, 1)-category with a single 0-cell there are isomorphisms
Xn+1 ∼= Hom(ω, 1)Cat(L1Dn+1, IX)
∼= Hom((ω, 1)Cat)>0(R0L1Dn+1, X)
Xn+1 = SXn
∼= HomMon(ωGpd)(F×(In), SX)
∼= Hom((ω, 1)Cat)>0(S−1F×(In), X)





n) ↪→ S−1F×(In) ∼= R0(L1in+1) : R0(∂L1Dn+1 ↪→ L1Dn+1)




n−1) ↪→ S−1F×(In) ∼= R0(L1jεn+1) : R0(L1Dn ↪→ L1Dn+1)
Therefore it is sufficient to show that ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 is a cofibrantly generated model category with
generating cofibrations the set of ω-functors
I>0 = {R0(L1in) | n ≥ 1}
and generating acyclic cofibrations the set of ω-functors
J>0 = {R0(L1j−n ) | n ≥ 2}
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Let W>0 be the class of ω-functors of ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 satisfying the equivalent conditions of Lemma
5.20. We show this data determines a cofibrantly generated model structure on ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 using
J. Smith’s theorem as stated in Theorem 1.7 of [Bek00]. By Proposition 5 of §3.2 of [LMW10b] ωCat
is locally finitely presentable, hence so are its reflective subcategories (ω, 1)Cat and ((ω, 1)Cat)>0.
If f : X → Y has the right lifting property against all ω-functors in I>0 then for all pairs of parallel
n-cells of X with n ≥ 0 if there exists y ∈ Yn+1 such that d−n y = f(x) and d+n y = f(x′) then there









which has a solution by adjointness of R0 a I and I>0-injectivity of f . Hence f satisfies the
second condition of Lemma 5.20 so it belongs to W>0. The class
∼
↪→ (I>0) ∩W>0 is closed under
transfinite composition and pushout because
∼
↪→ (I>0) is and the inclusion functor I preserves
both and sends ω-functors in
∼
↪→ (I>0) ∩W>0 to acyclic cofibrations of (ω, 1)Cat, which are weak
equivalences. Finally by the second characterization of weak equivalences in Lemma 5.20 W>0
satisfies the solution set condition at I>0.
The model structure on Gp(ωGpd) is transferred from Mon(ωGpd) via the adjunction L a I
if and only if it is transferred from ωGpd via the composite adjunction LF× a UI. This transferred
model structure exists by the same arguments as for Mon(ωGpd).

As an immediate corollary the adjunctions appearing in the square (98) are all Quillen.























are Quillen adjunctions when the categories of monoids and groups have the transferred model
structures.
Proof. The right adjoints R of the top and bottom adjunctions acts as the identity on ω-functors
so by the definition of the transferred model structures on Mon(ωGpd) and Gray it preserves
fibrations and weak equivalences. The left vertical adjunction is the adjunction transferring the
model structure for Gp(ωGpd) by Proposition 5.21 so it is Quillen. The right vertical adjunction
is Quillen by Proposition 5.4. 
The next result shows that if we wish to calculate π1 of a Gray monoid or group then we may
as well make it strict first with the functor Lmon.
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Proposition 5.23. The units of the adjunctions Lmon a R between Gray and Mon(ωGpd) and
between GrayGp and Gp(ωGpd) induce isomorphisms on πn for n = 0, 1.
Proof. Let M be a Gray monoid with multiplication ω-functor µM : M ⊗M → M . Recall the
smart n-truncation defined in Definition 4.11. Taking n = 1 we consider the 1-groupoid τ̄1(M).
We claim that this is a strict monoid in ωGpd. Define a multiplication
mM : τ̄
1(M)× τ̄1(M)→ τ̄1(M)
that is the same as µM on 0-cells. The 1-cells of τ̄
1(M) are homotopy classes of 1-cells of M , so
let [x], [y] ∈ τ̄1(M)1 be two such classes with representatives x, y ∈ M1. The ω-functor mM sends
([x], [y]) ∈ (τ̄1(M)× τ̄1(M))1 to the 1-cell
I1
s // I1 ⊗ I1 x⊗y //M ⊗M µM //M // τ̄1(M)
where s : I1 → I1 ⊗ I1 is the ω-functor given in Proposition 5.3 or equivalently the composite
AW ◦Cω(∆) of the Alexander-Whitney ω-functor of Definition 5.7 with Cω applied to the diagonal
∆1 → ∆1 ×∆1. Hence
mM ([x], [y]) = [(d
−
0 x · y) ∗0 (x · d
+
0 y)]
This is a well-defined composite as for any 2-cell z : x =⇒ x′ of M there is a 2-cell
(d−0 x · y) ∗0 (z · d
+
0 y) : (d
−
0 x · y) ∗0 (x · d
+
0 y) =⇒ (d
−
0 x · y) ∗0 (x
′ · d+0 y)
and similarly for a homotopy of y.
With this strict monoid structure on τ̄1(M) the ω-functor γ : M → RIτ̄1(M) determined by
the unit of the adjunction τ̄1 a I for the inclusion functor I : Gpd → ωGpd of 1-groupoids into
ω-groupoids is a Gray monoid ω-functor. The diagram












commutes by the definition of mM . Furthermore, γ has the universal property that for all Gray
monoid ω-functors f : M → N if N is a 1-groupoid then there exists a unique Gray monoid
ω-functor f̄ : RIτ̄1(M) → N such that f = f̄ ◦ γ. This holds as a 1-groupoid Gray monoid is
necessarily the image under R of a strict monoid.




and by the universal property of γ there exists a unique ω-functor RIτ̄1(Lmon(M)) → RIτ̄1(M)










commute. By the universal property of ηM there exists a unique Gray monoid ω-functor
RLmon(M)→ RIτ̄1(M)
making the right triangle of the diagram commute. Finally the universal property of R(γ) shows
that τ̄1(M) ∼= τ̄1(Lmon(M)). But since τ̄1(M) = $1(M) Definition 4.13 implies that πn of M
and Lmon(M) are isomorphic for n = 0, 1. The same arguments give the result for the adjunction
Lmon a R between GrayGp and Gp(ωGpd).

It seems likely that this statement can be promoted to a Quillen equivalence between the model
categories P1Gray of 1-types of Gray monoids and the corresponding localized model structure
of strict monoids. Composing this with the previous Quillen equivalences with reduced simplicial
sets would recover the 2-group case of the known Quillen equivalence (Proposition 4.62) between
homotopy 2-types and 2-groupoids. However, we do not show the necessary conditions to construct
the localization for 1-types on Mon(ωGpd).
Finally we will use these isomorphisms to complete the goal of this section. We will show that
the first derived functor of group completion of a discrete monoid M viewed as a Gray monoid is
the same as the corresponding derived functor of group completion for M viewed as a strict monoid.
Proposition 5.24. Let M be a discrete monoid. The first derived functors of group completion
for M in Gray and in Mon(ωGpd) are equal
LLGray1 (M) = LL
Mon(ωGpd)
1 (M)
Proof. The first derived functor LLGray1 (M) of M is calculated by taking a cofibrant replacement of
M as a Gray monoid and applying the functor L : Gray→ GrayGp followed by the fundamental
group functor π1. We will construct a cofibrant replacement of M in Gray using the small object
argument for the generating cofibrations F⊗(in) of Gray. This determines a Gray monoid ω-functor
f : XM →M , which is an acyclic fibration by the usual small object argument.
We will now consider the image under Lmon of this Gray monoid ω-functor f : XM →M . Since
M is a discrete monoid Lmon(M) = M . Since Lmon is left Quillen by Corollary 5.22 LmonXM is a
cofibrant strict monoid. We claim that Lmon(XM )→M induces isomorphisms on πn for n = 0, 1.
By Proposition 5.23 the horizontal Gray monoid ω-functor below induces an isomorphism on πn for









induces an isomorphism on πn for n = 0, 1, as claimed.
The 2-truncation τ2(Lmon(XM )) → M in Mon(ωGpd) of the image of the resolution under
Lmon can be extended by the small object argument to a cofibrant replacement of M in Mon(Gpd),
which we denote by TM
∼→ M . Therefore the first derived functor of L : Mon(ωGpd) →
Gp(ωGpd) acting on M gives
LLMon(ωGpd)1 (M) = π1(LTM ) = π1(Lτ
2(LmonXM )) = π1(LL
mon(XM ))
since π1 only depends on the 2-truncation of an ω-groupoid. Now
π1(LXM ) ∼= π1(LmonL(XM )) Prop. 5.23
= π1(LL
monXM )) Cor. 5.22
so since XM is a cofibrant replacement of M in Gray the first derived functors of the group
completion functors L for Gray and Mon(ωGpd) are isomorphic. 
5.4.3 A Hopf Formula for π2(BM)
In this section we give a formula for π2(BM) based on the data of a presentation of the monoid M .
We will use a coherent presentation of a monoid from Definition 5.18 as a truncated polygraphic
resolution and the results of the previous section identifying ((ω, 1)Cat)>0 with Mon(ωGpd) and
the derived functors
LLGray1 (M) = LL
Mon(ωGpd)
1 (M)
to calculate the first derived functor of group completion of M , which by Section 3.7 is isomorphic
to π2(BM). In performing this calculation we recognize that the groups involved have already been
studied, so we can benefit from methods of calculation already devised for them. We will use some
of these methods to do some example calculations at the end of this section.
The group π2(BM) will be shown to be a quotient of the group of identities among relations.
This is an abelian group that is defined in [BH82] §1 from the data of a presentation of a group
as a quotient of a free group by a normal subgroup. For a group G presented by a free group F
and a normal subgroup N E F this group is defined as the kernel of the map of a crossed module
H → F freely generated by F in degree 1 and generators R of N in degree 2. We will modify this
definition by applying it to monoid presentations using the group completion functor and replacing
crossed modules with ω-groupoids via the equivalence of categories.
Definition 5.25. Let M be a monoid with presentation (Σ, R, s, t). The group of identities
among relations N(R) is the automorphism group of 2-cells
N(R) = HomL(Σ,R)∗(1∗, 1∗)
of the 2-groupoid L(Σ, R)∗ obtained by applying L to the (2, 1)-computad (Σ, R)∗ given by (95).
By the discussion following Proposition 4.49 the group of identities among relations is abelian,
with operation ∗1 = ∗0 inherited from the ω-groupoid structure of L(Σ, R)∗.
In [BH82] §5 the group of identities among relations is identified as π2 of a space X(2) con-
structed as a geometric realization of a presentation of a group by generators and relations. This
space is constructed by taking a wedge of circles X(1) indexed by the set of generators of the
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free group F and attaching 2-cells along boundaries determined by the relations generating the
normal subgroup N E F . In [Lod00] Loday shows that the group of identities among relations is
isomorphic to the group π2(X(2)). Loday also shows that there is an isomorphism with the group
of Igusa pictures, which has as generators finite oriented planar graphs determined by generators
and relations. These constructions give more tools for calculating the group of identities among
relations, which we will now show has the group π2(BM) as a quotient.
Theorem 5.26. Let M be a discrete monoid with coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ). The second
homotopy group π2(BM) of the classifying space of M is the quotient
π2(BM) = N(R)/N(P )
where N(R) is the group of identities among relations for the presentation (Σ, R) and N(P ) is the
subgroup of identities among relations determined by the set P .
Proof. Let M be a monoid with a coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ). As described in Definition 5.18,
the coherent presentation of M determines (3, 1)-computad replacement of M in Mon(ωGpd) that
can be extended to a full cofibrant replacement X
∼→M in Mon(ωGpd). This means that
τ3(X) = (Σ, R, P )∗
Applying L to this cofibrant strict monoid gives a cofibrant strict group, which is equivalently an
ω-groupoid with a single 0-cell under the isomorphism of Lemma 5.19. The automorphism group
of 1-cells at the group identity e ∈ LX is therefore isomorphic to the group of identities among
relations N(R) by Definition 5.25.
The fundamental group of LX is the quotient of the automorphism groupN(R) by the homotopy
relation. The 2-cells of L are generated by the homotopy basis P , which has maps s, t : P → Σ∗(R)
sending p ∈ P to pairs s(p), t(p) ∈ (Σ, R)∗2 of parallel 2-cells of (Σ, R)∗. These pairs give rise to
identities among relations
(k2s(p) ∗1 t(p)) ∗0 k1d+1 (t(p)) : 1∗ =⇒ 1∗
so LLMon(ωGpd)1 (M) = π1(LX) is the quotient of the group of identities among relations by the
normal subgroup N(P ) E N(R) generated by these relations from the coherent presentation of M .
By Proposition 5.24 LLMon(ωGpd)1 (M) is equal to the first derived functor of M for the group
completion functor of Gray monoids. Now consider X ′
∼→M a cofibrant replacement for the discrete
monoid M viewed as a discrete simplicial monoid in sMon. This is also a cofibrant replacement
of M in P2sMon. Applying C
⊗
ω gives a Gray monoid ω-functor C
⊗
ω (X) → M since C⊗ω (M) = M
by Lemma 5.9. Consider the diagram of simplicial monoids
M X ′
















where the indicated weak equivalences are P2-weak equivalences by by Propositions 5.11 and5.16.
Since Nω creates weak equivalences for P2Gray by the proof of Proposition 4.62 and the lower left
horizontal map is a P2-weak equivalence the Gray monoid ω-functor C
⊗
ω (X
′) → M is a P2-weak
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equivalence, so it is a cofibrant replacement of M in P2Gray and can be used to calculate the
derived functor of L











The last group is the first derived functor of group completion for simplicial monoids acting on M .
Finally, by Proposition 3.84 there is an isomorphism
LLsMon1 (M) ∼= π2(BM)

Recall that the Hopf formula ([Hop41]) gives the second homology H2(BG) of a group G with
presentation by a free group F and a normal subgroup of relations R E F as the quotient
H2(BG) = (R ∩ [F, F ])/[R,F ]
of the subgroup of the commutator group [F, F ] of commutators among the relations R by the
commutator group of R in F . This subgroup [R,F ] seems to represent the commutators always
present in R that arise because R is a normal subgroup and so closed under conjugation. In
particular, if x ∈ F and uv−1 ∈ R then
uv−1(xuv−1x−1) = [uv−1, x] ∈ [R,F ]
The formula we give for π2(BM) seems analogous to this. We take the quotient of the group of
identities among relations by the subgroup of identities among relations that were already present
in P before we allowed inverses for 0-cells of the cofibrant strict monoid X replacement of M in
Mon(ωGpd) determined by the coherent presentation (Σ, R, P ). Hence π2(BM) seems to measure
the identities among relations that are created for the monoid M by group completion.
Theorem 5.26 has been expressed in terms of two known constructions: the group of identities
among relations and the set P from a coherent presentation of the monoid M . We can therefore
apply methods of calculation already devised for these constructions. In particular, there is a
description of a general procedure in [BS99] for presenting by generators and relations the group
N(R) of identities among relations. This procedure involves choice, so it does not give an algorithm
for calculating this group in all cases. We will adapt this method to the case when a monoid M
has trivial group completion and use it to give some example calculations using Theorem 5.26.
Let (Σ, R) be a monoid presentation for a monoid M such that LM = e the trivial group. For
example, any monoid M such that all elements are idempotent satisfies this condition. When L
is applied to the (2, 1)-computad (Σ, R)∗, therefore, for all x ∈ Σ there exist 2-cells γx ∈ L(Σ, R)∗2
such that γx : x =⇒ 1∗. We will denote by γx−1 the 2-cell
k1γx : k
1x =⇒ 1∗
where we are abusing notation for inverses in L(Σ, R)∗ viewed as a (ω, 1)-category with a single
object or as a strict monoid in ωGpd. We will further abuse notation by denoting
γxy = γx ∗0 γy : x ∗0 y =⇒ 1∗
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so that γu : u =⇒ 1∗ is defined for all words u ∈ LΣ∗, the free group on the set Σ.
Recall the linearization functor λ : ωCat → Ch from Section 4.3. The right adjoint ν of this
functor determines a unit ω-functor X → νλ(X) for all ω-categories X. Since νλ(X) is a sub-ω-
category of µλ(X) there is a natural map for all n ≥ 1 to the quotient by the subgroup µλ(X)n−1
of cells in degree n− 1 and below
X → µλ(X)/µλ(K)n−1
The n-cells component of this map is a set map from the set Xn of n-cells of X to the abelian
group generated by classes [x] of n-cells and subject to the relations [x ∗i y] = [x] + [y]. When X is
a computad with set Sn of n-indeterminates this is a map
λ : τn−1(X)[Sn]→ Z[Sn]
to the free abelian group generated by the set Sn, which we will denote by λ as above. This map
plays a role in [BS99] determining a presentation of N(R), the group of identities among relations
in terms of generators and relations of its own. We will reproduce their description of N(R) in the
case that LM is the trivial group in the next proposition.
Proposition 5.27. Let M be a monoid such that the group completion LM is the trivial group.
Let (Σ, R) be a presentation of the monoid M There is a surjective abelian group homomorphism
ρ : Z[R]→ N(R)
that sends r ∈ R to the 2-cell
ρr = k
2(γs(r)) ∗1 r ∗1 γt(r) : 1∗ =⇒ 1∗ ∈ L(Σ, R)∗2
where s(r), t(r) ∈ (Σ, R)∗1 are the elements of Σ∗ joined by the generating 2-cell labelled by the
relation r ∈ R. The kernel of this map is generated by
λ(γx) ∈ Z[R]
for all x ∈ Σ.
Proof. This is simply a translation of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 of [BS99] in the case of a presentation
of the trivial group G = e from the context of crossed modules to that of ω-groupoids. The choice
of 2-cells γx for all elements of the alphabet x ∈ Σ described above corresponds to the choice of
a map h1 of [BS99] paragraph 2.10. The abelian group homomorphism ρ corresponds to δ3 in
[BS99] paragraph 2.11, which is equal to δ̃3 defined in [BS99] paragraph 2.12 when the group being
presented is trivial. The map λ defined above corresponds to h2 defined in [BS99] paragraph 2.12.
Hence ρ is surjective by Theorem 1.1 of [BS99] and
ρ(λ(α)) = k2(γd−1 α
) ∗1 α ∗1 γd+1 α
for all α ∈ L(Σ, R)∗2. We will now show that the kernel of ρ is generated by the terms λ(γx) for all
x ∈ Σ. This is an extension of the results of [BS99] that is possible because we have restricted to
the case of a presentation of the trivial group.
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Let w ∈ Ker(ρ). Then w =
∑
r∈R arr ∈ Z[R] with ar ∈ Z such that only finitely many entries
are not 0. If ρ(w) = 0 then














and hence r − λρr generates the kernel of ρ. Now
λ(ρr) = λ(k
2(γs(r)) ∗1 r ∗1 γt(r))
= −λ(γs(r)) + r + λ(γt(r))
so
r − λρr = λ(γt(r))− λ(γs(r))
By the definition of γu for all u ∈ LΣ∗ λ(γu) is a sum of terms ±λ(γx) for x ∈ Σ. Now
ρ(λ(γx)) = k
2(γd−1 γx
) ∗1 γx ∗1 γd+1 γx
= k2(γx) ∗1 γx ∗1 γ1∗
= 1∗
so all terms λ(γx) belong to the kernel of ρ for all x ∈ Σ. Hence these terms generate the kernel of
ρ. 
There are also results describing the construction of a homotopy basis for a presentation (Σ, R)
of a monoid M . There has been much effort put into the case when the presentation of M has
certain additional nice properties for rewriting computations in the quotient Σ∗/ ∼∗R∼= M . These
are given in terms of the 2-computad [Σ, R]∗, where the 2-cells are not invertible, unlike in the
(2, 1)-computad (Σ, R)∗ defined in (95).
For a presentation (Σ, R) a rewriting step is a 2-cell of the 2-computad [Σ, R]∗ of the form





=⇒ r ∗ v // ∗
for u, v ∈ Σ∗ and r ∈ R. We say a presentation is Noetherian when there does not exist an infinite
sequence of composable rewriting steps in the 2-computad [Σ, R]∗. A branching is a pair of 2-cells
of the 2-computad [Σ, R]∗ that have the same source. There are three kinds of branchings possible:




γ +3 d+1 γ
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2. Peiffer branchings
d+1 γ ∗0 d
−
1 δ





&. d−1 γ ∗0 d
+
1 δ
3. and finally overlapping branchings are all other branchings
A branching is critical when it is overlapping and minimal with respect to the partial order on
branchings determined by
(γ, δ) ≤ (u ∗0 γ ∗0 v, u ∗0 δ ∗0 v)
for u, v ∈ Σ∗. A branching is local when the two 2-cells are both rewriting steps of [Σ, R]∗. A












A presentation is convergent when it is Noetherian and all branchings are confluent. If a pre-
sentation is Noetherian then to show it is convergent it is sufficient by Newman’s lemma to check
that all local branchings are confluent. A family of generating confluences of a convergent
presentation (Σ, R) is a set P together with set maps s, t : P → (Σ, R)∗2 such that for all critical
branchings (γ, δ) of [Σ, R]∗ there exists p ∈ P and a confluence σ, ρ ∈ [Σ, R]∗2 for the branching
(γ, δ) as in (101) such that
s(p) = γ ∗1 σ t(p) = δ ∗1 ρ
In other words, P consists of indeterminates for 3-cells that fill in parallel 2-cells arising from
a confluence of each critical branching. Squier proved in [SOK94] that such a set of generating
confluences determines a homotopy basis for (Σ, R)∗.
Theorem 5.28 ([SOK94] Theorem 5.2). Let (Σ, R) be a convergent presentation of a monoid M .
A family of generating confluences (P, s, t) is a homotopy basis for the (2, 1)-computad (Σ, R)∗.
Hence (Σ, R, P ) is a coherent presentation when (Σ, R) is a convergent presentation and P is
a family of generating confluences. Together with the tools for calculating the group of identities
among relations discussed above, this allows for some calculations of π2(BM). We present two
example calculations from cases where π2 is already known. Of course, since in both these examples
π1(BM) is trivial the Hurewicz theorem implies that π2(BM) = H2(BM) and the homology group
can be calculated from the abelianization of a coherent presentation of M by [LM09] Corollary 4
of §3.4. However, in these cases we show that π2(BM) is also obtained by the formula of Theorem
5.26.
Example 5.29. Consider the monoid I generated by a single element ΣI = {a} and with the
unique relation
r : aa→ a
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Hence I has a unique non-identity element that is idempotent and so LI = e. Proposition 8 of
[Rab05] shows that BI ' ∗, since the element a determines a natural transformation between the
identity monoid map on I viewed as a functor between categories with a single object and the
constant functor at 1∗. Hence we should find that π2(BI) = 0.
We choose
γa = r ∗0 k1a : a =⇒ 1∗ ∈ L({a}, {r})∗2
as the 2-cell of L({a}, {r})∗ connecting a ∈ {a}∗ to the identity 1∗ on the unique 0-cell ∗. As
described in Proposition 5.27 the group of identities among relations is isomorphic to the quotient
of Z[r] by λ(γa) = r so it is the trivial group. Hence π2(BI) must be trivial as expected.
Example 5.30. Consider the monoid Π described in [Fie02] which is generated by the set ΣΠ =
{xij | i, j ∈ {1, 2}} and has the relations
rij,kl : xijxkl → xil
for all i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2}. This monoid has trivial group completion as xijxij = xij for i, j ∈ {1, 2} so
all elements are idempotent. In [Fie02] it is shown that the classifying space BΠ has the homotopy
type of the 2-sphere S2. Hence in particular we expect that π2(BΠ) = Z.
We define 2-cells
γij = rij,ij ∗0 k1xij : xij =⇒ 1∗
for all i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Hence by Proposition 5.27 since LΠ is the trivial group, the group of identities
among relations N(R) is isomorphic to the quotient of the free abelian group generated by rij,kl
for i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2} by the subgroup generated by
λ(γij) = rij,ij
So N(R) is the free abelian group generated by rij,kl such that i 6= k or j 6= l.










which are confluent with the 2-cells as indicated in the diagram. By Theorem 5.28 therefore the
subgroup N(P ) E N(R) is generated by
rij,kn + rkl,mn − rij,kl − ril,mn ∈ N(R)
for all i, j, k, l,m, n ∈ {1, 2}. There is a large amount of redundancy amongst these generators,
however. If i = k then the generator is
rij,in + ril,mn − rij,il − ril,mn = rij,in − rij,il
which has no dependence on m so there are two copies of this generator from the generating
confluences. Similarly, if l = n then the generator is
rij,kl + rkl,ml − rij,kl − ril,ml = rkl,ml − ril,ml
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which has no dependence on j so again there are two copies of this generator. Now we define
N(P )0 = 〈rij,kn + rkl,mn − rij,kl − ril,mn ∈ N(R) | i = k or l = n〉 E N(P ) E N(R)
and since rij,ij = 0
N(P )0 = 〈rij,kl | i = k or j = l〉
The remaining generators of N(P ) from the generating confluences not present in N(P )0 have i 6= k
and l 6= n, so there are 16 of these.
Now we define
N(P )1 = N(P )0 ∪ 〈rij,kn + rkl,mn − rij,kl − ril,mn ∈ N(R) | i = m and j = n〉
= 〈rij,kl | i = k or j = l〉 ∪ 〈rij,kl − jkl,ij | i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2}〉
There are now only 12 generators of N(P ) not accounted for in N(P )1: those with i 6= k, l 6= n, and
i 6= m or j 6= n. These are listed below, along with their consequences when added to the subgroup
N(P )1 of N(R), which contains rij,kl for i = k and j = l and rij,kl − rkl,ij for all i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2}.
These consequences are labelled by symbols (∗), (†), and (‡) to indicate repetitions.
r11,22 + r21,12 − r11,21 − r11,12 =⇒ r11,22 + r21,12 (∗)
r11,22 + r21,22 − r11,21 − r11,22 =⇒ r11,22 − r11,22 0
r11,21 + r22,21 − r11,22 − r12,21 =⇒ −r11,22 − r12,21 −(†)
r12,22 + r21,22 − r12,21 − r11,22 =⇒ −r12,21 − r11,22 −(†)
r12,21 + r22,11 − r12,22 − r12,11 =⇒ r12,21 + r22,11 (‡)
r12,21 + r22,21 − r12,22 − r12,21 =⇒ r12,21 − r12,21 0
r21,12 + r11,12 − r21,11 − r21,12 =⇒ r21,12 − r21,12 0
r21,12 + r11,22 − r21,11 − r21,22 =⇒ r21,12 + r11,22 (∗)
r21,11 + r12,11 − r21,12 − r22,11 =⇒ −r21,12 − r22,11 −(∗)
r22,12 + r11,12 − r22,11 − r21,12 =⇒ −r22,11 − r21,12 −(∗)
r22,11 + r12,11 − r22,12 − r22,11 =⇒ r22,11 − r22,11 0
r22,11 + r12,21 − r22,12 − r22,21 =⇒ r22,11 + r12,21 (‡)
Observe that since r22,11 − r11,22 ∈ N(P )1 and the relations (†) and (‡) satisfy
(‡)− (†) = (r22,11 + r12,21)− (r11,22 + r12,21) = r22,11 − r11,22
it is redundant to add (†) and (‡) to N(P )1. Hence
N(P ) = 〈rij,kl | i = k or j = l〉 ∪ 〈r11,22 − r22,11, r11,22 + r21,12, r11,22 + r12,21〉
Hence it is clear that N(R)/N(P ) is the free group on a single generator as expected.
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Appendices
A ω-Functors and Identities
In this appendix we will study ω-functors of the form
f : νK → X (102)
for K a strong Steiner complex (Definition 4.25). Recall from Theorem 4.52, which comes from
[Ste04], that when K is a strong Steiner complex the ω-category νK is a computad that is freely
generated by its atoms 〈k〉 ∈ νKn (Definition 4.30). Hence ω-functors f like (102) are uniquely
determined by the images of the atoms f(〈k〉) ∈ Xn. In particular we will prove that the images
of cells of νK under f depend only on the cells modulo (µK)n.
To prove the results we want in this appendix we need the notion from [Ste04] of decomposition
index for cells in the strict ω-category arising from an ADC.
Definition A.1. Let K be an ADC with a basis. Let x ∈ νKm be an m-cell. The decomposition
index of x is the smallest integer −1 ≤ r ≤ m such that x ≡ 0 mod (µK)r+1 or x is congruent to
an atom mod (µK)r+1.
The result we want to prove is the following.
Lemma A.2. Let K be a strong Steiner complex and n ≥ 1. Let f : νK → X be an ω-functor and
x ∈ X0 be a 0-cell of X. If for all all m-atoms 〈a〉 ∈ νKm for 1 ≤ m ≤ n
f(〈a〉) = 1x
then f(k) = 1x for all m-cells k ∈ νKm with 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Furthermore, if k ∈ νKr is an r-cell with
k ≡ 〈a1〉+ · · ·+ 〈at〉 mod (µK)n
for atoms 〈ai〉 of νK then
f(k) = f(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 f(〈at〉)
Proof. We will prove this by induction on n ≥ 1. Let n = 1 and suppose f : νK → X is an
ω-functor that sends all 1-atoms of νK to the 1-cell 1x ∈ X1 for a chosen x ∈ X0. For a 1-cell
k ∈ K1 there exists a decomposition k = 〈a1〉 ∗0 · · · ∗0 〈at〉 for some 1-atoms 〈ai〉 of νK since νK is
a computad generated by its atoms by Theorem 4.52. Hence all 1-cells are sent to 1x ∈ X1 by f so
the image of f is contained in R1x(X), which has the structure of an ω-groupoid in abelian groups
by Proposition 4.49. In particular, for all ∗1-composable r-cells k, k′ ∈ νKr
f(k ∗1 k′) = f(k) ∗1 f(k′) = f(k′) ∗1 f(k) = f(k) ∗0 f(k′) = f(k′) ∗0 f(k)
Consider an r-cell k ∈ νKr such that
k ≡ 〈a1〉+ · · ·+ 〈at〉 mod (µK)1 (103)
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for atoms 〈ai〉 of νK. Since K is a strong Steiner complex there exists an order of these atoms
such that 〈ai〉+1 ∧ 〈aj〉
−
1 = 0 for i > j. By the previous discussion we may assume that the sum was
originally given in this order, as in the image of f in R1x(X) we are free to rearrange terms of any
∗1-composite of cells. Proposition 5.1 of [Ste04] therefore gives that
k = k1 ∗1 k2 ∗1 · · · ∗1 kt





〈aij〉+ 〈ai〉 mod (µK)0
Since K is a strong Steiner complex there exists an order on these atoms such that
ki = α ∗0 〈ai〉 ∗0 α′
with α, α′ ∈ νK1 composites of the 1-atoms 〈aij〉, where we are using Proposition 5.5 of [Ste04],
which says that cells that are congruent to an atom modulo (µK)0 are equal to that atom. The
ω-functor sends all 1-cells to 1x so
f(ki) = f(〈ai〉)
and so
f(k) = f(〈a1〉) ∗1 f(〈a2〉) ∗1 · · · ∗1 f(〈at〉) = f(〈a1〉) ∗0 f(〈a2〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 f(〈at〉)
since the image of f lies in R1x(X).
Now let n ≥ 1 and suppose that the result holds for all ω-functors from νK to X sending
m-atoms of νK to identities of a chosen 0-cell of X if m ≤ n. Let f : νK → X be an ω-functor
such that f(〈a〉) = 1x for some x ∈ X0 and all m-atoms 〈a〉 ∈ νKm for 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1. Let k be
an r-cell of νK with
k ≡ 〈a1〉+ · · ·+ 〈at〉 mod (µK)n+1
for atoms ai of K. Since K is a strong Steiner complex we may rearrange the order of terms in the
sum so that 〈ai〉+n+1 ∧ 〈aj〉
−
n+1 = 0 for i > j. We will denote the new order of these terms in the
sum by
k ≡ 〈ā1〉+ · · ·+ 〈āt〉 mod (µK)n+1
Proposition 5.1 of [Ste04] gives a decomposition in νK
k = k1 ∗n+1 · · · ∗n+1 kt
with ki ≡ 〈āi〉 mod (νK)n+1. Hence by Proposition 5.2 (ii) of [Ste04] for 1 ≤ i ≤ t there is a
congruence
ki ≡ 〈āi1〉+ · · ·+ 〈āiu〉 mod (µK)n (104)
for atoms āij of K with 1 ≤ j ≤ u where āil = āi for some 1 ≤ l ≤ u and all other āij for j 6= l are
n + 1-atoms of νK. Since K is a strong Steiner complex we can choose the order of this sum to
satisfy the condition 〈āij〉+n ∧ 〈āij′〉−n = 0 for j > j′
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The ω-functor f sends all m-atoms for 1 ≤ m ≤ n to 1x, so we can apply the induction
hypothesis to the congruence (104) for ki to obtain
f(ki) = f(〈ai1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 f(〈aiu〉)
but since āij are n+ 1-atoms for j 6= l, f(〈āij〉) = 1x so
f(ki) = f(〈āil〉) = f(〈āi〉)
Hence
f(k) = f(k1) ∗n+1 · · · ∗n+1 f(kt) = f(〈ā1〉) ∗n+1 · · · ∗n+1 f(〈āt〉)
Any n + 1-cell of νK is congruent modulo (µK)n to a sum of n + 1-atoms by Proposition 5.2 (i)
of [Ste04]. Since f sends all m-atoms of νK for 1 ≤ m ≤ n to 1x the induction hypothesis gives
that f sends any n+ 1-cell of νK to the ∗0-composite of the n+ 1-atoms in the congruence. These
n+ 1-atoms are all sent to 1x by f so f sends all n+ 1-cells of νK to 1x. The induction hypothesis
gives that f sends all m-cells of νK to 1x for 1 ≤ m ≤ n so this completes the proof of the first
part of the result.
Now dεn+1〈āi〉 is an n+ 1-cell of νK so by the previous discussion
f(dεn+1〈āi〉) = 1x
Hence for 1 ≤ i < t
1d−n+1f(〈āi〉)
= 1x = 1d+0 f(〈āi〉)
1d+n+1f(〈āi〉)
= 1x = 1d−0 f(〈āi〉)
and so
f(〈āi〉) ∗n+1 f(〈āi+1〉) =
(

























= f(〈āi〉) ∗0 f(〈āi+1〉)
Hence
f(k) = f(〈ā1〉) ∗n+1 · · · ∗n+1 f(〈āt〉) = f(〈ā1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 f(〈āt〉) = f(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 f(〈at〉)
since the image of f lies in R1x(X) where ∗0 is a commutative binary operation on cells. 
B The Structure of Oriented Simplices
Recall Street’s oriented simplices, which are the ω-categories νZ[∆n] for n ≥ 0. In this appendix
we will use the characterization from [Ste04] of ω-categories in the image of the functor ν from
ADC to describe the cells of νZ[∆n]. We will show that the chain complex Z[∆n] is a strong
Steiner complex and so by Theorem 4.52 νZ[∆n] is freely generated as a computad by its atoms.
We will use this fact and the results of [Ste04] to describe the source and target of the atoms 〈1[n]〉
corresponding to the unique non-degenerate n-simplex 1[n] ∈ ∆nn.
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The atoms of νZ[∆n] are of the form 〈θ〉 ∈ νZ[∆n]m for θ : [m] → [n] an injective map in ∆.
Injective maps of ∆ can be uniquely written as composites of coface maps δi with increasing order
on the omitted integers i. The next definition gives notation for the sets of increasing chains in [n]
that will appear in our descriptions of the atoms of νZ[∆n].
Definition B.1. Define for n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ m ≤ n the set of sequences
Jn,m = {~j = j1 < j2 < · · · jm | jl ∈ [n] for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
Define the subsets of Jn,m
J+n,m = {~j ∈ Jn,m | jl − l ≡ 1 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
J−n,m = {~j ∈ Jn,m | jl − l ≡ 0 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ m and all 0 ≤ p ≤ n
Proposition B.2. Let θ : [m] → [n] be an injective map in ∆ corresponding to a non-degenerate




[dj1dj2 · · · djm−iθ]






















(−1)t[dtdj1dj2 · · · djm−iθ] (105)
We will make use of the fact that the coface maps generate the injective maps in ∆ with the cosim-
plicial identities. Hence, a non-degenerate i-simplex of ∆n can be written uniquely as dl1 · · · dln−iι
for l1 < l2 < · · · < ln−i and ι the unique non-degenerate n-simplex of ∆n. Returning to our specific
case of the sum (105), suppose t > j1 and define
p = max{1 ≤ l ≤ m− i | jl ≤ t+ l − 1}
Then jp ≤ t+ l − 1 and if p < m− i then p+ t < jp+1 Furthermore
dtdj1dj2 · · · djm−i =
{
dj1dj2 · · · djpdt+pdjp+1 · · · djm−i p < m− i
dj1dj2 · · · djm−idp+m−i p = m− i
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This allows us to put all the terms from the sum not already in their unique form into that form.
We will show that these terms with t > j1 all cancel in the sum (105).
Suppose t ≡ 0 (mod 2). Then t+ p ≡ p (mod 2) and so
(j1 < j2 < · · · < jp−1 < t+ p < jp+1 < · · · < jm−i) ∈ J−i
Now
dtdj1dj2 · · · djm−i =
{
djp−p+1dj1dj2 · · · djp−1dt+pdjp+1 · · · djm−i p < m− i
djm−i−m+i+1dj1dj2 · · · djm−i−1dt+m−i p = m− i




Now suppose t ≡ 1 (mod 2). Then t+ p ≡ p+ 1 (mod 2) and so
(j1 < j2 < · · · < jp < t+ p < jp+2 < · · · < jm−i) ∈ J−n,m−i
In this case it is not possible that p = m− i since t ≥ 1. Now
dtdj1dj2 · · · djm−i = djp+1−p−1dj1dj2 · · · djpdt+pdjp+2 · · · djm−i
and since jp+1 ≡ p+1 (mod 2), jp+1−p+1 ≡ 0 (mod 2). Hence all terms −[d2k+1dj1dj2 · · · djm−iθ]
for ~j ∈ J−n,m−i and 2k + 1 ≥ j1 in the sum (105) defining ∂〈θ〉
−
i cancel.
The only remaining terms in the sum are those for which t < j1 and there can be no cancellation





[dj1dj2 · · · djm−i+1θ]
The same argument gives the result for 〈θ〉+i−1. 
The basis described above for the ADC Z[∆n] satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.25, making
Z[∆n] a strong Steiner complex. For any injective map θ : [m]→ [n] by Proposition B.2
〈θ〉−0 = [θ(0)] 〈θ〉
+
0 = [θ(m)]
so this basis is unital. The basis of Z[∆n] described above is strongly loop-free as there exists a
total order on the set of all injective maps in ∆ with codomain [n]. We define this order recursively
as in Example 3.8 of [Ste04].
Proposition B.3. Let n ≥ 0. There exists a total order on injective maps with codomain [n] in ∆
such that θ : [m]→ [n] <N ϕ : [p]→ [n] if and only if one of the following conditions hold
1. θ(0) < ϕ(0) in [n]
2. θ(0) = ϕ(0) and m = 0 and p > 0
3. θ(0) = ϕ(0) and m, p > 0 and θ ◦ d0 >N ϕ ◦ d0
where d0 : [m− 1]→ [m] and d0 : [p− 1]→ [p] are the injective maps in ∆ that omit 0.
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Proof. We will show this relation is anti-symmetric by induction on min{m, p}. Suppose one of m
or p is 0 and θ ≤N ϕ and θ ≥N ϕ. If θ <N ϕ because θ(0) < ϕ(0) then it is not possible that θ ≥N ϕ
as θ 6= ϕ and none of the conditions for the strict relation allow for θ >N ϕ. Hence θ(0) = ϕ(0). If
θ <N ϕ then it must be the case that p > 0. But in this case it is clearly not possible for θ ≥n ϕ.
Hence if θ ≤N ϕ and θ ≥N ϕ then θ = ϕ. Now let l ≥ 0 and suppose that θ ≤N ϕ and θ ≥N ϕ
implies θ = ϕ when min{m, p} ≤ l.
Let θ : [m] → [n] and ϕ : [p] → [n] be injective order-preserving maps and suppose that
min{m, p} = l + 1 and θ ≤n ϕ and θ ≥n ϕ. If θ(0) < ϕ(0) then it is not possible that θ ≥N ϕ as
none of the conditions allow this possibility. Hence θ(0) = ϕ(0). Since m, p > l ≥ 0, it must be
the case that θ ◦ d0 ≤N ϕ ◦ d0 and θ ◦ d0 ≥N ϕ ◦ d0. But by the induction hypothesis this implies
θ ◦ d0 = ϕ ◦ d0, so θ = ϕ since θ(0) = ϕ(0) as well.
We will show transitivity by induction on min{m, p, q} for θ : [m] → [n], ϕ : [p] → [n], and
ψ : [q]→ [n] injective maps in ∆ such that θ <N ϕ <N ψ. Suppose one of m, p, or q is equal to 0.
Suppose q = 0. Then it must be the case that ϕ(0) < ψ(0), so θ(0) ≤ ϕ(0) < ψ(0) and θ <N ψ.
Now suppose q > 0 and p = 0. Then it must be the case that θ(0) < ϕ(0), so θ(0) < ϕ(0) ≤ ψ(0)
and θ <N ψ. Finally, suppose m = 0 and p, q > 0. Then θ <N ψ by the second condition of the
base case. Now let l ≥ 0 and suppose that for any θ : [m] → [n], ϕ : [p] → [n], and ψ : [q] → [n]
injective maps in ∆ such that θ <N ϕ <N ψ if min{m, p, q} ≤ l then θ <N ψ.
Let θ : [m]→ [n], ϕ : [p]→ [n], and ψ : [q]→ [n] be injective maps in ∆ such that θ <N ϕ <N ψ
and min{m, p, q} = l + 1. Suppose θ(0) < ϕ(0) or ϕ(0) < ψ(0) in [n]. Then θ(0) < ψ(0) and so
θ <N ψ. Otherwise, it must be the case that θ ◦ d0 >N ϕ ◦ d0 >N ψ ◦ d0. Hence by the induction
hypothesis, θ ◦ d0 >N ψ ◦ d0 so θ <N ψ.
Finally, we will show this is a total order. Again this will be by induction on min{m, p}. Suppose
θ 6= ϕ and one of m or p is equal to 0. If θ(0) 6= ϕ(0) then either θ <N ϕ or θ >N ϕ. If θ(0) = ϕ(0)
then it cannot be the case that m = p = 0, as θ 6= ϕ, so one is strictly larger and again θ <N ϕ or
θ >N ϕ. Now let l ≥ 0 and suppose that for all θ : [m] → [n] and ϕ : [p] → [n] such that θ 6= ϕ
with min{m, p} ≤ l, either θ <N ϕ or θ >N ϕ.
Let θ 6= ϕ with min{m, p} = l+ 1. If θ(0) 6= ϕ(0) then either θ <N ϕ or θ >N ϕ. If θ(0) = ϕ(0)
then it must be the case that θ ◦ d0 6= ϕ ◦ d0 and so by the induction hypothesis θ ◦ d0 <N ϕ ◦ d0
or θ ◦ d0 >N ϕ ◦ d0. Hence θ(0) 6= ϕ(0). 
The injective maps θ : [m]→ [n] are the m-simplices of ∆n, so this determines a total order on
the basis elements of the ADC Z[∆n]. We will use the following alternative characterization of this
total order to prove that the basis for Z[∆n] is strongly loop-free.
Proposition B.4. Let 1[n] ∈ ∆nn be the unique non-degenerate n-simplex. Let
di1 · · · dim1[n] ∈ ∆nn−m dj1 · · · djp1[n] ∈ ∆nn−p
for ~i = i1 < i2 < · · · < im and ~j = j1 < j2 < · · · < jp be distinct non-degenerate simplices of ∆n.
If 1 ≤ t ≤ min{m, p} is the first position where ~i and ~j differ then
di1 · · · dim1[n] <N dj1 · · · djp1[n] ⇐⇒
it > jt and jt − t ≡ 1 (mod 2)
or
it < jt and it − t ≡ 0 (mod 2)
If il = jl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m and m < p then
di1 · · · dim1[n] <N dj1 · · · djp1[n] ⇐⇒ jm+1 − (m+ 1) ≡ 1 (mod 2)
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Proof. This is just a change in perspective from injective maps in ∆ to simplicial operators. The
simplex di1 · · · dim1[n] corresponds to an injective map
dim ◦ dim−1 ◦ · · · ◦ dj1 : [n−m] ↪→ [n]
that omits i1 < i2 < · · · im. Similarly, dj1 · · · djp1[n] corresponds to an injective map
djp ◦ djp−1 ◦ · · · ◦ dj1 : [n−m] ↪→ [n]
that omits j1 < j2 < · · · jp.
Suppose t ≤ min{m, p} is the first position where ~i and ~j differ and it > jt. Then θ~i(l) = θ~j(l)
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ jt − t and θ~i(jt − t + 1) 6= θ~j(jt − t + 1). Hence to compare these maps we must
apply d0 jt − t+ 1 times. Since j1 < j2 < · · · jp, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ t
jl ≤ jt − t+ l
Hence jl ≤ jt − t+ l for all l ≤ t and so since il = jl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ t
db−t+10 di1 · · · dim = d
b−t+2
0 di2 · · · dit+1 · · · dim
= djt0 dit · · · dim
= d0d1 · · · djt−1ditdit+1 · · · dim
db−t+10 dj1 · · · djp = d
jt
0 djtdjt+1 · · · djp
= d0d1 · · · djt−1djtdjt+1 · · · djp
The injective map corresponding to
0 < 1 < · · · < jt − 1 < jt < jt+1 < · · · jp
sends 0 to a value strictly greater than jt while the injective map corresponding to
0 < 1 < · · · < jt − 1 < it < it+1 < · · · im
sends 0 to jt since it > jt. Hence
db−t+10 di1 · · · dim1[n] <N d
b−t+1
0 dj1 · · · djp1[n]
Therefore, by Proposition B.4
di1 · · · dim1[n] <N dj1 · · · djp1[n] ⇐⇒ jt ≡ t− 1 (mod 2)
Now suppose il = jl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m and m < p. Hence the sequence ~i is just a truncation of
~j. Now jm+1 > im so jm+1 −m+ l − 1 ≥ il for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Consider
d
jm+1−m
0 di1di2 · · · dim = d
jm+1
0




0 dj1dj2 · · · djp = d
jm+1−m
0 di1di2 · · · dimdjm+1 · · · djp
= d
jm+1
0 djm+1 · · · djp
= d0d1d2 · · · djm+1−1djm+1 · · · djp
Hence the injective map corresponding to
0 < 1 < 2 < · · · < jm+1 − 1
sends 0 to jm+1 and the injective map corresponding to
0 < 1 < 2 < · · · < jm+1 − 1 < jm+1 < jm+2 < · · · < jp
sends 0 to a value strictly greater than jm+1. We have applied d0 to our original functions jm+1−m
times, so by Proposition B.4
d
jm+1−m
0 di1di2 · · · dim1[n] <N d
jm+1−m
0 dj1dj2 · · · djp1[n]
if and only if jm+1 −m is even. Or equivalently,
di1 · · · dim1[n] <N dj1 · · · djp1[n] ⇐⇒ jm+1 − (m+ 1) ≡ 1 (mod 2)

Proposition B.5. With the total order <N from Proposition B.3 Z[∆n] has a strongly loop-free
basis.
Proof. We will prove the first of the conditions in Definition 4.24, the proof of the second condition
uses the same argument.
Suppose δ ∈ ∆nt−1 and ϕ ∈ ∆nt are simplices such that [δ] ≤ ∂−[ϕ] in Z[∆n]. Then δ = djϕ for
some j ≡ 1 (mod 2). Write for ~i = i1 < j2 < · · · < im ≤ t
ϕ = di1 · · · dim1[n]
where 1[n] is the unique non-degenerate n-simplex of ∆
n. We consider two cases.
Suppose there exists 1 ≤ l ≤ m such that j + l− 1 < il and for all 1 ≤ r ≤ l− 1, j + r− 1 ≥ ir.
Then
δ = djϕ = djdi1 · · · dim = di1 · · · dil−1dj+l−1dil · · · dim
Since j is odd j + l − 1 ≡ l (mod 2). Hence δ <N ϕ by Proposition B.4 since il > j + l − 1.
Now suppose j + r − 1 ≥ ir for all 1 ≤ r ≤ m. Then
δ = djϕ = djdi1 · · · dim = di1 · · · dimdj+m
Since j is odd, j +m ≡ m+ 1 (mod 2) and so by Proposition B.4 δ <N ϕ. 
The key result from [Ste04] for ADCs with unital strongly loop-free bases that we will apply to
Z[∆n] is the following.
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Proposition B.6. Let K be an ADC with a strongly loop-free basis. Let x ∈ νKn be an n-cell that
is congruent modulo (µK)r for some 0 ≤ r < n to a sum of atoms
x ≡ 〈b1〉+ 〈b2〉+ · · ·+ 〈bk〉 mod (µK)r
where b1 <N b2 <N · · · <N bk in the partial order on basis elements. Then there is a decomposition
in νK
x = x1 ∗r x2 ∗r · · · ∗r xk
with xi ≡ 〈bi〉 mod (µK)r.
We will use this proposition to verify that cells we construct in the strict ω-category νZ[∆n]
describe the source an target of the n-cell 〈1[n]〉 of νZ[∆n]. Before this we will give a brief description
of what can generally be said about the cells xi in the decomposition given by this result.
The cells xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k will be ni-cells, where ni is the degree of the basis element bi. It must
be the case that ni > r, as 〈b〉 ≡ 0 mod (µK)r if b is a basis element of degree less than or equal






j for all 0 ≤ j < r and all ξ ∈ {−,+}. As well, for all
r < j ≤ ni and all ξ ∈ {−,+} we have (xi)ξj = 〈bi〉
ξ
j since xi ≡ 〈bi〉 mod (µKr). So the double
sequences for the cells xi look like
xi =
(




r , 〈bi〉−r+1, 〈bi〉
−
r+2, · · · , 〈bi〉
−
ni−1, b, 0, · · ·




r , 〈bi〉+r+1, 〈bi〉
+
r+2, · · · , 〈bi〉
+
ni−1, b, 0, · · ·
)
with only the entries on the rth level not already determined. Furthermore, d−r (x) = d
−
r (x1) and
d+r (x) = d
+









We will now proceed to define the cells in νZ[∆n] that will form the source and target of 〈1[n]〉.
First we must define certain sequences of values from [n] that allow us to compactly describe certain
simplicial operators and hence certain cells of νZ[∆n].
Definition B.7. Define for n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ m ≤ n the set of sequences
Jn,m = {~j = j1 < j2 < · · · jm | jl ∈ [n] for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
Define the subsets of Jn,m
J+n,m = {~j ∈ Jn,m | jl − l ≡ 1 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
J−n,m = {~j ∈ Jn,m | jl − l ≡ 0 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ m and all 0 ≤ p ≤ n
J (p)tn,m =
{
~j ∈ Jn,m | jt < p < jt+1 and jl − l ≡
{
t+ p 1 ≤ l ≤ t
t+ p+ 1 t+ 1 ≤ l ≤ m
}
Note that for ~j ∈ J (p)tn,m
jt − t ≡ t+ p ≡ jt+1 − (t+ 1)− 1 ≡ jt+1 − t (mod 2)
so jt ≡ jt+1 ≡ p (mod 2).
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For ~j ∈ Jn,m we denote by
d~j = dj1dj2 · · · djm
the corresponding simplicial operator for an n-simplex.
The following Definition provides an explicit description of cells ω
(p)
n−1 for 0 ≤ p ≤ n that will
make up the source and target of the n-cell 〈1[n]〉 of νZ[∆n].





































n−m−1 ξ = + and j = n−m− 1
〈1[n]〉−n−m−1 ξ = − and j = n−m− 1
〈1[n]〉
ξ














n−m−1 ξ = − and j = n−m− 1
〈1[n]〉
ξ
j ξ ∈ {−,+} and 0 ≤ j ≤ n−m− 2

















n−m+1 ≡ 〈dp1[n]〉 mod (µ∆
n)n−m





0 ≤ p ≤ n and 2 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. We must show that the definition of the entries in the double
sequence are valid for the conditions defining νZ[∆n] in Definition 4.21 and Definition 4.20. For



















as the other cases for lower entries in the double sequence follow from the fact that 〈1[n]〉 is a valid
n-cell of νZ[∆n].




n−m are distinguished by the choice of parity for
t + p, which must remain constant as t ∈ [m] varies. Let a ∈ {0, 1} and define α ∈ {−,+} to be
the sign of (−1)a+1. With this definition, for all n ≥ 3 and 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 1, ~j ∈ Jαn,m if and only if

































Let a ∈ {0, 1} be fixed. We want to identify which terms do not cancel in the sum πa. We will do
this by analyzing cases.
Suppose j ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2). We consider several sub-cases.
(O1) Suppose j ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2) and l < t. Consider
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+1 · · · djm
= djl+1−(l+1)dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+2 · · · djm
Define ~j′ ∈ Jn,m by
j′k =

jk 1 ≤ k ≤ l
j + l k = l + 1
jk l + 2 ≤ k ≤ m
This sequence satisfies
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ l
j + l − (l + 1) ≡ j − 1 ≡ a ≡ t+ p (mod 2) k = l + 1
jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) l + 2 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
so ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m, but jl+1− (l+ 1) ≡ t+p ≡ j+ 1 (mod 2) since l+ 1 ≤ t, so the term (−1)j [djd~j ]
cancels in the sum πa.
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(O2) Supposej ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2) and l = t. Then the sequence
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djtdj+tdjt+1 · · · djm
cannot arise from drd~j′ for any r ≡ a (mod 2) and any ~j′ ∈ J
(p)t′
n,m . For all 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − (k − 1) ≡ t+ p+ 1 ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2)
and for all t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2)
so all such terms appearing in the sum πa have the sign (−1)a+1. Hence none of the terms
with j ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2) and l = t cancel.
(O3) Suppose j ≡ a+ 1 and l > t.
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+1 · · · djm




jk 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1
j + l k = l
jk l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m
then
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1
j + l − l ≡ j ≡ a+ 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) k = l
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m
Hence ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m and since l > t, jl − (l − 1) ≡ (t + p + 1) + 1 ≡ t + p (mod 2) the term
(−1)j [djdj1 · · · djm ] cancels in the sum πa.
Now suppose j ≡ a (mod 2), we will again consider several sub-cases.
(E1) Suppose j ≡ a (mod 2), l ≥ 1, and j + l < p. Then jl < j + l < p so l ≤ t.
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+1 · · · djm
= djl−l−1dj1dj2 · · · djl−1dj+ldjl+1 · · · djm
If we define a sequence ~j′ ∈ Jn,m
j′k =

jk 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1
j + l k = l
jk l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m
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then ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m since
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1
j + l − l ≡ j ≡ a ≡ t+ p (mod 2) k = l
jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) l + 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
Since l ≤ t, jl − l − 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 ≡ a+ 1 ≡ j + 1 (mod 2), so this term cancels.
(E2) Suppose j ≡ a (mod 2), l = 0, and j < p. Then j < j1 and j < j1 < · · · < jm is a sequence in
Jn,m+1. Suppose that the term (−1)a[djdj1 · · · djm ] in πa cancels. Then it must cancel with a
term of the form
(−1)a+1[djr−rdjdj1 · · · djr−1djr+1 · · · djm ]
for some 1 ≤ r ≤ m. Such a term can only occur with the opposite sign if jr− r ≡ t+p+ 1 ≡
a+ 1 (mod 2), so it must be the case that r ≥ t+ 1. But then the sequence ~j′ ∈ Jn,m with
j′k =

j k = 1
jk−1 2 ≤ k ≤ r − 1
jk r + 1 ≤ k ≤ m
has j′1 − 1 ≡ j − 1 ≡ a + 1 ≡ t + p + 1 (mod 2). Hence the only value of t′ for which it is
possible that ~j′ ∈ J (p)t
′
n,m is t′ = 0. But j′1 = j < p, so this cannot occur. Hence none of these
terms cancel.
(E3) Suppose j ≡ a (mod 2) and j + l = p. So since jl < j + l = p < jl+1 hence l = t and
j = p− t. This term does not cancel with any term (−1)r[drd~j′ ] in the sum πa, since ~j′ will
always contain an operator dp, which is not possible for ~j′ ∈ J (p)t
′
n,m for any t′.
(E4) Suppose j ≡ a (mod 2), j + l > p, and l < m. So since p < j + l < jl+1 hence t < l + 1 or
equivalently t ≤ l. Since l < m consider
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+1 · · · djm
= djl+1−l−1dj1dj2 · · · djldj+ldjl+2 · · · djm
Then if we define ~j′ ∈ Jn,m
j′k =

jk 1 ≤ k ≤ l
j + t k = l + 1
jk t+ 2 ≤ k ≤ m
Since t ≤ l this sequence satisfies
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ l
j + l − (l + 1) ≡ j − 1 ≡ a+ 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) k = l + 1
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) l + 2 ≤ k ≤ m
Hence ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m. Since l+ 1 > t, jl+1 − (l+ 1) ≡ t+ p+ 1 ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2). Hence this term
cancels in the sum πa.
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(E5) Suppose j ≡ a (mod 2), l = m, and j +m > p. Then
[djdj1 · · · djm1[n]] = [dj1 · · · djmdj+m1[n]]
If this term cancels in the sum πa it will do so with a term of the form
(−1)a+1[djr−r−1dj1 · · · djr−1djr+1 · · · djmdj+m1[n]]
for some 1 ≤ r ≤ m. For this term to have the sign (−1)a+1 in the sum, it must be the
case that jr − r − 1 ≡ a + 1 ≡ t + p + 1 (mod 2), which occurs if and only if r ≤ t, as then
jr − r ≡ t+ p (mod 2). Define the sequence ~j′ ∈ Jn,m by
j′k =

jk 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1
jk+1 r ≤ k ≤ m− 1
j +m k = m
Then
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1
jk+1 − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) r ≤ k ≤ t
jk+1 − k ≡ (t+ p+ 1) + 1 ≡ t+ p (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1
j +m−m ≡ j ≡ a ≡ t+ p (mod 2) k = m
But j +m > p and j′m−m = j +m−m = j ≡ a ≡ t+ p (mod 2), so ~j′ /∈ J
(p)t′
n,m for any value
of t′. Hence these terms do not cancel.
The terms that are not cancelled in the sum πa with sign (−1)a are the following. From the
case (E2) we get the terms (−1)a[djd~j ] with j < p, j < j1, j ≡ a (mod 2), ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n,m. If we define
~j′ = j < j1 < · · · < jm
then
j′k − k ≡

j − 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) k = 1
jk−1 − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) 2 ≤ k ≤ t+ 1
jk−1 − k ≡ (t+ p+ 1) + 1 ≡ t+ p (mod 2) t+ 2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
so since j′t+1 = jt < p < jt+1 = j
′
t+2,
~j′ belongs to J
(p)t+1
n,m+1. Furthermore, it is clear that any
~j′ ∈ J (p)t+1n,m+1 corresponds to such a term from (E2).
From case (E3) there are the terms (−1)a[djd~j ] with ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n,m and j + t = p. Now
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1 · · · djtdpdjt+1 · · · djm
= dj1 · · · djtdjt+1−1 · · · djm−1dp
where ~j′ = j1 < · · · < jt < jt+1− 1 < · · · < jm− 1 ∈ Jn,m since jt < p < jt+1 so jt < jt+1− 1. Now
j′k − k ≡
{
jk − k ≡ t+ p ≡ a (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − 1− k ≡ (t+ p+ 1)− 1 ≡ t+ p ≡ a (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m
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Hence ~j′ ∈ Jαn,m where α is the sign of (−1)a+1 and these terms belong to (−1)a〈dp1[n]〉αn−m−1.
In particular, these are the terms (−1)a[d~jdp] of (−1)
a〈dp1[n]〉αn−m−1 where t, which is the largest
value such that jt < p, satisfies t+ p ≡ a (mod 2).
From case (E5) we have the terms
(−1)a[djd~j1[n]] = (−1)
a[d~jdj+m1[n]]
with j ≡ a (mod 2), ~j ∈ J (p)tn−1,m and j + m > p. This gives a sequence ~j′ = j1 < j2 < · · · < jm <
j +m ∈ Jn,m+1 where
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
jk − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m
j +m− (m+ 1) ≡ j − 1 ≡ a+ 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) k = m+ 1
so ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m+1 with t < m + 1 and t + p ≡ a (mod 2). Furthermore, any ~j′ ∈ J
(p)t+1
n,m+1 with
t + p ≡ a (mod 2) corresponds to such a term from (E5). Let ~j′ ∈ J (p)tn,m+1 with t < m + 1 and
t+ p ≡ a (mod 2). Then
~j = j′1 < j
′
2 < · · · < j′m
satisfies
jk − k ≡
{
j′k − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
j′k − k ≡ t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m
and since jt = j
′
t < p < j
′
t+1 = jt+1 hence ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n−1,m. Also since t < m + 1, j
′
m+1 − (m + 1) ≡
t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) so j = j′m+1 −m ≡ t+ p (mod 2). So d~j′ = djd~j with ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n−1,m and j ≡ t+ p
and j < j1 since j = j
′
m+1 −m ≤ j′1 and j′1 − 1 ≡ t+ p (mod 2) so j′1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 6≡ j (mod 2).














The terms that are not cancelled in the sum πa with sign (−1)a+1 only arise from case (O2).
These are the terms (−1)a+1[djd~j ] with l = t, j ≡ a+1 (mod 2), and ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n,m for t+p ≡ a (mod 2).
Now
djdj1 · · · djm = dj1dj2 · · · djtdj+tdjt+1 · · · djm
so if we define
~j′ = j1 < j2 < · · · < jt < j + t < jt+1 < · · · < jm
then
j′k − k ≡

jk − k ≡ t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
j + t− (t+ 1) ≡ j − 1 ≡ a ≡ t+ p (mod 2) k = t+ 1
jk−1 − k ≡ (t+ p+ 1) + 1 ≡ t+ p (mod 2) t+ 2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
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so ~j′ belongs to Jαn,m+1 where α is the sign of (−1)a+1. Furthermore, j′k 6= p for any 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1.
The only position where this could be possible is j′t+1 = j + t, but if j + t = p then j ≡ t + p ≡
a (mod 2), which is a contradiction. Finally, it is also the case that ~j′ /∈ J (p)t
′
n,m+1 for any value t
′.
Since j′k − k ≡ t + p for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1 the only possible values of t′ would be 0 or m + 1. If
t′ = 0 then j′k > p for all k ∈ [m+ 1], so t = 0 and
j − 1 = j′1 − 1 ≡ t′ + p+ 1 ≡ t+ p+ 1 ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2)
which is not possible, as j ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2). If t′ = m+ 1 then
j − 1 = j +m− (m+ 1) = j′m+1 − (m+ 1) ≡ t′ + p ≡ m+ 1 + p ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2)
which is not possible, as j ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2).
Furthermore, any ~j′ ∈ Jαn,m+1 such that ~j′ /∈ J
(p)t′
n,m+1 for any value t
′ and j′k 6= p for any
1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1 corresponds to such a term from (O2). Let ~j′ ∈ Jαn,m+1 be such a sequence. Let t
be the largest value such that jt < p. Then p < jt+1 since jk 6= p for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1.
Now consider the following cases.
1. Suppose p+t ≡ a+1 (mod 2). Claim that this implies t ≥ 1. If t = 0 then p ≡ a+1 (mod 2),
so j′k − k ≡ a ≡ p + 1 ≡ t + p + 1 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1. This implies ~j′ ∈ J
(p)0
n,m+1,
which is a contradiction with the conditions on ~j′. Hence t ≥ 1, so we can consider
dj′1 · · · dj′m+1 = dj′t−t−1dj′1 · · · dj′t−1dj′t+1 · · · dj′m+1
The sequence ~j = j′1 < · · · j′t−1 < j′t+1 < · · · < j′m+1 ∈ Jn,m satisfies
jk − k ≡
{
j′k − k ≡ a ≡ p+ (t− 1) (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t− 1
j′k+1 − k ≡ a+ 1 ≡ p+ (t− 1) + 1 (mod 2) t ≤ k ≤ m
hence ~j ∈ J (p)t−1n,m , since j′t−1 < j′t < p < j′t+1. As well, j′t − t − 1 ≡ a + 1 (mod 2), so
(−1)a+1[d~j′1[n]] = (−1)
a+1[dj′t−t−1d~j1[n]], which is a term in πa from case (O2).
2. Suppose p + t ≡ a (mod 2). Claim that this implies that t ≤ m. Suppose for contradiction
that p + t ≡ a (mod 2) and t = m + 1. Then m + 1 + p ≡ a (mod 2) so j′k − k ≡ a ≡
m + 1 + p ≡ t + p (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1. But then this implies that ~j′ ∈ J (p)m+1n,m+1 ,
which contradicts the conditions for ~j′. Since t ≤ m consider
dj′1 · · · dj′m+1 = dj′t+1−tdj′1 · · · dj′tdj′t+2 · · · dj′m+1
The sequence ~j = j′1 < · · · j′t < j′t+2 < · · · < j′m+1 ∈ Jn,m satisfies
jk − k ≡
{
j′k − k ≡ a ≡ p+ t (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
j′k+1 − k ≡ a+ 1 ≡ p+ t+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m
hence ~j ∈ J (p)tn,m since j′t < p < j′t+1 < j′t+2. As well, j′t − t + 1 ≡ a + 1 (mod 2), so
(−1)a+1[d~j′ι] = (−1)
a+1[dj′t−t+1d~j1[n]], which is a term in πa from case (O2).
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The terms with sign (−1)a+1 in the sum on the right are those [d~j1[n]] for ~j ∈ J
α
n,m+1 such that
~j /∈ J (p)tn,m+1 for any t ∈ [m + 1] and jk 6= p for any 1 ≤. These are exactly the same as the terms
with sign (−1)a+1 in πa.
The terms with sign (−1)a in the sum on the right are those [d~j1[n]] for ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n,m+1 such that
~j /∈ Jαn,m+1 and those [d~jdp1[n]] for ~j ∈ J
α
n−1,m such that the sequence
~j′ = j1 · · · jt < p < jt+1 + 1 < · · · jm + 1
where t is the largest value in [m] such that jt < p, does not belong to J
α
n,m+1. We will show that
these are exactly the terms we identified in (106).
First, we claim that for ~j ∈ Jαn−1,m, [d~jdp1[n]] = [d~j′1[n]] for some ~j′ ∈ J
α
n,m+1 if and only if
t+ p ≡ a+ 1 (mod 2). Consider a sequence ~j ∈ Jαn−1,m. Let t be the largest value such that jt < p.
Then d~jdp = d~j′ where
~j′ ∈ Jn,m+1 is defined by
j′k =

jk 1 ≤ k ≤ t
p k = t+ 1
jk−1 + 1 t+ 2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
Hence
j′k − k ≡

a (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
p− t ≡ t+ p (mod 2) k = t+ 1
jk−1 + 1− k ≡ a (mod 2) t+ 2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
so it is clear that ~j′ ∈ Jαn,m+1 if and only if t+ p ≡ a (mod 2).
Finally, if ~j ∈ J (p)tn,m+1 then ~j /∈ Jαn,m+1 if and only if p+ t ≡ a (mod 2) and t ≤ m or p+ t− 1 ≡
a (mod 2) and t ≥ 1. For ~j ∈ J (p)tn,m+1
jk − k ≡
{
t+ p (mod 2) 1 ≤ k ≤ t
t+ p+ 1 (mod 2) t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
Clearly ~j ∈ Jαn,m+1 if and only if t = 0 and t+p+1 ≡ a (mod 2) or t = m+1 and t+p ≡ a (mod 2).




n−m are well-defined elements of
µZ[∆n]n−m.













j ∈ Z[∆n]∗ for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n − m and similarly for δ
(p)





0 ) = ε(〈1[n]〉
−




0 ) = ε(〈1[n]〉
+
0 ) = 1 since 〈1[n]〉 is an n-cell of νZ[∆n].
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If n−m = 1 then ε((γ(p)n−m)+0 ) = ε(〈1[n]〉
−




0 ) = ε(〈1[n]〉
+
0 ) = 1. For the other





~j ∈ Jn,n | jt < p < jt+1 and jl − l ≡
{
t+ p 1 ≤ l ≤ t
t+ p+ 1 t+ 1 ≤ l ≤ n
}
The only possible choice of t for which J
(p)t
n,n is not immediately seen to be empty is t = p with the
unique possible sequence in J
(p)t
n,n being
0 < 1 < 2 < · · · < p− 1 < p+ 1 < · · · < n
This sequence has t = p and t + p ≡ 0 (mod 2). But p − 1 − (p) ≡ 1 6≡ 0 ≡ t + p (mod 2) and
p+ 1− (p+ 1) ≡ 0 6≡ 1 ≡ t+p+ 1 (mod 2) so this is not a valid sequence for J (p)pn,n . Hence J (p)tn,n = ∅














n−m are n−m-cells of νZ[∆n].






















n−m ≡ 〈dp1[n]〉 mod (µ∆n)n−m−1
For the base case, n−m = 1, ω(p)1 = 〈dp〉 is well-defined and clearly
ω
(p)

























This completes the base case.





















n−m ≡ 〈dp1[n]〉 mod (µ∆n)n−m−1






















n−m are n−m-cells and
ω
(p)
n−m ≡ 〈d~j1[n]〉 mod (µ∆
n)n−m−1



















































































This completes the induction. 
We will now describe the n− 1-cells ω(p)n−1 completely as cells of νZ[∆n].

















































































































































































We are now finally ready to describe the source and target of 〈1[n]〉.

















n−1 are the n− 1-cells of νZ[∆n] defined in Definition B.8 for all 0 ≤ p ≤ n.
Proof. This is an application of Proposition B.6 to the ADC Z[∆n], which has a unital, very
strongly loop-free basis. By Proposition B.4, di1[n] <N di+21[n] if and only if i is odd. Hence in the
identities
d−n−11[n] ≡ ∂
−[1[n]] = [d11[n]] + [d31[n]] + · · ·+ [d2k+11[n]] mod (µ∆n)n−2
d+n−11[n] ≡ ∂
+[1[n]] = [d2l1[n]] + · · ·+ [d21[n]] + [d01[n]] mod (µ∆n)n−2
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the sums on the right are written in increasing order for the total order <N on the basis elements.







































for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 3 with β = − if p is odd and β = + if p is even. Comparing these n − 1-cells































〈dj1dj21[n]〉+ 〈dp1[n]〉 mod (µ∆n)n−3









































then for all 0 ≤ p < n
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= 〈dp+2〉ξn−2 − [dpdp+21[n]]
where ξ = + if p is even and ξ = − if p is odd. Hence





























where ζ = + if p is odd and ζ = − if p is even.
Now ω̄
(p)








〈dj1dj21[n]〉+ 〈d2i+11[n]〉 mod (µ∆n)n−3




n−2 = αp + 〈dp1[n]〉
−




n−2 = αp + 〈dp1[n]〉
+
n−2. Since
the compositions of the ω̄
(p)
n−1 cells go in opposite order for the superscript p if p is even or odd we
will do these cases separately.

















































n,2 = {~j = (j1 < j2) | 1 < j1 and jl ≡ l (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ 2}
Since there are no values of ~j with j1 < j2 < 1 or j1 < 1 and j1 ≡ 1 (mod 2), J (1)1n,2 = J
(1)2
n,2 = ∅ and











n−2 + α2i+1. Since ω̄
(2i+3)
n−1 ≡






















n−2 + α2i+1 − 〈d2i+31[n]〉
−
n−2
But α2i+1 = α2i+3 − 〈d2i+11[n]〉+n−2 + 〈d2i+3〉
−








This completes the induction.
















































n,2 = {~j = (j1 < j2) | 0 < j1 and jl ≡ l + 1 (mod 2) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ 2}
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n−2 + α2i. Since ω̄
(2i+2)
n−1 ≡ 〈d2i+21[n]〉























n−2 + α2i − 〈d2i+21[n]〉
+
n−2
But α2i = α2i+2 + 〈d2i+21[n]〉+n−2 − 〈d2i1[n]〉
−








This completes the induction. 
Finally we can use the results of Appendix A to show that when an n-simplex x : On → X
sends atoms 〈d~j1[n]〉 ∈ νZ[∆
n] ⊆ On to identities of X then the source and target of x(〈1[n]〉) are
greatly simplified.
Proposition B.11. Let n ≥ 2, 0 ≤ p ≤ n, and 2 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n− 1. Suppose x : On → G is a map
of strict ω-categories such that x(〈d~j1[n]〉) is an identity in G for all ~j ∈ J
(p)t
n,m with 0 ≤ t ≤ m and











n−b) for all a − 1 ≤ c ≤ b by downward induction on c. The base case
c = b is clear.



















By assumption, x(〈d~j1[n]〉) = 1x(d+n−m−1〈d~j1[n]〉) for all










































This completes the induction. 
There is an immediate corollary for the extremal case of this proposition, that is when a = 2
and b = n− 1.
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Corollary B.12. Let n ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ p ≤ n. Suppose x : On → G is a map of strict ω-categories
such that x(〈d~j1[n]〉) is an identity in G for all ~j ∈ J
(p)t





1 ) = x(〈dp1[n]〉)
C Multiplication in Nerves of Gray Monoids
In this appendix we will study multiplication of simplices in the simplicial monoid Nω(M) de-
termined by a Gray monoid M . An n-simplex of Nω(M) is an ω-functor α : On → M and the
simplicial set Nω(M) is a simplicial monoid with multiplication determined by the lax monoidal
structure of Nω as shown in Proposition 5.8.
In general, for n > 0 the product ω-functor α · β : On → M for n-simplices α, β ∈ Nω(M)n
sends atoms of On to composites of several cells of M . In this appendix we consider a special case,
where α and β have a simple form in which the corresponding ω-functors On →M are determined
by n-cells of M . In this special case we can give the following simple description of the product
ω-functor α · β : On →M . This special case forms the core of the proof of Proposition 5.10, which
shows that Nω(M) is a simplicial group if and only if M is a Gray group.
Lemma C.1. Let n ≥ 2 and let M be a Gray monoid. Let α, β : On →M be n-simplices of Nω(M)
such that α(〈i〉) = β(〈i〉) = e ∈M0 for all i ∈ [n] and
α(〈θ〉) = β(〈θ〉) = 1e
for all θ : [m] ↪→ [n] injective non-decreasing maps of ∆ with m ≥ 1 and m < n− 1 or m = n− 1
and θ(0) = 0. Then
α · β(〈θ〉) =

e m = 0
1e 1 ≤ m and m < n− 1 or m = n− 1 and θ(0) = 0
β(〈θ〉) ∗0 α(〈θ〉) θ = d0 or 1[n]
























For all such θ
α(〈θ〉) = θ∗α(〈1[m]〉)
so
α · β(〈θ〉) = m(θ∗α⊗ θ∗β(AW (Cω(∆)(1[m]))))
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// O0 ⊗O0 θ
∗α⊗θ∗β //M0 ×M0
m|0 &&




so α · β(〈i〉) = e · e = e since e ∈M0 is the multiplicative identity of the Gray monoid M .
To prove the result for the remaining cases with m ≥ 1 we claim that it is sufficient to show
that for n ≥ 1 and n-simplices α and β of Nω(M) satisfying the conditions of the lemma
α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉))) = (e⊗ β(〈1[n]〉)) ∗0 (α(〈1[n]〉)⊗ e) (108)
Suppose this identity holds, then we will show that α · β acts on atoms of On as described in the
lemma. First it is clear that the identity (108) implies for n ≥ 1
α · β(〈1[n]〉) = m(α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉))))
= m((e⊗ β(〈1[n]〉)) ∗0 (α(〈1[n]〉)⊗ e))
= m(e⊗ β(〈1[n]〉)) ∗0 m(α(〈1[n]〉)⊗ e)
= β(〈1[n]〉) ∗0 α(〈1[n]〉)
Now we observe that if α : On → M satisfies the conditions of the lemma then for all injective
non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] of ∆ with 1 ≤ m < n so does
θ∗α = α ◦ Cω(θ) : Om ↪→ Om →M
For all ϕ : [m′] ↪→ [m] injective non-decreasing maps of ∆
θ∗α(〈ϕ〉) = α(〈θ ◦ ϕ〉)
Hence if m′ < m− 1 then m′ < n− 1 and so α(〈θ ◦ ϕ〉) = 1e. If m′ = n− 1 and θ(ϕ(0)) = 0 then
ϕ(0) = 0 since θ and ϕ are injective and non-decreasing. So θ = di for some i > 0 since m < n
and α(〈θ ◦ ϕ〉) = 1e. Thus θ∗α satisfies the conditions of the lemma when α does. Hence if α and
β satisfy the conditions of the lemma we have for injective non-decreasing maps θ : [m] ↪→ [n] of ∆
with m ≥ 1
m(α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈θ〉)))) = m(θ∗α⊗ θ∗β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[m]〉))))
= θ∗β(〈1[m]〉) ∗0 θ∗α(〈1[m]〉)
= β(〈θ〉) ∗0 α(〈θ〉)
=
{
1e ∗0 1e = 1e m < n− 1 or m = n− 1 and θ(0) = 0
β(〈θ〉) ∗0 α(〈θ〉) θ = d0 or 1[n]
by the claim (108) above. To prove the result, therefore, it only remains to show this identity,
which we now do.
Let n ≥ 1. Since Z[∆n] is a strong Steiner complex so is Z[∆n] ⊗ Z[∆n]. The order on the
chains of the tensor product is determined by the order on the chains of Z[∆n] from Proposition
B.3. In particular, by Example 3.10 of [Ste04]
(θ : [m] ↪→ [n])⊗ (ϕ : [l] ↪→ [n]) <N (θ′ : [m′] ↪→ [n])⊗ (ϕ′ : [l′] ↪→ [n])
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if θ <N θ
′ in Z[∆n] or if θ = θ′, m = m′ is even, and ϕ <N ϕ′, or if θ = θ′, m = m′ is odd, and
ϕ >N ϕ




[ p,q]⊗ [ p,q] =
∑
p+q=n
[012 · · · p]⊗ [p p+ 1 · · ·n]
that occurs as the n-entry in the n-cell AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉)). None of these terms have the same first
entry in the tensor, so we can determine their order by looking at the first entries of the tensors.
Hence the order when n is even is
[ 0,n]⊗ [ 0,n] <N [ 2,n−2]⊗ [ 2,n−2] <N · · · <N [ n,0]⊗ [ n,0] <N
<N [
 n−1,1]⊗ [ n−1,1] <N · · · <N [ 3,n−3]⊗ [ 3,n−3] <N [  1,n−1]⊗ [ 1,n−1]
or in the equivalent notation describing the images of the injective non-decreasing maps  p,q and
p,q in [n]
[0]⊗ [01 · · ·n] <N [012]⊗ [2 · · ·n] <N · · · <N [012 · · ·n]⊗ [n] <N
<N [012 · · ·n− 1]⊗ [n− 1 n] <N · · · <N [0123]⊗ [34 · · ·n] <n [01]⊗ [12 · · ·n]
and when n is odd
[ 0,n]⊗ [ 0,n] <N [ 2,n−2]⊗ [ 2,n−2] <N · · · <N [ n−1,1]⊗ [ n−1,1] <N
<N [
 n,0]⊗ [ n,0] <N · · · <N [ 3,n−3]⊗ [ 3,n−3] <N [  1,n−1]⊗ [ 1,n−1]
[0]⊗ [01 · · ·n] <N [012]⊗ [2 · · ·n] <N · · · <N [012 · · ·n− 1]⊗ [n− 1 n] <N
<N [012 · · ·n]⊗ [n] <N · · · <N [0123]⊗ [34 · · ·n] <n [01]⊗ [12 · · ·n]
This order satisfies the condition of Proposition 5.1 of [Ste04] that allows us to convert sums into
composites of cells in ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]). In particular, there are decompositions when n is even in
ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n])
AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉)) = x0,n ∗n−1 x2,n−1 ∗n−1 · · · ∗n−1 xn,0 ∗n−1 xn−1,1 ∗n−1 xn−3,3 ∗n−1 · · · ∗n−1 x1,n−1
with
xp,q ≡ 〈 p,q ⊗ p,q〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−1
and when n is odd there are decompositions
AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉)) = y0,n ∗n−1 y2,n−1 ∗n−1 · · · ∗n−1 yn−1,1 ∗n−1 yn,0 ∗n−1 yn−3,3 ∗n−1 · · · ∗n−1 y1,n−1
with
yp,q ≡ 〈 p,q ⊗ p,q〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−1
Now α ⊗ β(〈012 · · · p ⊗ p p + 1 · · ·n〉) is an identity by Lemma 4.36 if α(〈012 · · · p〉) or β(〈p p +
1 · · ·n〉) are identities. This occurs when 0 < p < n − 1 or 0 < q < n − 1, so the only atoms
〈012 · · · p ⊗ p p + 1 · · ·n〉 not sent to identities by α ⊗ β occur when p = 0 or p = n. Hence by
Lemma A.2 α⊗ β(xp,q) is an identity n-cell unless p = 0 or p = n and so
α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉))) = α⊗ β(x0,n) ∗n−1 α⊗ β(xn,0)
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when n is even and
α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉))) = α⊗ β(y0,n) ∗n−1 α⊗ β(yn,0)
when n is odd. We will proceed in the even case, the odd case being identical up to replacing x
with y.
By the decomposition of AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉)) in the case n is even above














[012 · · · p]⊗ [p p+ 1 · · ·
∨




[012 · · ·
∨




2i+ 1 indicates that this value is missing from the target of the injective non-
decreasing map corresponding to the sequence of integers in [n]. Note that there must always be
overlap at p between the two sides of the tensor; the largest value in the target of the injective
non-decreasing map corresponding to the left entry of the tensor must be equal to the least value
in the target of the right side of the tensor. In other words, the missing number can’t occur at the
join.
Now by the definition of the chain complex tensor product
∂[  p,q ⊗ p,q] =
p∑
i=0
(−1)i[012 · · ·
∨




(−1)j [012 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·
∨
j · · ·n]
For these tensors it is possible to have the missing number occur at the join, so that the sequences
on either side of the tensor do not overlap. When p = 0 therefore
〈 0,n ⊗ 0,n〉−n−1 =
bn−1/2c∑
j=0








[0⊗ 012 · · ·
∨
2j + 1 · · ·n]
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Hence





〈012 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·
∨




〈012 · · ·
∨





〈0⊗ 012 · · ·
∨
2j + 1 · · ·n〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−2






〈012 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·
∨




〈012 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·n〉
 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−2
(109)
Let p > 0 and 0 ≤ i < bp/2c and consider the images under α ⊗ β of the atoms occurring in the
second sum above
α⊗ β(〈012 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·n〉) ∈Mn−1
Since p > 0 and p ≤ n− 1 therefore
α(〈012 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · · p〉) = 1e ∈Mp−1
by hypothesis on α since p − 1 < n − 1. It is not possible to have p = 1 as this would require
0 ≤ i < b1/2c = 0. Thus p > 1 and so by hypothesis on β
β(p p+ 1 · · ·n) = 1e ∈Mq
since p ≤ n− 1. So by Lemma 4.36 for p > 0 and 0 ≤ i < bn/2c
α⊗ β(〈012 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·n〉) = 1e⊗e ∈ Onn−1
Now let p < 0 and dp/2e ≤ i ≤ bn−1/2c and consider the images under α⊗β of the atoms occurring
in the first sum above
α⊗ β(〈012 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · ·n〉) ∈Mn−1
Since p > 0 therefore
α(〈012 · · · p〉) = 1e ∈Mp
by hypothesis on α since p ≤ n−1 and the only n−1-atom of On not sent to 1e by α is d0 = 12 · · ·n.
As well, since p > 0, q = n− 1− p < n− 1 and so by hypothesis on β
β(p p+ 1 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · ·n) =
{
1e ∈Mq p < n− 1
e ∈M0 p = n− 1
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since if p = n− 1 then q = 0 and β(〈n− 1〉) = e by hypothesis on β. Hence Proposition 4.36 gives
that for p < 0 and dp/2e ≤ i ≤ bn−1/2c
α⊗ β(〈012 · · · p⊗ p p+ 1 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · ·n〉) = 1e⊗e ∈ Onn−1
Now by Lemma 4.36 since α and β both send all m-cells of On for m ≤ n − 2 to the identity
m-cell 1e of M it follows that
α⊗ β(〈θ ⊗ ϕ〉) = 1e⊗e
for all θ : [m] ↪→ [n] and ϕ : [l] ↪→ [n] injective non-decreasing maps of ∆ with m < n − 1 and
l < n− 1. Hence in particular α⊗ β sends all m-atoms of ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]) for 1 ≤ m < n− 1 to
1e⊗e, so by Lemma A.2 α⊗ β : ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n])→M ⊗M sends all m-cells of ν(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n])
for 1 ≤ m < n− 1 to 1e⊗e.
Furthermore, Lemma A.2 allows us to translate the congruence expression (109) for x0,n modulo
(µ(Z[∆n]⊗Z[∆n]))n−2 directly into a composite of cells of M⊗M when α⊗β is applied by replacing
sums with ∗0. By the previous discussion α⊗β sends all the n−1 atoms in this congruence expression
(109) to 1e⊗e. Hence
α⊗ β(x0,n) = α⊗ β(〈0⊗ 012 · · ·n〉) = e⊗ β(〈1[n]〉)
We will perform a very similar analysis of the image of xn,0 under α ⊗ β, but in this case we
can afford to be a little less precise and still obtain the result we want. Recall that
xn,0 ≡ 〈012 · · ·n⊗ n〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−1
If n = 1 then by Proposition 5.6 of [Ste04] x0,1 = 〈01⊗1〉 and the identity (108) follows immediately.
Otherwise by Proposition 5.2 (ii) of [Ste04] there exist n − 1-atoms 〈aj〉 of ν(Z[∆n] ⊗ Z[∆n]) for
1 ≤ j ≤ r such that
xn,0 ≡ 〈012 · · ·n⊗ n〉+
r∑
j=1
〈aj〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−2
By Lemma A.2 therefore
α⊗ β(xn,0) = α⊗ β(〈012 · · ·n⊗ n〉) ∗0 α⊗ β(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 α⊗ β(〈ar〉)
Now
α⊗ β(〈012 · · ·n⊗ n〉) = α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ β(〈n〉) = α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ e
and so





d−n−1α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ e
)
∗0 d−n−1 (α⊗ β(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 α⊗ β(〈ar〉))
= 1e⊗e ∗0 d−n−1 (α⊗ β(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 α⊗ β(〈ar〉))
= d−n−1 (α⊗ β(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 α⊗ β(〈ar〉))
= α⊗ β(〈a1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 α⊗ β(〈ar〉)
The last part of this identity holds because the atoms 〈aj〉 are n − 1-atoms of ν(Z[∆n] ⊗ Z[∆n]).
The identity
d−n−1α(〈012 · · ·n)⊗ e = 1e⊗e
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holds because
d−n−1〈012 · · ·n〉 ≡
bn−/2c∑
i=0
〈01 · · ·
∨
2i+ 1 · · ·n〉 mod (µ(Z[∆n]⊗ Z[∆n]))n−2
so by Lemma A.2
α(d−n−1〈012 · · ·n〉) = α(〈d
1〉) ∗0 · · · ∗0 〈d2b
n−1/2c+1〉) = 1e
since the only n− 1-atom of νZ[∆n] not sent to 1e by α is 〈d0〉. Hence
α⊗ β(AW (Cω(∆)(〈1[n]〉))) = α⊗ β(x0,n) ∗n−1 α⊗ β(xn,0)
= α⊗ β(x0,n) ∗n−1
(
1d+n−1(α⊗β(x0,n))









∗0 α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ e
)
= α⊗ β(x0,n) ∗0 α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ e
= e⊗ β(〈012 · · ·n〉) ∗0 α(〈012 · · ·n〉)⊗ e
when n > 1. This completes the proof of the identity (108). 
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